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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 REASONS FOR THI S SURVEY

Lugbara, Logo, Kal iko, Avokaya, Moru, and Ma'di  (wi th Luluba) are a chain of
closely related languages, each with a number of dialects.

1.1.1 Translat ion: Assessment of needs and coordinat ion of work

Lugbara has both Old and New Testaments, Moru has the New Testament and the
Old Testament is in preparation, Ma'di has the New Testament, and Avokaya has
several Bibl ical books. However, these wi ll not cover the needs of all the people
involved. Desi re for Scriptures in thei r own vernaculars is so strong that some people
are wanting to initiate translations of their own. This could produce an unnecessary
number of translations of doubtful qual ity unless al l  the translation work can be
coordinated and help be given in planning the optimum number of translations which
wi ll cover all the language groups.

1.1.2 L anguage planning and development

There are language committees in most of these groups. One common concern is in
the area of orthography. In Kal iko and Logo, there is considerable interest in
developing a suitable orthography. Even in languages with publ ished materials there is
a need for improvement of existing orthographies: it is said that the primary reason
that the Ma'di New Testament is not used is because it is so hard to read. Another issue
is the need to choose or confirm a ‘reference dialect’ of each language for developing a
standard written form. Materials (including translated Scripture) publ ished in these
reference dialects wi ll encourage the development of these languages with the ultimate
benefit of facil itating communication and fostering greater unity. (It should be
emphasized that usage of a standard written form of a language wi ll  not replace spoken
variations among those who use it .)

1.2 SURVEY STATEMENT OF  PURPOSE

A Moru-Ma'di Survey planning meeting was held in Nairobi in March 1988. Present
were Ted Bergman (Africa Area Task Assessment Coordinator for SIL), Dick Watson
(Moru-Ma'di Survey Project Coordinator), Ursula Wiesemann and Constance Kutsch
Lojenga (Linguistics Consultants with SIL), Dr. Livingstone Walusimbi (Chairman of
the Department of Linguistics at Makarere University in Kampala), Carol Borreson,
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Douglas Boone and Vern Hein. This group drafted the following statement of purpose
17 March 1988:

The purpose of the Moru-Ma'di Chain Survey is to determine the relationships
between speech varieties within the Moru-Ma'di subgroup of Central Sudanic
languages.... ‘Relationships’ will be defined by:

(1) degree of lexical and grammatical similarity

(2) degree of intelligibility

(3) sociolinguistic dynamics

The purpose of the survey is also to discover the widest possible extent of effective
written communication.

The following are the GOALS of the project:

A. TRANSLATION  To suggest the best means of ensuring that every speaker of
one of these speech varieties has access to Scripture which s/he can understand. The
survey should provide the information which will enable the church and Bible
translation agencies:

1. To select speech varieties for translation so that every group will accept and be
able to use at least one.

2. To prevent the production of redundant translations.

With respect to translation activities, our aim is to meet translation needs
efficiently, more quickly and with a wiser use of personnel and tools than would
otherwise be possible.

B. LINGUISTICS  Our linguistic goals are twofold:

1. To provide comparable linguistic and sociolinguistic data for all Moru-Ma'di
speech varieties.

2. To serve as a model for future surveys among other multi-dialect language
chains.

Our aim is to be able to compare any Moru-Ma'di speech variety with any other;
for example, the ‘Ogambi dialect of Logo’ with the closest ‘Avokaya dialects’, or
the ‘Wa'di dialect of Moru’ with its closest ‘Avokaya dialects’.

C. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT To suggest guideline options for the language
planning in the regions where these speech varieties are spoken.

1. To provide the information which each language committee needs in order to
choose the best reference dialect for developing a standard written form of their
language.

2. To determine which dialects could be covered by each proposed standard.

3. To provide a basis for a standard Moru-Ma'di orthography, or as few variant
orthographies as possible.
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Our aim of “bringing groups together” is in accordance with the objective of
UNESCO as stated in Les langues communautaires africaines et leur utilisation dans
l'enseignement et l'alphabétisation (UNESCO, Bureau régional d'éducation pour
l'Afrique, 1985, p. 13):

Les Etats qui partagent [des langues communautaires] pourraient coopérer
de manière très étroite à leur developpement.

(“States which have regional languages in common could work together on
developing them.”)

1.3 NATURE OF THIS REPORT

This report presents all research results considered relevant for the making of
recommendations for language development and translation.

A summary report in French for the Zairean church has already been prepared. The
present report, therefore, assumes a certain linguistic background on the part of its
readers, but not a previous acquaintance with the educational, religious and political
systems of Sudan, Uganda, and Zaïre. The authors of the report felt that these should
be explained so that the reader can understand the situational factors of which
linguistics is only one.

1.4 ORGANISATION OF THIS REPORT

The concept of linguistic clusters is useful in a language chain like Moru-Ma'di
where ‘language’ boundaries are unclear. Traditional divisions and group names based
as much on ethnicity as linguistic similarity are understood to represent a
classification of Moru-Ma'di speech varieties into languages. These accepted terms
(Avokaya, Kaliko, Logo, Lugbara, Moru, and Ma'di) are useful for organizing our data,
but we call them ‘dialect clusters’ to indicate our reservation of judgment as to where
the true ‘language’ boundaries lie.

Chapter 2 is a technical overview of the survey tools and how they were used.

Chapter 3 presents the results of the survey using the above tools. Section 3.1
describes the relationships between the neighboring clusters, while 3.2 describes
relationships of dialects or speech varieties within a given cluster.

Chapter 4 moves from the descriptive to the prescriptive by explaining the
recommendations of the Moru-Ma'di Survey team based on the information presented
in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 5 we evaluate the survey in the light of our original goals.

Finally one finds the references and bibliography as well as numerous appendices.
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2. SURVEY PROCEDURES

2.1 TOOLS USED

The following three linguistic tools were used. Each is reproduced in an appendix.

2.1.1 Word lists

A simple measure of the relatedness of two speech forms is the number of similar
words they share. Suppose, for example, that we are told that of one hundred
commonly-used words sampled from a speech form called Lugbara, ninety are similar
to words used to mean the same thing in a speech form called Ma'di, whereas only
twenty of those Lugbara words are similar to the words meaning the same thing in a
speech form called Kebu. We say that there is 90% lexical similarity  between
Lugbara and Ma'di, and only 20% lexical similarity between Lugbara and Kebu. It
seems reasonable to conclude that Lugbara and Ma'di are more closely related than
Lugbara and Kebu.

To take another example, suppose there are three groups of people called Ma'di.
These people speak dialects called 'Burulo, Lokai, and Okollo. Of 160 'Burulo words
sampled, 157 sound like the corresponding Lokai word; that is, the words are exactly
the same (for example, the word mí  means ‘eye’ in both 'Burulo and Lokai) or there
are small differences in pronunciation (for example, the 'Burulo word for ‘to die’ is
dà , while the Lokai word is drà ). The corresponding Okollo words are elicited from
someone who speaks that speech form, and it is found that 120 of these words are like
the 'Burulo words. Though all three speech forms are called ‘Ma'di’, the lexical
similarity figures of 98% 'Burulo-Lokai and 75% 'Burulo-Okollo are evidence that
'Burulo and Lokai are dialects of a single language, whereas Okollo may or may not be
a dialect of the same language. The dialects with more words in common are generally
more closely related.

For the Moru-Ma'di dialect chain survey, a 170-item elicitation list was used (See
Appendix 9). Native speakers of each speech form were read the list, one item at a
time, and asked the word used in their dialect for each item. For many speech forms,
information was elicited from several individuals, resulting in multiple lists; at other
times, a group of people were interviewed at the same time. When time for the full list
was not available, only 100 items were elicited; these shorter lists give less
information but help to double-check the accuracy of longer lists.

The responses were written phonetically and in many cases tone was marked as well.
Thus when two lists were compared, allowances did not need to be made for differing
orthographies. The lists were compared with two measures in mind: lexical similarity
and phonetic similarity.

The count of lexical similarity is simply the proportion of ‘similar’ words in the two
speech forms, calculated by dividing the number of words judged similar by the total
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number of words compared. Thus, if for a given pair of languages, 153 words out of
161 are judged similar, the two languages are said to be 95% lexically similar, since
153/161 = 0.95.

The count of phonetic similarity is less easily determined. ‘similar’ words are
compared for phonetic differences; if, for example, it has been decided that the 'Burulo
word dà is similar to the Lokai word drà, we note that these have the same vowel and
the same tone, but different consonants (d  vs. dr ). Another ‘similar’ pair consists of
mí and mí, that is, the 'Burulo word and the Lokai word are identical. For each pair of
corresponding phones (sounds), a ‘degrees of difference’ value is assigned. Sounds
considered identical have zero degrees of difference. Extremely similar, but distinct,
sounds, such as b  and p  have one degree of difference; less similar sounds, such as o
and e  have two degrees of difference, and so on.…

Then, for a pair of lists, the degrees of difference between phones (sounds) in words
counted as lexically similar are added up and divided by the number of comparable
phones. The measure of phonetic similarity of two lists is then the average number of
degrees of phonetic difference found for each 100 pairs of comparable phones. The
higher the measure, the less phonetic resemblance between the two lists.

Note that the ‘ratio of phonetic degrees of difference’ is a relative measure, since it
depends on how one assigns ‘degrees of difference values’. A person could use a very
coarse measure (0 for the same phone, 1 for a difference) or a very fine one (where two
phones could differ from between 0 and 9 degrees of difference). Using a coarse
measure for near-identical lists would yield a very low ratio of degrees of difference;
using a fine measure might even yield a ratio of more than one hundred! (Since it can
only be calculated for words counted as lexically similar, the ratio also depends on
one’s judgments of lexical similarity. A conservative policy— counting forms to be
lexically similar only when highly phonetically similar— would yield a lower lexical
similarity percentage and lower ratio of degrees of difference than a liberal policy—
counting as lexically similar any forms which could conceivably be cognate,
irrespective of the amount and complexity of phonetic mutations needed to explain the
cognate relationship.)

In cases where two lists appear to be equally similar to a given list (‘X’) on the
lexical level, their relative degrees of phonetic similarity to list ‘X’ may suggest that
one of the corresponding speech forms is more closely ‘related’ to speech form ‘X’.

Again, as an example, suppose that the Lugbara, Ma'di and Kebu words for ‘fire’
are aci, asi, and kisi, respectively, and that it has been decided that these are ‘similar’.

There is only one degree of phonetic difference between the Lugbara word and the
Ma'di word, because the vowels are identical and there is one degree of phonetic
difference between s  and c  (which represents the ts  sound). For a list of many similar
words, this pair would add one to the total number of degrees of phonetic difference
between the data and three to the total number of comparable phones.

In contrast, there are four degrees of phonetic difference between the Lugbara word
and the Kebu word: 1 for ‘no consonant’ vs. k , 2 for a  vs. i , 1 for c  vs. s , and 0 for i
vs. i . This adds four to the total number of degrees of phonetic difference between the
data and four to the total number of comparable phones.
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For a list of one hundred words, Lugbara and Ma'di might show a total number of
degrees of phonetic difference of 150 for 450 comparable phones in 84 words, while
Lugbara and Kebu might have 57 total degrees of difference for 120 comparable
phones in 20 words. To compare the amount of phonetic variation, we calculate the
ratio of degrees of phonetic difference per hundred comparable phones. For Lugbara-
Ma'di, this is (150/450)x100, or 33; for Lugbara-Kebu, it is (57/120)x100, or 48. Thus
we note that not only does Kebu exhibit weak lexical similarity with Lugbara, but even
when the Kebu word resembles the Lugbara word, it tends to be less similar to the
Lugbara word than the Ma'di word is.

2.1.2 Phrase lists

Inter-language intelligibility does not only depend on how similar the words are in
the two languages. For the speakers of two related speech forms to understand each
other (without having to learn each other’s language) the speech forms must have a
similar grammatical structure. Realizing this fact, we attempted to compare low-level
grammatical features by means of a thirty-five-item list of phrases, clauses, and
questions. The list (see Appendix 9) consists of two major parts: verbal research (the
first twenty items) and research of the noun phrase (the remaining fifteen items). The
verbal research was considered the most important, so that in cases where only some of
the data could be collected, the first twenty items were elicited; where possible,
however, the full list was elicited.

No quantitative procedure has been developed to measure how great a hindrance to
comprehension a given grammatical difference would be. Thus, this report only makes
simple qualitative statements about dialectal grammatical differences and alternative
possibilities within a dialect or cluster. These are taken into account together with
conclusions about inter-language comprehension made from lexical comparisons,
intelligibility testing and sociolinguistic observations.

2.1.3 Sociolinguistic questionnaires

2.1.3.1 Purpose

The purpose of the sociolinguistic questionnaire is to gather an adequate sampling
of information about language and dialect use and attitudes relevant to determining
needs for separate language/dialect development versus standardization within a
language area. (Strictly speaking, the questionnaire was actually an interview schedule
since the questions were posed orally and answers noted by the researcher. A true
research questionnaire would be answered in writing by the person being questioned.)

2.1.3.2 Methodology

Beginning with the results of wordlist analyses, speakers of a dialect or dialect area
are questioned in the area of language (and dialect) use and attitudes with reference to
languages and dialects surrounding them having greater than 70% lexical similarity.
There is value in random sampling and also in sampling special interest groups. The
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main questionnaire is intended for a broad cross section by random sampling (see
Appendix 9). The supplements contain specialized questions for church leaders,
educators, and government officials. In order to refer to the significant dialects of an
area (in question 17), the researcher elicits dialect names according to ‘folk
perception’ and sees how those relate to the results of the wordlist analyses.

2.1.3.3 The questionnaire

The questions cover five areas: general information, language use, attitudes towards
language use, dialect use, and attitudes towards dialect use. It was necessary to take
great care in selecting wording in English, French, Arabic, and Bangala because the
terms ‘language’ and ‘dialect’ are not used in the same way everywhere.

This general sociolinguistic questionnaire (SLQ) was supplemented by two others.
By means of formal interview we probed language use and attitudes both in churches
and in schools. See Appendix 9 for examples of both the church leadership
questionnaire and the Primary School questionnaire.

2.2 METHODOLOGY : H OW DATA WERE GATHERED

2.2.1 Logistics (Time and Place)

2.2.1.1 Sudan

Wordlists, phrase lists, and sociolinguistic information were gathered in Juba,
Sudan between March and June 1988.

2.2.1.2 Uganda

Dick Watson gathered a small amount of information on the Ma'di of Moyo and
Adjumani during a short trip into Uganda in October 1988 or thereabouts. Some data
on Ugandan Ma'di were gathered in Juba at the same time as data on Sudanese Ma'di.
Data (wordlists, phrase lists, and sociolinguistic information) on Lugbara and the
southern ‘Ma'di’ dialects were collected by Douglas Boone and Louis Otika in
November 1989.

2.2.1.3 Zaï re

Five multi-day trips were taken in 1988; other data were elicited at Aba, where
Douglas Boone and Vern Hein were based. All survey activities, on site at Aba or ‘on
the road’ were organized through local CECA church leaders. The CECA workers who
traveled with the surveyors provided invaluable guidance.

The surveyors took part in language committee meetings among the Kaliko-Omi
(July 30- Aug. 5 at Adja) and the Logo (June 8-21 at Todro). The bulk of Kaliko-Omi
and Logo data were collected as a formal part of these meetings.

Help by Constance Kutsch Lojenga (on wordlists) and Ulla Persson (for Kaliko)
supplemented the work of Boone and Hein in Zaïre.
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2.2.2 Wordlists

2.2.2.1 In Sudan

Wordlists were elicited in Sudan from individuals representing the various speech
varieties of Moru, Ma'di (Sudanese dialects and that of Moyo, Uganda), Kaliko
(Sudanese dialects), as well as one complete list in Ojila, the main Sudanese dialect of
Avokaya. Some of the lists consisted of only 100 items, but full 170-item lists were
collected for all major dialects. The Moru data are known to have been collected
carefully, with all phonetic distinctions noted and all lists double-checked with the
person from whom the list was first collected. Tone was noted on the Kaliko lists (and
the Avokaya-Ojila list) but not for Moru, nor for Ma'di.

2.2.2.2 In Uganda

 The wordlists gathered in Uganda representing Moyo Ma'di as spoken in Moyo and
in Adjumani corroborate the Moyo and Adjumani lists taken in Juba, Sudan. In 1989,
eight wordlists of 200 items each were taken, representing the various Ugandan
Lugbara subdialects (essentially one per county), as well the Oguko and Okollo
dialects of Ma'di. Tone was noted on these lists. (The additional items were collected
in order to compare results with those of the survey done for the Languages of Uganda
project in 1968.) In some subdialects, two or even three speakers were available to
give data; on one occasion, four lists were taken simultaneously, much as was done for
the Logo data (see below).

2.2.2.3 In Zaïre

Lexical data in five Logo dialects and in Kaliko-Omi were collected using a
distinctive ‘group approach’ by which speakers of each dialect came to a consensus
concerning what word was wanted but any differences in tone, pronunciation, or word
choice, even among speakers of the same dialect, were also noted. An advantage of
this approach was that ambiguous items on the elicitation list were made clear in the
course of the thorough discussion.

Other wordlists were collected from individuals representing some of the varieties
of each language. Some of the Kaliko lists were 100-item lists, and lists were not
collected in all Lugbara dialects. Tone was always marked.

Tasile, a Logo man skilled in tone differentiation, was usually present when
wordlists were collected. His familiarity, not only with Logo, but also with other
Zairean Moru-Ma'di speech varieties, allowed the surveyors to regularize the phonetic
and tonetic transcription of data collected with his aid. He also helped clarify certain
semantic nuances.
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2.2.3 Phrase Lists

2.2.3.1 In Sudan

Phrase lists were gathered in three Ma'di dialects (including Moyo Ma'di, a
Ugandan dialect) from five speakers of these dialects in individual interviews. Data for
Kaliko and Avokaya were elicited in a similar way.

2.2.3.2 In Uganda

Eight phrase lists were gathered in Uganda in 1989, in five Lugbara (sub)dialects,
in the two ‘southern Ma'di’ subdialects, and in Moyo Ma'di. Usually, the same person
or persons who offered wordlist data also gave phrase list data.

2.2.3.3 In Zaïre

As was the case for the wordlists, the group approach was used to collect phrase
lists at Todro and at Adja. Again, the search for consensus helped ensure that the
surveyors elicited what they wanted to elicit while turning up instances of free
variation. Two individual phrase lists were taken for Logo-Bari and another for Kaliko-
Ma'di.

2.2.4 Sociolinguistic Questionnaires (SLQs)

 Sociolinguistic data were often elicited conversationally rather than by means of a
question-by-question interview. The researcher spent some time chatting with people
about their families, conditions, and language in general. The survey team tried to
question wisely in each location, discarding irrelevant questions and questions to
which the answers were found to be predictable, and following up on others which
proved to be more significant. That is, the interview schedule was not followed in
strict order, sometimes questions were omitted, and notes were made of information
offered though not explicitly elicited. No claim is made for randomness or
representativeness of sampling.

2.2.4.1 In Sudan

Extensive SLQs were done among Ma'di residents of Juba, mainly refugees. There
was no way to sample randomly as one had to interview the people at hand. However,
among those interviewed were men and women, young and old, of each social and
ethnic group. Other data were gathered among the Kaliko, and two SLQs were done in
Avokaya.

2.2.4.2 In Uganda

In 1989, eleven SLQs were conducted in Uganda, with the same people who
provided the lexical and grammatical data. Due to time constraints, this often meant
getting information from only one speaker of each subdialect.
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2.2.4.3 In Zaïre

In Zaïre, although a good number of SLQs were conducted, particularly in Logo and
Kaliko-Ma'di, much of our quality information was obtained by ‘bumping into’ good
sources of information as opposed to formally sitting down to do an SLQ.

A word of explanation is in order concerning reliance on anecdotal data and on the
lack of random samples. While planning, the survey team was guided by the statement
of purpose and by cost-benefit principles. As in some cases SLQ questions with
predictable answers were omitted, so in choosing population we settled for fewer
actual SLQs than a sound random sampling would necessitate, and in fewer places. In
places we did visit, however, we did seek the typical cross-section of male/female,
young/middle age/elder samples. The minimal amount we could have learned by more
samples in each of these categories was deemed not to be worth the cost involved
(miles, hours).

3. SURVEY FINDINGS

3.1 INTER-CLUSTER RELATIONSHIPS

Avokaya, Kaliko, Logo, Lugbara, Luluba, Ma'di and Moru are the agreed upon
members of the Moru-Ma'di subgroup of Central Sudanic Languages within the Nilo-
Saharan language family (Greenberg 1966).

S on g h an S ah aran M ab an

E astern  S u d an ic

B on g o-B ag irm i K res h

A vokaya K alik o L og o L u g b ara L u lu b a M a'd i M oru

M O R U -M A 'D I M an g b etu M an g b u tu -E fe L en d u

C E N TR A L  S U D A N IC B erta K u n am a

C H A R I-N IL E K om an F u r

N IL O -S A H A R A N

Tucker and Bryan (1966) and Caprile and Thomas (unidentified work, 1968, cited
by J.-P. Caprile in Barreteau, ed. 1978, pp. 240, 242) have Moru-Ma'di as a sub-group
within Moru-Mangbetu of the Central Sudanic group, where the other three sub-groups
are Mangbetu, Mangbutu-Efe, and Lendu. Caprile and Thomas group the rest of
Central Sudanic as ‘sara-Bongo-Baguirmi’. Tucker and Bryan leave unresolved the
question of whether the ‘larger units’ of Bongo-Bagirmi (including Kresh) should be
considered two branches of one language group. The listing of seven Moru-Ma'di
languages is ours; often Luluba is listed as a dialect of Ma'di and Lugbara is listed as
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two languages. As the term ‘Moru-Ma'di’ is well established, the present survey uses
the same name.

Speakers of these languages live in the area where the borders of Zaïre, Sudan and
Uganda converge (see Summary Chart of subgroups and Maps in Appendix 1). This
area in the center of Africa has been in turmoil for centuries; the succession of waves
of immigrants and the drawing of national boundaries has contributed to linguistic
diversity.

An example of the resultant sociolinguistic complexity is seen in the case of John, a
25-year-old farmer near Didi, Zaïre. John was born in Yendu, Sudan of Logo parents
from Kitambala, Zaïre. He grew up speaking Logo-ti at home as well as Kaliko (a
Sudanese dialect), Arabic, English and some Kakwa. Driven from his schoolteaching
job in Sudan by the war, he has had to polish the Bangala he knew slightly in Sudan.
His wife is a Zairean Kaliko-Ma'di and this is the language of their home.

Before reporting the relationships between each neighboring pair of Moru-Ma'di
speech forms, it may be helpful to sketch relationships across the whole chain. The
matrix summarizes the lexical similarity of ten representative Moru-Ma'di dialects:

Moru-Miza
69  Avokaya of Sudan
65  76  Logo (five main dials.)
67  78  86  Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi
63  71  72  87  Kaliko-Sud-East
63  73  78  91  88  Kaliko-Omi
62  70  69  78  82  82  Ugandan Lugbara-composite
61  65  65  71  74  73  81  Ugandan Ma'di-composite
62  63  62  69  73  71  81  99  Ma'di - Lokai
64  61  62  67  71  67  73  81  80  Lulubo - est.

Most of these figures are based on a comparison of about 160 lexical items. The
estimated percentages for Lulubo are based on a comparison of about 140 lexical
items, and there were about 170 items used in comparing Lugbara and Ma'di dialects.

These figures are a statistical estimate of true lexical similarity among all common
words in these dialects, based on a sample of fewer than two hundred words. The
estimates are subject to sampling error. For figures between 75% and 95%, the
estimated possible error is 3-5 percentage points; for figures between 60% and 75%,
the possible error is 6-8 percentage points.

The greatest similarity is observed between dialects of the same language (Ma'di
and Kaliko), and between dialects spoken in geographically contiguous territories,
especially within the same country (Logo and Kaliko-Ma'di, Kaliko-Omi and Lugbara,
Lugbara and Ma'di, Ma'di and Lulubo, Avokaya and Logo). Moru and Avokaya are not
immediate neighbors, which is probably the reason that their lexical similarity figure is
not remarkably high.
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Although there is a ‘chaining’ effect (no simple tree diagram could faithfully
summarize these data due to the gradations in the figures across the whole language
chain), the figures for non-neighboring languages tend to be less than 75%. Given this
degree of dissimilarity in vocabulary, and considering the unlikelihood of widespread
contact between people who live so far apart, it would seem reasonable to concentrate
our efforts of description on pairs or triples of neighboring dialect clusters (languages)
and on relationships among dialects of the same language, rather than every possible
pair of speech forms or on all the speech forms at once.

For a snapshot of relative phonetic closeness (or rather distance), we present this
matrix of degrees of phonetic difference:

Moru-Miza
32 Avokaya of Sudan
29 20 Logo (five main dialects.)
31 21 23 Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi
32 23 28 16 Kaliko-Sud-East
30 24 24 13 19 Kaliko-Omi
35 28 26 21 21 25 Ugandan Lugbara-composite
34 31 34 30 31 33 32Ugandan Ma'di-composite
41 39 41 36 39 37 36 17Ma'di - Lokai
40 42 41 39 40 39 37 32 27Lulubo - est.

The larger the number given for a pair of dialects, the greater the amount of
phonetic difference between words judged similar, that is, the less phonetically similar
the word lists. A smaller number of degrees of phonetic difference, on the other hand,
means that the lists were more phonetically alike. (For an explanation of how these
figures were calculated, see 2.1.1.)

Generally speaking, the phonetic relationships parallel the lexical and geographic
relationships. Note that each Kaliko dialect has fewer than 20 degrees of phonetic
difference from each of the other Kaliko dialects; similarly for the two Ma'di dialects
listed. Some other neighboring languages display between 20 and 25 degrees of
difference (Avokaya, Logo, Kaliko; Kaliko, Lugbara); geographically distant dialects
tend to be phonetically distant as well.

So, the pairwise comparison of clusters which follows is justified. We observe in
turn: Avokaya and Moru (3.1.1), Avokaya and Logo (3.1.2), Kaliko and Logo (3.1.3),
Kaliko and Lugbara (3.1.4), Ma'di and Kaliko (3.1.5), and Lugbara and Ma'di (3.1.6).
Due to the lack of Lulubo data, Ma'di-Lulubo relationships are considered in the
Lugbara-Ma'di and Ma'di-Ma'di sections (3.1.6 and 3.2.5).
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3.1.1 The relationship between Avokaya and Moru

3.1.1.1 Background

The six closest Moru dialects are found almost exclusively in Mundri District of
Equatoria Province in Sudan. Avokaya is spoken to the west and south of the Moru
area, in several locations in the area between Mundri, Maridi, and Yei. The seventh so-
called ‘Moru dialect’, Wa'di, is spoken at Amaki, north of Maridi. Tucker (1967:9)
reported that Wa'di was “almost identical’ to one of the other Moru dialects (Moro-ägi)
but that it also had “much in common with Avukaya.” The survey team, including two
people who had worked for several years in Avokaya, wanted to determine whether
Wa'di was more closely related to Avokaya than to Moru.

3.1.1.2 Lexical Similarity

All of the matrices used in this study are the output of WordSurv, the lexicostatistics
program used to analyze the Moru-Ma'di word list data. The figures represent
percentage of similar vocabulary items for each pair of speech forms, out of a sample
of approximately 160 lexical items. (Actual data are found in Appendix 11.) ‘Union’
Logo is included in addition to the seven Moru and two Avokaya dialects to give a
slightly broader perspective.

Moru-Kädiro
100 Moru-Lakamadi
99 100 Moru-Miza
96 98 97 Moru-Ägyi
91 93 93 95 Moru-Ändri
92 93 93 96 99 Moru-'Bäri'bä
83 85 84 86 85 86 Moru-Wa'di
69 69 68 71 75 74 81 Avokaya-Ojila (Sudan)
66 67 66 68 71 71 70 78 Avo-Ajigu (Zaïre)
65 65 65 66 69 69 70 76 86 Logo

Some of the lists are 99% or even 100% similar for our sample of lexical items.
Remember also that because these figures are necessarily based on only part of the
lexical inventory of the each dialect, the “true” lexical similarity of two speech forms
may be several percentage points higher or lower than figures given above. Combining
highly similar lists and adding estimates of possible error, we get another matrix:

 Moru-Kädiro and Lakamadi and Miza (99±1.4)
 97±2.5  Moru-Ägyi
 93±4  96±3  Moru-Ändri and 'Bäri'bä (99±1.4)
 84±5.7  86±5.3  86±5.5  Moru-Wa'di
 69±6.4  71±6.2  74±5.8  81±5  Avokaya-Ojila (Sudan)
 67±6.1  68±5.9  71±5.6  70±5.7  78±3.8  Avo-Ajigu (Zaïre)
 65±6.2  66±6.1  69±5.8  70±5.7  76±4  86±2.7  Logo
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The extent of Moru dialects is fairly well-defined on the lexical level. The Wa'di
dialect is set apart from the other six dialects, but is apparently more similar to the
other Moru dialects than to Avokaya. (In several cases, the six other Moru forms are
similar and the Wa'di form is similar to that of Avokaya and sometimes to even many
other non-Moru data; other times, though, the Wa'di form is unlike the data for any
other dialect). Tucker’s claim that Wa'di is nearly identical to Ägyi is not borne out on
the lexical level (but see the analysis of phonetic similarity below).

The Ojila (Sudanese) dialect of Avokaya may have more shared vocabulary with the
Wa'di dialect of Moru than with any other non-Moru dialect; otherwise, the highest
lexical similarity percentage of a Moru dialect with a non-Moru dialect is about 75%.
Miza is the reference dialect already in use for Moru; the other Moru dialects are over
80% similar to it on the lexical level, while all other speech forms display less than
70% lexical similarity to Miza for our sample.

The WordSurv output for phonetic relationships is given below.

Moru-Kädiro
4 Moru-Lakamadi
6 5 Moru-Miza

15  15  14 Moru-Ägyi
18  19  19  20 Moru-Ändri
15  17  17  18 6 Moru-'Bäri'bä
25  26  25  15  28  28 Moru-Wa'di
31  31  32  27  23  25  30 Avokaya-Ojila (Sudan)
30  30  31  29  25  27  30  13 Avo-Ajigu (Zaïre)
27  28  29  27  29  30  28  20  19 (Logo)

Lower numbers mean a smaller degree of phonetic difference between forms judged
similar: zero would mean all similar forms were in fact judged phonologically identical
(there is no absolute upper limit on the highest possible degree of phonetic difference).
Once again, we may combine the most similar lists:

Moru-Kädiro and Lakamadi and Miza (6)
15Moru-Ägyi

15-19 18-20 Moru-Ändri and 'Bäri'bä (6)
26 15 28Moru-Wa'di
32  27  23-25 30Avokaya-Ojila (Sudan)
30  29  25-27 30  13Avo-Ajigu

(Zaïre)
27-29 27  30  28  20  19Logo

One surprising outcome is the similarity of Wa'di to Ägyi (half the differences
observed between Wa'di and other dialects, or between Moru and non-Moru dialects).
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Also, the ratio of degrees of phonetic difference between Ojila and Ajigu is only half
that for Ojila and Wa'di. Although the status of Wa'di (Moru or non-Moru?) is unclear
on the basis of phonetic comparisons of word lists, it is clear that Wa'di is set apart
from the Avokaya and Logo dialects.

3.1.1.3 Grammatical Similarity

For purposes of comparison, we shall compare the MIZA dialect of Moru (the one
used in written materials) with the OJILA dialect of Avokaya (the major dialect of
Sudan). There are many structural similarities between these speech forms, but
significant differences as well. (The detailed comparison is found in Appendix 10.)

3.1.1.4 Intelligibility and Sociolinguistic dynamics

There is no doubt that many more Avokayas speak and understand Moru than vice
versa. However, this does not indicate an imbalance in ‘inherent’ intelligibility; rather,
it is a result of the fact that Moru is the dominant language in that area. There are at
least five times as many Morus as Avokayas in Sudan, and their territory adjoins.
Furthermore, Moru was established as a regional language at the Rejaf Language
Conference of 1928. As a result, there was more missionary activity in Moru, and now
not only do many Avokayas attend Moru schools but Moru is also used in the
churches.

It is safe to say that almost all Avokaya-speaking Sudanese understand Moru. The
only known exceptions have lived all their lives in Juba, the regional capital over 150
km from the Avokaya area. Avokayas who use Moru in church say that they understand
the preaching well but have difficulty reading written Moru (due to
underdifferentiation in the orthography).

On the other hand, it would seem that Morus do not understand Avokaya unless they
have made a special effort to learn it, and they see no need to do so because most
Avokaya have learnt Moru. It took one highly motivated Moru pastor working in an
Avokaya parish about six months to reach a moderate proficiency in Avokaya. He was
able to communicate on everyday topics but was never fully comfortable preaching in
Avokaya. This shows that the two languages are not really ‘mutually intelligible’ but
rather must be learnt to be understood.

It seems reasonable to conclude, until it can be proved otherwise, that speakers of
Wa'di understand Moru better than Avokaya, based on the facts that Wa'di is
linguistically more like Moru and that Moru is a language of wider communication.

3.1.1.5 Conclusion

Avokaya and Moru are distinct languages, not inherently inter-intelligible, spoken
by distinct people groups. Avokayas and Morus cannot use a common literature. Moru
is the more influential language, and for that reason many Avokaya people understand
spoken Moru. (This survey did not establish whether enough Avokayas understand
Moru well enough and have a positive enough attitude to it to use Moru Scriptures.
There is strong support for Avokaya Scriptures, which are being translated.)

Wa'di is best considered a Moru dialect, not Avokaya.
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3.1.2 The relationship between Avokaya and Logo

3.1.2.1 Background

The Logo and the Avokaya areas meet northeast of Faradje in Zaïre. Three
collectivités  in the Faradje Zone are involved: those called Mundu, Lolya, and
Ogambi. A few (at most 200) Avokayas live west of Misa in the Mundu
collectivité  (northwest of Aba). The vast majority of Zairean Avokayas live in the
Ogambi collectivité  north of the Aba-Faradje road. The Ogambi dialect of Logo
extends northward slightly beyond the Dungu river but not beyond the Faradje-Aba
road; the Lolya collectivité , where the Lolya dialect of Logo is spoken, extends
north of this road and thus borders the Avokaya-speaking area. (See the map of Logo
dialects in Appendix 1).

The name ‘Ogambi’ bears explanation at this point, although a fuller discussion
appears in section 3.2.3.1.1. Apparently (Tucker 1967:37-38) the Agambi  people
group were pushed southeast from Sudan in the late nineteenth century and quickly
“attained supremacy over the Logo clans” already there. Presumably their influence
over the Logo faded out as the influence of the colonialists grew around 1900. If there
was a distinct Agambi speech form, it is apparently no longer used. The descendants of
the ruling Agambi still remember their noble heritage and retain their ethnic identity,
but linguistically they have merged with surrounding groups, viz. Logo and Avokaya.

It is thought that the Moru and the Avokaya once lived south of the Dungu river,
later moving northward to Sudan (see Appendix 6). If so, it is likely that the pocket of
Avokayas now living in Zaïre are the tail of this movement, and that in remaining just
40-60 kilometers north of the Dungu river, they were separated from the other
Avokayas by the Mündü and Baka.

Linguistically this group appears to be about as close to Logo as to Sudanese
Avokaya (which they call Ojila). Ethnically they are Avokayas, but they admit various
more specific names: Adjigo, Gbalo, and Ogambi. This last group would presumably
be descendants of the ruling Agambi who adopted Avokaya rather than Logo. Gbalo is
a clan name, and Ajugu (or Ojiga) is what the Sudanese call all Zairean Avokayas.
Apparently some Zaireans speak what they call “pure” Avokaya; according to a Zairean
schoolteacher, Adjigo, Avokaya, Gbalo, and Ogambi represent a four-way
classification of Avokayas who are not Ojila. (At present, there is not sufficient
evidence to separate these four as subdialects, and for our purposes, we shall treat
them as one dialect.)

A person called “Ogambi”, then, may be a speaker of Logo or of Avokaya. In
addition, the name may be used merely to refer to someone who lives in the Ogambi
collectivité . This is a potential source of confusion. The Logo-Doka who claims
Logo-Ogambi is very hard to understand may well be referring to an Avokaya speech
form. Politically the man spoken to was (Logo-) Ogambi but linguistically and
ethnically he is Avokaya. (It might be mentioned here that the Zaïre survey team
thought at first that all Zairean Avokayas were called “Northern Ogambi.” This would
make sense since Avokayas are found to the north of the Logos, in the northern part of
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the Ogambi collectivité , but it now appears that this term refers instead to a
subdialect of Logo-Ogambi!)

3.1.2.2 Lexical Similarity

The following matrix is the output of WordSurv, the lexicostatistics program used to
analyze the Moru-Ma'di word list data. The figures represent percentage of similar
vocabulary items for each pair of speech forms, out of a sample of approximately 160
lexical items. (Actual data are found in Appendix 11.)

 Avokaya of Sudan (OJILA)
78 Avokaya of Zaïre (AJIGU)
76 86 Logo (five main dialects.)
74 86 94 Logo Bari - Kanzako
76 87 95 93 Logo Bari - West
74 73 74 74 77 Bari Logo - Mandramandra

The Avokaya and ‘Union’ Logo (five main dialects which are 99-100% similar, see
section 3.2.3.2) lists are fairly well established: the Sudanese data were reviewed and
supplemented by Eileen Kilpatrick, who has been familiar with that dialect for several
years, the Zairean Avokaya data are based on three lists gathered in a variety of
locations, and the ‘Union’ Logo data are a conflation of the five lists arrived at by a
committee of over twenty Logo speakers (at least three of each dialect). The three
Logo-Bari lists are less sure; without double-checking, we cannot be sure whether
there are one or two subdialects of Logo-Bari or whether Bari-Logo is as divergent
form the others as it appears.

A tree representing lexical closeness (not necessarily genetic relationship) would
look like this:

A-Ojila A-Ajigu Logo Logo-Bari Mandramandra

95

87

75

The WordSurv output for phonetic relationships is shown below.

Avokaya of Sudan (OJILA)
13 Avokaya of Zaïre (AJIGU)
20 18 Logo (five main dials.)
23 21 11 Logo Bari - Kanzako
21 19  5  8 Logo Bari - West
25 24 25 24 24 Bari Logo - Mandramandra
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Lower numbers mean a smaller degree of phonetic difference between forms judged
similar: zero would mean all similar forms were in fact judged phonologically identical
(there is no absolute upper limit on the highest possible degree of phonetic difference).
Whereas Ajigu is lexically more like Logo than like Ojila, phonetically it is more like
Ojila than like Logo. Again, Logo-Bari and Logo are the most alike of the dialects
listed, and the Mandramandra list seems to represent a speech form as distinct as Ojila,
Ajigu, and the other Logos.

3.1.2.3 Grammatical Similarity

The two dialects of Avokaya (Ojila and Ajigu) differ grammatically in several areas.
When differences occur, Ajigu is much closer to Logo than Ojila is. For this reason,
both Avokaya dialects need to be discussed in a comparison with Logo. The discussion
in Appendix 10 is based on the limited data afforded by the phrase lists.

3.1.2.4 Intelligibility

As expected, Zairean speakers of Avokaya (apparently both the Ogambi and Adjigo
sub-dialects) and speakers of Logo-Ogambi, groups who have frequent contact, speak
their respective languages with each other. One Avokaya(-Ogambi) claims to
comprehend easily and completely the speech of a Logo-Ogambi.

Logo-Ogambi, however, is spoken over a broad area. Logos who live near the
Avokaya area similarly claim ease of comprehension of Avokaya, while those living
further south with less contact must resort to Bangala due to the difficulty of
comprehension.

Twenty-two Logo language committee men met in Todro, representing five of the six
Logo dialects. They were asked:

"When you speak to a Zairean Avokaya from north of Faradje, what
language do you use?”

They were offered two choices for response:

A) I use Logo and he responds in Avokaya resulting in good mutual comprehension.

B) Bangala or French (not just because it is the language to use in the relevant
semantic domain but because of inability to understand the other’s language).

All three Bhagiras chose A. Four of the six Lolyas and three of the six Ogambis
chose A, with the rest choosing B. This indicates that either these dialects are closely
related to Avokaya, or that these individuals have heard Avokaya frequently enough
that they have learned “to hear it.” It seems odd that only some of the people from
dialects which share a border with Avokaya claim to understand it adequately while all
the Bhagira speakers, who are from further away, said that comprehension was good.
None of the Dokas and none of the Obilebhas chose A. These are the southernmost
dialects of Logo and it is likely that they have little contact with Avokaya speakers. It
is not clear whether these individuals use Bangala or French with the few Avokayas
they do meet or whether they never hear Avokaya at all.

Since these five Logo dialects exhibit strong lexical and structural similarity to one
another, one cannot conclude on purely linguistic grounds that a Logo from Doka or
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Obilebha and a Zairean Avokaya are less likely to understand one another than a Logo-
Ogambi and a Zairean Avokaya would. In fact, cognate percentages with Avokaya are
86% for all  Logo dialects and the ratio of phonetic degrees of difference with Zairean
Avokaya may actually be lower for the Logo Dokas and Obilebhas than for Lolya and
Ogambi. Observed and reported understanding (or lack of understanding) of Zairean
Avokaya by Logos appeared to be dependent on exposure (or lack of exposure) alone.

A Zairean living at Lema said that he spoke “Adjigo (Avokaya)” to Logos and they
replied in Logo and they understood each other. He said that he understood “Ogambi”
speakers and they understood his “Adjigo (Avokaya).” Another man living at Djabir
said that he and a Logo could understand each other when he spoke Avokaya and the
other person Logo. When asked what language he used when he spoke with an Ogambi,
he said that Ogambi was Avokaya. Both claimed that Ojila and Logo were about
equally difficult (or equally easy) to understand, though the man in Djabir thought that
Logo might be a little easier. The Lema resident said that grandfathers understand
more than children do. This would presumably be due to ‘experience’ rather than
‘inherent’ factors.

Although oral mutual comprehension appears to be a matter of contact, just how
many weeks or months of exposure are required for good comprehension of the
neighboring speech variety is not known. (See Appendix 4, “On Intelligibility
Estimates”).

Not enough is known of intelligibility between the form(s) of Avokaya spoken in
Sudan and the form(s) spoken in Zaïre, nor between Logo and Sudanese Avokaya. For
the various Avokaya dialects, testing of oral intelligibility or, better yet, Scripture
testing would be required. The two major varieties of Avokaya (i.e. those for which we
have lists) appear to share less than 80% similar vocabulary, and most Avokayas of one
dialect are separated by many miles and an international border from speakers of the
other dialect. Yet, written materials in Ojila could probably be adapted into a standard
Zairean dialect— if one were agreed upon (see next section and sections 3.2.1.4 and
3.2.1.6.2).

3.1.2.5 Sociolinguistic dynamics

Since contact between the Avokayas and the Logos is only in Zaïre, the main
question here is what Zairean Avokayas think of Logo and what Logos think of Zairean
Avokaya. Logo is the dominant language in the Faradje Zone and even in the Ogambi
collectivité  there are many more Logos than Avokayas. Avokayas seemed
reluctant about using any materials to be written in Logo, though they said that they
would not want to use Ojila materials either. There was, however, interest in adapting
Ojila materials, or, as they put it, “translating them into Avokaya.”

There is no evidence that Logo is displacing Avokaya anywhere in Zaïre; the man in
Djabir was concerned about the future of his language, but for him the danger was that
people would turn to Bangala, and not that Avokaya might give way to Logo.

For their part, Logo speakers do not consider that Avokaya has any effect on their
language.
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3.1.2.6 Conclusion

Logo and Avokaya (Ojila) are distinct languages; Logo is spoken in Zaïre and Ojila
in Sudan. It is unlikely that these languages are inherently inter-intelligible, and there
is little or no contact between Sudanese Avokayas and Logo-speaking people. Thus it
is reasonable to conclude that Ojila speakers and Logos cannot understand one
another’s speech. Separate literature is needed for Avokaya and Logo.

The Avokaya dialect(s) spoken in Zaïre exhibit similarities to both Ojila and Logo;
since they consider themselves to be Avokayas, Ajigu can be considered an Avokaya
dialect, but with a marked similarity to Logo as well. This is one example of ‘chaining’
in Moru-Ma'di.

3.1.3 The relationship between Kaliko and Logo

3.1.3.1 Background

Although neighbors with an acknowledged ethnic affinity, the Kaliko and the Logo
peoples maintain a clear ethnic distinction. Politically, they are separated in part by an
international boundary (the Logo live only in Zaïre whereas some Kaliko live in
Sudan) and, within Zaïre, by a zonal boundary. The Kaliko live in the Aru Zone and
the Logo, in the Faradje Zone. The presence of these boundaries significantly
decreases the degree of contact.

3.1.3.2 Lexical Similarity

The following figures represent percentage of similar vocabulary items for each pair
of speech forms, out of a sample of approximately 160 lexical items (except for
comparisons with the Dodo subdialect, see below). These figures are correct within a
margin of three to eight percentage points. (Actual data are found in Appendix 11.)

Recall (section 3.1.2.2) that ‘Logo5’ and Logo-Bari (Kanzako and Western) are
about 95% similar, Ajigu is about 87% similar to these Logo, and Ojila and the Logo-
Bari list representing Mandramandra are about 75% similar to Ajigu and Logo. The
fifteen pairwise comparisons of Kaliko lists all yield between 86% and 94% lexical
similarity (see 3.2.2.2).

Ojila Ajigu Logo5 L-B-K L-B-W B-L-M
78 90 86 85 86 75  Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi (Z)
75 83 77 76 77 69  Kaliko-Sud-W (S)
74 81 72 73 74 66  Kaliko-Rang'a'ba (S)
72 82 78 78 81 70  Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo (Z)
71 79 72 73 73 66  Kaliko-Sud-East (S)
73 83 78 76 77 68  Kaliko-Omi (Z)

Every Kaliko dialect is approximately 90% similar to all the others but the only
form of Kaliko which approaches that degree of similarity to a non-Kaliko dialect is
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Kaliko-Ma'di (Didi subdialect). This may mean that Didi-Ma'di is as similar to Logo
as Ajigu is. Curiously, Ajigu is more like all the Kaliko dialects than Logo is.

The Didi list is one of the ‘richer’ lists since it is a conflation of two 170-item lists
and two 100-item lists taken independently (so that an item overlooked by one source
might be included on another component list). The Omi list is the work of a committee
of Kalikos and should also be reliable. The Rang'a'ba list, in contrast, is a single 170-
item list and the Dogo list, one 100-item list. The Eastern Sudanese dialect is
nominally represented by four lists but this is more like one list triple-checked; the
western Sudanese dialect is represented by one full list and another only fifty items
long.

The WordSurv output for phonetic relationships is shown below:

Avokaya of Sudan (Ojila)
13Avokaya of Zaïre (Ajigu)
20 18 Logo (five main dials.)
23 21 11 Logo Bari - Kanzako
21 19  5  8 Logo Bari - West
25 24 25 24 24 Bari Logo - Mandramandra
21 18 23 24 22 30 Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi (Z)
28 22 27 26 25 31 15 Kaliko-Sud-W (S)
26 21 28 28 26 31 18 12 Kaliko-Rang'a'ba (S)
21 18 23 24 22 29 11 18 21 Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo (Z)
23 20 28 26 25 32 15 10 14 14 Kaliko-Sud-East (S)
24 21 24 26 23 30 13 19 21 18 19 Kaliko-Omi(Z)

Most of the pairwise comparisons of Kaliko lists yield ratios of phonetic degrees of
difference of less than 20 per 100 comparable phones. Likewise, apart from the
Mandramandra list, the Logo lists are very similar on the phonetic level. Yet, some of
the figures representing the relationships of Logo and Kaliko dialects are not much
more than 20 per hundred comparable phones; some Kaliko dialects phonetically
resemble the main Logo dialects as closely as ‘Logo’-Mandramandra does.

3.1.3.3 Grammatical Similarity

Unfortunately, the Kaliko grammatical data are not available for analysis.

3.1.3.4 Intelligibility

In 1933 Tucker stated that “Kaliko and Logo are, on the whole, mutually intelligible
...” (p. 5). Fifty years later this generalization is very doubtful, based on the testimony
of Kaliko respondents. This may be due to diminished contact and separate
development over several generations or to increased use of the Bangala trade language
in semantic domains where Kaliko used to be the natural choice. For insight on
intelligibility between these linguistic groups, it is helpful to consider what language
Logo speakers and Kaliko speakers use with each other. Here it is assumed that
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extremely vigorous use of the local languages is an indicator of intelligibility, whereas
non-use suggests difficulty of understanding. (See Appendix 4.)

3.1.3.4.1 Logo comprehension of Kaliko

The twenty-two men on the Logo language committee reported the following on
language use:

When speaking with Kaliko-Omis, all Logo men used a common third
language, Bangala.

When speaking with Kaliko-Ma'dis there was variance, as follows:

“I speak Logo, he speaks Kaliko-Ma'di, and we understand each other.”

- This was reported by all Bhagiras (closest geographical neighbors of Kaliko-
Ma'di) and all Lolyas (next-closest neighbors), as well as one Obilebha, two
Dokas, and four Ogambis.

“We both use Bangala.”

- This was reported by the other two Obilebhas, the other two Dokas, and the other
two Ogambis.

3.1.3.4.2 Kaliko comprehension of Logo

Statements on language use among the Kaliko-Ma'di are based on individual
responses to sociolinguistic questionnaires.

When conversing with Logo-Bhagira, Kaliko-Ma'dis use Kaliko-Ma'di. Two
exceptions were noted, but these were probably due to special sociolinguistic factors
rather than to a lack of comprehension between the two speech forms. One case
concerned a church musician whose contact with Logo-Bhagira was primarily in
churches where Bangala is the appropriate language. The other exception was seen
among children at play. Kaliko-Ma'di schoolboys used Bangala with Logo-Bhagira
playmates, possibly because heavy Bangala use at school has carried over into their
playing.

Some Kaliko-Ma'dis use Kaliko-Ma'di with Logo-Lolya and some do not. With
Logo-Bari, Doka, Obilebha and Ogambi, all Kaliko-Ma'dis use a second language
(Bangala or French). They consider these other dialects to be “makási”— hard.

All of the Kaliko-Omi interviewed said that they use Bangala with Logo speakers.

3.1.3.4.3 Summary

This indicates that except for Kaliko-Ma'di with two Logo dialects (Bhagira and
Lolya), the Logo and Kaliko speech forms in Zaïre are not mutually intelligible. The
unanimity of responses indicated that Kaliko-Ma'di and Logo-Bhagira are inherently
intelligible. There is no clear indication that the reported mutual understanding is due
to learning. Sometimes, of course, one finds that some speakers of a given speech form
understand and are understood by speakers of a neighboring language because they
have learned it to some degree after prolonged contact.
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3.1.3.5 Sociolinguistic Dynamics

Some speakers of Kaliko-Omi felt Logo may be displacing their language, although
very slowly. Others thought that Omi children “mixed the languages”, no longer
speaking “pure Omi” but using words borrowed from Bangala, Swahili, and Lugbara
(note that Logo was not mentioned). The respondents were interviewed in two groups.
Had we been able to question them one at a time a clearer picture of language use
would probably have emerged.

Kalikos in the eastern Sudanese Kaliko dialect consider their variety of Kaliko to be
the pure form. They consider the western dialect to have heavy Logo borrowing and
some easterners call the westerners Logo.

It is not yet known whether the Sudanese distinguish between Zairean dialects of
Kaliko.

Similarly Kaliko-Ma'di is reputed to be tainted by Logo while Omi is thought to be
tainted by Lugbara. None of the Logo dialects are said to be influenced by Kaliko,
however.

3.1.3.6 Conclusion

Kaliko and Logo are distinct languages: the most influential dialects (Omi and
eastern Sudanese) both share less than 80% vocabulary with the main Logo dialects.
Kaliko-Ma'di is best considered a dialect of Kaliko on lexical, phonological,
geographical, and ethnological grounds; however, the Didi subdialect of Kaliko-Ma'di
has a greater degree of shared vocabulary with Logo (and Avokaya) than do any other
Kaliko dialects and apparently is more highly inter-intelligible with them. As Ajigu
appears to fall midway between Avokaya-Ojila and Logo, so Kaliko-Ma'di appears to
fall between Logo, Omi, and Kaliko-Sudan. (This appears to be an area of dialect
chaining, but intelligibility testing and grammatical comparison are needed to refine
this judgment.) The division between Logo and Kaliko is reinforced by politico-
administrative boundaries.

3.1.4 The relationship between Kaliko and Lugbara

3.1.4.1 Background

The Zairean dialects of both Kaliko and Lugbara are spoken in the Aru Zone. The
survey team in Zaïre did not visit Lugbara-speaking villages, but they did interview
three Lugbara speakers living outside the Lugbara area. One of these was a Lugbara-Lu
working as a schoolteacher in Didi, among the Kaliko-Ma'di. He said that Kaliko-Omi
is closer to his speech form than Ugandan Lugbara is. However, more recent research
(by the survey team in Uganda the following year) seems to indicate that Zairean
Lugbara is more like “standard” Ugandan Lugbara than like Kaliko. Perhaps this man
was thinking of other Ugandan dialects; in any case, his home area is near the edge of
the Omi area and he is surely more familiar with Kaliko than with Ugandan speech.
(See also 3.2.4.4, “Intelligibility among Lugbara Dialects.”)
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Ugandan Lugbaras and Kaliko speakers are unlikely to have contact, as their
territories are not contiguous.

3.1.4.2 Lexical Similarity

Each of these two languages exhibits much internal variety, among dialects (Kaliko
in Sudan and Zaïre and Lugbara in Sudan, Zaïre and Uganda) One would expect that
the relationship between the languages is fairly complicated. Yet, on the lexical and
phonetic level, there is not a large degree of chaining.

The figures in the following matrix represent percentage of similar vocabulary items
for each pair of speech forms, out of a sample of approximately 160 lexical items
(except for comparisons with the Dogo subdialect, see 3.1.3.2).

Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi(Z)
94±3 Kaliko-Sud-W(S)
87±4 86±5½Kaliko-Rang'a'ba(S)
91±4½ 87±7 86±7 Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo(Z)
87±4 92±4 88±5 92±5½Kaliko-Sud-East(S)
91±3½ 89±5 82±6 89±6 88±5 Kaliko-Omi(Z)
80±4 79±5½ 76±5½ 81±6½ 83±5 86±4½Zairean Lugbara
78±4 79±5 74±5½ 80±6 82±4½ 82±4½Ugandan Lugbara
76±4 78±5 75±5 81±6 83±4½ 80±4½Maracha(U)
74±4 75±5 71±5½ 78±6½ 79±4½ 78±5Terego(U)
73±4 74±5½ 72±5½ 79±6 78±5 76±5Aringa(U)
75±4 75±5 72±5½ 80±6 80±4½ 79±4½Ogoko(U)
68±5 68±6 65±6 73±7 73±5½ 71±5½Okollo(U)

There is a fairly clear division of Kaliko from Lugbara on lexical grounds, with
slight chaining between Kaliko-Omi and its neighbor, Zairean Lugbara. The lexical
similarity figures of most of the Lugbara dialects with the other Lugbara dialects are
about ten percentage points higher than the figures given here for their similarity to
Kaliko (see 3.1.6.2).
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The WordSurv output for phonetic relationships is shown below.
Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi(Z)
15 Kaliko-Sud-W(S)
18 12 Kaliko-Rang'a'ba(S)
11 18 21 Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo(Z)
15 10 14 14 Kaliko-Sud-East(S)
13 19 21 18 19 Kaliko-Omi(Z)
21 24 26 19 18 21 ‘Zairean Lugbara’
22 26 30 23 21 24 13 ‘Ugandan Lugbara’
24 29 31 21 23 28 17 14 Maracha(U0
24 29 31 22 25 27 19 18 11 Terego(U)
26 31 32 26 27 28 22 20 16  9 Aringa(U)
26 29 31 28 28 29 22 20 23 21 22 Ogoko(U)
29 31 34 29 28 29 20 18 23 25 27 24 Okollo(U)

There seems to be adequate phonetic basis for the division of these speech forms
into two major groups.

3.1.4.3 Grammatical Similarity

Because the Kaliko data have not been left with the survey team, this analysis is not
presently possible.

3.1.4.4 Intelligibility

Since the Lugbaras interviewed (in Zaïre) lived outside the Lugbara area, their
reports concerning intelligibility must be carefully weighed, and not necessarily taken
at face value. Furthermore, a number of the Kaliko-Omis interviewed know Lugbara to
some degree or another. Ugandan Lugbaras were not questioned concerning their
understanding of Kaliko; probably few of them would have any basis for response.

3.1.4.4.1 Kaliko comprehension of Lugbara

Kaliko-Ma'di speakers differed as to whether they would address a Lugbara in
Kaliko or in Bangala (or Swahili). However, they agreed that mutual understanding in
their mother tongues was very difficult. Kaliko-Omis who did not themselves speak
Lugbara (as a second language) tended not to be able to understand it. Apparently, they
were of the opinion that even the Sudanese dialect of Kaliko (of which they only
distinguish one) is inherently easier for an Omi speaker to understand than Lugbara is.

3.1.4.4.2 Lugbara comprehension of Kaliko

It is said (by Omis) that only if an Omi spoke slowly could a Lugbara understand
him. Unless they knew Lugbara themselves, they spoke Bangala when talking to a
Lugbara speaker. A Lugbara-Zaki who lives at Adja (near the southern edge of Kaliko-
Omi) said that Lugbaras understand Omi (as spoken at Mado) well but not the Kaliko
spoken at Ara (which he called Kaliko-Ma'di). Interestingly, he also said that he
understood Avokaya well but did not understand Logo well. Meanwhile, a Lugbara-Lu
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who works as a teacher at Didi (among the Kaliko-Ma'di) claims to “half-understand”
both Kaliko-Ma'di and Kaliko-Omi. He says that he himself speaks a little Kaliko, so
we would expect other Lugbaras to understand even less.

We don't know if Ugandan Lugbaras can understand any kind of Kaliko, but it is
doubtful, apart from itinerant traders, etc.

3.1.4.4.3 Summary

Kaliko and Lugbara are not inherently intelligible. Reported understanding appears
to be the result of having learned the other speech form.

3.1.4.5 Sociolinguistic dynamics

More research must be done in this area. Some of the Omis interviewed expressed
their concern that the young people “mixed the languages” and among the languages
from which words were said to be gained was Lugbara. A number of the Omis
interviewed had Lugbara wives, and many others had learned Lugbara. Not enough
Lugbaras were encountered to ascertain Lugbara attitudes and usage vis-à-vis Kaliko.

3.1.4.6 Conclusion

Kaliko and Lugbara are distinct languages, and the only hint of chaining or
transitional dialects is the possibility of a slightly greater lexical similarity between
Kaliko-Omi and Lugbara-Zaïre (the only pair of geographically contiguous Kaliko and
Lugbara dialects). These languages are not inherently inter-intelligible and they could
not use a common literature. However, the Omi-Lugbara relationship may be worth
remembering if Omi is chosen as a reference dialect and the grammar is not too
different for Computer Assisted Related Language Adaptation.

3.1.5 The relationship between Ma'di and Kaliko

3.1.5.1 Background

The parts of Sudan where Ma'di and Kaliko are spoken are not contiguous.

3.1.5.2 Lexical Similarity
The following figures represent percentage of similar vocabulary items for each pair of
speech forms, out of a sample of approximately 160 lexical items. (The Lulubo data
are a conflation of a 100-item list taken by Dick Watson and Tucker’s data, which
means that they can be expected to be phonetically more divergent from the other data.
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The three Ma'di lists are conflations of several lists as well.

Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi(Z)
94 Kaliko-Sud-W(S)
87  86 Kaliko-Rang'a'ba(S)
91  87  86 Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo(Z)
87  92  88  92 Kaliko-Sud-East(S)
91  89  82  89  88 Kaliko-Omi(Z)
70  72  69  70  74  73 Ugandan Ma'di
68  68  66  68  72  71  99 Ma'di-Lokai(S)
67  66  65  66  71  69  96  98 Ma'di-'Burulo(S)
67  68  62  65  71  67  80  80  83 Lulubo(S)

There is a very strong basis in the wordlist data for dividing these speech forms into
at least two and probably three languages. Furthermore, there is no significant
chaining. Simply put, the matrix can be reduced to the following:

Kaliko (~ 89)
69±4  Ma'di (97)
67±3  81±1  Lulubo

Kaliko Ma'di Lulubo
90

80

70

The same point is made by the following display of WordSurv output for phonetic
relationships.

Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi(Z)
15 Kaliko-Sud-W(S)
18  12 Kaliko-Rang'a'ba(S)
11  18  21 Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo(Z)
15  10  14  14 Kaliko-Sud-East(S)
13  19  21  18  19 Kaliko-Omi(Z)
30  32  33  28  31  33 Ugandan Ma'di
36  37  37  38  40  37  17 Ma'di-Lokai(S)
35  38  38  38  41  37  19  12 Ma'di-Pandikeri
39  39  37  42  40  39  32  27  26 Lulubo(S)
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3.1.5.3 Grammatical Similarity

Since the Kaliko grammar data are not available, this comparison cannot be made.

3.1.5.4 Intelligibility

Since intelligibility testing was not done (not currently possible in the Sudanese
Ma'di area), it is not proven that Kaliko and Ma'di are inherently mutually
unintelligible. However, it would appear that speakers of these two languages do not
understand one another’s first language. Ma'dis and Kalikos use Juba Arabic to
communicate with each other, particularly in Juba.

3.1.5.5 Sociolinguistic dynamics

It is said that when necessary, Kalikos learn Ma'di and Ma'dis learn Kaliko, with no
evidence that one group is more likely to learn the other’s tongue than vice versa.

3.1.5.6 Conclusion

Kaliko is distinct from Ma'di. The dialect called Kaliko-Ma'di simply recognizes its
descent from Ma'di.

3.1.6 The relationship between Lugbara and Ma'di

3.1.6.1 Background

Lugbara and Ma'di are each spoken primarily in Uganda, and exhibit the greatest
degree of chaining of all pairs of Moru-Ma'di cluster pairs. The relationship of these
two groups has been presented in a variety of ways. There seems to be agreement that
“Standard” (Arua) Lugbara is quite distinct from the Ma'di spoken at Moyo; these are
in fact the reference dialects for the Lugbara Bible and Ma'di New Testament,
respectively. Furthermore, Zairean Lugbara is very like ‘standard’ Lugbara, while
Sudanese Ma'di dialects closely resemble Moyo-Ma'di. However, the speech forms
spoken by Lugbara people somewhat north of Arua (in Maracha, Terego, and Aringa
counties) and the ‘southern Ma'di’ speech varieties on the west bank of the Nile
considerably upstream from Moyo (at Ogoko and Okollo in Okollo county of West Nile
district) are not so easily categorized.

Ladefoged et al. analyzed wordlist data from seven Lugbara/Ma'di dialects in
Uganda. Their conclusion, based on this analysis of 97 elicited lexical items in each
‘dialect’, was that

[t]here seems to be some form of dialect continuum, with the Aringa dialect
of Lugbara actually being closer to the Ogoko dialect of Ma'di than to either of
the other Lugbara dialects. (1972:79)

Some Lugbara, like Kaliko, refer to their language as ‘Ma'di’, but do not mean to
imply mutual intelligibility. For this reason, the so-called ‘southern Ma'di’ dialects in
Okollo County are treated as Lugbara dialects here. See section 3.2.4 for further
discussion of Lugbara.
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Crazzolara (1960) entitled his work A Study of the Logbara (Ma’di) Language. In
it, he says “The Logbara language belongs to the Ma’di group of languages.... All
Logbara agree... that they are of the Ma’di nation, that they are Ma’di.” (p. v) Yet,
according to his account, the Lugbara have been a separate people for a very long time,
and he suggests that they represent three groups who migrated independently to their
present area.

Many other sources (see Appendix 8) state that there are really two kinds of
Lugbara, “High Lugbara” and “Low Lugbara”, and suggest these form a bridge
between Kaliko and Ma’di, perhaps in a continuum of this sort:

||||
Kaliko High Lugb. Low Lugb. Ma’di

(Zaïre) (Zaïre, Ug.) (Uganda) (Ug.,Sudan)

This question is discussed in Appendix 8. Suffice it to say here that the researchers
approach this claim with skepticism.

Generally speaking, Sudanese Ma’di do not have contact with Lugbara, and Zairean
Lugbaras do not have contact with Ma’di.

3.1.6.2 Lexical Similarity

The following figures represent percentage of similar vocabulary items for each pair
of speech forms, out of a sample of approximately 160 lexical items.

Okollo(U)
86 Ogoko(U)
85  89‘Zairean Lugbara’
87  90 98‘Ugandan Lugbara’
88  90 95  95 Maracha(U)
82  91  89  91  93 Terego(U)
80  87  87  85  88  89 Aringa(U)
76  83  84  81  82  80  82 Ugandan Ma’di
72  81  82  81  79  78  80  99 Ma’di-Lokai(S)
72  79  80  79  77  76  78  96  98 Ma’di-’Burulo
67  72  74  73  73  68  72  80  80  83 Lulubo(S)
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Additional words were elicited for some of the Ugandan dialects; the following
figures (lexical similarity and margin of error) are based on a sample of 190 to 195
lexical items (more details in section 3.2.4.2).

Okollo
85±2½ Ogoko
86±2½ 92±2 ‘Ugandan Lugbara’
86±2½ 92±2 96±1½Maracha
81±3 91±2 92±2 93±2 Terego
78±3 87±2½ 85±2½ 87±2½ 88±2½Aringa
74±4 84±3 82±3 83±3 81±3½ 81±3 Ugandan Ma’di

There is close chaining in evidence here, but of a radial kind: beginning with
‘standard’ Lugbara, we can cluster Maracha with Lugbara at 96, then Terego and
Ogoko at 92 and Aringa at around 86 or 87. Terego and Aringa, the northernmost
Lugbara dialects, are as dissimilar to Okollo as to (true) Ma’di; but Okollo is about as
similar to the other Lugbara dialects as Aringa is. There is no clustering of dialects
around Ma’di; (except for Okollo) the Lugbara dialects all have about 82% similar
vocabulary to Ma'di.

The WordSurv output for phonetic relationships is shown below.

Okollo
24 Ogoko
20  22‘Zairean Lugbara’
18  20  13‘Ugandan Lugbara’
23  23  17  14 Maracha
25  21  19  18  11 Terego
27  22  22  20  16 9 Aringa
35  34  32  32  32  31  31 Ugandan Ma'di
35  38  36  35  35  35  35  17 Ma'di - Lokai
39  38  38  37  37  36  36  19  12 Ma'di-'Burulo
39  41  37  36  37  35  35  32  27  26 Lulubo

Each of the three varieties of Ma'di show less than twenty degrees of phonetic
difference from the others. Most of the figures for the comparison of dialects we are
classifying as Lugbara are less than twenty-five. The figures for the comparison of
Lugbara and Ma'di (or Lulubo) are all more than thirty. On phonetic as well as lexical
grounds, the division of these speech forms into at least three languages (Lugbara,
Ma'di, Lulubo) seems well-justified.

3.1.6.3 Grammatical Similarity

No grammatical data were collected in Zairean Lugbara, and the Lulubo data are
partial and arrived after analysis was already complete. A discussion of the
comparative grammatical relationships of the other Lugbara and Ma'di dialects may be
found in Appendix 10.
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3.1.6.4 Intelligibility and Sociolinguistic dynamics

The Sudanese Ma'di have had little contact with the Lugbara, even when they were
in Uganda during the first civil war. Fifty-seven people were asked what language they
used with the Lugbara; two older women said they could use Lugbara, one man said he
knew some Lugbara greetings, three people said they used the trade language
(Swahili), and the remaining fifty-one people said that they never had contact with the
Lugbara people.

The Ugandan ‘southern Ma'di’ interviewed, one person each from Ogoko and
Okollo, said that they could not understand Ma'di as it is spoken at Moyo or in Sudan.
The Moyo dialect is the standard in that it is used for radio broadcasts; it was also the
dialect of the 1977 Ma'di New Testament and Psalms. Both of them were students
living in the Lugbara-speaking area and said they could speak at least some Lugbara.
Unfortunately, they were not asked how well people from their home areas could
understand Lugbara. with Lugbara (which reflects the fact that Ogoko is more similar
to Lugbara than Okollo).

The Lugbara respondents were not asked how well they understood Ma'di, either.
They did not even understand all other dialects of Lugbara. If a speaker of a standard
Lugbara dialect cannot understand someone from Aringa, it is unlikely that he can
understand someone from Moyo, which is more geographically and linguistically
distant than Aringa. If people from Aringa (or even some from Terego) understood
Ma'di better than Standard Lugbara, it would only be as a result of proximity and
learning. Some Lugbara speakers (of whatever dialect) might possibly learn Ma'di from
the radio and thus understand it better than one would predict based on the linguistic
data and the lack of social and political contact. However, any such cases would
probably be extremely rare, given the language attitudes.

It is reasonable to suppose that Zairean Lugbaras would be even less likely than
speakers of the standard Ugandan dialect of Lugbara to understand Ma'di (of Moyo or
of Sudan).

3.1.6.5 Conclusion

Setting aside the question of whether there is more than one Lugbara dialect (see
section 3.2.4 and Appendix 8), it is clear that Lugbara is a distinct language from
Ma'di, where by Ma'di we mean the varieties spoken in Sudan and in the area of Moyo
and Adjumani, Uganda. The ‘southern Ma'di’ dialects, spoken in the area of Rigbo,
Ogoko, and Okollo, Uganda, should be considered Lugbara dialects, and more distant
from Ma'di than other Lugbara dialects. Lugbara and Ma'di, in particular the
‘standard’ varieties, are not inherently mutually intelligible. People of these groups
have a strong ethnic identity as Ma'di or Lugbara (except for the ‘southern Ma'di’ who
consider themselves Ma'di but not the same Ma'di as found downriver to the
northeast).
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3.2 INTRA -CLUSTER RELATIONSHIPS

3.2.1 Avokaya

3.2.1.1 Background

There are two main dialects of those who call themselves Avokaya: The Ojila, most
of whom live in Sudan, and a group we shall call Ajigu, who are found primarily in
Zaïre.
It may be that the southern Ma'di understand Lugbara radio broadcasts better than
Ma'di broadcasts, but it is doubtful that they understand Lugbara well. The Okollo man
said that the speech at Ogoko and Rigbo is mixed

The Sudanese call the Ajigu by that name. The Ajigu have also been called the
Ojiga (Tucker 1967:4). They recognize among themselves four subgroups which they
call Avokaya, Adjigo, Gbalo, and Ogambi. Gbalo and Ogambi are clan names. At
present, there is insufficient evidence to consider these as separate sub-dialects of
Zairean Avokaya.

3.2.1.1.1 Geography, demographic and administrative information

In Sudan the Avokayas (Ojila) live in a triangular area between Maridi, Mundri, and
Yei. About five thousand Ojila live between the Naam and Olo rivers along the Maridi-
Mundri road and south along the Mambe road to Ras Olo. Another seven thousand or
so live around Tore on the Maridi-Yei road, and there is also an isolated village at
Bangolo on the road between Tore and Mundri. In 1987, about four thousand Avokaya
lived in Juba, the regional capital. In addition, Ojilas are found on the Yei-Aba road,
and a few are said to live in Zaïre (see map in Appendix 1). There are ‘Ajugu’ in
Sudan east of Tore at Lulu'ba on the Yei road and at another village on the outskirts of
Yei.

 In Zaïre the Avokayas (Adjigo, Gbalo, Ogambi) live in an area with an approximate
radius of 20 kilometers. They live along the Aba-Faradje road between Kurukwata and
Djabir (the approximate southern limit of their territory is the Dungu River south of
the Aba-Faradje road) and north along the road from Djabir to Badri and then east as
far as Misa. Except for a few reported in the collectivité  Mundu further to the
north and east, all Zairean Avokayas live in the Djabir groupement  of the Ogambi
collectivité . No population figures are available, but it is thought that they
number about ten thousand.

3.2.1.1.2 History (recent)

Tucker (1967:37) cites the theory of Logan Gray (unpublished ms.) who posits that
the Moru-Ma'di peoples were last located all in one area in the seventeenth century,
“somewhere to the west of Lake Albert”, to the south of their present positions. The
Moru and Avokaya left that point and “advanced to the neighborhood of Maridi.”
Subsequently (in the nineteenth century) they were divided by the eastward drive of
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the Makaraka and the Baka; the Moru moved further north and east into the vicinity of
Amadi, while the Avokaya moved southeastward toward Yei.

Elsewhere (1967:22) he notes what the people themselves tell of their history. The
Moru do claim to have come from the south or south-east, apparently remembering the
time when they lived among the Lugbara and the Ma'di, but

The Avukaya come, some say from the south-west, others say from the west.

Maridi is northwest of the present Avokaya territory in Sudan.

3.2.1.2 Lexical Similarity among Avokaya Dialects

If we recognize two essential Avokaya dialects (Ojila and Ajigu), they are about
78% similar on the lexical level. (We can be fairly confident that the actual figure is
between 74% and 82%.)

Two Zairean Avokaya lists were originally entered into the WordSurv program.
These were 97% similar, as they differed on only five items out of 156 compared.
These items were #24 ‘snake’, #55 ‘root’, #93 ‘to stand’ (one gave ‘to rise to a
standing position’, the other ‘to be standing’), #122 ‘sky’ and #136 ‘small’. As these
lists could not be cross-checked and since calculations of figures of less than 97% are
not unusual based on lists elicited in the very same dialect, there is no evidence that
the lists represent two different Zairean dialects of Avokaya.

3.2.1.3 Grammatical Similarity among Avokaya Dialects

As Zairean Avokayas all tend to call their own dialect “Avokaya”, there was no
practical way to compare ‘Gbalo’, ‘Ogambi’, etc. For the purposes of comparison in
the discussion in Appendix 10, any Zairean data which is not Ojila will be called
Ajigu.

3.2.1.4 Intelligibility among Avokaya Dialects

 The Avokaya spoken in Zaïre is lexically closer to Logo than to Ojila (Sudanese
Avokaya). The speakers of the Zairean dialect expressed their opinion that “Avokayas”
would not be able to understand Ojila literature. Yet, people were interested in Ojila
books and some offered to translate them into ‘Avokaya’. Testing is needed to see
whom the various Zairean Avokayas understand best.

Sudanese Ojilas say that they don’t understand Ajigu; Sudanese Ajigus have all
learned Ojila.

3.2.1.5 Bilingualism among Avokayas

In Sudan, the Avokaya along the Mambe and Mundri roads belong for the most part
to the Episcopal church but are equally divided between the Zande- and Moru-
speaking dioceses. On the Tore road and around Yei some are Episcopal but the
majority are Catholic; however, in that area the church language of both congregations
is Bangala. Generally, the Avokaya seem not to be proficient in paZande, but many do
speak Moru. It is not known how well or how many Sudanese Avokaya speak Bangala.
War in Sudan or Zaire has resulted in a number of migrations between Sudan and
Zaire.
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Most of the Zairean Avokaya are affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church and
only a small number are Protestants. The Catholic church language in this part of Zaïre
is Lingala, while the Protestants use Bangala. The language policies of the churches
and the state have promoted the use of Bangala and Lingala over the vernaculars in a
desire to see unity. Many younger generation Avokaya speak only Bangala which is a
concern to their parents. Another factor in this language loss is that compared to
Sudan, Zaïre is more heavily populated and there are more and bigger towns of mixed
ethnic makeup.

3.2.1.6 Sociolinguistic Dynamics among Avokayas

3.2.1.6.1 Avokaya Cluster as a whole

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT FACTORS

In 1979 the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL-Sudan) and the Institute for
Regional Languages (IRL) in their joint literacy program assigned a team to Avokaya
to help its development as a minor language for use in early education, and to facilitate
Avokaya Scripture translation. The latter has been proceeding well with enthusiastic
support from both Protestant and Catholic Avokaya communities. Genesis has been
published, as well as various epistles (1989), and other books are in draft form. A
primer has also been prepared.

It is interesting to note that the most vigorous use of Avokaya scripture material is
in the Avokaya congregations of the Zande diocese because of their difficulty in
understanding the Zande Bible. Zande belongs to the Niger-Congo language family;
furthermore the Avokaya have no occasion to use Zande except in the church
situations.

For political and historical reasons there has always been a strong desire among
southern Sudanese to preserve their vernaculars and to have written materials in them.
This is in strong contrast to the attitude to colloquial Arabic, the lingua  franca ,
where there is strong resistance to publishing material in it. Consequently there is a
high demand for Avokaya literacy materials. Parents in the towns especially see this as
a means of helping their children retain their parents’ language.

Some Zairians are concerned that Bangala may encroach on the use of mother
tongues. These people might support vernacular literacy as a means of slowing the
advance of Bangala.

3.2.1.6.2 Between Avokaya dialects

In Sudan, Ojila is by far the dominant Avokaya group, and Ajigu and Wa'di use
Ojila when communicating with the Ojila people. All Sudanese Ajigu speakers know
Ojila and converse with all other Sudanese Avokayas in Ojila. It would seem fair,
therefore, to say that Ojila is the ‘vehicular’ (most widely used) Avokaya dialect in
Sudan. The survey team did not have the opportunity to contact Zairean Ojilas and
therefore cannot say whether these people have learned another dialect of Avokaya for
easier communication.
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Sudanese Ojilas say that Ajigu is not Avokaya. They recognize that it is close, but
they say that they don't understand it well. They say that they understand Moru much
better than Ajigu even though Ajigu is linguistically much closer. The reason, of
course, is that they have much more exposure to spoken Moru than to spoken Ajigu.

For their part, Zairean Avokayas say that Ojila  is not Avokaya. When interviewed
by the survey team, they seemed to think that it could be more difficult to understand
than Logo, in spite of the fact that they said that they could communicate with Ojilas
when each spoke his own language.

3.2.2 Kaliko

3.2.2.1 Background

3.2.2.1.1 Geography ,demographic, and administrative information

Kaliko-Sudan At least 7000 in Sudan (according to SIL figures in 1978)

Kaliko-Ma'di 7500 Kaliko-Ma'di live in the Zone d'Aru, collectivité  d'Omi,
groupement  de Katsa.

Kaliko-Omi About 39,500 Kaliko-Omi live in the Zone d'Aru, collectivité
d'Omi in (five groupements )

In 1971 Welmers estimated 18,000 total Kaliko population, of whom at least 10,000
in Zaïre. Note that the above figures total three times that amount, or 54,000.

3.2.2.1.2 History (recent)

It is generally agreed that the name “Kaliko” is derived from the Kakwa language.
When the cattle-herding Bari (Nilotic) groups of Sudan, including the Kakwa,
migrated southeastward from Juba they encountered the Ma'di in Equatoria Province
(present Yei District. Later (or perhaps at the same time), the Fajulu mounted a
campaign to drive all of the Ma'di south to Uganda and Zaïre. Except for one group,
the Ma'dis were driven into Uganda. After some time, the Fajulu left the Kakwa to
drive out those left in Yei District alone. However, so many Kakwa were killed or
maimed by the deadly traps of this group of Ma'dis that the Kakwa finally gave up,
saying, “Keliko!” which means ‘leave them’. Since that time the ‘Yei District Ma'di’
have been ‘Kaliko’.

The Kaliko of Zaïre were probably a fairly cohesive bloc with those of Sudan at the
time of the drive south and of their separation from the rest of the Ma'di because they
too have referred to themselves as Kaliko. However, the Zairean Kaliko have since
diverged from each other to the extent that those nearest the border prefer simply to be
called Ma'di (rather than Kaliko-Ma'di as before), and those around Adja further to the
south have more recently decided simply to call themselves ‘Omi’ after one of their
notable ancestors. Thus any discussion of the Kaliko must address the situations of
those in Sudan, the (Kaliko-) Ma'di, and the Omi.

It is not clear to what extent this agrees with or conflicts with Gray’s hypothesis that
the Moru-Ma'di language groups lived in Zaïre three hundred years ago and that the
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Kaliko, the Lugbara, and the Ma'di fanned out in their migrations from that point (See
Appendix 6).

3.2.2.2 Lexical Similarity among Kaliko Dialects

These figures, already presented in section 3.1.4.2, are reproduced for convenience
of discussion.

Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi
 94±3 Kaliko-Sud-W
 87±4  86±5½Kaliko-Rang'a'ba
 91±4½  87±7  86±7 Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo
 87±4  92±4  88±5  92±5½Kaliko-Sud-East
 91±3½  89±5  82±6  89±6  88±5Kaliko-Omi

The lists on which this comparison is based are of differing degrees of quality. The
Didi list is one of the ‘richer’ lists since it is a conflation of two 170-item lists and two
100-item lists taken independently (so that an item overlooked by one source might be
included on another component list). The Omi list is the work of a committee of
Kalikos and should also be reliable. The Rang'a'ba list, in contrast, is a single 170-item
list and the Dogo list, one 100-item list. The Eastern Sudanese dialect is nominally
represented by four lists but this is more like one list triple-checked; the western
Sudanese dialect is represented by one full list and another only fifty items long.

It is hard to decide how many dialects of Kaliko exist based on these figures. Each
dialect could be 88-92% similar to every other dialect. If the Rang'a'ba and Ma'di-
Dogo lists were double-checked, they might prove to be more similar to the western
Sudanese and Ma'di-Didi dialects than it now appears. On sociolinguistic grounds,
these six subdialects are considered three or four major dialects, whose speakers would
prefer three bodies of literature, namely, the (eastern) Sudanese, Ma'di (Didi) and Omi
varieties.

The WordSurv output for phonetic relationships is shown below. Much of the
apparent variation may be explained by small differences in perception by those
eliciting the various lists. Five of the six smallest figures (representing a measure of
phonetic distance) represent a comparison of dialects spoken in the same country.

Kaliko-Ma'di-Didi
15Kaliko-Sud-W
18 12Kaliko-Rang'a'ba
11 18 21Kaliko-Ma'di-Dogo
15 10 14 14Kaliko-Sud-East
13 19 21 18 19Kaliko-Omi

3.2.2.3 Grammatical Similarity among Kaliko Dialects

Unfortunately, Kaliko grammatical data are no longer at hand, and no analysis is
presently possible.
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3.2.2.4 Intelligibility among Kaliko Dialects

Omi speakers understand Kaliko-Omi fairly easily; though Sudanese Kaliko is hard
to understand for an Omi, they are said to understand it more easily than Lugbara.
Kaliko-Ma'dis may understand both Sudanese and Omi dialects; they seemed to think
Omi easier to understand.

3.2.2.5 Bilingualism among Kalikos

Bangala is the language of wider communication (see Appendix 2) for the Zairean
Kaliko and is apparently widely used among the Sudanese Kaliko also.

Careful research of who speaks Bangala at what level of proficiency has not been
done. Naturally, use of Bangala is more vigorous among those who have high exposure
to multi-lingual centers and among children who attend school.

It is not known how widespread proficiency in Arabic and English or other acquired
languages would be among Kalikos in Sudan.

3.2.2.6 Sociolinguistic Dynamics among Kalikos

3.2.2.6.1 Kaliko Cluster as a Whole

A GENERAL

LANGUAGE USE is vigorous. All Zairean Kalikos interviewed, Ma'di and Omi, use
Kaliko exclusively with Kaliko speakers (responses to question 7 on SLQ). (Those with
parents or spouse from another language group often use that other language, but this
is not a comment on the vitality of Kaliko.) The only exception to this rule was seen in
the case 7e, “friends the same age as you”, a phenomenon which may be related to the
fact that Bangala is used at school or may indicate that Bangala has higher prestige
than Kaliko. Likewise in question 8, Kaliko is spoken vigorously in the village (8.c)
and when working in the fields (8.e); however, half of all interviewees use Bangala
instead of Kaliko at local markets (8.a), possibly because most of those they trade with
are not Kaliko speakers. All interviewees use Bangala when at local shops (8.b) and at
the hospital (8.d). The use of Bangala then, appears to exist in multi-lingual centers
(hospital) or in contexts (domains) where Bangala is the normal choice.

LANGUAGE ATTITUDES are revealed by responses to questions 11 and 12, which
language they consider most important and which language they want their children to
know best.

11. Which language is most important to you?

Kaliko Ma'dis interviewed individually: 12 people
6 gave Kaliko-Ma'di as first choice, Bangala as second choice.
3 gave Kaliko-Ma'di as first choice, Kaliko-Omi as second choice.
2 gave Kaliko-Ma'di as first choice, Logo as the second choice.
1 gave Kaliko-Sudan as first choice, Kaliko-Ma'di as second choice.

The man who listed Logo as his second choice has Logo parents; the woman who
listed Logo second is living and working outside the Kaliko area, in Aba. The man who
listed Kaliko-Sudan as his first choice was born in Sudan and now lives in Dogo,
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Zaire. He was introduced in Didi as a good representative of the Dogo subdialect of
Kaliko-Ma'di, which is said to be closer to Sudanese Kaliko than the variety spoken at
Didi, the centre of Kaliko-Ma'di. He considers the Sudanese variety “his” language and
the language of his village, but he also referred to Kaliko-Ma'di as “our language.”

Kaliko Omi: 13 men interviewed in two groups

The first choice of all respondents was Kaliko-Omi, except for a man also fluent in
Lugbara, French, Bangala and Swahili who listed French first, with Kaliko-Omi as the
second choice. Of those who chose Omi first, ten chose Bangala second while two men
listed Lugbara as second choice and Bangala as third. (The mother of one of these was
a Lugbara speaker who used Lugbara in the home.) Three other people listed Lugbara
as third in importance, while two listed French third.

12. Which language do you want your children to know best?

Kaliko-Ma'di:
Of twelve interviewed, ten chose Kaliko-Ma'di. One chose Logo; his parents were
Logo. One chose Lingala; her husband is a non-Kaliko soldier and they live outside the
Kaliko area.

Kaliko-Omi:
All thirteen interviewed chose Kaliko-Omi. Note, however, that these men do not
necessarily represent the whole Omi population: the vast majority were older males
with a desire for local language translation. Note that in contrast to Kaliko, Logos
often chose Bangala or French as the language they want their children to know the
best.

B EDUCATION

Systems of Education are explained in Appendix 3.

Kaliko-Ma'di: According to Conseiller  Onziga of the CECA schools the Kaliko-
Ma'dis have a low rate of school attendance. The Catholic schools are included in this
estimate. Considerably less than half the children even begin Primary 1 due to the fact
that schools are few and far between. Teachers in Didi, however, estimated that three
quarters of the children in that area begin school and that most of those stay through
Primary 4. (Bangala and French are used as languages of instruction in Primary 3 and
4, but only French is used in Primary 5 and 6.) They thought that about half the
children finished Primary 6, the highest level taught at Didi.

Kaliko-Omi: According to Conseiller  Onziga, 80% of the children begin Primary
1 and one-half of these 80% complete Primary 6. Similarly, at the Omi committee
meeting in Adja, it was estimated that 75% of the children in the Omi area begin
Primary 1, 50% finish Primary 3 (i.e., two-thirds of those who start school), and 25%
finish Primary 6 (i.e., one-third of those who start school).

Kaliko-Sudan: Figures are not available but it is also the case that few pupils get
beyond Primary 4. The language of instruction is English, with some use of Bari.

C RELIGION

(1) Zaïre - System explained in Appendix 3
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PROTESTANT LANGUAGE USE AND ATTITUDES:  Use of local languages in
church meetings was frowned upon. Kaliko language use is vigorous except in Adja,
which is multilingual; there only Bangala and Lugbara are used in services, and the
latter only when all people present are Kaliko or Lugbara.

In churches where there is only one local language, Kaliko is used almost
exclusively in prayers, preaching, announcements, and explanation of Scripture
readings. Bangala is generally only used for Scripture reading and hymn singing.
When pastors visit Kaliko people, they converse and they pray in Kaliko, although of
course any Scripture reading must be done in Bangala.

The church leadership questionnaire also asked, “You already have a Bangala Bible;
if you had a Kaliko New Testament, which would be used more?” All those interviewed
believed that the Kaliko New Testament would be used more by people of all ages. The
interviewees also expressed their desire to use Kaliko exclusively for church work in
areas where Kaliko is the only mother tongue.

CATHOLIC LANGUAGE USE AND ATTITUDES:  In spite of official church
language policy, according to the Catholic father we interviewed, there is a tendency
toward vigorous use of Kaliko in their chapels, especially in the more remote locations
(see Appendix 3). Liturgy and Scripture reading are done in Lingala (note: not
Bangala, see Appendix 3 for explanation of the difference). Officially, however, the
entire service is to be conducted in Lingala. Brief local-language explanations are
allowed only because this is viewed as a transition period.

(2) Sudan-

In the Episcopal Church among the Kaliko, the English and Bari prayer books are
used, and the Bari hymn book is also used. However, the sermons and other
discussions are in Kaliko and the pastors and people are working towards having their
own prayer book and hymnbook. There is a language committee, the hymn book has
been written, and they have even raised the money for printing, but they are asking SIL
for translator and consultant help.

3.2.2.6.2 Between Kaliko Dialects

Full discussion of sociolinguistic factors which affect reference dialect choice can
be found in Appendix 5B. A summary of the conclusions follows.

Largely because of its size and its location (in Zaïre, where more local people are
currently available to work and where Kaliko-Ma'di is also spoken), Kaliko-Omi seems
the most promising reference dialect of Kaliko. Other advantages of Omi over Ma'di
are also related to its location; Mado and Adja, the politico-administrative and church
centers, are in the Omi area, and the Omi appears to be better-educated and have a
higher standard of living, which may lend their dialect some additional prestige. Also,
written materials have already been produced in Omi.

Since it is likely that Sudanese Kalikos would have difficulty reading and/or
accepting written materials in Omi and since there is apparent agreement among the
Sudanese that the eastern dialect is their preferred standard, the second priority for
translation and language development is the eastern dialect of Kaliko-Sudan.
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Ironically, what may be the least difficult dialect to understand throughout the
Kaliko area— Kaliko-Ma'di— is only the third priority due to these non-linguistic
factors. If written materials were available in the other major dialects, the Kaliko-
Ma'di might be willing and able to use them. Alternatively, they could adapt them for
local use.

3.2.3 Logo

3.2.3.1 Background

3.2.3.1.1 Geography, demography, and administration

The map of the distribution of Logo dialects (Appendix 1) roughly concords with
Tucker’s 1933 statement that the Logo live in a “triangle of country between Aba,
Faradje, and Watsa”, (p.5) except for the south-east bulge towards Adja, making it
more of a square. Apparently, Logos inhabit great blocs of territory, unlike some of the
other Moru-Ma'di peoples, especially in Sudan, who live along major roads among
other ethnic groups.

The following is a description of Logo population by dialect groups.

Logo-Bhagira: 19,709 Bharigas live in the Faradje Zone, Bhagira (Bagela)
collectivité . In this collectivité  are three groupements :
Sagu, Dramba and Malubu.

Logo-Doka: 39,370 Dokas live in the Faradje Zone, Doka collectivité . In
this collectivité  are six groupements : Kiri, Ndolomo,
Makoro, Ambarau, Makasango, and Atima.

Logo-Lolya: 16,333 Lolyas live in the Faradje Zone, Lolya (Lolia)
collectivité . In this collectivité  are four groupements :
Adri, Ali, Pajuru and Asigi.

Logo-Obilebha: 17,777 Obilebhas live in the Faradje Zone, Obilebha (Obeleba)
collectivité . In this collectivité  are three groupements :
Maulo, Alamo, and Asay.

Logo-Ogambi: 130,289 Zaireans live in the Faradje Zone, Ogambi collectivité. In
this collectivité are five groupements: Angodro, Tandro, Bhudu,
Tadhu, and Djabiri. An estimated 100,000 (or more) Logo speakers
live here. Unlike the first four groupements, Djabiri is not
exclusively Logo-speaking. A pocket of Avokayas and Mündü live
in Djabiri groupement .

Logo-Bari: 28,516 Zaireans live in the Watsa Zone in the Kibali collectivité.
In this collectivité  are seven groupements : Tora, Kengengo,
Mandra Mandra, Maika/Kanzako, Doko/Durba/Kilomoto,
Angulayi, and Mangoti.

Before 1948 the Faradje Zone extended south of the Nzoro River. Most Logo-Bari
speakers then lived in the Ogambi collectivité  in the Faradje Zone. Today Logo-
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Bari speakers live in four groupements  in the Kibali collectivité , in the Watsa
Zone. Another map in Appendix 1 shows “who lives where” in the Kibali
collectivité . It was drawn in consultation with four (fairly different) maps and is
therefore not necessarily reliable in shapes, sizes, and distances.

Based on figures from the Zonal office in Watsa, figures from the office of the
Kibali collectivité , and the opinions of local people and government officials we
estimate the total population of Logo-Baris at 16,000.

Based on official population figures and assuming that all the people in three
groupements  and half of those in a fourth are Logo-Bari or Bari-Logo, the
calculations are as follows:

Pop. of groupement Mandra
Mandra

14,569

Pop. of groupement Kanzako 175
Pop. of groupement Kengengo 766

Half of pop. of
groupement

Tora(887) 440

15,950

Bangbas and Mayogos live in the Tora, Mangote and Angalayi groupements . The
Doko/Durba/Kilo-moto groupement  contains a vast number of local languages due to
the extensive mining industry. Also apparently in this groupement  live the Kazibati;
some language maps indicate two pockets of them in this area. (They are reported to be
bilingual in Logo as they have lived as an ethnic unit in this area as opposed to the
sporadic location of other groups drawn here by mining.)

Total Logo-speaking population is then: 210,000

Bhagira 19,709
Doka 39,370
Lolya 16,333
Obilebha 17,777
Ogambi 100,000 - modest estimate of the 130,289
Bari 15,950

TOTAL 209,139

Note that a significant number of residents of the cité  of Aba (15,574 total) are
also Logos. Since Aba is a cité , not part of any collectivité , these Logos are not
included in the TOTAL Logo speakers above. On the other hand, some non-Logos may
be included in the TOTAL due to their residence among Logos. For simplicity’s sake,
then, let us estimate Logo population at 210,000.
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3.2.3.1.2 History (recent)

The original Logos are posited to have come into being as an ethnic unit in the
1600s (see Appendix 6). The Logos now known as Bhagira, Doka, Lolya, and
Obilebha have certainly lived close to their present locations for generations; the
evidence, however, is that only recently have some of these groups been considered
separate from the others. Hutereau, for example, who tends to mention all major clans,
speaks briefly of the Doka and Lolia clans (1921:315-316) as well as the Agambi and
Bari, but not the Bhagira and Obilebha.

Vallaeys (1986:IX) remarks that the current division of Logo clans into Ogambi,
Doka, Lolia, Bagela, and Obeleba is a result of colonial administration and does not
reflect a pre-existing traditional organization. In particular, he notes that the first four
are the names of clans of which a member was installed as chief because of service
rendered to the colonial administration. Tucker, in citing official population figures for
the Logo, divides the ‘Logo-Dongo’ territory into four sections: Logo-Agambi, Logo-
Doka, Bari-Logo, and Dongo-Tedemu (1967:5). It seems fair to conclude that when the
Logo people define their ‘dialect’ boundaries, they follow politico-administrative
divisions whether there are major dialect variations or not; it is possible that the
incidental separation encourages standardization among those living in the same
collectivité  and differentiation among those who live in different
collectivités .

The Ogambi claim to be from a royal family who once ruled all the Logos. Oral
tradition is incapable of providing any more detail. Hutereau (1921:313) says:

La tribu des Logo se divise en de nombreux clans.... Parmi ces clans, le clan
des Agambi parvint à tirer parti des événements qui troublèrent le pays, entre
1860, époque de l'apparition des Azande dans le bassin de la Garamba, et le 18
février 1897, date de la prise de Redjaf par les troupes de l'Etat Indépendant
du Congo.

Actuellement le clan des Agambi occupe vis-à-vis des autres clans Logo la
même situation que les clans Vurngura, Bandia, Mangbetu respectivement vis-
à-vis des Azande, des Banginda, des Medje.

Il y a environ cinquante ou soixante ans [vers 1860?], les Agambi vivaient
sur le territoire compris entre les rivières Garamba et Aka. Sur la rive droite de
l'Aka, ils avaient pour voisins les Boguru, et vers les bassins supérieurs de
l'Aka et de la Garamba, les Baka.

“The Logo tribe consists of several clans.... Among these, the Agambi clan
took advantage of the events which upset the country between 1860, when the
Azande appeared in the Garamba basin, and 18 February 1897, when Rejaf
was taken by the troops of the Congo Free State.

“Presently [1921] the Agambi clan enjoys the same dominant role among
the Logo clans as the Vurngura among the Azande, the Bandia among the
Nginda, and the Mangbetu among the Medje.
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“About fifty or sixty years ago [around 1860?], the Agambi lived in the
territory between the Garamba and Aka rivers. Their neighbors were the
Boguru on the right bank of the Aka, and the Baka to the north.”

Tucker paraphrases Hutereau’s account, incorporating more details (1967:37-38).

Presumably after the growth of colonial administration, they became just another
sub-group of Logos. If they once spoke a separate Agambi language, it has not taken
but two or three generations to lose it. Ogambis' oral tradition (1988) supports the
claim that they are not ordinary Logos, but Ogambis who speak Logo.

The history of the Bari is less clear. An appendix has been devoted to the subject
(Appendix 7). It appears that relative to the other Logo-speaking peoples, the Bari are
newcomers, and it is said that certain Bari, living at the confluence of the Nzoro and
Kibali rivers (to the west of the others) have never lived near the Logo.

For the Baris interviewed by the survey team, it was important to make clear certain
ethnic distinctions concerning ‘who is who’ in relation to the Bari-Logo cohabitation.
The perspective of those living at Sururu (chef lieu de la collectivité ) can
be summarized by a kind of chain that roughly equates ethnicity with linguistic
identity.

BARI BARI-LOGO LOGO-BARI LOGO
||||

Bari: Those who remain at the confluence of the Nzoro and Kibali rivers,
in the Tora area (north part of the Tora groupement). These people
speak bari pur, and are ethnically pure Bari.

Bari-Logo: This ethnic/linguistic group is centered in Sururu (collectivité
headquarters) and extends 8 km west of Duruba (edge of Mandra
Mandra groupement) and east 3 km to Obere (the Watsa-Aru road).
The identity of this group is more Bari than Logo. To call these
people Logo-Bari is a mild insult.

Logo-Bari: This ethnic/linguistic group consists of all 175 people living in the
groupement of Maika/Kanzako. These people are considered to be
more Logo than Bari.

Logo: This is used to refer to the neighboring Dokas and Ogambis.

OBSERVATIONS: Bari History Interpreted In Linguistic Perspective.

 Historical knowledge of similar tribal movements in central Africa add insight as
we seek to interpret Bari history. Without choosing one version of history over another,
we observe the following.

- The chain effect is typical of one people group moving in on another. The tail is
always stronger (ethnic/linguistic purity) than the head. According to this model,
‘true’ Bari (French bari pur , Bangala bari mpenza ) represents the tail
(original base) with gradations through Bari-Logo to Logo-Bari at the head of the
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movement. This head is integrated with the receptor people group to the greatest
degree, whereas the tail retains strongest separate identity.

- Whenever Bari men married Logo women, we can assume the Logo mothers
spoke Logo, not Bari, to their children in the home. If there were many such
marriages (as some commentators suggest), there would have been many children
who grew up learning Logo better than Bari. Over generations the languages
would converge with the mothers’ language (Logo) as the prominent one. If the
Bari ancestors spoke a distinctly different language and if they came among the
Logo to conquer, as one version of history has it, this would be yet another case
of a people group which wins the conflict but eventually loses its language.

- Ethnic self-image. Men interviewed considered themselves Bari and their wives
Logo. This appeared disproportionately common, which leads one to suspect that
the ethnic identity of the men is Bari while the women view themselves as Logo.
Men do not wish to give up their identity as successors of the original conflict in
spite of their linguistic conformity to the receptor people group.

- The men claim to understand Logo well, but speak Bari-Logo or Logo-Bari.

It is not unusual for a people group in movement to change their first language. The
evidence is that this has happened among the Bari. One man, the father of the chief of
the Kibali collectivité , who provided the Bari perspective of the recent history of
his people, was born in 1911, the year the Baris are said to have left Sudan. From the
viewpoint of any Bari today the 1911 Bari would be bari pur . Yet this man now
speaks Bari-Logo. Another Logo-Bari chef de groupement  was asked if the Bari
language would be lost and he dogmatically replied, “We will not lose Bari."

These factors indicate that there is a strong desire to hang on to Bari
ethnic/linguistic purity. This desire is fueled by the linguistic domination of Logo and
possibly the awareness that in successfully building a life for themselves near the Logo
something irretrievable has been lost - a language called by the two words we hear so
often: Bari mpenza - Bari pur - real Bari.

3.2.3.2 Lexical Similarity among Logo Dialects

The output of the WordSurv computer program representing the lexical similarity
figures for the eight Logo word lists is given below.

Logo-Ogambi
99 Logo-Doka
99  100 Logo-Obilebha
99  100  100 Logo-Lolya
99 99 99 99 Logo-Bhagira
95 95 95 95 94 Logo-Bari - Kanzako
95 94 95 94 94 94 Logo-Bari - West
73 72 73 72 72 73 76 Bari-Logo
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The list marked ‘Bari-Logo’ is the one elicited in the Mandramandra groupement .
The list marked ‘west’ was elicited at Todro from someone whose home village is
identified as “Drulindi Asaka, forty kilometers west of Watsa on the Tora road"; the
road in question runs north from Watsa for more than thirty of those kilometers and it
is not possible to tell whether his home is the Mandramandra groupement  or just west
of it, near the Kengengo groupement . This may or may not be the same dialect as true
Logo-Bari, represented by the ‘Kanzako’ list. It was not possible to interview a speaker
of bari pur , ‘pure Bari’, spoken far to the west of all of these dialects.

The following is the matrix of possible error in these figures, in percentage points.
When a sample proportion is 1.00 (i.e. 100%), the margin of error is necessarily
calculated to be zero. It is likely that in the whole inventory of Logo words there are a
few other ‘regionalisms’, but of course 99.6% similar would still be rounded to 100%.

Logo Ogambi
0.7 Logo Doka
0.7  0.0 Logo Obilebha
0.7  0.0  0.0 Logo Lolya
0.7  0.7  0.7  0.7 Logo Bhagira
1.8  1.8  1.8  1.8  2.0 Logo Bari - Kanzako
1.6  1.8  1.6  1.8  1.8  2.0 Logo Bari - West
4.3  4.4  4.3  4.4  4.4  4.8  4.1 Bari Logo

The two items for which not all five main dialects of Logo had similar words were
#11 ‘knee’, for which the Ogambi and Logo-Bari forms differed from that for the other
four main Logo dialects, and #64 ‘warm’, for which the Bhagira word is an adjectival
form of ‘fire’ while speakers of the other four dialects cited a separate word.

That is, the five main (Faradje Zone) dialects are 99% cognate with each other, and
a sixth, Logo-Bari, is 92-96% cognate with them. It is possible that another dialect,
Bari-Logo, is only 67-80% similar to these. The strength of the cognate pairings is
evident from the ‘ratio of degrees of difference’ matrix:

Logo Ogambi
4 Logo Doka
3  6 Logo Obilebha
3  3  3 Logo Lolya
4  2  5  3 Logo Bhagira

10 13 11 12 12 Logo Bari - Kanzako
7  8  7  7  7  8 Logo Bari - West

27 28 27 27 28 25 25 Bari Logo

This means that for every 100 corresponding segments in any pair of lists for Logo
(and Logo-Bari) dialects, there were fewer than fifteen degrees of phonetic difference
(see explanation in section 2.1.1). Since a higher value in this matrix means greater
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phonetic distance between the two forms, we note that not only does Logo-Bari have
less shared vocabulary with the other dialects, but even phonetically similar lexical
items in the Logo-Bari corpus are less close to those of the other dialects than these are
to each other. The ratio is between 7/100 and 13/100 for Bari with the other five, but
among the five, the ratio never exceeds 6/100.

For the comparisons of the Mandramandra list with the other seven lists, the ratio is
between twenty-five and thirty degrees of phonetic difference for each one hundred
compared phones, setting it apart from the other lists as markedly on phonetic grounds
as on lexical grounds.

A note on Logo-Ogambi. Wordlist analysis and observations made by Logo speakers
reveal that Ogambi differs from its four closest co-dialects mainly in tones, primarily
word final tones. This could be the last remaining influence of an Agambi language.
(See 3.2.3.1.2 History).

3.2.3.3 Grammatical Similarity among Logo Dialects

Grammatically, the five dialects represented at Todro gave near-identical responses
on the 35-phrase list.

The first thirty phrases were also elicited in Bari from the same source as the ‘Logo-
Bari-Western’ word list. There were only three differences from the phrases given for
the other dialects, none necessarily significant. One of these differences is the form of
the future marker: dra in the five more closely related dialects and dre in Logo-Bari.
Another had to do with the word order of an object question in imperfective aspect
(#6): the five main dialects had SOV and Logo-Bari had VO; however, since two word
orders are admitted for the present tense in the five main dialects, the VO word order
may also be admitted. Although a quantitative means of comparing these word lists has
not yet been developed, it is clear that the six dialects exhibit high grammatical
similarity on the levels tested.

However, another phrase list in Bari mpenza  (‘Bari itself ’) of Mandramandra
differed more markedly from the other six. In sentence #5, the particle ni  occurs
before the object rather than clause-final as in the other lists. In sentences ##8, 13 and
20, the sentence-final negative particle ko  does not occur in Mandramandra. The past
also seems to be handled differently in Mandramandra than in the other Logo dialects,
which mark past by a particle tá . In the phrases of the form “It is...”, the
Mandramandra respondent chose a different construction from the speakers of the
other six dialects. He also reduplicated the word ‘child’ to indicate ‘the children of the
man’, while the main five Logo dialects have a totally different word for ‘children’.
(The Mandramandra data may not be correct, however.) Apparently the word order for
possession differs as well. Both Mandramandra and standard Logo have possessor +
possessed for inalienable possessions (body parts); however, Mandramandra uses the
reverse word order for non-intimate possessions and kin. Standard Logo uses the same
form for kin relations as for inalienable possessions and they differ among themselves
on the word order for non-intimate possessions. Similarities included clause
constituent word order (SVO for perfective, SOV for imperfective) and, apparently, the
demonstrative system.
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In general, it seems that the Mandramandra speaker’s responses included more
particles, perhaps because the linguist tried to emphasize differences of tense and
demonstratives which the respondent seemed not to be picking up form the Bangala
elicitation. One example is his use of dhe budri ya  ‘fall down’ where the others
said just dhe  ‘fall’.

Logo-Bari note: If in fact Logo-Bari is a speech resulting from the Bari of Sudan
amalgamating with the Logo (see 3.2.3.1.2 History), we may be missing significant
linguistic difference by limiting our comparison to the phrase level. Sentence and
discourse level, the world of idioms and other higher-level features may reveal more
retention of Bari linguistic qualities than the proportion indicated by the low-level
comparison here.

3.2.3.4 Intelligibility between Logo Dialects

The expressed opinion was that there is no difference in the five main Logo dialects.
A recurring theme was that there were “differences of tone.” Some used the same
expression to distinguish Logo and Kaliko-Ma'di!

The Bari chief at Mbidri said he could speak a little Doka and Ogambi (the
neighboring Logo dialects) and attributed his partial understanding of Logo to the fact
that his wife was ‘Bari-Logo’, i.e. Logo. He said that all the speakers of his language
understood one another well, but it isn’t clear how widely he was defining his
language.

The four Logo committee members from Doka all said they used Bangala when
talking with Baris. They said they could understand about 10% of a Bari sermon, but
the Baris could understand them much better. It seems safe to say that understanding is
not symmetric or ‘mutual’, but that Logos from the Faradje Zone (main five dialects)
understand less of Bari speech than vice versa.

3.2.3.5 Bilingualism among Logos

Of the Logo committee members, all were able to use Bangala. Nine knew French,
three more had some French, and eleven did not know French (of twenty-three total).
Five members knew Swahili. Ogambi members knew most languages; some even read
English. There was also one Obelebha who knew English. (Note: These figures reflect
those who were present to give information. This set of twenty-three people does is not
necessarily identical to the membership of the committee.)

The (CECA) pastor of the Aba Section (administrative unit) estimated that
practically all the members of the church in the Aba Section knew at least some
Bangala; perhaps 3% of adults over 30 years of age and none of the young people
knew only a little and those who knew Bangala well would be 90% of women, 95% of
men, and all those under thirty. Those responsible for local chapels tended to indicate
the presence of varying degrees of proficiency of Bangala among their parishioners.
The instrument used was a true questionnaire and so no follow-up was possible on
estimated percentages at each level of proficiency. It appears that those with no
knowledge of Bangala are few, and that in general the younger people are more
proficient than the older ones and men more proficient in Bangala than women are.
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3.2.3.6 Sociolinguistic Dynamics among Logos

3.2.3.6.1 Logo cluster as a whole

All who expressed an opinion on the subject want their children to know Logo best.
There is no denying, on the other hand, the importance of Bangala in the daily life of
many Logo people.

The DOKA respondents expressed some concern that Bangala would displace their
language: “People read and write Bangala and Logo slips away.” The LOLIA speakers
cited (as factors promoting the spread of Bangala, possibly at the expense of Logo) not
only the (missionary) schools where many languages were represented but also the
coffee societies. Similarly, one might note for part of the Bari area the disruptive
influence of the mines.

BHAGIRA says Bangala will not replace their language. One Bari respondent said
that children use both the local language and Bangala when at play but that they will
not lose Bari.

3.2.3.6.2 Between Logo dialects

A fuller treatment may be found in Appendix 5A, “Application of Criteria for choice
of Reference dialect to Logo dialects.”

There is no one purest dialect among the five ‘standard’ Logo dialects. The
committee emphasizes the similarities among their dialects (admitting that Ogambi is a
little more distinctive). There is, however, a cleavage between these five and the
speech of the Watsa Zone (Logo-Bari, Bari-Logo, and ‘true Bari’ if any).

The Logo-Bari from Kanzako was dogmatic that Logo-Doka should be reference
dialect for Logo. His mother was a Doka, and he speaks both Logo-Bari and Logo-
Doka ‘well’, although he said that he tends to use Bangala when speaking with Logos
from Doka. This was said to be the ‘habit’, perhaps because of the presence in the
same area of speakers of Doongo and Lugbara.

One Bari respondent (from Sururu, 22 kilometers north of Watsa) said that the
purest Logo-Bari was spoken in Gbere, eight kilometers east of Duruba, and in
Bondro, just west of Sururu.

3.2.4 Lugbara

3.2.4.1 Background

3.2.4.1.1 Geography, demography, and administration

The map in Appendix 1 roughly concords with Tucker’s 1933 statement that the
Lugbara live “south of the Logo with centre Aru... and extend into the West Nile
District of Uganda” (1967:6). He also says that a very few were to be found in Sudan,
and that their dialect of Lugbara was “closely akin to Keliko.” On the other hand, the
Kaliko data he published are similar to his Lugbara data.
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According to the Ethnologue (Grimes 1988:335), there are nearly 550,000 Lugbara
speakers in Uganda alone (as of 1986). This would represent about 3.7% of the total
population of Uganda, as reported by Ladefoged et al. (1972:20). These Lugbara
speakers are all represented as speaking one of two dialects, High Lugbara (Terego),
spoken in Uganda and Zaïre, and Low Lugbara (Aringa), spoken only in Uganda. This
information is not quite correct, as we point out in Appendix 8, ‘On ‘High’ and ‘Low
Lugbara’.

Ladefoged et al. (1972:79) report that Terego and Aringa are 71% cognate with each
other, which would mean that they may be at least as similar to certain dialects of a
neighboring language (Ma'di) as to each other. In fact, they state:

There are usually said to be two Sudanic languages spoken in Uganda,
Lugbara and Ma’di, each with several different dialects. But there is no
linguistic reason why there should be two languages rather than one with a
larger number of dialects, or more than two each with a number of dialects....
We have examined what we arbitrarily called three dialects of Lugbara and
four dialects of Ma’di.... Standard Lugbara, which we take to be that spoken in
Arua, is closer to the Terego dialect than to the Aringa dialect; in fact the
Aringa dialect seems to be rather different. Standard Lugbara is closer to the
Okollo dialect of Ma’di than it is to the Aringa dialect. There seems to be
some form of dialect continuum, with the Aringa dialect of Lugbara being
actually closer to the Ogoko dialect of Ma’di than to either of the other
Lugbara dialects. (1972:77,79)

(There is a further problem with the notion that there are only two Sudanic
languages in Uganda. There are a number of Eastern Sudanic languages and several
Central Sudanic languages of the Mangbutu-Efe grouping, see Grimes (1988).)

The following lexical similarity matrix is based on the similarity percentages
Ladefoged, et al (ibid) report (based on 97 items):

Moyo Ma'di
75 Oyuwi Ma’di
67 74 Ogoko Ma’di
66 65 76 Aringa Lugbara
67 60 72 71 Terego Lugbara
69 58 67 68 80 Standard Lugbara
63 52 59 59 63 76 Okollo ‘Ma’di’
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However, the following similarity matrix is based on our analysis of their lexical
data (unpublished) (percentages based on 92 items):

Moyo Ma’di
89 Oyuwi Ma’di
80 85 Ogoko Ma’di
78 76 86 Aringa Lugbara
78 75 84 83 Terego Lugbara
80 73 80 80 87 Standard Lugbara
64 59 66 62 70 76 Okollo ‘Ma’di’

Items were excluded from consideration in this count for two reasons:

Redundancy with other items on the list. This was the case for boy (redundant with
child), foot (redundant with leg), and hair (redundant with feather).

Ambiguity, or data of questionable accuracy. This was the case for elbow (also
overlapped with arm), to be ill, to run, shield (also overlapped with skin), and
shoulder (also overlapped with arm).

Note that due to removing these redundant or ambiguous items from consideration
and by recognizing similarities not counted by the 1968 team, the percentages are
increased in most cases by from ten to twelve percent (with the exception of Okollo’s
relation to the other six dialects).

The survey team in Zaïre never went to the Zonal office in Aru and therefore,
official population figures have not been collected. However, the Lugbara speakers
whom we interviewed suggested six subdialects in Zaïre, corresponding to six
collectivités :

 Dialect/Coll. Zaki  at Nderi/ Oka/ Adja
" Abedju-Azaki at Abedju
" Lu at Esebi
" Aluru at Andranga
" Nio at Ondolea
" Otsho at Aru

One source said that all these dialects were similar with the exception of Abedju-
Azaki, the northernmost of the Zairean dialects. Another said that Lu was similar to
both Zaki and Abedju, while Aluru was influenced by Ndo, and the other two were
more like the Ugandan speech.
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The following population figures by county (1983) were provided by the
government office in Arua, Uganda:

Ma’di-Okollo 49,123 (incl. Ogoko & Rigbo)
Vurra 45,018
Ayivu 98,779
Maracha 60,207 (incl. Terego-Omugo?)
Aringa 27,980
Koboko 37,359 (Kakwa speakers)

On the basis of these figures, we might estimate very roughly 130,000 speakers of
standard Lugbara at the time (not counting Maracha), 80,000 other Ugandan Lugbara,
and 40,000 ‘southern Ma'di’. This would mean 250,000 Ugandans speaking what we
classify as Lugbara dialects, out of the total Ugandan population of 12,636,179 in
1983. This is considerably fewer than the figure of 550,000 cited in the Ethnologue
and would represent only 2% of the Ugandan population.

3.2.4.1.2 History

It would appear that the Lugbara have occupied approximately the same location for
hundreds of years. It is likely that they have a shared history with the Ma'di, and
especially with the Lulubo. Tucker cites Hutereau as indicating that the Lugbara had
lived up to that time entirely independent of external influences.

3.2.4.2 Lexical Similarity among Lugbara Dialects

 The following is the matrix of cognate percentages for the three Lugbara dialects
surveyed in Zaïre and the seven Ugandan dialects analyzed by team leader Douglas
Boone as being part of the Lugbara cluster. Also included is the margin of error (based
on between 158 and 169 items for all comparisons involving Zairean dialects and
between 195 and 200 items for comparisons of Ugandan dialects with each other):

Aringa
 89±2 Terego
 87±2½  93±2 Maraca
 85±2½  91±2  96±1½Ayivu
 84±2½  91±2  96±1½ 100±0Vurra
 84±3  87±2½  94±2  96±1½  95±1½Lug.-Abedzu
 81±3½  85±3  91±2½  96±1½  97±1½  96±1½Lug.-Zaki
 80±4  82±4  86±3½  93±2½  93±2½  96±2  91±3Lug.-Lu
 84±2½  88±2½  89±2  89±2  88±2½  86±2½  83±3½  82±3½Ogoko
 76±3½  80±3  85±2½  85±2½  85±2½  82±3  80±3½  78±4 83±3Okollo

This matrix illustrates the ‘spread’ of the Lugbara dialects: the central dialects,
Standard Ugandan (Ayivu, Vurra), Zairean (Abedzu, Zaki, Lu), and Maracha, are
bracketed by less closely related Lugbara dialects, ‘northern Lugbara’ (Terego and
Aringa, in that order) and ‘southern Ma'di’ (Ogoko and Okollo, in that order). Strictly
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speaking, Lugbara refers to the central dialects, which are probably inter-intelligible
(see 3.2.4.4); neither of the other two groups is homogeneous and one might just as
well call the speech of Aringa, Terego, Ogoko and Okollo distant dialects of the single
language Lugbara as call them separate languages or dialects of two ‘new’ languages
called Northern Lugbara and Southern Ma'di.

Note that there appears to be chaining among the three Zairean dialects, since one
figure is lower than the other two. However, Abedju is far to the north of the other two
dialects, not geographically between them. In fact, the Abedju list was elicited after
the other two lists and synonyms were found to match both the previous lists, raising
the percentages from around 90% to over 95%. This illustrates the need to double-
check lists and the danger of judging dialectal differences from single lists.

In light of the fact that some lists (such as the one for Abedzu) are ‘richer’ than
others, the ‘ratio of degrees of difference’ matrix helps confirm the relative closeness
of dialects:

Aringa
12 Terego
18 12 Maracha
26 23 18 Ayivu
25 23 17  6 Vurra
28 25 20 19 20 Lug.-Abedzu
30 27 25 18 20 20 Lug.-Zaki
33 32 30 23 21 23 25 Lug.-Lu
26 23 25 22 22 28 27 29 Ogoko
32 30 27 24 23 28 28 32 25 Okollo

On the phonetic level, Aringa and Terego are closer than one would guess from the
lexical data. The figures representing comparisons between Zairean and Ugandan
dialects may be slightly inflated since they were collected over a year apart and they
may have been notated differently. The Lu list was taken by a different linguist than
took the other lists, and that may have a slight effect on the figures as well. These data
do not provide a basis for saying that any of the dialects are not Lugbara dialects like
the others.

It is somewhat disappointing not to have data for the other three Zairean dialects.
However, it is probable that they also are similar to ‘standard’ Lugbara (which is based
on the Ugandan dialect geographically closest to Zaïre). They would surely be oriented
toward the ‘standard’ and could probably use the same written materials as their
Ugandan neighbors unless there were blocking attitudes. What is less clear is whether
the northern Lugbara (especially Aringa, but also Terego and conceivably Maracha)
and the ‘southern Ma'di’ (Okollo and Ogoko/Rigbo) are sufficiently similar to the
Standard for people in those areas to be able to use Standard Lugbara materials.
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3.2.4.3 Grammatical Similarity among Lugbara Dialects

A sketch of the comparative grammar of the Ugandan Lugbara dialects appears in
Appendix 10 (section 3.1.6.3, comparison also with Ma'di). No grammatical data were
collected in Zairean Lugbara dialects.

3.2.4.4 Intelligibility among Lugbara Dialects

The entire Bible exists in ‘standard’ (Ugandan) Lugbara; a (Zairean) Lugbara pastor
living among the Logo-Bari had a copy of this Bible. It has not been demonstrated that
Zairians read it with understanding, but it is reasonable to suppose that if this Bible is
adequate for Ugandans, it is also adequate for Zairians.

The two Ugandans from Vurra and Ayivu counties (where the ‘standard’ Lugbara is
spoken) who were interviewed reported being able to understand the kinds of Lugbara
spoken in Vurra, Ayivu, and Maracha counties without any difficulty. One said he
understood Zairean Lugbara better than the Terego dialect; the other said he
understood Terego well but had difficulty with the Zairean dialect(s). The latter
apparently knew some Terego; also he said that Zaireans tend to use Bangala grammar.
Neither understood Lugbara-Aringa well: one said he had to use English with a person
from there. On the other hand, he said he understood Ma'di-Uleppi (‘southern Ma'di’)
well; the other could understand Okollo but not Ogoko, which is the reverse of what
one might expect based on the degrees of lexical similarity (3.2.4.2). Their preferences
for reference dialect were, in order, Ayivu, Vurra, and Terego. As the present standard
is already the Ayivu dialect, while it is interesting to know how well they understand
other dialects, this knowledge may not have a practical value. One might guess that
speakers of the dialects they understand would understand their speech at least as well.

The respondent from Maracha county said that he could understand the standard and
the Terego dialect, but had only ‘average’ comprehension of Aringa. (He was not asked
about southern Ma'di or the Zairean dialects.) While his first choice for reference
dialect would be his own Maracha dialect, his second and third choices were Ayivu
and Vurra. Thus it is reasonable to group Maracha with the Ayivu and Vurra when
considering translation and literacy needs.

The two Lugbara-Terego speakers interviewed understood the neighboring dialects,
Maracha and Aringa, well. One said that there was some misunderstanding when he
heard Vurra but not when he heard Ayivu; the other claimed ‘average’ comprehension
of both these Arua-area dialects. Both preferred Terego to Ayivu in their choice of
reference dialect: one listed his ordered preferences as Terego, Ayivu, Maracha, and
the other listed Maracha, Terego, Ayivu.

The understanding of Lugbara dialects by the three speakers of the Aringa
(northernmost) dialect who were interviewed was reported to decrease according to
geographical distance, with the Vurra (southernmost) dialect least well understood,
Ayivu somewhat better understood, good understanding of Maracha and perhaps a little
better understanding of the Terego dialect, whose speakers live closest geographically
to their own Aringa area. One explained the reason for his difficulty in understanding
the Vurra dialect: “Their pronunciation is connected as though they are singing— like
a weaver bird— very fast!” The same man said that he could understand Lugbara radio
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broadcasts but others from Aringa could not; he could not understand the Lugbara
Bible and said that when it was read in church it had to be explained. Two listed
Aringa as their first choice for reference choice; the other chose Ayivu as his first
choice. Maracha was the second choice of all three; their third choices were Terego,
Ayivu and Aringa, respectively.

A discussion with two men from Aringa this year (March 1996) added the following
information. First, Aringa was previously closer to Ma’di than to Lugbara, as
Ladefoged reported, but since the Aringa have had to attend schools with the Lugbara,
there has been some assimilation to Lugbara. Second, the man who provided the
Aringa phrase list, though born in Aringa and living in Aringa at that time, had spent
most of his life and all of his schooling in further south in Lugbara, so at least part of
our data is inaccurate. Third, when the Jesus film with Lugbara narration was recently
shown in Aringa, the people were full of questions because they had not understood
the language. We are collecting new data for reanalysis.

The respondent from Okollo (the southernmost of all Ugandan Moru-Ma'di speech
forms) reported that his comprehension of ‘southern Ma'di’ dialects decreased with
geographical distance, from Okollo to Ogoko to Rigbo. He said he had trouble with
both Ogoko and Rigbo because they were “mixed with Lugbara.” Still, he thought that
people from Okollo understand Ogoko better than people from Ogoko understand
Okollo. Yet the respondent from the Ogoko area said he had no difficulty at all in
understanding all three of the ‘southern Ma'di’ speech forms. The preferences of both
men for reference dialect were, in order, Okollo, Ogoko, and Rigbo. However, the
question was couched in the form: “If you were asked to choose which dialect should
become the written (reference) dialect of Ma'di,...” and their comprehension of and
attitude toward the various Lugbara dialects was not investigated. The Ogoko
respondent did mention, though, that elders in his area preached in Lugbara.

3.2.4.5 Bilingualism among Lugbaras

There is no claim that the ten men interviewed in Uganda are representative even of
men twenty, thirty, thirty-five and forty years old, much less the whole population. All
spoke English, and five reported that they spoke Swahili (four well and one a little).
The two ‘southern Ma'di’ had learned Lugbara and four Lugbara said they spoke a
little Ma'di. Two men from Aringa had some knowledge of Arabic (both had lived for a
time in Sudan); one person said he spoke Kakwa well, another “a little Kakwa.” Five
other languages were mentioned by one person each as a language he spoke “a little”:
Acholi, Alur, Ateso, Luo, and Luganda.

3.2.4.6 Sociolinguistic dynamics among Lugbaras

3.2.4.6.1. Lugbara cluster (Uganda) as a whole

A GENERAL

The general language use pattern among Ugandan Lugbara is to use Lugbara at
home and in the local markets, and English and Lugbara at work and in the clinics.
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Those who know English are likely to use it with people their own age and with
government officials. Several explained that English is the preferred language for
government officials because they are educated. Those who know Swahili may use it
with non-Lugbara people. Two Lugbara used Swahili with their parents and their wives
(but apparently not with their children). Another reported speaking English with his
wife and occasionally with his children. One Aringa man had two Kakwa wives but
used both Kakwa and Lugbara with them, saying “I’m training them.”

Six of the ten men interviewed said that their language was not being displaced in
the village. However, all three respondents from Aringa were of the opinion that
Swahili and/or Arabic were displacing the local language in their area; one said this
was happening quickly as people tried to use half Lugbara and half Arabic. The man
from Ayivu (the county which surrounds Arua town) said that Swahili was slowly
displacing Lugbara in the village. Apparently no one sees a threat from English.

Most seemed to be of the opinion that Lugbara (or southern Ma'di as the case may
be) was being displaced in the towns. This was not the case for Okollo town, however.
In Ogoko, Swahili was said to be gaining ground quickly “because of soldiers speaking
it.” The man from Vurra saw Swahili displacing Lugbara quickly in town, but the man
from Ayivu county offered that it was Arabic displacing Lugbara slowly in Arua. The
man from Maracha saw English as the (slowly) growing influence in town. The Terego
speakers saw Lugbara as holding fast in their towns, in spite of some English in Terego
and some Arabic in Omugo. The Aringa gave the same responses for town as for
village.

Language attitudes are indicated by the answers to questions 11 and 12. Most said
Lugbara (or southern Ma'di, as the case may be) was the language most important to
them (question 11), with English in second place (six responses of ten, including all
three from Aringa). The others said English was most important in their daily life: the
man from Okollo, the men from Vurra and Ayivu, and one man from Terego. Third
most important after Lugbara and English, for those Lugbara who had a third choice,
was Swahili (five responses, including all three men from Aringa). The southern Ma'di
said that Lugbara was third most important for them.

All but four respondents said they want their children to know English best, full
stop. Two (the man from Ogoko and the one from Vurra) said they wanted their
children to know their own mother tongue best. The other two (the man from Okollo
and one of the men from Aringa) said they wanted their children to know their own
mother tongue as well as English. The Aringa man actually wanted his children to
know three languages best: Lugbara, English, and Swahili. One Terego man explained
his choice of English this way: “The world is changing."

B EDUCATION AND RELIGION

No education or church questionnaires were used in the Lugbara area. There tend to
be more Protestants in the south (the AIM mission station is at Kuluva just outside
Arua) and more Roman Catholics in the north. Many Lugbara are Muslim, and the
Muslim influence may be stronger in the north.
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The Lugbara Bible (1966), though considered a Protestant Bible by those at
Lodonga, was acceptable as a reference for Catholics, particularly for the Old
Testament; the main obstacle to its use in that area is the fact that it is not in the local
dialect. There is a New Testament in the northern dialect (1978), which is used by the
Catholics. Catholic interest in the local languages has a long history in this part of the
world, an excellent example being Fr. Crazzolara, whose linguistic work on Lugbara
(1960) has already been cited.

3.2.4.6.2. Among Lugbara dialects

All the respondents said that when they spoke with Lugbaras from other dialect
areas, they used their own dialects and if they did not understand each other would
switch to another language. Two did claim some knowledge of other dialects, the
person from Ayivu who knew a little Terego and someone from Aringa said he greeted
people form Maracha and Terego in their own dialects. One of the Terego men had a
Maracha wife, but he didn’t specify which dialect(s) they used in the home.

In answer to the question about purity of dialects, the Ayivu speaker answered
narrowly, listing three villages in Ayivu county; the Vurra speaker answered broadly,
listing Ayivu, Vurra, Terego, and Maracha. The Maracha speaker answered just as
broadly: Maracha, Ayivu, Vurra, and Terego. One Terego speaker said the purest
Lugbara was spoken in the Nyadri Division of Maracha county; the other cited Terego,
Maracha, and Ayivu. One person from Aringa said his dialect alone was purest; the
other two, like so many of those from elsewhere, listed four “pure” dialects: one said
Aringa, Maracha, Ayivu, and Terego, and the other said Ayivu, Maracha, Terego, and
Aringa. Both speakers of ‘southern Ma'di’ listed Okollo alone as the ‘pure’ Ma'di
dialect.

3.2.5 Ma'di

3.2.5.1 Background

3.2.5.1.1 Geography, demography, and administration

The Ma'di area in Sudan extends from Nimule on the Ugandan border north to Moli.
The northern dialect is referred to as 'Burulo and is spoken in Moli, Kerepi, and parts
of Opari. Lokai is spoken in Nimule, Loa, Pageri, Kerepi and parts of Opari. In
Uganda Ma'di is generally divided between East Bank (Adjumani) and West Bank
(Moyo). However, there are dialects in the east, such as Pakele and Zaipi which are
quite distinct and could use further comparison. The people around Moyo recognize
Metu, in the hills above Laropi, to be the true origin of Ma'di language and culture.

Tucker also calls the southern Sudanese dialect “Lokai Ma’di” but says that those in
the north speak “Pandikeri Ma’di”, which is more closely related to Moru (the
language of greatest interest to Tucker) than Lokai is. He adds (1967:7)

I have heard of a third dialect 'BURULO said to be spoken around Nimule,
but was unable to follow it up. The few words I met with were like Pandikeri.
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The 'Burulo people in Opari are culturally referred to as the “Bori” people. The Bori
people are blacksmiths by trade. According to one source, they originally migrated
from the 'Burulo areas of Kerepi and Moli and settled in Opari during a time of
famine. Also see section 3.2.5.6.

According to the Ethnologue (Grimes 1988:335), there are over 200,000 Ma'di
speakers in Uganda alone (data from 1976). This would be a slight overestimate if
Ma'di population is still 1.2% of the total Ugandan population as reported by
Ladefoged et al. (1972:20). It is certainly an overestimate for our purposes if it
includes “Ma'di” people in Okollo County, whose speech we are treating as a Lugbara
dialect. According to 1983 population figures obtained in the government office in
Arua, there were 40,922 people in West Ma'di county (near Moyo) and 48,789 in East
Ma'di county (near Adjumani, equivalent to the Ladefoged team’s “Oyuwi"). Based on
these figures, there would be approximately 90,000 Ma'di speakers in Uganda. A 1996
reports more like 120,000 Ugandan and Sudanese Ma’di in the region.

The only population estimate we have for Sudan is 18,000, estimated in 1982 by SIL
(op.cit., p. 314). It is not possible to provide accurate Ma'di population figures in
Sudan because of the war: not only is their area inaccessible, but many Sudanese Ma'di
are displaced and have moved into Juba or Uganda. An undocumented report from the
Norwegian Church Aid agency gives the current Ma'di population in Juba as 6300.

The Lulubo are found east of the Ma'di, in Sudan. We are not aware of any in
Uganda. Total Lulubo population was estimated at 15,000 in 1985 (Grimes 1988:313).

3.2.5.1.2 History

It would appear that the Ma'di, like the Lugbara, have occupied approximately the
same location for hundreds of years (Tucker 1967:25). Tucker says that Calonne-
Beaufaict and Czekanowski postulate “a Nilotic strain in the Logo and especially the
Ma’di tribal groups” (p. 26), but he himself sees no linguistic traces of this (p. 54
note). Czekanowski “places the final splitting of the Ma’di tribe in the beginning of
the nineteenth century, when the Azande reached Yei” (pp. 36-37).

3.2.5.2 Lexical Similarity among Ma'di Dialects

The following is the matrix of cognate percentages for the three Ma'di dialects
surveyed, as well as Luluba, including the margin of error (based on about 170 items
for Ma'di and about 150 items for Lulubo):

Lulu'ba
83±4.2 'Burulo
80±4.6  98±1.3  Lokai
80±4.7  96±1.8  99±0.9 Moyo/Adjumani (Ugandan)

The Lulu'ba data used for these calculations are a composite of the 100-item
wordlist taken in 1988 by Dick Watson and another fifty-five or sixty items form
Tucker’s data. The second half of Dick Watson’s Lulu'ba word list was taken in 1991
and was not entered into WordSurv when the calculations were made. The Lokai and
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Moyo lists differed on only two items out of 168, the adjectives ‘many’ and ‘full’
(##139, 140); the Lokai and 'Burulo lists differed on only three items out of 172,
namely #123 ‘wind’, #147 ‘to show’ and #167 ‘to walk’.

There is strong lexical evidence for the definition of Lulubo as a separate language
from Ma'di. On the other hand, there is practically no lexical basis for the division of
the Ma'di forms surveyed into three separate dialects.

The ‘ratio of degrees of phonetic difference’ matrix:
Lulu'ba
26 'Burulo (internally 7)
27  12 Lokai(internally

10)
32  19  17 Ugandan

Our interpretation is that the Lokai and 'Burulo dialects are a little more
phonetically similar than either with Moyo/Adjumani, and a little less similar than two
speakers of the same dialect (‘internal’ figures cited on the diagonal). The distinction
between Lulu'ba and Ma'di is upheld on phonetic as well as lexical grounds.

3.2.5.3 Grammatical Similarity among Ma'di Dialects

A sketch of the comparative grammar of these Ma'di dialects appears in Appendix
10 (section 3.1.6.3, comparison also with southern Ma'di and other Lugbara dialects).
The grammatical data collected in Lulubo are not included in that analysis.

3.2.5.4 Intelligibility among Ma'di Dialects

All respondents agreed that not all Ma'di speakers speak the same way, but many
described the differences as slight variations in spelling and pronunciation. There is
general agreement that they are one people, and all but one respondent agreed with the
statement that “all the speakers of Ma'di were able to understand one another well.” At
other times, however, the Lokai indicated that 'Burulo was difficult to learn. For
example, six young town-dwelling Lokai said they found 'Burulo the most difficult
Ma'di dialect to understand. Twenty-four people said that they found Ugandan Ma'di
hardest to understand, though it appeared that some people said “that’s Ugandan
Ma'di” of any dialect which was not exactly like their own. The difficulty people had
in trying to read the Ma'di New Testament was attributed to the fact that it was in the
Ugandan dialect; Dick Watson observed that orthographic problems made it difficult
even for Ugandans to decipher. Joan Bomberger concludes: “We definitely have a
sociolinguistic problem here and not a linguistic difference” worthy of consideration.

The Ma'di respondents were not asked how well they understood Lulubo.

3.2.5.5 Bilingualism among Ma'dis

The majority of young Sudanese Ma'di have learned English in primary school.
Ma'dis residing in Juba are also usually comfortable with Juba Arabic, unless they
have only moved there recently. The next most frequently known language is Acholi;
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the Acholis are the Ma’dis’ neighbors to the east. Some Sudanese learned Swahili in
Uganda during the first civil war in the 1960’s.

In response to the question concerning which language(s) a person could read,
English and Ma'di were mentioned most frequently. Thirty-one people (60%) said they
could read English and twenty-nine said they could read Ma'di. Nine said they could
read Acholi, which is unrelated to Ma'di but neighboring it, and seven reported being
able to read Arabic. This latter figure is not surprising when one considers that Arabic
is not often used in southern Sudan in domains associated with writing such as religion
and education. Furthermore, none of the other local languages is written in the Arabic
script, and transfer of reading skills between scripts is probably difficult. (Note that
there is an Arabic track in the Sudanese educational system, but most of the schools in
the Ma'di area follow the English track. See Appendix 3.)

3.2.5.6 Sociolinguistic dynamics among Ma'dis

3.2.5.6.1. Ma'di (Sudan) cluster as a whole

A GENERAL

The general language use pattern among Sudanese Ma'di is to speak Arabic in Juba
and Ma'di in the village. Even in the villages, of course, Arabic is used as a language
of wider communication with traders and non-Ma'di staff at clinics and hospitals. All
Ma'di interviewed use Ma'di when speaking with other Ma'di, and tend to use Juba
Arabic with non-Ma'di friends. English is used in places of employment or at school.

The general impression of the respondents was that Ma'di is not being displaced in
the rural villages. Five said that English is slowly displacing Ma'di because children
learn it in school and like to practice it. (One person implied that if Ma'di teaching
materials such as those said to have been lost during the first civil war were still
available, the situation would be different). Ten people (three from Juba and seven
rural Lokai) said that Arabic was slowly displacing Ma'di in the villages, and two more
said this was happening quickly. In one case, it was because trucks regularly camped
in the respondent’s home area. The other reported that this was due to the influx of
children who had learned Arabic quickly in Juba and introduced it to the villages. Dick
Watson attested to this latter phenomenon: though parents in Juba send their children
to the countryside to learn the mother tongue, ironically the effect is often to increase
the spread of Juba Arabic.

However, there was a strong impression that Arabic was displacing Ma'di in Juba.
All the rural Ma'di, and 80% of all respondents, were of this opinion. One older
respondent claimed that Ma'di children resident in Juba would not learn Ma'di unless
they were forced to do so. But another older respondent said that even in Juba,
although the children are speaking Arabic, when they have a problem, they will use
Ma'di. The stereotype appears to be that Arabic is taking over in Juba but that the
mother tongue is being maintained in the countryside.

Language attitudes are indicated by the answers to questions 11 and 12. Though
most people reported that Ma'di was the language most important to them (question
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11), English was most important to five respondents, and second to Ma'di for twelve
others. (Arabic was most important to one respondent who was attending secondary
school in Juba in Arabic, and second most important to nine others.) The main reason
for the popularity of English appeared to be an ambition for education and progress
(rather than basic communicative needs) or possibly its use in the workplace. Nearly
all (52 of 57 respondents) expressed the desire that their children know the Ma'di
language best (question 12), although there was also a desire that they know English
because of its importance in education. Three respondents, all married to non-Ma'dis,
cited their spouses’ languages or Arabic. The other two respondents each had two
preferences: Arabic and English, and Ma'di and English, respectively. (Two other
interviewees said that it was their children’s choice.)

B EDUCATION

The main hindering force in Ma'di education has been the disruption of the two civil
wars. Lack of funds is also a problem.

However, when the schools are operating, a fairly consistent pattern exists of using
Ma'di for instruction in the earlier primary years and transitioning to English as the
medium of instruction beginning in the fifth year. The use of English in the latter years
is further reinforced by the need to prepare for the Primary School Examination given
at the end of the sixth year. Non-Ma'di teachers do not give classes for the first four
grades (apart from teaching English and Arabic as subjects).

One teacher interviewed said that the drop-out rate in his school increased after P4,
possible evidence that drop-out rates increase as classroom use of the vernacular
decreases.

The consensus of Sudanese Ma'di schoolteachers is that Ma'di should continue to be
the medium of instruction in the first four years of primary school. Therefore they
showed considerable interest in having school materials in Ma'di, especially since
some can remember when those produced in 1958 were still in greater supply. As they
tell it, there were schoolbooks in Ma'di when they fled to Uganda, but when they
returned form exile after the Addis Ababa peace agreement in 1972, the books were
missing. Only a few scattered copies exist presently.

In summary, the Ma'di people hold realistically to the need to learn English in order
to further their education. The pressure of the Primary School Examination also
reinforces the strong drive for English by P5. However, a strong base for Ma'di
vernacular literacy exists. Their schools have always acknowledged the fundamental
importance of beginning primary education in the vernacular, and they enjoy books in
their own language. It is probable that continued production of both school and other
reading materials would further the use of Ma'di literature. In other words, if good
Ma'di material could be developed and promoted, the general attitude indicates that it
would be used and appreciated.
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C RELIGION

Protestant language use and attitudes: Leaders of three different Protestant
groups were interviewed: the Seventh Day Adventists (SDA), the African Inland
Church (AIC), and the Sudan Pentecostal Church (SPC). One person was interviewed
who had attended a chapel run by a fourth denomination, the Episcopal Church of
Sudan (ECS), in Nimule for two years.

In Juba, services are held in English and Arabic; however, various language groups,
including Ma'di, present songs in their own (local) languages. In some congregations,
vernacular songs are apparently reserved for “special” occasions such as Christmas.
This was reported for the Sudan Pentecostal Church.

In the rural Ma'di areas in Sudan, Ma'di is used for most of the service. Where
Acholi neighbors attend, some prayers are said in Acholi (SDA) or both Ma'di and
Acholi are used in the service (AIC). The man who had attended the ECS church in
Nimule said that sermons were preached in Arabic and translated into Ma'di (the
pastor was a non-Ma'di). Bible reading there was in English and interpreted into local
Arabic, and the Ma'di New Testament was also read. The pastor prayed in English and
Arabic and the Ma'di people prayed in Ma'di.

The SDA pastor reported that most of the singing is in Ma'di, with other songs in
Acholi, English, Swahili, and Arabic. At the Nimule ECS chapel, some simple songs
had been translated into Ma'di. One Pentecostal Bible school instructor said that
singing in Ma'di is a problem because most Christian songs in Ma'di are from the
Roman Catholic Church and reflect extreme pre-Vatican II doctrines.

A Pentecostal group meeting in Loa for worship, fellowship and prayer has
attempted to translate some simple English songs into Ma'di. The prayers and teaching
were in Ma'di and both the Ma'di New Testament and English Bible were read,
although only some of the members knew English.

The Ma'di SDA pastor interviewed said that people often ask for the Old Testament
in Ma'di, and also struggle to translate songs into Ma'di from Swahili, Arabic, and
English.

A Ma'di AIC Bible student interviewed thinks that English and Ma'di should be
used equally in services in the countryside, in case there are visitors who don’t
understand Ma'di. He also believes that within the next ten or twenty years, English
should be used: by this time, he says, the people will have progressed in education
enough to make this possible. The SPC Bible school instructor agreed.

The SDA pastor said that he is able to read the Ma'di New Testament with
understanding because he is educated and familiar with the message, but he is not sure
how well the people understand it when they read on their own at home. Similarly, the
SPC Bible school instructor said that with his educational background he was
comfortable with either the English Bible or the Ma'di New Testament, but that for
others in the countryside a New Testament in the Lokai dialect would be best. The AIC
Bible student has a ministry in the Ma'di refugee camp and says that when he reads the
Ugandan New Testament to people there, he changes it to the Lokai dialect so that they
can understand it.
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Catholic language use and attitudes: The majority of churches in the Ma'di area
are Roman Catholic. Catholic priests have been responsible for most of the Ma'di
language development. Various Catholic materials have been printed in Ma'di, most of
it in Moyo. However, an Italian priest in Juba reported that materials were edited in
Loa for the Sudanese. A Ma'di mass exists in Juba, conducted completely in Ma'di by
both Italian and Sudanese priests.

Dick Watson visited Moyo, Uganda, in 1988 to investigate whether the Ugandan
Ma'di are much better able to read the Ma'di Scriptures than the Sudanese. He
concluded that “comprehension is lost by the great number of ambiguities created by
failure of the orthography to distinguish tones and ATR vowel quality.” An anecdote is
relevant here. Once committee members in Moyo realized the importance of tone, they
demonstrated that they were well aware of minimal word pairs and even minimal
sentence pairs in speech. “One man suddenly thought of the probable meaning of a
nonsensical sentence read in the mass each Sunday— the Ma'di reader had continued
to read it with the wrong tones used by an expatriate priest years before. One man said
he had begged the senior priest to only hold services in English because the Ma'di
readings were so poor."

3.2.5.6.2. Among Ma'di dialects

Of thirty-four “young” Sudanese Ma'di (under 40 years of age) interviewed, all but
one had spent some time in Uganda. Many of those over 40 had also spent some time
in Uganda. Yet this does not imply contact with Ugandan Ma'di; many of the Sudanese
interviewees could not think of a concrete incident when they spoke with an Ugandan.
Many of them were refugees in a non-Ma'di speaking part of Uganda.

This was not the only reason the question concerning which speech form they used
with Ma'dis of a dialect different from their own did not yield much helpful
information. The SIL researcher (Joan Bomberger) postulated that speaking Ma'di was
a subconscious act for many people and some found it difficult to recall which dialect
they used in particular situations.

Among those interviewed in Juba, there were many cases of intermarriage between
Lokai and 'Burulo people in all segments of the adult population, but few Sudanese
Ma'di had Ugandan Ma'di spouses. As would be expected, 'Burulo families spoke
'Burulo in the home and Lokai families spoke Lokai; there was no clear trend as to
which Ma'di dialect was preferred in “mixed” homes. Arabic was often used in the
home, especially if the parents had different mother tongues.

In answer to the question as to what language Ma'di people used with their friends,
'Burulo speakers said they would speak Lokai to Lokai Ma'dis. On the other hand, the
Lokai speakers said they did not use 'Burulo to speak to their 'Burulo friends but only
spoke Lokai to them. One schoolteacher who had taught in the primary school at Opari
in the mid-70s said that the Ma'di used in the schools at that time was always Lokai,
and even 'Burulo-speaking pupils were discouraged from speaking their dialect.
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3.2.6 Moru

3.2.6.1 Background

3.2.6.1.1 Geography, demography, and administration

Moru is spoken in the Mundri district of the Equatoria Province in southern Sudan.
The population in 1982 was estimated at 70,000 (Grimes 1988:314). This was said to
include 1200 Agyi, 2500 Andri, 5000 Kadiro, 9000 Miza and 400 Wa'di; there is no
explanation of what dialects are spoken by the other estimated 52,000 Moru!

Tucker’s figures suggest that Miza constituted at least one-third of the population at
the time he surveyed; probably 70% of the Moru were either Miza or Kadiro, 15-20%
Andri, and less than 10% 'Bari'ba.

3.2.6.1.2 History (not reported)

3.2.6.2 Lexical Similarity among Moru Dialects

Here we reproduce the matrix of cognate percentages for the seven Moru dialects
surveyed (already presented in 3.1.1.2), including the margin of error (based on 161-
165 items):

Moru-Kädiro
100±0.0Moru-Lakamadi
 99±1.4 100±0.0 Moru-Miza
 96±2.8  98±2.0  97±2.5Moru-Ägyi
 91±4.3  93±3.8  93±3.8  95±3.2Moru-Ändri
 92±4.1  93±3.8  93±3.8  96±2.9  99±1.4Moru-'Bäri'bä
 83±5.9  85±5.6  84±5.7  86±5.3  85±5.6  86±5.4Moru-Wa'di

There is a small amount of chaining. Kädiro, Lakamadi, and Miza have nearly
identical lexicon, as do Ändri and 'Bäri'bä. The one exception in both cases is on item
#138 ‘all’, where Kädiro and Lakamadi have one word while Lakamadi, Miza, and
'Bäri'bä have another word, and Ändri has yet another. Wa'di probably has less similar
vocabulary to any of the other dialects than one finds between even the two most
dissimilar among them.

Virtually the same picture emerges from the ‘ratio of degrees of difference’ matrix:

Moru-Kädiro
4 Moru-Lakamadi
6  5 Moru-Miza

15 15 14 Moru-Ägyi
18 19 19 20 Moru-Ändri
15 17 17 18  6Moru-'Bäri'bä
25 26 25 15 28 28 Moru-Wa'di
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The most remarkable fact in this matrix is the unexpected relative similarity of
Wa'di to Ägyi. The phonetic similarity of the other groupings of dialects (which were
99-100% similar on the lexical level for our sample) is also clear.

3.2.6.3 Grammatical Similarity among Moru Dialects

Nothing is known about variations in grammar among the Moru dialects.

3.2.6.4 Intelligibility among Moru Dialects

A Moru translator says that he can understand speakers form all over Moru-land and
uses his own Miza dialect to address them. However, it is not demonstrated that all
Moru people can understand all other Moru speakers, or that they understand different
dialects equally well. The key question, given that Miza is the present reference
dialect, is whether all Moru (including the Wa'di) can read the Miza dialect, providing
it is properly written.

3.2.6.5 Bilingualism and Sociolinguistic dynamics among Moru

Nothing is known about proficiency in other languages, language use patterns, or
language attitudes among Moru people.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Concerning the Moru-Ma'di cluster as a whole, the first question is whether it is
desirable to vigorously encourage convergence among all the Moru-Ma'di languages.
In a word, no, for the following reasons:

- There are several viable dialect clusters already in the process of being developed
separately.

- Languages of wider communication are already in place, and these meet most present
communication needs.

- Most important, no government, church or educational institution, nor the people
themselves, are interested in promoting a single Moru-Ma'di speech variety.

This is not to say that convergence should not be encouraged at all. If in the course
of language change and through the process of language development, convergence can
be incidentally encouraged, this should be done, since reducing unnecessary variation
among written materials helps the language development task to be easier and more
focused. However, it does not seem desirable to undertake a program to actively
promote convergence; the effort on the part of the language development agents and
the inconvenience to readers would not be justified by the apparent savings derived
from producing fewer kinds of literature (including ‘coverage’ of the chain with a
smaller number of Scripture translations).

Still, principles of standardization should not be ignored by those working on the
various projects. We believe that cooperation is still a good thing, and ideally, the
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written forms of the various languages should be as compatible as practically possible.
We hope that this principle will guide orthography choice in each language.

Except for the question of orthographies, it would seem that the standardization
called for in the Moru-Ma'di languages is of two kinds, standardization of one cluster
spoken in one country and standardization of one cluster spoken in two countries. The
former is rather straightforward and has been or would have been done without a
whole-chain survey. In the case of clusters which cross national boundaries, more
considered decisions need to be made, based on careful recommendations.

Bearing in mind the above discussion, more specific recommendations are made
according to cluster, with the six-way grouping already established in this report.

4.1 Avokaya Cluster

The Avokaya-Ojila project, begun in Sudan, will be continued with the help of Ojila
speakers in Zaïre. Some translated materials are already available in that variety of
Avokaya; others should be available in Logo in the future. Efforts could be made to
distribute Ojila and possibly Logo materials among Zairean Avokayas. The situation
could then be evaluated to see whether Zaireans would be willing and able to use either
the Avokaya-Ojila or the Logo materials.

4.2 Kaliko Cluster

In the light of the fact that no project can be started in Sudan at present and the fact
that there is a translation committee in Kaliko-Omi, we would recommend that a
program of language analysis, orthography design, primer making, vernacular literacy
and translation be initiated in Omi.

The Kaliko-Ma'di also live in Zaïre, and may be interested in the Omi project. If so,
we recommend that the Omi committee invite one or two Kaliko-Ma'di observers and
include them in their programming and distribution. We recommend that the
translation be done in pure Omi and not in a mixture with Kaliko-Ma'di.

Once the Omi program is well established and some materials have been produced,
the Kaliko-Ma'di situation can then be evaluated.

As for Sudanese Kaliko, the feasibility of a program of computer-assisted dialect
adaptation (CADA) from Omi might be investigated, if the political situation is such
that regular contact is possible.

4.3 Logo Cluster

According to the application of criteria for choice of a reference dialect (see
Appendix 5), we recommend that a Logo translation project be initiated, based mainly
on the Lolya dialect, as planned by the church and implemented by a working
committee.
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As stated in the appendix, we recommend that Logo-Bari be represented on the Logo
translation oversight committee. Once Logo materials have been printed, a special
effort may need to be made to encourage their use in the Bari area, especially in the
churches. The initial production of separate written materials in Logo-Bari and, if
necessary, transitional literacy materials should be considered as a means of easing the
use of standard Logo materials by Logo-Baris.

The existence of the apparent seventh dialect suggested by the ‘Mandramandra’
word and phrase lists should be further investigated. A community of speakers of a
dialect as distinct as that one appears to be might need the kind of attention that has
already been recommended for Sudanese Avokaya and Logo-Bari.

4.4 Lugbara Cluster

It is recommended that a study be made of how widely the Lugbara Bible (published
in Uganda) is used in Zaïre and whether it is understood. If it is not understood by
Zaireans, Ugandans may have difficulty reading it also; those in Vurra, Ayivu, and
Maracha counties, at least, should be consulted. If the present ‘standard Lugbara’
Scriptures are considered inadequate, it is recommended that any new work be done by
a joint committee of speakers of the Zairean and Arua (standard Ugandan) dialects, or,
if this is not feasible, that speakers of all these dialects be consulted by the translation
committee, be it based in Uganda or Zaïre.

For the northern Lugbara dialects, we recommend that a more representative sample
of Lugbaras from the Aringa and Terego-Omugo areas be surveyed to assess their
comprehension of both the 1978 New Testament and the 1966 Bible. If the New
Testament written in the northern dialect is not suitable, the feasibility of encouraging
standardization toward the Arua dialect (i.e. helping northern Lugbaras learn to read
the standard dialect) could be studied.

The southern Ma'di are unlikely ever to be able to use (Moyo) Ma'di written
materials. We recommend that a representative sample of people from the Okollo,
Ogoko, and Rigbo areas be surveyed to assess their comprehension of the Lugbara
Bible. The feasibility of encouraging standardization toward the Arua dialect could
also be studied. If comprehension of Lugbara is inadequate and it is not feasible to
help southern Ma'dis learn to read Lugbara, we recommend that a survey be undertaken
to determine translation need. If proficiency in Swahili, English, and Lugbara is
insufficient for widespread use of Scriptures in those languages, a reference dialect
might be chosen (perhaps Okollo), giving particular attention to the opinions of the
government and the churches in the area.

4.5 Ma'di Cluster (with Luluba)

Because of the similarity of the Sudanese forms of Ma'di (especially Lokai) to Moyo
Ma'di (spoken in the Moyo and Adjumani area), we strongly recommend
standardization of these dialects. We recommend that the Moyo dialect be chosen as
reference dialect for the following reasons:
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- The people of Uganda are by far the more populous. They are also better educated
and, due to greater financial, technical, and human resources, more fully equipped
to undertake a project of literature production and literacy and see it through to
completion.

- Books already exist in Moyo Ma'di.

On this last point, it is important to note that the existing Ma'di books are in an
orthography which unfortunately under-represents both tone and vowel harmony. We
hope that a solution to this problem can be found, perhaps through language awareness
seminars.

We recommend that the Ugandan and Sudanese Ma'di keep in touch with each other
so that there is no duplication of work already done in Uganda. The Sudanese should
be trained and helped to prepare materials for themselves, but in a standard
orthography; literacy materials customized to their own dialects and nationality could
also be prepared.

It would also be helpful to verify that the choice of the Moyo (sub)dialect is suitable
even for readers from Adjumani and the whole ‘Oyuwi’ area.

We recommend that further study be made of Luluba to evaluate the prospects either
of standardizing Luluba with Ma'di or of a program of dialect adaptation from Ma'di
(or another Moru-Ma'di language for that matter) into Luluba.

4.6 Moru Cluster

No recommendations are made concerning the development of the Moru dialects.
However, Avokaya materials as well as Moru materials could be made available to the
Moru-Wa'di and literacy help given until the Wa'di situation can be better evaluated.

5. EVALUATION

It is time now to review the goals of the Moru-Ma'di Chain Survey and to evaluate
how well they were met. It must be kept in mind that data have not yet been collected
in a few places, and to that degree some goals have not been completely reached.

We believe that our recommendations do in fact “suggest the best means of ensuring
that every speaker of these speech varieties has access to Scripture which they can
understand.” Specific dialects have been proposed or affirmed for translation in each
cluster. Although it remains to be seen how speakers of some Moru-Ma'di dialects will
best be assisted, these people will not be left out if further evaluations are done as
recommended. This will preclude redundant translation projects being undertaken.

This survey did not “provide comparable linguistic and sociolinguistic data for all
Moru-Ma'di speech varieties.” Some clusters were more thoroughly researched than
others. Constraints of personnel, finance, and time meant that sociolinguistic data in
particular were not rigorously pursued in a number of locations. On the whole,
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however, sufficient information was collected for decisions to be made. One clear
benefit of a coordinated survey was that some “new” dialects within clusters have
come to light: notably, the Logo-Bari and the Kaliko-Ma'di. As a result, not only is
knowledge of the Moru-Ma'di language family enhanced, but care can be taken in the
processes of language development and translation to serve these minority speech
forms. In a similar way, more was discovered about the degree of variation or of
uniformity within dialects already known to exist: Zairean Avokaya, Sudanese Kaliko,
Zairean Lugbara and Sudanese Ma'di. Although some questions about Ugandan
dialects remain, much light has been shed on the relationships between Standard
Lugbara, northern Lugbara and ‘southern Ma'di’.

The Moru-Ma'di Chain Survey was intended “to serve as a model for future surveys
among other multi-dialect language chains.” A number of extra-linguistic factors
played a major role in this survey. Some Scripture translations were already in
existence. Projects were underway in others. Reference dialects had already been
chosen for still others. Differing orthographic traditions combined with zonal and
national borders to produce barriers to standardization. At first, we thought that
because these extra-linguistic factors reduced the options for project recommendations,
the Moru-Ma'di survey would not be as useful as we had hoped as a model. However,
most language chain surveys have to deal with similar constraints, and the relative
value of this survey as a model for future surveys will only be determined after more
such surveys have been done.

The third major goal was “to suggest guideline options for the language planning in
the regions where these speech varieties are spoken.” In the cases where a reference
dialect must be chosen (Logo, Kaliko, and, to a lesser degree, Ma'di), adequate
research has been done for a language committee to make an informed choice. For
some dialects (for example, Wa'di or Zairean Avokaya), it has not yet been determined
by which standard any written materials will be covered. Our recommendations outline
what steps must be taken before these questions can be addressed.

The issue of standardizing orthographies must still be addressed, especially in Zaïre,
where two conflicting ideals will shape choice of orthography: the ideal of minimum
variance throughout Moru-Ma'di (which would favor conformity to the largely
compatible writing systems already in use in the other two countries) and the ideal of
consistency throughout Zaïre, especially for Central Sudanic languages (where an
orthographic tradition different from that in Sudan has developed). The final choice,
however, will need to be made by the language committees themselves based on an
understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of each orthographic option.
Interestingly, the fact that these countries have different languages of wider
communication seems to have had little effect on orthographic choice.
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APPENDIX  ONE: SUMMARY CHART AND M APS

1A SUMMARY CHART OF SUBGROUPS

ClusterNam
e

Sudan Uganda Zaire Code

Speakers Speakers Speakers
Avokaya Ojila 20,000 1

Ajigu 10,000 2
Kaliko Eastern 7,000 -Ma'di 7,500 3*

Western -Omi
Logo Ogambi 100,000 3

Doka 39,370 3
Obilebha 17,777
Lolya 16,333
Bhagira 19,709
Bari
(Kanzaka
)

175

Bari
(West)

440

Bari(Log
o)14,569

Lugbara Kaya
(unsurveye
d)

Zaki 5

Ayivu 98,779 Abedju
Vurra 45,018 Lu
Maracha 60,207 Aluru
Aringa 27,980 Nsio 4
Okollo 49,123 Otsho 4
(incl.
Ogoko
 &
Rigbo)

Lulubo 2
Ma'di Lokai 18,000 6,7

Burolo Adjuman
i

}

Moru Agyi 1200
Andri 5000
Kadiro 5000
Miza 9000
Wa'di 400

Code: 1) in progress, 2) needs further investigation, 3) Definite need, 4) Probable
need, 5) Bible completed, 6) NT completed, 7) Needs orthography and literacy
revision.
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Population figures are not reliable for a variety of reasons.  The Moru rightfully claim
many more because they are a very mobile group with members all over Sudan and the
world, completely apart from the complications of the war in Sudan.  Other Sudan
groups are scattered as a result of the war.
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APPENDIX 1B MORU-MA’DI MAP

Not currently available.
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APPENDIX 1C LOGO DIALECTS MAP

Not currently available.
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APPENDIX 2   LANGUAGES OF WIDER COMMUNICATION IN THE MORU-MA 'DI
AREA

1 Sudan

1.1 Arabic is the official  language of the Democratic Republic of Sudan.

The terms of the Addis Ababa Agreement of 1972, which ended the 17-year civi l  war
in Sudan, al lowed the South to keep English  as a second official language because
that is the preference of most southerners, who have been educated in English rather
than Arabic.

1.2 However, the level of English is generall y deteriorating, and the language of widest
communication in the South is southern col loquial Arabic.  Although the col loquial
Arabic used in Bahr-al-Ghazal and Upper Ni le is very similar to Khartoum Arabic,
in Equatoria (where the Moru-Ma'di  languages are spoken) the colloquial form is a
creole usual ly known as Juba Arabic.

1.3 Near the Ugandan border some Ma'di know Swahili  and English, but very little
Juba Arabic.  Near the Zairean border the Kal iko know Bangala, Engl ish and even
some Swahil i better than they know Juba Arabic.  Avokayas near the Zairean border
also know Bangala; in fact is the church language there as well  as a language of
trade.

2 Uganda

2.1 English is not spoken as a mother tongue by any measurable proportion of
Ugandan residents (Ladefoged et al. 1972).

2.2 Though is has very few mother-tongue speakers (if any), Swahili  is spoken as a
language of wider communication, particularly in the north by speakers of non-
Bantu mother tongues. (In the south several mother-tongue Bantu languages are
used as languages of wider communication.)

3 Zaïr e

3.1 French is the official  language of Zaïre.  Zaireans who have completed some
secondary school know French.  It is the language of administration and of higher
education.  As such, i t is used in government off ices, in classrooms, and wi th non-
Lingala speaking foreigners.

3.2 Lingala is one of Zaïre's four national languages.  (The other three are kiSwahil i,
Tshiluba and kiKongo.)  Al l  of  the Moru-Ma'di languages in Zaïre are in the Lingala
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area, although a significant amount of people who have spent time further south
speak Swahili as well.  (The Swahili area begins not far south of where Lugbara is
spoken.)

The form of Lingala widely used in the Sous-Region  of Haut-Uélé is Bangala, a
pidgin.  The vocabulary of Bangala is far more limited than Lingala vocabulary and its
structure is simplified by collapsing noun classes and their concords.  (For example,
the genitive "-a" which in the most elegant Lingala takes different forms with nouns of
different classes is always rendered "na" in Bangala.)  For this reason, Bangala is less
prestigious than Lingala, and the military, government officials and the highly
educated prefer Lingala.

The majority of Moru-Ma'di speakers in Zaïre speak a form of Bangala (as opposed to
formal Lingala) as language of wider communication.  The richest Lingala spoken in
Equateur Province fades more and more into Bangala as one moves eastward in Haut-
Zaïre.  There is, then, a kind of Bangala continuum across the sous-regions of Bas-
Uélé and Haut-Uélé. However, one can generalize that there are two forms of Bangala:

(1) Old form.  This is less like Lingala than the other form and is more likely to be
spoken in the extreme northeast.  It is typified by the elimination of person distinctions
in the verb.  (See chart below.)  The vocabulary tends to resemble kiSwahili more, and
where a word resembles the Lingala word, it is likely to have "i" for "e" or "u" for "o";
variances in the consonants are also frequent.  A past tense form with infix "-sira-"
(probably derived from contaction with the completive "kosila") is another distinctive
feature of ancien bangala .  The Bangala Old and New Testament published in
1952 represents this form.

(2) New form.  This form is typically spoken by the youth in Eastern Haut-Uélé, and
by nearly everyone in Western Haut-Uélé.  It is generally closer to Lingala.  It retains
the person distinctions in the verb, but has only one pair of inanimate subject prefixes
on the verb (singular "e-" and plural "bi-").  The verb "kozala" is often shortened to
"koza" when conjugated.  (See chart below.)  It is more likely to have the true Bantu
plurals than the old form, but as with the old form, many inanimate nouns are
pluralized merely by adding the prefix "ba-" (3rd person plural prefix).  The Revised
New Testament (Kondimana na Sika) with the OT in progress typifies this variety of
Bangala.   "To be" in Lingala, Modern Bangala, and Old Bangala

Lingala Modern Bangala Old Bangala English
(ngai) nazali nazali, nazi ngai azi 'I am'
(yo)  ozali ozali, ozi yo azi 'you are'
(ye)  azali azali, azi ye azi '(s)he is'
(bango) bazali bazali, bazi bo azi 'they are'
ezali, lizali, etc. ezali, ezi azi 'it is'
bizali, mazali, etc. ezali, ezi azi 'they are'
(or) bazali, bazi (inan.)

It should be noted that there is more than one kind of Lingala also.  The "cradle" of
Lingala is along the Zaïre River in the région  of Equateur, and we are given to
understand that there one is more likely to encounter a richer, more elegant form than
elsewhere.  "Kinshasa Lingala" and "popular Lingala", as contrasted with literary
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Lingala, share with Bangala the traits of loss of noun class concords and more limited
lexical inventory.

One must ask, "Why develop and translate the Moru-Ma'di languages in Zaïre when
the Scriptures are available in Bangala?"

Linguistic responses aside, it seems clear that Bangala has been an effective tool in
decreasing the negative aspects of tribalism and thus facilitating multi-tribal unity.
Other Central African local language groups have however found local language
development as a neutral or even positive force in decreasing divisiveness.  Local
language Scriptures have facilitated a deeper spiritual life which offsets divisiveness.
In other contexts local language development has helped bridge people into literacy in
the language of wider communication.  (NB. We do not mean to cause offense in the
use of the word "tribe". We have found that the local people we've met use the word
themselves.)

The eagerness of Zaireans to promote local language translation and their initiative in
forming language committees to that end is based on at least two other relevant issues
in response to the above question:

1.  Proficiency of Moru-Ma'di speakers in Bangala

Hein and Boone began training assistants to conduct a rather complex Second
Language Oral Proficiency Evaluation (SLOPE).  Based on clearly defined levels of
proficiency, the goal was to interview a random sample of the population and
document for each segment the average level of Bangala-speaking proficiency as well
as the variance in ability.  It soon became clear that an adequate, reliable job would
require much more time than was available.

Discussion with informed Zaireans and SLQ information of language use were very
helpful in concluding the following:

- The more contact one has with multi-lingual centers (Aba, for example) the more
proficient one is likely to be in Bangala.

- All children who attend school attain good proficiency.

- The use of Bangala is related to semantic domains (what kind of thing one is talking
about) and sociolinguistic context (types of situations).  Vocabulary tends to be limited
to domains for which Bangala is the language of choice over the local language (e.g.
market vocabulary).

Proficiency increases as these factors increase.  Regrettably we only have rough
informed estimates of the  proportion of Moru-Ma'di people who travel little from their
homes and fields in homogeneous communities (where only their mother tongue is
spoken).  However, all agree that this category of Moru-Ma'di people are both
significant in population and very low in their level of Bangala proficiency.
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2.  Bangala's adequacy to communicate Biblical Truth

Readers of Bangala materials often comment on the lexical poverty of the language.
The two translators of the new Bangala revised Bible who live in the Moru-Ma'di area
also emphasize these inherent limitations.  The Catholics encourage the use of the
formal Lingala Bible citing the same limitation of Bangala.

There is therefore great potential benefit in local language Scriptures, even for those
highly proficient in Bangala.  These could be expected to supplement the Bangala
Scriptures in passages where a richer language is more capable of communicating the
nuances of Biblical truth.
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APPENDIX 3:  LANGUAGES USED FOR EDUCATION, ADMINISTRATION, AND
ACTIVITIES IN THE MORU-MA'DI LANGUAGE AREA

1 Educational System

1.1 Sudan

The educational system in Sudan allows for two tracks, an English track and an Arabic
track.  Most schools in the Moru-Ma'di areas follow the English track.  Primary school
consists of P1 to P6.  After that, a student must go to Juba, Yei, or Torit for secondary
school, which consists of Intermediate 1 to 3 and Senior Secondary 1 to 3.

In P1 to P3 there is usually some teaching in approved vernaculars.  In the Moru area
Moru has been used; however, in the Avokaya area children attend schools in either the
Zande area or the Moru area, i.e. Avokaya is not used as a medium of instruction.
There are a few Avokaya teachers in Avokaya communities, and they would be capable
of explaining materials in Avokaya.  Ma'di has been used to some extent in the Ma'di
areas, but Bari has been used in the Kaliko area and the Luluba have had to attend
schools in either the Otuho area or Bari area.  Local Arabic is also used for
explanations in some classes, especially in mixed town schools as in Juba.  Because of
frequent political and economic problems, schools are often closed or teachers or
students absent; as a result, the level of academic achievement has suffered greatly.

1.2 Uganda

English is the medium of instruction from P1 through Senior Secondary school.  There
are eight years of Secondary school in Uganda and the level of teaching has been
generally better than that in Sudan.  Ugandan students are therefore better prepared to
advance in Sudanese schools while Sudanese young people are not well-prepared to
advance in Ugandan schools.

Ma'di is said to have been used to some extent in P1 through P3 in Uganda.  However,
Dick Watson was recently told that Ma'di was not being used at all in the Moyo school
district.

1.3 Zaïre

The Catholic and CECA churches are primarily responsible for formal education.  The
government role is to supply teachers' wages and inspect periodically.

In terms of Language policy and use the Catholic and CECA schools are apparently the
same:

Primary 1 Courses and explanation are in Bangala.  Rural schools in areas where only one
local language is spoken do supplement Bangala with limited local language
explanation.

Primary 2 Bangala.  French greetings are learned although there is no reading or writing in
French.
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Primary 3 French and Bangala are studied and used.

Primary 4 French is used exclusively, except in rural communities where only one local
language is spoken.  Schools there appear to use some Bangala.

Primary 5-6 French is used exclusively.

Secondary 1-4 French is used exclusively.

Post-Secondary Education: French.  Lower level theological schools of the CECA (Protestant)
church community which accept students who have not completed secondary school
use Bangala.

2 Religious System

2.1 Sudan

Here are the general church affiliations of Moru-Ma'di speakers in Sudan.  Church
membership figures are not presently available.  The Avokaya of Maridi district who
are Christians belong to the Episcopal church, while those of Yei district belong to the
Catholic church.  The Moru  belong to the Episcopal church and have their own
pastors and parishes.  Most Ma'di  in Sudan are Catholic, with the rest (mainly in
towns) divided between Africa Inland Church (AIC), Pentecostal, and probably
Episcopal as well.  There are Protestant Luluba , and probably some Catholic Luluba
as well.  The Kaliko  are almost entirely Episcopal in Sudan and have their own pastors
and parishes.

2.2 Uganda

The Ma'di in Uganda are said to be almost entirely Catholic with a few Episcopals.
The 1988 "Bible Translation Needs Bulletin" says that AIM is working with the Ma'di
in Uganda.  The Lugbara are apparently mostly Episcopal (Church of Uganda).

2.3 Zaïre

Nearly all speakers of Moru-Ma'di languages in Zaïre whom we encountered consider
themselves either Protestant-CECA or Catholic.

CECA : The Church of Christ of Zaïre (ECZ) is the umbrella organization for
Protestant churches in Zaïre.  The country is divided into a great number of
communautés  ("communities", meaning denominations).  All Zairean Moru-Ma'di
languages are spoken in the Communauté Evangélique au Centre de
l'Afrique  (CECA 20), which has headquarters in Bunia and which extends
northward from Bunia to the Sudan border and from there westward for hundreds of
kilometers.  In the colonial days of mission comity the Africa Inland Mission (AIM)
was the mission designated to minister in this area.

No formal language policy exists per se.  However, the usual pattern of usage is as
follows: When a congregation consists of speakers of more than one mother tongue,
Bangala is used.  Churches made up solely of speakers of one particular mother tongue
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use the Bangala Scriptures and Hymn books, but the other parts of the worship service
tend to be in the local languages.

The use of Bangala is reported to have facilitated unity between neighboring language
groups and thus is appreciated.  At the same time, however, there is keen interest in
many groups for local language Scriptures, as is evident from the number of
translation committees.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH : The Roman Catholic church in Zaïre is divided into
dioceses, each of which is divided in turn into parishes.

In the latter 1970's, the Conférence Episcopale du Zaïre  made a language
policy in an attempt to cooperate with the government push for unity.  Simply stated,
the language of church functions was to be one of the four national languages.  For the
Moru-Ma'di area this meant Lingala proper.

Cooperation from Aba westward (including Logo) has been good.  However, in the
Diocese of Mahagi, basically from Aba east, local language use has been persistent.
Due to pressure from older members, change has been slow among the Lugbara and the
Kaliko (as well as the Alur and the Lendu).  In light of this formal order and the actual
situation of vigorous local language use, the liturgy in formal Lingala is explained in
the local languages as necessary.  This is viewed as transitional with 100% Lingala as
the goal.

3 Political System

3.1 Sudan

As this changes every year or two, an explanation of the setup in 1988 would not be
very helpful here.

3.2 Uganda

Accurate details not presently available.

3.3 Zaïre

There are six official levels of administration in Zaïre.  Here is where the Moru-Ma'di
languages are located in this greater political context.
  Kinshasa - République du Zaïre .
    Région :  Haut-Zaïre
      Sous-Région :  Haut-Uélé
        Zones :  Faradje, Watsa, and Aru
          Collectivités : Ì
            Groupements : ì see sections 3.2.x.1.1 "Geography"

Within the zones the names of collectivités  and groupements  within the
collectivités  are sometimes also the dialect names.
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French is the official language of the government and in the Moru-Ma'di area officials
are fluent in Lingala, though at the lower levels not all officials are fluent in French.
For relating to the population, these officials understand and can use Bangala.
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APPENDIX 4   ON INTELLIGIBILITY ESTIMATES

Quantitative objective intelligibility testing (such as gauging understanding of taped
texts) was not done in this survey. Instead, broad, qualitative estimates of
intelligibility are reported. This approach was taken for the following reasons:

1. In numerous cases, lexicostatistics (lexical similarity measures) indicated
considerable differences between the clusters, and this was confirmed by speakers'
responses to sociolinguistic questions.

Lexical similarity alone is an inadequate predictor of inherent intelligibility, that is,
mutual or one-way understanding of the other speech form due only to linguistic
similarity to one's own speech form.  Intelligibility is also influenced by other
linguistic factors, such as "the effect of differences in function words and affixes,
syntactic and morphological rearrangements, certain kinds of regular sound shifts, and
semantic shifts in both genetically derived vocabulary and loans." (Grimes 1988a:19)
However, lexical dissimilarity is a strong indicator of low inherent intelligibility.
When moderate lexical similarity leaves inherent intelligibility in question, extensive
intelligibility testing employing taped texts (the so-called "Casad method", outlined in
Casad 1974) can give a quantitative measure of understanding.

"Inherent" intelligibility, however, is not the whole story.  Actual understanding of
speech (including taped texts) depends not only on linguistic factors (which determine
the theoretical inherent intelligibility) but also on sociolinguistic and non-linguistic
factors.  This includes the listener's attitude toward the speech form he hears (which in
Africa he will usually recognize) and its speakers, and the degree of contact he has
with the speech form (where "contact" is itself a complex of geographic, demographic,
and social factors).

It could be argued, then, that the results of taped text testing would need to be
interpreted in terms of the various factors involved, to separate out the linguistic,
attitudinal, and contact factors.  These are all measured to some degree by the present
survey instruments.

2.  Some team members questioned the appropriateness of testing comprehension of
the spoken form when our language development focus is on the written form.

Perhaps waiting and then testing written materials would tell us more precisely what
we need to know.  This is recommended as a preparatory step to producing transitional
materials in a standardization program.  It may also shed light on the feasibility of
special methods such as Computer Assisted Dialect Adaptation (CADA) if separate
materials later need to be developed.

3.  Because intelligibility played only a partial role in the decision-making process,
relative indications of degrees of intelligibility were often nearly as useful as
quantitative figures would have been.

Therefore, we based many of our intelligibility conclusions on mother tongue speaker
judgments of ease or difficulty of comprehension and on other factors such as reported
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or observed language use: that is, when a Kaliko actually speaks to a Logo, do they use
their mother tongues or a second language?

4.  Good quantitative intelligibility testing by a taped-text method is costly in time and
mileage.  Therefore, testing was not done in cases where potential benefits did not
seem to be worth the cost involved.

We recognized that extra-linguistic factors can play a decisive role in determining
language development decisions.  Suppose, for example, that for nonlinguistic reasons,
it is clear that the Logo in Zaïre and the Kaliko in Sudan will not share identical
written materials.  In that case, the benefit of knowing about the extent of
intelligibility between these speech forms may be outweighed by the cost of gathering
the information.  The decision might then be made to forego intelligibility testing if
the results were of linguistic interest only but did not affect standardization decisions.

The following two limitations of using language use to estimate intelligibility were
kept in mind:

(1) Domains.  A Kaliko-Ma'di could he Logo-Bhagira pastor he is visiting but in the
domains of "church services" (in a multi-dialectal area) Bangala is the automatic
choice. Thus these men use a second language not because they are unable to use their
mother tongues but rather because of the sociolinguistic context of their
communication.

(2) Bilingual Comprehension versus Inherent Intelligibility.  Although these two
factors influence each other a distinction  needs to be made; suppose, for example, that
we find that Zairean Avokayas employ their mother language with Logo-Bhagiras.
This could mean either that each understands the other's speech just because the
speech forms are similar (inherent intelligibility), or that through contact these people
have become "passively bilingual" (bilingual comprehension).  To verify inherent
intelligibility one could introduce an elderly lady who has never traveled outside the
heart of Logo-Bhagira country to a Zairean Avokaya lady with the same qualifications.
Do they understand each other from Day One?  If so, then one can conclude that these
dialects have a high level of inherent intelligibility.  If, on the other hand, it requires
one month of contact before they communicate effectively, we could classify the
dialects as "one month" dialects.  (The authors owe this concept to Ursula
Wiesemann.)

If intelligibility is the main criterion for deciding the "coverage" of a given translation
and the breadth of standardization, then it is crucial to have precise measures of
comprehension.  In that case, empirical quantitative results are required and a taped-
text or other intelligibility test must be done.  Reported or observed behaviour and
subjective judgments of intelligibility might indicate where more in-depth testing must
be done, but as a measure of intelligibility would constitute a "short cut".  However,
when intelligibility is not the main decision-making criterion, these coarser measures
may be sufficient.

It should be pointed out that intelligibility always plays an important part in the
success or failure of translation projects and standardization schemes which involve
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"grouping" or "splitting" speech forms.  However, sociolinguistic and extra-linguistic
factors are more likely to be "blocking" than linguistic factors alone.  If speakers of
several speech forms really want to, they can develop a common form even in cases in
which not all their speech forms are pairwise intelligible; if two groups perceive their
speech forms to be different languages, a common form may not be accepted even if
they are 99% identical.  Linguistic, sociolinguistic, and extra-linguistic factors should
be considered and their relative importance will differ from place to place.
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APPENDIX 5:  SADEMBOUO METHOD FOR CHOOSING A REFERENCE DIALECT,
FOLLOWED BY APPLICATION FOR SELECTED MORU-MA’DI LANGUAGE

GROUPS

PART 1:  SUMMARY OF ETIENNE SADEMBOUO ' S PAPER, CONSTITUTION AND FUNCTION

OF A L ANGUAGE COMMITTEE AND THE CHOICE OF A REFERENCE DIALECT

This paper focuses on the need of standardization and attempts to provide an
identification process for choosing a reference dialect.

After arguing for the adoption of an existing dialect as reference dialect instead of a
synthesis of dialects, the author presents selection criteria considered in Cameroonian
experience to be fundamental, secondary and marginal.  A numerical score is assigned
to each dialect for each of the criteria.  The highest possible score for fundamental
criteria is 3.  The secondary criteria (necessary but not sufficient by themselves for an
acceptable choice) carry a weight of 2 and the marginal (supplementary) criteria each
count for 1 point.  The dialect which scores highest according to this grid is the
recommended choice for a reference dialect.

Although the article suggests that one only consider secondary or marginal factors if
no dialect is the clear choice on the basis of the fundamental criteria, we shall include
them all for the sake of a complete report.

Although for convenience, the results of this procedure are summarized in the
sociolinguistic section of the report, not all the factors mentioned are in fact
sociolinguistic in nature.

Where we have re-titled criteria in the report we shall quote those titles in parentheses.

a)  Fundamental Criteria

The following are being considered as fundamental criteria.

1 - high degree of accepted understanding of the dialect (Inherent inter-dialectal
intelligibility).  The evaluation of how well a given dialect is understood will be based on
interviews with a sample of the whole concerned linguistic community.

2 - high degree of foreseeable understanding of the dialect (potential Inter-dialectal
comprehension).  This is predicted from the results either of lexicostatistical analysis of
wordlist data from the various dialects or of intelligibility testing.  The recommended test
of intelligibility is a test of recorded texts submitted to the hearing of a sample of speakers
to whom questions related to the evaluation of the degree of understanding of the said
texts have been proposed.

3 - Numerical importance of the dialect speakers (Population).  Result of a demolinguistic
survey, this numerical importance will be obtained through comparison of the
approximate number of speakers of the different dialects.  It is quite normal to take into
consideration the majority group when comes the choice, but, this is not the unique
decisive factor.

4 - Advantageous geographical position of the dialect (Geographical centrality).  Among
all the dialects, one may have the advantage of being geographically located at the central
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position as the linguistic area concerned; the center often constitutes a place of
convergence for the other surrounding groups or the only way through.  It may be also
much more known than non-central localities because of its being nearest.

5 - The location of the dialect at the "main center" (Main Center).  The "main center" may
be different from the central geographical position; the main center which may be a
chiefdom or an administrative and economic headquarters which not necessarily located
at the center of the concerned linguistic area.  But due to activities on there and work
done for the benefit of the whole community, almost all the population go there or may
and some can even stay there without being natives.

6 - Dialect prestige: For miscellaneous reasons, in a language unit, one dialect much more
than the others may attract language speakers.  This credit is gained through history.  This
prestige can be estimated through observation or through a sociolinguistic survey.

7 - Purity of the dialect.  Although the notion of a "pure" dialect is controversial in the
linguistic field, it may be helpful in some situations.  A "pure" dialect would be the one
perceived to be most safe from external contacts.

8 - Vehicularity of the dialect.  The "vehicularity" of a dialect is measured by the ratio of
non-native speakers to native speakers.  (Note the similarity to "prestige": a vehicular
dialect would tend to attract speakers.)

b)  Secondary Criteria

1 - The attitude of the government toward the dialect (Government Attitudes).  Among all
the other dialects of the language, the government (that is, the administration) may favor
the use of one dialect over another.  This attitude may be observed through the behavior
of its workers in formal or informal situations.

2 - Religious influence of the dialect.  This influence depends on the use of the dialect by
pastors, priests, or other religious workers, for evangelization and transmission of Holy
Scriptures.

3 - Socio-economic importance of the dialect.  Like the preceding criterion, the socio-
economic importance is based on the use of the dialect in preference to  others, but in
commercial matters instead of for religious purposes.

4 - Written documents already existing on the dialect.  Among all the dialects, one may
already have written literature.  Even if it is not well-designed, the existence of a written
literature (the work of past or present forefront standardization agents) in a particular
dialect must be taken into consideration in the reference dialect choice.

5 - Historical expansion (movement) of the language.  By tracing the history of the
expansion of the language or of the community who use the language, one can easily
identify the cradle, the hearth where the group took its origin.  The dialect of that cradle
may constitute a sign of honor which should be accounted in the choice of the reference
dialect.

6 - Expressed feeling on the easiness to understand and speak the said dialect.  The
easiness to understand and speak a dialect much more than another is a feeling that can be
expressed by speakers and potential speakers through a survey.  It is quite fair to take into
consideration what people seem to see as easy.

c)  Marginal criteria

They are the following that we will only list:
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- availability of informants (speakers of the dialect) ready to cooperate in the work of
the language development done by the agent.

- favorable and good working conditions for researchers.

- friendship relations between the agents and a speaker of the dialect.

- social status of dialect speakers.
As we can note, these marginal criteria match with the feelings of the standardization
agent.  (Sadembouo 1989)

For fundamental criterion #1 questions 15-17 on the SLQ were geared to inter-cluster
relationships.  Thus we have inadequate information by which to provide scores here.

APPENDIX 5B: SADEMBOUO METHOD APPLIED TO SELECTED MM GROUPS

 1. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO LOGO DIALECTS

The primary purpose of socio-linguistic and general information in this section is to
help select the most strategic dialect(s) of Logo for development and translation.
Sadembouo Etienne's article on the selection of a reference dialect (see Appendix 5 for
relevant sections) presents criteria for this selection.  These criteria will be followed
point by point with Logo information plugged in.  Then a quantitative chart presenting
the results will be presented suggesting the best choice(s) for (a) reference dialect(s).

A. Fundamental Criteria (3 points)

A.1. Inherent Inter-Dialectal Comprehension

Although sociolinguistic questionnaire-based data gathering failed to distinguish
between inherent intelligibility and dialectal bilingualism, the following facts about
inter-dialectal comprehension surfaced:

Among all dialects except Logo-Bari there is absolutely no difficulty of
comprehension.  Statements that Logo-Ogambi was difficult to understand were
retracted when the distinction was made between actual Logo-Ogambis and others
living in the Logo-Ogambi collectivité (political division).  (It was then thought that
Zairean Avokayas were all called "Northern Ogambi".)  A distant Logo-Obilebha
person confirms that he could easily communicate with any Logo-Ogambi.  It is
claimed that Logo-Bari is not understood by speakers of any of the other five dialects,
and it is supposed that Logo-Baris are dialectally bilingual.

            Bari:  0            Other five dialects:  3

A.2. Potential Inter-dialectal Comprehension

Lexically all dialects are 93% cognate or higher with only a very small degree of
phonetic difference.  Grammatical differences between Bari and the others begin to
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appear at the phrase level and it is suspected that more significant differences exist
above the phrase level.

             Bari:  2         Other five dialects:  3

A.3. Population

  Ogambi: 3   Doka: 2   Bhagira, Lolya, Obilebha: 1   Bari: 1

A.4. Geographic Centrality

There is a central point on the Nzoro river near Todro where Ogambi, Lolya, Obilebha
and Doka almost meet.

        Doka, Lolya, Obilebha, Ogambi:  3    Bari, Bhagira:  2

A.5.  Main Center

Administratively each of the five main dialects is found in a collectivité of the same
name, and thus each would have as center the headquarters of its collectivité.  The
Zonal office is in Faradje so that Ogambi may have a slight advantage; however, other
dialects would use Aba.  Logo-Bari is located close to Watsa, also a Zonal capital.  All
dialects are thus on equal footing on this point.  Economically no center dominates.

                      All six dialects: 3 points.

A.6.  Dialect Prestige

The only significant factor in prestige of dialects is that the Logo-Bari are considered
to be spread out, and as a people group is considered only partially Logo.  This affects
the way their dialect is viewed.

            Bari:  2             Other five dialects:  3

A.7.  Pureness of Dialect

BARI: The Logo-Bari consider their dialect to be a continuum from pure BARI
(furthest west) to BARI-LOGO (at Sururu) to LOGO-BARI bordering the Logo-Doka.
Bari-Logo and Logo-Bari are considered to be neither pure Logo nor pure Bari by these
people.  We were advised to elicit a word list from a Bari who comes from the area
where the Nzoro and Kibali rivers converge.  For a list of 160 words, we found no
significant difference from other Logo dialects.  This person said that he speaks Bari-
Logo and that the real Bari language is found at the extreme western corner of his
people (at Tora).  A wordlist from Tora was approximately 94% cognate with all other
Logo dialects.  We thus conclude that even what they call "true Bari" is highly
amalgamated with Logo, at least in the area of lexicon.

Most Baris believe that "pure Bari" is spoken to the west of themselves.  It is possible
that belief in the existence of a community of real Baris is an attempt to hang on to an
ethnic Bari identity in the face of fading linguistic Bari identity.  Thus, from the
perspective of the Logo language as a whole the Baris themselves consider their dialect
to be impure.  Other Logos agree.
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OTHER FIVE DIALECTS: The other five dialects appear to be considered equally
pure.  Without exception, the language committee members affirmed at Todro that
"there is no purest form".  (This may indicate only that they wished to present a
"united front", but this is as relevant an attitude as perceptions of purity.)  However,
Bhagiras, Dokas, Obilebhas and Lolyas all commented on noticing the tonal
differences in Ogambi.  This, combined with common knowledge that it was originally
a non-Logo ethnic group, may cause Ogambi to be considered slightly less pure.

            Bari:  1        Ogambi:  2        Other four:  3

A.8.  Vehicularity

Logo-Bari is considered difficult to learn by speakers of the other five dialects.  People
who move among the other five dialects find little or no difference between the host
Logo dialect and their own.

                   Bari:  1            Other five:  3

B.  Secondary Criteria  (2 points)

B.1.  Government Attitude and Stability

The government of Zaire does not appear to favor one dialect over another.

                      All six dialects:  2 points

B.2.  Religious Influences on the Dialects

In the 1920's the Gospel of Mark and a hymnbook were translated by Protestants at
Todro (currently a Lolya area).  According to the present language committee, the work
halted because of difficulties encountered in agreeing on a dialect. Presumably, in
1920, the Ogambi dialect was less completely merged with Logo and was therefore
significantly more different than it is today, although differences within Logo proper
may have been greater at the time as well.

The present language committee received orthographic help from SIL in June 1988 and
has begun rewriting the hymnbook with a view to publication as soon as possible.
They are requesting outside linguistic help for scripture translation.  The leadership of
the Protestant church community (CECA) will assign a missionary linguist for this
purpose, pending the results of the language survey report.

(a) The Logo language committee has been established for several years.  Five dialects
are well represented (3 Doka, 3 Bhagira, 5 Lolya, 4 Ogambi, 5 Obilebha = 20 men) but
there are no BARIS.

(b) Language development through this CECA committee will likely be most
enthusiastically backed by the dialect area that has the greatest majority of Protestants.
This is clearly Lolya.

(c) Todro in the Lolya collectivité is the proposed location for language development
and translation to take place by the aforementioned language committee.
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(d) With Catholic church language policy CECA will clearly be a leader in the
development and probably in the use of Logo written materials.  The 'Mecca' of CECA
Logos is clearly Todro.  It is a former mission station with a clinic, a Bible school and
a big secondary school.  Todro is in the Lolya area.

(e) The Lolya spoken at Todro is likely influenced by the other Logo dialects due to the
heavy Logo traffic there.  This makes this Lolya desirable.

               Bari:  0    Lolya:  2    Other four:  1

B.3.  Socio-economic importance of the dialects

No dialect is used more in commercial matters than the others.

                        All six dialects:  3

B.4.  Written Documents

(a) Although the language committee realizes a need for orthographic renovation, the
translation of a hymnbook and the Gospel of Mark has been completed.  This work was
done in 1920 at Todro, presumably in the speech form of Todro which is currently
known as Lolya.  (Lolya +1)

(b) The reason cited for the failure of the above cited Logo material is dialectal
differences.  (Now in 1989, orthography is seen as the main problem.)  Although no
dialect is remembered as being a problem, there is a consensus among the Logo that of
the five (Bari excluded), Ogambi with its tonal difference is the only "different"
dialect (Ogambi -1).

        Bari, Bhagira, Doka, Obilebha: 1   Ogambi: 0   Lolya: 2

B.5.  Historical Expansion

The cradle of Logo (where Logo originated) is unclear even to the Logo people.
However, relatively speaking, Logo-Baris and Logo-Ogambis are newcomers, as
indicated earlier.  In a real sense, then, Lolya, Bhagira, Obilebha, and Doka are more
LOGO than the other two.  Due to the fact that it has less completely merged into Logo
identity than Ogambi, Bari alone has the lowest score.

              Ogambi: 1     Bari: 0      Other four: 2

B.6.  Expressed feeling on the easiness to understand and speak the said dialect

No dialect but Bari is considered hard to speak and to understand by the others.

                      Bari: 1         Other five: 2

C.  Marginal Criteria. (1 point)

All relevant marginal criteria have already been accounted for.
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D.  Logo Reference Dialect Preference Scores

DIALECT: Bari Bhagira Doka Lolya Obilebh
a

Ogambi

Fundament
al

1. 0 3 3 3 3 3

2. 2 3 3 3 3 3

3. 1 1 2 1 1 3

4. 2 2 3 3 3 3

5. 3 3 3 3 3 3

6. 2 3 3 3 3 3

7. 1 3 3 3 3 2

8. 1 3 3 3 3 3

Secondary.

1. 2 2 2 2 2 2

DIALECT: Bari Bhagira Doka Lolya Obilebh
a

Ogambi

2. 0 1 1 2 1 1

3. 2 2 2 2 2 2

4. 1 1 1 2 1 0

5. 0 2 2 2 2 1

6. 1 2 2 2 2 2

TOTAL 18 31 33 34 32 31

According to this grid the recommended reference dialect is LOLYA with 34 points,
followed by Doka (33), Obilebha (32), Bhagira and Ogambi (31), and Bari (18).

Observations on numerical reliability:

1) The inherent margin of error and scorer subjectivity mean that a clear choice needs
significantly more points than the others.

2) Lolya's 1 point over Doka reveals that no reference dialect stands out as a clear
choice.

Final decision for reference dialect: The criteria for reference dialect choice have been
applied by the author.  His decisions will be reviewed by the area SIL linguistic
consultant and then presented to the language committee for discussion. revision, and
the final decision.
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APPENDIX 5B 2: APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO KALIKO DIALECTS

Having reviewed the criteria proposed by Sadembouo to be used in the choice of (a)
reference dialect(s) for development and translation, we now attempt to apply them to
the dialects of Kaliko.  The necessary sociolinguistic and general information are
presented as they become relevant.

A.      FUNDAMENTAL CRITERIA (1-3 POINTS)

A.1.    Declared inter-dialectal comprehension

As explained in Appendix 5 our sociolinguistic questions did not distinguish people's
judgments of inherent intelligibility from their views on the prevalence of dialectal
bilingualism.  For this reason, another question was used in informal interviews:

If an elderly woman from (dialect X) unexposed to other varieties of Kaliko were
to meet another elderly woman from (dialect Y) in the same position, how well would
they be able to communicate?  If not well, how long would they need to be in contact
before they could communicate well?

One Sudanese Kaliko pastor who has traveled in Zaïre several times, Rev. Shadrack D.
Noah of Yei, was confident that the two extremes of Kaliko, Sudan East and Omi, are
inherently highly intelligible.  This does not seem likely, however, based on what other
witnesses have said.

The Kaliko-Omi men with whom we spoke said there were three dialects of Kaliko:
Omi, Ma'di, and what is spoken in Sudan.  In their judgment, Kaliko-Ma'di is fairly
easy to understand, much more so than Sudanese Kaliko.  Still, Sudanese Kaliko was
considered easier to understand than Lugbara.

Most of the Kaliko-Ma'di seemed to think Omi easier to understand than the Sudanese
dialect, but some said that they would prefer using Bangala materials (including the
Bible) even if there were a New Testament in another Kaliko dialect.

It is not known whether the Sudanese distinguish the Zairean dialects, but one may
reasonably assume that Ma'di is more easily understood than Omi.

The following scores may reflect these views.
Kaliko-Ma'di 3 points
Kaliko-Omi 2 points
Sudanese dialects 1 point

A.2.    Potential inter-dialectal comprehension

No formal intelligibility testing was done.  Based on the lexical comparisons (see
3.2.2.2), and in the absence of grammatical data, we decide:

Kaliko-Ma'di 3 points
Kaliko-Omi 2 points
Sudanese dialects 2 points
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A.3.    Numerical importance

In Zaïre there are five times as many Kaliko-Omi as Kaliko-Ma'di.  It is likely that
there are more Sudanese Kaliko than Kaliko-Ma'di.

Kaliko-Ma'di 1 point
Kaliko-Omi 3 points
Sudanese dialects 2 points

A.4.    Geographical centrality

The Kaliko-Ma'di live north of the Omis yet south of the Sudanese.
Kaliko-Ma'di 3 points
Others 1 point

A.5.    Practical centrality

In Zaïre, all Kaliko live in the collectivité  Omi.  The chef -lieu  of the
collectivité  is at Mado, where the Omi dialect is spoken.  The Kaliko-Ma'di live
in the groupement  Katsa.  The Didi sub-dialect is spoken at Katsa.  There is little
commerce between Zaïre and Sudan.  We assume that administrative centres in the
Sudanese Kaliko area are in the eastern part.

Kaliko-Omi 3 points
Sudanese (East) 3 points

(West) 2 points
Didi-Ma'di 1 point
Dogo-Ma'di 0 points

A.6.    Dialect prestige

The Omi are more advanced economically, educationally and politically than those
who speak the other dialects.  As a result, their dialect is associated with a certain
prestige.

Kaliko-Ma'di 1 points
Kaliko-Omi 3 points
Sudanese dialects ? points

A.7.    Feeling of Pureness of Dialect

The nine Kaliko-Ma'di who responded to #20 in the SLQ considered Kaliko-Ma'di to
be the purest form of Kaliko.  Some (including the one representative of the
Dogo/Kamiru subdialect) specified the Didi subdialect as purest.

All twelve Kaliko-Ma'dis who responded to SLQ #21 (which dialect they would like to
see chosen as reference dialect) selected Kaliko-Ma'di as a first choice.

7 chose Kaliko-Omi as second with Kaliko-Sudan as third choice

2 chose Kaliko-Omi as second with no third choice

1 chose Kaliko-Sudan as second with no third choice

2 had no second or third choice, and said that they would rather just use their Bangala Bible
ahead of a Kaliko-Omi Bible.
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Similarly, the Kaliko-Omi consider their dialect to be the purest.  The Omi group
which expressed alarm that many Omis were mixing their language with other
languages added that the form spoken on the central area would purest; elsewhere, they
said "languages are mixed".

In Sudan, speakers of the eastern dialect consider their speech variety to be the
original untainted one.  According to Pastor Shadrach, Kaliko-Sudan West and Kaliko-
Ma'di are tainted by lexical borrowing from Logo while Kaliko-Omi is tainted by
Lugbara.  Although some Kaliko-Sudan West feel that their dialect is purest, this is not
a dominant feeling.

Kaliko-Ma'di 3 points (for Didi, 0 for Dogo)
Kaliko-Omi 3 points (as spoken in centre)
Sudanese dialects 3 points (for east, 1 for west)

A.8.    Vehicularity

 No statistics are known on how many of one dialect speak another.  Numerical
estimates of proportions of Kaliko speakers who know other dialects would be without
basis.

B       SECONDARY CRITERIA (1-2 POINTS)

B.1.    Governmental attitude and stability

Both in Zaïre and in Sudan, the governmental administration seem not to prefer any
one Kaliko dialect over another.  At the time of the survey, the government of Zaïre
seemed much more stable and this seemed to favor the choice of a Zairean dialect, but
this consideration (which also affects availability of dialect speakers) now seems to
fall in the category of "marginal criteria".

B.2.    Religious influences on the dialect

Scripture translation/language committees (all Protestant) exist in three of the four
dialects.

A fifteen-man Kaliko-Ma'di committee was formed days after the Didi pastor learned
that CECA missionaries doing a language survey were passing through.  The
committee apparently has no guiding philosophy as yet, and has initiated no projects.

The Omi committee has completed translation of a hymnbook which is still awaiting
orthographic modification.  It has been sent to Rethy for printing.  Also on this
committee is Rev. Ang'apoza Etsea Kila, President and Legal Representative of CECA
20.

A twenty-seven-man Kaliko committee in Sudan has been working with SIL on
orthography and have printed test portions of hymns and stories in the eastern dialect.
They plan to work on Scripture translation with or without outside help.  They plan to
visit the Omi when possible to touch base and see if anything could be coordinated.
On this committee are some very influential Protestant pastors.  Speakers of the
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western dialect have expressed a willingness to cooperate with them and to use written
materials in the eastern dialect.

Kaliko-Ma'di 1 point
Kaliko-Omi 2 points
Kaliko-Sudan East 2 points
Kaliko-Sudan West 0 points

B.3.    Socio-Economic Importance of the Dialect

It is unlikely that any dialect of Kaliko has a greater economic influence.  In Zaïre, for
example, Bangala is used in multilingual commercial contexts, and would be used in
preference to both Kaliko-Omi and Kaliko-Ma'di.

B.4.    Written Documents already existing in the dialect.

There is a Kaliko-Omi hymn book, but orthographic renovation is necessary.  In the
eastern Sudanese Kaliko dialect, there are hymn book test portions and story books,
and the orthography is closer to complete than in Kaliko-Omi.  There are no written
documents in either Kaliko-Ma'di or the western Sudanese dialect.

Kaliko-Ma'di 0 points
Kaliko-Omi 2 points
Kaliko-Sudan East 2 points
Kaliko-Sudan West 0 points

B.5.    Historical expansion (movement) of the language

The history that is known of the language relates to the feeling of pureness of the
dialect (A.7).  History is sketchy and what is known does not indicate any original
cradle (central location).

B.6.    Expressed feeling on the ease of understanding and speaking

Scoring here will be based on which dialect is claimed to be the easiest to understand
by the most other dialects.  Sociolinguistic question 18 was "Which Kaliko tongue is
the hardest for you to understand?".

Of the eight Kaliko-Ma'dis who responded, six found Sudanese Kaliko difficult to
understand; many explained this by saying "because of the differences".  Some of them
mentioned Lugbara before they mentioned Sudanese.  The other two found Kaliko-Omi
more difficult than Omi; however, one of these is from Dogo and had a Sudanese
mother, and the other said outright that he would prefer Omi to Sudanese for the
standard written form.

The Kaliko-Omi language committee men agreed that Sudanese Kaliko was more
difficult than Kaliko-Ma'di, which they said is easy to "pick up".

 The opinions of the Sudanese are not known.
Kaliko-Ma'di 2 points
Kaliko- 2 points
Kaliko-Sudan East ?
Kaliko-Sudan West ?
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C       MARGINAL CRITERIA (1 POINT)

At present, it is more practical to work in a Zairean dialect.
Kaliko-Ma'di 1 point
Kaliko-Omi 1 point
Sudanese dialects 0 points
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D       KALIKO TOTAL REFERENCE DIALECT PREFERENCE SCORES

These are the scores of each of the four dialects based on the fundamental and
secondary criteria.

Kaliko-
Ma'di

Kaliko-Omi K-Sudan-
East

K-Sudan-
West

Fundamental
A.1 3 2 1 1
A.2 3 2 2 2
A.3 1 3 2 2
A.4 3 1 1 1
A.5 (Didi) 1 3 3 2
A.6 1 3 ? ?
A.7 (Didi) 3 3 3 1

Secondary
B.2 1 2 2 0
B.4 0 2 2 0
B.6 2 2 ? ?

Marginal
C.2 1 1 0 0

TOTALS
Didi

19/28=.68 24/28=.86 16/23=.70 9/23=.39

(Dogo 11/24=.57)

These scores are not definitive due to the fact that some Sudanese sociolinguistic data
are missing.  It must also be remembered that the marginal criterion of "favorable and
good working conditions for researchers" can be expected to play a major role in
choice of where to base a language project, yet this factor carries a weight of only one
point in the calculation above.  Another factor worth mentioning is the fact that
Sudanese and Zairean orthographies are different and that it cannot be taken for
granted that these will be reconciled.

APPENDIX 5B 3: APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO MA'DI DIALECTS

Having reviewed the criteria proposed by Sadembouo to be used in the choice of (a)
reference dialect(s) for development and translation, we now attempt to apply them to
the dialects of Ma'di.  The necessary sociolinguistic and general information are
presented as they become relevant.  (Unlike the situations among the Logo and Kaliko,
a reference dialect has already been selected for Ma'di, that is, the Ugandan dialect
into which the New Testament and Psalms have already been translated.  Furthermore,
for Sudan, the Lokai dialect has been selected as the standard for use in schools.)
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A.  FUNDAMENTAL CRITERIA (1-3 POINTS)

A.1.Declared inter-dialectal comprehension

As reported in section 3.2.5.4., Ma'di speakers agree that there are differences in the
way they speak, yet they tend to think of Ma'di as one language, stating that they use
"Ma'di" to speak to people from other dialects (rather than specifying a particular
dialect).

Although the linguistic differences between Lokai and 'Burulo are greater than the
differences between Lokai and Ugandan Ma'di, only six Lokai answered that 'Burulo
was the most difficult Ma'di dialect for them to understand (question 18).  In contrast,
twenty-four Sudanese Ma'di (Lokai and 'Burulo) answered that Ugandan Ma'di was the
most difficult.

This phenomenon (greater declared comprehension among the most linguistically
dissimilar dialects) reflects two sociolinguistic realities.  The common Sudanese
identity of the Lokai and the 'Burulo enhances positive attitudes toward speakers of the
other dialect while emphasizing the Ugandan-ness of Ma'di from, for example, Moyo.
Furthermore, there is little contact between the Sudanese and Ugandan speakers of
Ma'di: even though many Sudanese spent time in exile in Uganda, they did not have
regular communication with Ugandan Ma'di people.

In fact, many Lokai and 'Burulo said that they could understand each other because
they were neighbors and Sudanese.  (This does not imply inherent understanding--
some Ma'di might give that same reasons for their being able to understand Acholi!)
Also, 'Burulo speakers were introduced to Lokai beginning with the first year of
primary school.

It is reasonable to assume that Ugandan Ma'dis understand Lokai better than Burulo,
making Lokai the most easily understood by those who speak other dialects.  Moyo
was least understood by speakers of the other dialects, yielding the following:

'Burulo 2 pts Lokai 3 pts Moyo 1 pt

A.2. Potential inter-dialect comprehension.

Although no intelligibility testing was done (and it might have been helpful
considering the unfamiliarity of the Lokai and 'Burulo with the spoken Ugandan
dialect), one can hazard a guess concerning potential comprehension by examining
linguistic similarity.  Both lexically and grammatically, Lokai and Moyo are most
alike.

'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 2 pts Moyo 2 pts

A.3. Numerical importance

Apparently there are more Ugandan Ma'di than speakers of both Sudanese dialects put
together.  We suppose there are more Lokai than 'Burulo.

'Burulo 0 pts Lokai 1 pt Moyo 3 pts
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A.4. Geographical Centrality

Lokai is located south of 'Burulo and north of Moyo.

'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 3 pts Moyo 1 pt

A.5. Main Center

Loa (Lokai dialect) is generally considered the center of the Ma'di area in Sudan.  One
'Burulo woman interviewed said that Opari ('Burulo dialect) was the historical center.

Juba is not in the Ma'di area, and both dialects are spoken in Juba by people from
elsewhere.  It is not known what major service or government centers are in the Ma'di
area.  There is not any major official traffic between Sudan and Uganda.

'Burulo 0 pts Lokai 2 pt Moyo 3 pts

A.6. Dialect prestige

Lokai has been accepted as standard for Sudan, and accordingly has higher prestige.  It
is the dialect used in primary education.  One Lokai speaker, however, feels that
Ugandan Ma'di has the highest prestige.  He states that since the Scriptures are written
in Ugandan Ma'di, it is an international language.

In any case, the fact that most Ma'di materials have been written in either Lokai or
Moyo Ma'di supports the general feeling that 'Burulo is an "inferior" dialect.  One
young 'Burulo woman at the Ma'di refugee camp became upset when SIL linguist Joan
Bomberger said that perhaps one day some stories could be written in 'Burulo.  This
woman stated emphatically that 'Burulo should not be written.  There is also a belief
that the 'Burulo dialect cannot be written (see also secondary criterion B.6).

Yet when Sudanese people were asked which dialect(s) should be written, they chose
'Burulo as second choice and Moyo as third.  (This in spite of the fact that the New
Testament already exists in the Moyo dialect!)   The reason was summarized by one
young Lokai woman: "they all need to be in Sudan."  In fairness to the whole Ma'di
population, however, we must count Moyo as high prestige.

'Burulo 1 pt, Lokai 3 pts, Moyo 3 pts

A.7. Feeling of pureness of dialect

In answer to question 20, "In what village(s) do you feel that people speak the
best/purest kind of Ma'di?", nearly all the Lokai and half the 'Burulo chose a Lokai
village.  One Lokai respondent named a 'Burulo village, and she is married to a 'Burulo
speaker.

Loa, in the Lokai area, is generally considered the Ma'di center in Sudan, and the place
where the best Ma'di is spoken.  It was named by most of the Lokai (three named other
Lokai villages, Pageri and Nimule) and all the 'Burulo who named a Lokai village.
The other 'Burulo speakers chose 'Burulo villages.

Once again, Lokai and Moyo are the leaders.
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'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 2 pts Moyo 2 pts
_(Loa in particular)

A.8. Vehicularity

Because Lokai is considered the standard Sudanese dialect, 'Burulo people who
attended primary school in the Ma'di area were taught Lokai, while the only Lokai who
know 'Burulo have lived in the 'Burulo area.  Thus many more 'Burulo know Lokai
than vice versa.  According to Joan Bomberger, since Lokai has more prestige, when a
'Burulo and a Lokai are conversing, generally Lokai is used.  It would appear that
virtually no Sudanese know the Moyo dialect, nor would any Ugandans be expected to
know a Sudanese dialect.

'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 2 pts Moyo 1 pt

B   SECONDARY CRITERIA (1-2 POINTS)

B.1. Government attitude

No information; complicated by the fact that the language straddles an international
border, and that Khartoum and Kampala are so far away.

B.2. Religious influences on the dialect

Africa Inland Mission has worked in the Opari area and produced some 'Burulo
materials.  Still this has little influence in comparison with the use of Lokai in the
primary schools.  The Catholic church has extensive materials in Ugandan Ma'di.
However, a Catholic priest in Juba said that materials have been edited in Loa (a Lokai
area) for the Sudanese.  Above all, the published New Testament and Psalms are based
on the Moyo dialect.

The deciding factor is the Scriptures, though the fact that they are in the Ugandan
dialect is tempered by the need some Sudanese express to change it into Sudanese
when reading aloud.

'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 1 pt Moyo 2 pts

B.3. Socioeconomic importance of the dialect

Not applicable; where trade does not take place in Arabic, English, Swahili, or a
neighboring language, the factors of vehicularity or prestige would determine language
choice.

B.4. Written documents already existing in the dialect

In addition to the religious materials mentioned in B.2., there were Ma'di language
school books before the first civil war.  These included a Ma'di A-B-C book and a
history book.  It is not reported what dialect was reflected by these materials.

'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 2 pts Moyo 2 pts
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B.5. Historical expansion of the language

No reliable information; differing histories are offered, some suggesting a move
northward from Uganda, others suggesting a move southward from Sudan.  Both could
be correct, of course, but it is unlikely that the true history would shed any light on
which dialect should be chosen as reference dialect.

B.6.  Expressed feeling of ease of understanding and speaking

Many 'Burulo consider Lokai easy.  Given that Lokai is what Sudanese Ma'di children
learn in school, this surely reflects the fact that languages that people learn as children
are considered easy.

In contrast, many Ma'di people believe that 'Burulo is too difficult to read and write.
This may be due to the fact that little has been written in 'Burulo.  The following
comments were typical of both Lokai and 'Burulo:

"'Burulo has difficult words and therefore is not easily written."

"'Burulo cannot be written because it's too complicated."

'Burulo 1 pt Lokai 2 pts Moyo 1 pt

C   MARGINAL CRITERIA

The reasoning given in Appendix 5B favoring a Zairean Kaliko dialect over a Sudanese
one applies here as well: a more stable situation in Uganda makes it more practical to
work in a Ugandan dialect, as there are more likely to be both local and expatriate
personnel available to work in language development.  The Ugandan Ma'di have
greater financial and human resources quite apart from the question of stability.

'Burulo   0 pts Lokai 0 pts Moyo 1 pt
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D   MA'DI TOTAL REFERENCE DIALECT PREFERENCE SCORES

These are the scores of each of the three dialects based on the fundamental, secondary,
and marginal criteria.

'BURU LOLOKAI MOYO
Fundamental

A.1   2   3   1
A.2   1   2   2
A.3   0   1   3
A.4   1   3   1
A.5   0   2   3
A.6   1   3   3
A.7   1   2   2
A.8   1   2   1

Secondary
B.2   1   1   2
B.4   1   2   2
B.6   1   2   1

Marginal
C.2   0   0   1

TOTALS 10 23 22

Clearly, 'Burulo is not a good choice of reference dialect   Paradoxically, that there are
two Sudanese dialects and one Ugandan dialect (i.e.  the Ugandan Ma'di are more
unified) favors the choice of a Sudanese dialect in this calculation   Were Moyo the
most influential, largest, purest of three Ugandan dialects, the "votes" of the three
Ugandan dialects would "outweigh" those of the two Sudanese dialects   A greater
weighing on the "marginal" criterion or a reweighting of the other criteria given the
numerical importance of the Ugandan "votes" would give Moyo the higher score.

Were it not for the border, nationalist sentiments and lack of contact would probably
have little effect and the Moyo dialect might be the clear choice   Perhaps if the Ma'di
New Testament had been more orthographically sound, it could be used more
profitably on both sides of the border   As things stand, though, a single standard may
not prove to be feasible; this observation is made on sociolinguistic and not linguistic
grounds.

(NB   Lulubo is small, linguistically and geographically distant, and uninfluential and
has not even been included as a candidate for reference dialect of Ma'di   It does not
seem likely that a Ma'di translation would serve most of the Lulubo population and a
separate evaluation of language project needs in Lulubo would be valuable.)
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APPENDIX 6 REMOTE HISTORY OF THE MORU-MA’DI GROUPS

A. N. Tucker's The Eastern Sudanic Languages, Volume I is rich both in historical
information and in linguistic comparison of Moru-Ma'di languages.  If indeed a good
language survey begins in the library, the reader may find these extracts of remote
Moru-Ma'di history relevant and/or interesting.  It is clear from the bibliography and
the four pages of acknowledgments that Prof. Tucker very thoroughly beat the bushes
for all existing historical and linguistic material as of his writing in 1940.
Tucker says in his preface:

The term 'Eastern Sudanic languages' is used here primarily in a geographical
sense; the dialects in the Southern Sudan form the eastern boundary of Sudanic speech,
where it borders on the Nilotic wedge which, in turn divides it from Hamitic speech.  As a
group or family name, however, it is not very good, since these languages themselves are
sharply divided into two opposing camps: (a) the Moru-Ma'di and Bongo-Baka groups...;
[and] (b) the Ndogo-Sere group and Zande, Banda, & c.... (p. viii, preface)

Other than the Azande, the history of these Eastern Sudanic peoples is very sketchy.
Comparison of physical features and culture together with oral tradition among small
groups pushed around by attacks and slave-traders offers little concrete help (Sections
101,102; pp. 21,22). Therefore, Tucker's historical survey is "obtained principally
from a comparison of the historical syntheses of Calonne-Beaufacit, Hutereau, Van den
Plas, and Czekanowski" (106; p.23).  (References hereafter will be to section numbers
rather than to page numbers.)
He begins by stating that:

Most authorities are in agreement that the tribes now found in the Southern
Sudan and in the Wele basin are invaders, and that the original inhabitants of the latter
area at least were the Pygmies--the so-called 'Aka (107).

Although different historians classify and interpret these invasions differently, there
are some obvious waves of invasion that shape the history of the Moru-Ma'di people
groups.  The following attempt to generalize on the opinions of various historians is
limited to factors directly relevant to the Moru-Ma'di groups.
Around 1000 AD Semitic raiders began pushing the Hamites southward (114).  By
1500 the Hamites had reached Uganda and were dispersed with their cattle.  Multiple
small-scale invasions and intermarriage spread the Hamites throughout several
kingdoms.
The Hamite invasion was stopped by the Nilotics (Shilluk-Acholi) from the Sudan
swamps as they (Nilotics) passed through Eastern Uganda.  The majority of the
Nilotics reached Kenya while the Acholis stayed in Uganda.

Lugbara/Luluba/Ma'di
The Acholis drove the Lugbara and the Ma'di to form their present southern
boundaries.  The Lugbara and Ma'di were followed by some "Kakwa and Kuku who
had already come from the east with the Bari." (117).  To the north, the Kakwa pushed
hard to the south-east particularly on the Ma'dis.  The northern most Luluba may have
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been a spearhead of Ma'di invasion.  Gray (171) posits that the Luluba are a branch of
Lugbara who mixed with their Nilo-Hamitic neighbors.

Kaliko
The recent historical account in 3.2.2.1 indicates that the Kalikos originated from the
Ma'dis and were separated by the Fajulu and the Kakwa.
Contrariwise Gray posits that all the Moru Ma'di language groups pushed north from
Zaïre west of Lake Mobutu about 300 years ago.  "This would not preclude a previous
existence further north [in Sudan]" (171).

Logo
The Nilotic invasions of the 1600s are also posited as resulting in the "Shilluk"
invaders fusing with the proto-Momvu's to produce the Logos and the Logo-Bari (120).
Some also cite this origin for the Ma'dis although Nilotic strains are not evident in the
vocabulary or grammar of Logo or Ma'di (footnote on 124).
Gray suggests that this occurred in the Logos' present position and that they have
never moved (171).  Logo tradition suggests small migrations with the Baka and the
Mundu as neighbors.
Calonne-Beaufacit suggests that the Logo originated east of Maridi.  They were driven
south by two major waves of invasion from the north. Then the Mundus followed by
the Baka pushed them step by step to their present position (168).
Theories of Logo-Bari and Logo Ogambi history are in 3.2.3.1.

Moru/Avokaya
The Moru and Avokaya were the Logos who broke away and pushed north to the
Maridi area from south of the Dungu River in Zaïre (168).  The Makaraka pushing
eastwards and driving the Baka before them, successfully split the Moru-Avukaya
group, and the Moru took refuge in Amadi District, where they were stopped by the
invading Mondari and Nyangwara (171).  It was at this point that the Avokaya - Moru
distinction was born.  The approximate date is not known.
By 1900 much of this geographic and ethnic movement had stopped.  The Arab slave
trading (from 1850 onward), the Zande advance and inter-tribal raiding were all but
eliminated by the newly-arrived colonialists of Europe (1885 onward).  The limits of
these white expansionists were also established.  (See section 161.)
Note that post-1900 people group history can be found in the intra-cluster background
sections of Chapter 3 (e.g. Section 3.2.1.1 for Avokaya).
Based on his observations in the early 1930s, Professor Tucker concludes his chapter
on the invasions of the Wele basin with these comments:

Finally, government language policy will decide which languages are to live and
which to die.  In the north-east Congo the official language is Lingala, and the Sudanic
languages are only studied at missions.  In Uganda, Ma’di and Lugbara are also studied in
mission circles.  In the southern Sudan, after a period of working in a debased form of
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Arabic, the government have embarked on a 'group language' policy. Zande, Ma’di, Moru,
Ndogo, and Kreish have been selected as the group languages from the Eastern Sudanic
dialects, and officials are encouraged to use these languages in their dealings with the
tribes.  In addition, a series of governmental text-books in these languages for use in
schools is in course of preparation.  The other Sudanic languages will probably die out in
course of time. (166)
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 APPENDIX 7A:  THEORIES OF THE ORIGINS OF THE LOGO-BARI

Theories abound concerning the origin of today's Logo-Bari or Bari-Logo living in the
Kibali collectivité  of the Watsa Zone   Of their remote history there are at least
three theories:

Theory 1 is advanced by Hutereau (1921:322):

Les Bari sont très probablement des Madi ou des Logwarè qui ont descendu le
cours de la Lowa ou du Kibali pour s'arrêter lorsqu'ils furent en contact avec les Day,
riverains de la Makua.

Plus tard, ils remontèrent les cours d'eau ou se dispersèrent devant l'invasion du
pays par les Mèdjè-Mangbèlè du chef Abonga, qui furent suivis par les Azandè des chefs
Wando, Ukwa et Bokoio.

Tucker (1967:39) translates this as his section 175:

The BARI-LOGO Hutereau maintains are probably Madi or Lugbara who
descended the Lowa or the Kibali until they came into contact with the Dai, riverains of
the Makua   They were later probably dispersed by the Medje-Mangbele under Abonga,
followed by the Azande under Wando, Ukwa and Bokoio (Bokoyo).

Theory 2, proposed by Calonne-Beaufaict and also explained by Tucker (1967:24-26),
suggests the same origin for the Logo-Baris as for the Logo and the Mombutu   Their
original home would be in the Sueh valley in present-day Sudan, south of Wau   A
band of Nilotic invaders (whom Calonne-Beaufaict calls 'Shilluk') drove them
southwards (Tucker section 122)   A subsequent fusion of Proto-Momvu with the
Nilotic ('Shilluk') invaders "produced the Logo and Bari-Mombutu types" (Tucker
section 120)

Theory 3 has a surface plausibility; it both accords with the more recent (and perhaps
most reliably reported) historical invasions and is supported by current oral tradition.

In what is known as the Kakwa drive the Pojulu (or Fajulu), a warring Bari group
between Yei and Juba, Sudan were attempting to drive the Ma'di south (see Kaliko
history 3.2.2.1.1)   With poor success they recruited the Kakwa the next year   The
relevant point is that the Bari were aggressive and mobile.

There are reports of linguistic merger between the Bari and two other Moru-Ma'di
language clusters in their post-aggressive days   The Ma'di-Bari of Uganda are from
the Kuku dialect of Bari   In addition, a dialect of Lugbara spoken around Aru, Zaïre is
said to have resulted from linguistic merger with intruding Baris (i.e  Ugandan Kakwa)
and Tucker (1967:6) lists as one of the Ugandan Lugbara dialects "Pajulu", spoken
near Arua.

In line with this thinking, it is possible that Baris could have entered Zaïre and
migrated to near their present location and either decided to stay because they liked
the place or were trapped by their enemies and prevented from retreating northward.
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The survey team interpreted the following recent oral history as credible support for
Theory 3, although it could also square with a variation of Theory 1 involving the
Lugbara-Bari of Theory 3.

In 1911 a Bari chief named Sururu left Sudan with a sizable group of Bari   These
Bari arrived at the confluence of the Nzoro and Kibali rivers (west of the Faradje/Watsa
road) to make their new home in Zaïre   Of this group some followed the Kibali west to
their present location South of Kisangani   They are now called the Bobali.

Since the survey data (including this oral history) were gathered, information has come
to light which casts doubt on this story   Though there could plausibly be a connection
between the (Sudanese) Bari and (Logo-like) Bari, it is incredible to claim that the
BoBali were also part of the same group as recently as 1911   Their language, LiBali,
is undoubtedly a Bantu speech form, similar to kiLika and kiBua but quite distinct
from them.

Also, Hutereau, who did his research on-site in 1911-12, follows the two paragraphs
cited above ("Theory 1") with the following:

Dragu, le père de Surur, établi sur le Kibali non loin de Dungu, remonta la rivière
jusqu'à son confluent avec le Nzoro accompagné des gens de sa peuplade pour éviter le
contact des guerriers Mèdjè-Mangbetu.

C'est également de cette époque que date l'établissement sur la Haute-Obo du
groupe Bari dirigé par Alimasi

On trouve des familles Bari dans les chefferies de la Gada et de la Yobu   C'est-à-
dire chez Koroboro, chez Okondo, chez Bokoio, chez Drisi, chez Alimasi, chez Surur.

Dans le dialecte parlé actuellement par les Bari, on trouve quantité d'expressions
empruntées à la langue des indigènes qui les entourent.

Here, the father of Surur was already established near Dungu, north and west of Watsa
It was he who led his people to the confluence of the Nzoro and the Kibali, the motive
being to avoid the Mangbetu   Apparently another Bari clan, led by Alimasi, already
lived on the Upper Obo (or Nzoro, perhaps in the Logo-Doka area) at that time (before
1911)   Several Bari chiefdoms were known to Hutereau, among them Surur and
Alimasi   Hutereau explains both the lexical similarity of Bari to Logo, and its
divergence in one sentence, his last in this section: "The dialect spoken by the Bari
contains a number of expressions borrowed from the surrounding languages."

It seems to be established fact, then, that near the dawn of this century there were Bari
people at the confluence of the Nzoro and Kibali rivers   It is an observable fact that
there are now Bari people living in the Kibali collectivité  of the Watsa Zone and
have mixed with the Logo   Apart from Hutereau's mention of the clan of Alimasi,
there are two versions of the history of these people.

BARI PERSPECTIVE: The chief of the Kibali collectivité  Kibali, himself a
Bari-Logo, kindly called upon his father who provided the following history:

The Baris who remarried at the confluence of the Nzoro and Kibali Rivers lived near a
Catholic Mission   A Catholic Father became ill and died  The investigating doctor
believed the cause of this death to be related to the environment   Thus, the Baris
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moved southwest to their present location   The Logos who were living there kindly
welcomed them and inter-marriage quickly began.

LOCAL NON-BARI PERSPECTIVE OF BARI HISTORY: Outsiders who live with the
Bari-Logos (people from other people groups including a Logo from Todro area) claim
that the following account is common knowledge and accepted as true:

The Baris came from the confluence of the Nzoro and Kibali Rivers to colonize the
Logos   When initial conflict was settled down by the governing authorities, Bari men
far outnumbered Logo men   Predictably then, the Bari men took the Logo women as
wives   In the midst of this the Belgians intervened to try to bring peace   They
installed Bari men as chiefs and to this day all chiefs among the Bari/Logo are Baris.
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APPENDIX 7B: A COMMENT ON THE HISTORY OF OGAMBI***

Hutereau (1921:313) says:

La tribu des Logo se divise en de nombreux clans... Parmi ces clans, le clan des
Agambi parvint à tirer parti des événements qui troublèrent le pays, entre 1860, époque de
l'apparition des Azande dans le bassin de la Garamba, et le 18 février 1897, date de la
prise de Redjaf par les troupes de l'Etat Indépendant du Congo.

Actuellement le clan des Agambi occupe vis-à-vis des autres clans Logo la même
situation que les clans Vurngura, Bandia, Mangbetu respectivement vis-à-vis des Azande,
des Banginda, des Medje.

Il y a environ cinquante ou soixante ans [vers 1860?], les Agambi vivaient sur le
territoire compris entre les rivières Garamba et Aka  Sur la rive droite de l'Aka, ils avaient
pour voisins les Boguru, et vers les bassins supérieurs de l'Aka et de la Garamba, les
Baka.

"The Logo tribe consists of several clans... Among these, the Agambi clan
managed to take advantage of the events which upset the country between 1860, when the
Azande appeared in the Garamba basin, and 18 February 1897, when Rejaf was taken by
the troops of the Congo Free State.

"Presently [1921] the Agambi clan enjoys the same dominant role among the
Logo clans as the Vurngura among the Azande, the Bandia among the Nginda, and the
Mangbetu among the Medje

"About fifty or sixty years ago [around 1860?], the Agambi lived in the territory
between the Garamba and Aka rivers  Their neighbours were the Boguru on the right
bank of the Aka, and the Baka to the north."
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APPENDIX 8: ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON "HIGH" AND "LOW" LUGBARA

Several sources state that there are really two kinds of Lugbara, "High Lugbara" and
"Low Lugbara", and some suggest that these form a bridge between Kaliko and Ma'di,
perhaps in a continuum of this sort:

|-----------|-----------|-----------|
Kaliko High Lugb Low Lugb Ma'di
(Zaïre) (Zaïre, Ug.) (Uganda) (Ug.,Sudan)

Middleton:

In particular, Middleton (1965:16) states plainly:

The Lugbara speak two main dialects: Uruleti (high speech) and Andraleti (low
speech)   I refer to them as High Lugbara and Low Lugbara   The differences between
them are marked   High Lugbara is close to Keliko and they are mutually intelligible, near
the boundary at any rate, although High Lugbara is not so mutually intelligible with Logo
which is said to be so with Keliko   Low Lugbara is very close to Ma'di   Low Lugbara
cannot be understood by the Ma'di, and it is not easy for High and Low Lugbara speakers
to understand each other if they come from groups widely separated.

Later he says:

Lugbara say that the speakers of High Lugbara are the Urule'ba (High People) and
those of Low Lugbara are the Andrale'ba (Low People)   High and Low People are
distinguished by linguistic differences in this sense: one could draw a line-- although it
would be an arbitrary one-- on a map and say that to the west of it are High Lugbara and
to the east Low Lugbara   (pp.  16-17)

It would seem that the division of the Lugbara language into two dialects (or even two
separate languages) is well established..  until we read the rest of the paragraph:

But if we do that we are distorting the significance of  this division for the people
themselves   It is by the concepts of High People and Low People that the Lugbara
comprehend their society and its position in the wider world   These concepts are focused
on the two hero ancestors, Jaki and Dribidu   (p  17)

In fact, as Middleton explains more fully what makes a person one of the "High
People" or one of the "Low People", we see that (contrary to the apparent definition
just cited) the dialect he speaks is incidental   In theory, it is a matter of descent either
from Jaki (father of the High People) or from Dribidu (father of the Low People).

High People are defined by their being descended from Jaki and by speaking
High Lugbara dialects, but the former criterion is more important   (loc.  cit.)

Each ancestor is associated with a mountain, Jaki with Liru (which lies between
Maracha, Koboko, and Ladonga, and on the border with the Kakwa people) and
Dribidu with Eti (which lies between Maracha, Terego and Omugo, or nearly due south
of Liru)   In fact,
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[g]roups that call themselves High People bury their dead with their heads in the direction
of Liru, while Low people bury theirs with their heads in the direction of Eti  (p  18)

Yet in spite of these three factors, ethnic, linguistic, and ritual, the actual limits of
High and Low are rather fuzzy   High People tend to call people geographically nearest
and ethnolinguistically most like them High, and similarly for whom the Low People
consider Low   For the Lugbara, the system also includes other groups: they say that
"Keliko, Kakwa, and Logo are High People and that Ma'di are Low People." (loc.  cit.)
One is tempted to conclude that although in Lugbara tradition, the High/Low
distinction is central, the linguist and ethnographer should approach it with
skepticism.

Middleton concludes:

Thus the division into High and Low People is a relative one, the distribution of
which differs for every group in Lugbara   The historical past of another group's ancestry
is irrelevant; what is relevant is its present territorial and social relationship to one's own
It is clear also that in this context social distance is equated more or less with spatial
distance   The division into High and Low People is seen in territorial terms  (loc.  cit.)

THE ETHNOLOGUE AND ITS SOURCES

Until 1989 Lugbara appeared in the Ethnologue database as one language with two
major dialects: High Lugbara (Terego), spoken in Uganda and Zaïre, and Low Lugbara
(Aringa) spoken only in Uganda (see Grimes 1988:335)   More recently, these have
been listed in the database as separate languages.

To understand the Ethnologue listing, it helps to consider some of the editor's sources
Ladefoged et al  state that they examined what they "arbitrarily" called three dialects
of Lugbara and four dialects of Ma'di (1972:79)   The three forms of Lugbara were
labeled "Standard (Arua)", "Terego" and "Aringa"; these are arranged from south to
north   Their "percent words in common" figures (for 97 items) were Standard-Terego
80; Standard-Aringa 68; and Terego-Aringa 71   Thus, using the criterion of 75%
words in common as the level at or above which they considered two different speech
forms as being merely dialects of one language (p  83), they determined that there were
two Ugandan Lugbara languages, Standard/Terego and Aringa   (More recent study
suggests that actually all of these dialects are closer to 90% lexically similar, and a
Maracha dialect can be distinguished between Standard and Terego.)

Voegelin and Voegelin also list two Lugbara languages in their listing of the world's
languages (1977:318).

High Lugbara = Uruleba(-ti)...  [Dialects] Aluru, Aiva, Lui = Zaki, Maratsa, Nyo = Nyio, Oka,
Padzulu   [Population] 144,000  Uganda, Zaire   The total Lugbara population is about
350,000 in Uganda.

Low Lugbara = Andreleba(-ti)   [Dialects] Kulu'ba, Uludri  [Population] 78,000  Uganda.

The "High" dialects are associated with at least three collectivités  in Zaïre
(Aluru, Zaki, Nyio) and two counties in Uganda (Ayivu, Maracha); Oka is apparently
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in Zaki collectivité , while Padzulu is Tucker's name for High Lugbara   However,
within Ayivu County are found places called Maracha, Nyio, and Pajulu   Arua town is
also in Ayivu County   (Incidentally, the following are names for neighboring Nilotic
languages: Alur/Alulu, Lowi [Kakwa], Fajulu/Pojulu [Kakwa].)

The "Low" dialects are less easily localized.

So the Ethnologue entry undoubtedly represents a synthesis of the information from
these two sources; namely that High Lugbara is spoken in the Arua area and Zaïre
(from Voegelin and Voegelin) and that the Terego dialect is like Standard Lugbara
whereas Aringa Lugbara is probably a different language (thus, Low Lugbara; from
Ladefoged et al.)   Had Ladefoged's team analyzed a word list from Maracha county,
they probably would have concluded that the Maracha dialect was also part of the same
Lugbara language.

OTHER SOURCES:

According to Tucker (1967:6-7), "there would seem to be four main dialects of
Lugbara [in Uganda in the early 1930s]:

Pajulu (High Lugbara), spoken near Arua;

Oruleo-ti (Low Lugbara), the most widespread dialect;

Kulu'ba, spoken in Aringa County;

Ma'de, spoken in Logiri County."

Logiri County would appear to be to the south of Arua; the subchiefs were at Logiri,
Lazzebo and Bondo (p  6)   In referring to the Ma'de dialect, Tucker adds: "(Note:
Madi spoken near Rhino Camp.)" as though to distinguish a Lugbara dialect "Ma'de"
from the Ma'di language   The Pajulu dialect, he says, was spoken in "Aiivu" and
"Vura" Counties, and the "Adumi" dialect was similar [Adumi is in Ayivu County,
west-northwest of Arua town]   "Low" Lugbara he places to the north and east of
"High" Lugbara, in Maracha and Terego Counties and at Ofude and Omugo which are
in the present Maracha and Terego Counties, respectively   Finally, to the north and
east of "Low" Lugbara is Aringa County.

L  I  Barr (1965:3) also speaks of linguistic variety in Lugbara.

The dialects of the Lugbaras in the northern counties of West Nile District
(Terego, Aring'a, and Omugo) are considerably diverse from the dialects spoken by the
Lugbaras in the rest of the West Nile District and in the Congo [present-day Zaïre]   This
latter group forms the vast majority of the tribe, and it is with their speech that we are
concerned with these lessons   In it there is a great degree of uniformity, though there are,
of course, some differences in sounds and vocabulary.

Crazzolara (1960:viii), after describing the history and origin of the Lugbara people
and listing "the main tribal groups of present-day Logbara country", speaks of the
dialect situation.
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[It has been] difficult to decide which dialect of the language to choose for
purposes of this present analysis   In deciding upon the dialect spoken around Arua, the
district headquarters of the West Nile (Northern Province), i.e., the dialect of the Aivu
and Pàdzùlú, as a basis for this Grammar and Vocabulary, the author has allowed
considerations of practicability alone to influence his choice and has disregarded such
criteria as which is the "authentic" or "proper" or "best type of" Logbara, since such
claims are, in his opinion, untenable when applied to any one of the existing dialects.

The Grammar as a whole..  is common to all parts of the country   The
Vocabulary, however, differs considerably from one part to another   The region of the
Terego-Omugo forms a major language-group having a more or less uniform, distinctive
dialect; whereas the larger, further distant areas, such as Logirr, Adömi, &c., have, in their
turn, their own distinctive peculiarities   The most distant dialect is apparently that of the
Ma'di-ndri (also called Màdé) of the Olepi-Okollo area...

Using the present Lugbara Counties as a point of departure, we attempt the following
harmonization of these accounts:

Location Ladefoged et al V&V Tucker Barr Crazz
(Zaïre) (Standard) High High? Strd. yes
[Logiri=?] (?) (?) Ma'de (?) non-Strd.
Vurra Standard (High) High Strd. Strd.
Ayivu Standard High High Strd. Strd.
Maracha    -?- High? Low Strd.? Strd.?
Terego-Omugo like Std. Low? Low diff. T-O gp.
Aringa Aringa Low? Kulu'ba diff.    (?)
Okollo Ma'di dials Ma'di lg    (?)    (?) distant
(Moyo counties & Sudan) Ma'di lang. Ma'di lg Ma'di lg  (Ma'di lang.)

Note that Voegelin and Voegelin list Kulu'ba as a Low dialect, and  don't indicate what
kind of Lugbara is spoken in Terego County   All but Crazzolara list the dialects in
Okollo County (Okollo, Ogoko, Rigbo) as Ma'di rather than Lugbara   Apparently
Tucker uses the term "Aiivu County" for Okollo County as well as for the Arua area
He says (p  7):  "The Moyo dialect [of Ma'di] is the most widespread dialect in
Uganda; the dialect spoken in Aiivu County is very like Lugbara."  Tucker says that
the Adumi subdialect was similar to the Ayivu dialect; Crazzolara points out that it is
different.

Other notes: in Lugbara, "'ba" means people and "ti" means speech   Voegelin and
Voegelin err when they identify the dialects as "Uruleba-ti" and "Andraleba-ti"   The
two speech forms would be Urule-ti, spoken by the Uruleba, and Andrale-ti, spoken by
the Andraleba   Also they say that there are 144,000 "High" people (in Uganda and
Zaïre?) and 78,000 "Low" people; this would leave more than 128,000 Lugbara in
Uganda who speak neither dialect!

In conclusion, the data of Ladefoged et al  are not sufficient to prove that there are
exactly two Lugbara languages (too few reference points, too short an elicitation list,
lack of rigor in the analysis); Middleton's write-up suggests that the difference of High
and Low speech is more emic than linguistically demonstrable; the Voegelins
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apparently omit vast bits of Lugbara territory while listing seven "dialects" in the Arua
area and Zaïre; Barr and Crazzolara remark that there are  there is dialectal variation in
Lugbara (although Barr's statement may be read as a division into two major dialect
groups); and Tucker, though he identifies four main dialects, contents himself with
presenting data from only one of them, which he apparently does not even identify
(though both lexically and phonetically it most resembles the Aringa dialect)   These
sources do not offer a solid linguistic basis for the division of Lugbara into two
languages, or even two well-defined dialects   For most of these writers, of course, to
do so was beyond the scope of their subject.

The most objectively documented basis for dividing Lugbara into dialects is due to
Andersen (1986c), who speaks of Western and Eastern Lugbara   "Western" Lugbara
refers to the Lugbara dialects in Zaïre which distinguish four phonemic level tones
(unlike the rest of the Lugbara dialects and, apparently, the rest of the Moru-Ma'di
languages); among these is the Zaki dialect (fn., p  60)   The Terego dialect is cited as
an example of "Eastern" Lugbara (p  56)   While this gives a linguistic (phonological)
basis for saying that there are two well-defined Lugbara dialects, it need not mean that
intelligibility is thereby impeded, nor that there are only two dialects of Lugbara  In
the same article, Andersen speaks of North and South Ma'di, which appear to be
defined mainly by phonetic differences  The former refers to the Burulo dialect (the
northernmost Sudanese Ma'di dialect); the latter is spoken in Uganda  It seems clear
that the Lokai dialect of Ma'di (also spoken in Sudan) would also be South Ma'di if
Andersen's criteria were applied throughout Ma'di
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APPENDIX 9: THE THREE SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

 A. AFRICA AREA STANDARD WORDLIST

Language/Dialect:  ______________________ Data Elicited:  _____________________
Hometown:  ___________________________ On:  _____________________________
Name: ________________________________ By:  _____________________________
Age: _________________________________ At:  ______________________________
Sex: __________________________________ Data Reliability: A B C D E  __________

1 eye ___________________________________
2 ear  ___________________________________
3 nose  __________________________________
4 tooth  _________________________________
5 tongue  ________________________________
6 head  _________________________________
7 neck  _________________________________
8 belly  _________________________________
9 navel  _________________________________
10 breast  _______________________________
11 knee  ________________________________
12 fingernail  _____________________________
13 skin  _________________________________
14 man  _________________________________
15 husband  ______________________________
16 father  ________________________________
17 woman  ______________________________
18 wife  _________________________________
19 name  ________________________________
20 cow  _________________________________
21 goat  _________________________________
22 dog  _________________________________
23 elephant  _____________________________
24 snake  ________________________________
25 louse  ________________________________
26 chicken  ______________________________
27 bird  _________________________________
28 feather________________________________
29 horn  _________________________________
30 tail  __________________________________
31 egg  _________________________________
32 milk  _________________________________
33 fat  __________________________________
34 pot (cooking)  __________________________
35 knife  ________________________________
(small machete)  __________________________
36 stool  ________________________________
37 house  ________________________________
38 village  _______________________________
39 rope  _________________________________
40 night _________________________________
41 moon  ________________________________

42 star  _________________________________
43 sun  _________________________________
44 cloud  _______________________________
45 rain  ________________________________
46 water  _______________________________
47 fire  ______________________________
48 smoke  ___________________________
49 firewood  _________________________
50 ash  ______________________________
51 ground  ___________________________
52 dust  _____________________________
53 stone  ____________________________
54 tree  ______________________________
55 root  _____________________________
56 bark  _____________________________
57 leaf  ______________________________
58 year  _____________________________
59 one  ______________________________
60 two  ______________________________
61 three  _____________________________
62 four  _____________________________
63 five  _____________________________
64 warm  ____________________________
65 cold  _____________________________
66 long  _____________________________
67 tall  ______________________________
68 short  _____________________________
69 red  ______________________________
70 black  ____________________________
71 white  ____________________________
72 bite  ______________________________
73 eat  ______________________________
74 drink  ____________________________
75 vomit  ____________________________
76 cough  ____________________________
77 suck  _____________________________
78 spit  ______________________________
79 blow  _____________________________
80 whistle  ___________________________
81 sing  _____________________________
82 laugh  ____________________________
83 talk  ______________________________
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84 bark (of dog  _______________________
85 smell  ____________________________
86 hear  _____________________________
87 push  ____________________________
88 pull  _____________________________
89 throw  ____________________________
90 hit  ______________________________
91 swim  ____________________________
92 sit  ______________________________

93 stand up  __________________________
94 lie down  _____________________________
95 fall  _________________________________
96 sleep  _______________________________
97 wash (a pot)  __________________________
98 wash (clothes)  _____________________
99 scratch  ___________________________
100 pour  ____________________________

SUPPLEMENT TO AFRICA AREA WORD LIST

101 mouth  ______________________________
102 hair  ________________________________
 (head hair)  ______________________________
103 buttock  _____________________________
104 foot  ________________________________
105 hand  _______________________________
106 intestine  ____________________________
107 bone  _______________________________
108 urine  _______________________________
109 heart  _______________________________
110 liver  ________________________________
111 human  ______________________________
112 child  _______________________________
113 tortoise  _____________________________
114 fish  ________________________________
115 wing  _______________________________
116 meat  _______________________________
117 salt  ________________________________
118 seed  ________________________________
119 iron  ________________________________
120 spear  _______________________________
121 war (battle)  __________________________
122 sky  _________________________________
123 wind  _______________________________
124 dew  ________________________________
125 river  ________________________________
126 mountain  ____________________________
127 sand  ________________________________
128 path  ________________________________
      (not direction)  ________________________
129 six  _________________________________
130 seven  _______________________________
131 eight  _______________________________
132 nine  ________________________________

133 ten  ______________________________
134 dry  ______________________________
135 hunger  ___________________________
136 small  ____________________________
137 round  ____________________________
138 all  ______________________________
139 many  ____________________________
140 full  _____________________________
141 good  ____________________________
142 new  _____________________________
143 who  _____________________________
144 what  ____________________________
145 see  ______________________________
146 say  ______________________________
147 show  ____________________________
148 press  ____________________________
149 fly  ______________________________
150 play  _____________________________
151 give  _____________________________
152 steal _____________________________
153 kill  ______________________________
154 split (wood)  _______________________
155 cultivate  _________________________
156 burn  _____________________________
157 swell  ____________________________
158 fear  _____________________________
159 know  ____________________________
160 want  ____________________________
161 count  ____________________________
162 send  _____________________________
163 come  ____________________________
164 marry  ____________________________
165 give birth  _________________________
166 bury  _____________________________

Notes on elicitation list:  Item #83 was erroneously published as "talk" instead of
"walk"  Furthermore, three other items were originally omitted from the elicitation list
"Talk" was elicited anyway, and the following four items were usually elicited as
numbers 167-170.



132 nine  ________________________________
168 blood  _________________________ (108b.)

169 leave  _________________________(162b.)
170 die  ___________________________(165b.)

In lexical similarity counts, the following items were normally disqualified due to
redundancies:

15 husband (=14 man)
18 wife (=17 woman)
67 tall (=66 long)
83 talk (=146 say)
98 wash (clothes) (=97 wash (a pot))
125 river (like 46 water)

Some words which were sometimes not counted:
36  stool
126 mountain
144 what? (like 143 who?)
*****UPDATE THIS DWB
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 B. PHRASE ELICITATION LIST

The following phrases, clauses, questions and answers should help determine
intercomprehension The list is divided into two major parts: verbal research (1-20) and
noun research (21-35) The verbal research is the most important; the others would be
helpful if there is time.

The verb research contains two parts: statements (1-4, 9-11, 14-16) and questions with
their answers (5-8, 12-13, 17-20).

The statements are most important as they tell us something about the basic verbal
system: a transitive verb, a verb with a dummy object, and a verb without any object
Questions 5 and 6 give natural contexts for 'who, what' which are part of the list.

Other sentences are designed to tell something about special focus forms The answers
to questions 12, 17-19 give additional information about the demonstratives (17-19)
and anaphoric markers (12) -- the latter might be a bit difficult The answers to
questions 7, 8, 13, and 20 tell something about the negative constructions  All of these
will help determine grammatical relationships, a component of intercomprehension.

For additional information the possible noun classes (21-28) including the singular-
plural distinctions and the answer to the question 'what is it?' will come to light
Phrases 29-35 deal with the possible associate noun phrases, differentiating the
alienable possession and the inalienable or descriptive constructions  The phrases for
31 and 32 might be minimal pairs! Any important differences in these constructions
would certainly be a hindrance to intelligibility.

Note  There are no noun classes in the Moru-Ma'di languages, but the other aspects of
the "phrase list" were helpful  Ulla Wiesemann, who wrote up this grammatical
elicitation list, has since refined it and presented some preliminary results at the
International Language Assessment Conference in England in May 1989.
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 AFRICA AREA SUPPLEMENTARY PHRASE LIST

Language/Dialect:Data Elicited
Hometown:-- on:
Name:-- by:
Age: -- at:
Sex: Data reliability: A B C D E

Note: the words in brackets are for making the context, they may be translated, but need not be If
you need to substitute the nouns or the verbs, you are free to do so, provided the structure as described
above is not changed.

 1 He ate fish(yesterday)

_______________________________________________________
 2 The man ate fish (yesterday)

_______________________________________________________
 3 He is eating fish (now)

_______________________________________________________
 4 He will eat fish (later)

_______________________________________________________
 5 Who ate fish? The man ate fish.

_______________________________________________________
 6 What is he eating? He is eating fish.

_______________________________________________________
 7 Is he eating fish? No, he is not eating fish.

_______________________________________________________
 8 Did he eat fish? No, he did not eat fish.

_______________________________________________________
 9 He sang a song (yesterday)

_______________________________________________________
10 He is singing a song (now)

_______________________________________________________
11 He will sing a song (later)

_______________________________________________________
12 Who sang a song? The (already mentioned) man (the man in question) sang a song.

_______________________________________________________

13 Did he sing a song? No, he did not sing a song.

_______________________________________________________
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14 He fell (yesterday)

_______________________________________________________
15 He is falling (now)

_______________________________________________________
16 He will fall (later)

_______________________________________________________
17 Who fell? This man (here) fell (close to speaker).

_______________________________________________________
18 Who fell? That man (there) fell (close to addressee).

_______________________________________________________
19 Who fell? That man (yonder) fell (far away from both).

_______________________________________________________
20 Did he fall? No, he did not fall.

_______________________________________________________

21 It is a fish.___________________________________________

22 They are fish.________________________________________

23 It is a dog.____________________________________________

24 They are dogs.__________________________________________

25 It is a knife.__________________________________________

26 They are knives.________________________________________

27 It is a house.__________________________________________

28 They are houses.________________________________________

29 The house of the man____________________________________

30 The house of the wife___________________________________

31 The child of the man____________________________________

32 The male child__________________________________________

33 The children of the man_________________________________

34 The man's eye___________________________________________

35 The man's eyes__________________________________________
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C. SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONAIRE

Purpose

The purpose of the sociolinguistic questionaire is to gather an adequate sampling of
information about language and dialect use and attitudes relevant to determining needs
for separate language/dialect development versus standardization within a language
area.

Methodology

Beginning with the results of wordlist analyses, speakers of a dialect or dialect area are
questioned about their lg/dialect uses and attitudes with reference to languages and
dialects surrounding them and above 70% lexical similarity  There is value in random
sampling and also in sampling of special interest groups  The main questionaire is
intended for a broad cross section by random sampling (see ######)  The supplements
contain specialized questions for religious leaders, educational leaders, and political
leaders  In order to refer to the significant dialects of an area, elicit dialect names
according to folk perception and see how those relate to the results of the wordlist
analyses (cf #17 below).

The questionaire

The questions cover five areas: general information, language use and attitudes, dialect
use and attitudes Notice that the terms 'language' and 'dialect' are not used in the same
way everywhere  In Sudan lugha refers to world languages, such as Arabic, English,
French, etc; rutaan  refers to 'vernacular languages', but are popularly considered to
be "only dialects" by Arabic speakers  Another term is needed to refer to the speech
variations within a language or dialect cluster  Lahaja  probably comes the closest in
Arabic.

Some questions refer to 'closest surrounding languages' or 'closest surrounding
dialects'  These questions are marked by asterisk (*) and must be customized for each
questionaire with reference to the village of the people to be interviewed  Questions
containing 'YL' (your language) are also marked by asterisks and must be customized
before asking.

Evaluation

It is not good to go through the questions automatically  Rather, spend some time
chatting with people about their families, conditions, and language in general  Then
question wisely--discarding questions which are found to be predictable or irrelevant
in a particular area, and following up on others which prove to be more significant.
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SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONAIRE - MORU-MA'DI SURVEY

1 Age: _______ years (0-20; 21-39; 40-100) 2 Sex: M / F

3 Education: 0 to Primary 3  ( )Primary 4-8 ( )
Secondary 1-3 or Technical sch ( ) Secondary 4 or above ( )

4 Occupation: ________________________

5 a Where were you born? __________
b Where do you live now? __________
c Where else have you lived? (between what ages) __________

6 a What is the first language of your father? __________
b What is the first language of your mother? __________
c Which language do/did your parents speak to each other? _________
d Which language did you learn first when you were a child? _________
e Which other languages do you speak? __________ ___________ ________

7 Which lg do you use when talking to: Wh do they use w/ you:

a Your parents at home  ______________ ____________

b Your spouse at home______________ ____________

c Your children at home ______________ ____________

d Your brothers and sisters____________ ____________

e Friends the same age as you _________ ____________

f The elders of your place ____________ ____________

g The chief & other officials __________ ____________
(if different, why?)
h People of 'surrounding languages'   ____________  ____________

  ____________  ____________   ____________  ____________

i Other Africans you've not met before____________________

8 Which language do you use:
a At the market _______ _d In the hospital/clinic______
b At the local shops_______ _e Working in the field________
c In the village_______ _f At your place of work_______

9 Have you learned to read?
(If so) in which lgs? ___________, __________

10 How well do you feel that you are able to speak the languages you know
 Just a little Very well

English/French  ( ) ( )
Arabic/Swahili  ( ) ( )
Lingala/Bangala ( ) ( )
*'Surrounding lgs.' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

11 Which lg is the most important for you? ____________
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Second best? __________ Third best? ____________

12 Which lg. do you want your children to know best? __________

13 Do you think any other lg. is displacing your own lg.? Yes/No.
If so, which one? ______________ Quickly? / Slowly?

*14a Do your people take wives from the 'surrounding villages': __________,
_____________, _______________, ____________

b Which villages wouldn't they take wives from? _________, __________

c Why? ____________

15 Are all the speakers of your language able to understand each other well? Yes / No

16 Do speakers of your language from different villages speak exactly the same or are
there some differences? Same/Differences

*17 Have you ever spoken with someone from D (surrounding dialect areas)?

VillageSpeech form you used             Speech form he/she replied in?

 _________________________ ____________________________

 __________________________ ____________________________

 _________________________ ____________________________

 __________________________ ____________________________

18 Which people (of YL group) do you have the most trouble understanding?
__________

19 Are there any of the surrounding villages your village would not take wives from or
give your daughters to? _____________, ____________  Why?
____________________________

*20 In which villages do you feel that people speak the best/purest kind of YL (your
language)? ______________

21 If you were asked to choose which dialect should become the written (reference)
dialect of your language, which would be your first choice? ___________________
Second choice? ____________________  Third choice? _________________

22 Why? ____________________________________________________________
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LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE - CHURCHES

Name of this church: ............... Denomination:..............

Position and mother tongue of person interviewed: .............................

I  Language use in worship services

1.What percentage and/or number of your congregation is Ma'di here in Juba?

........../...........

2 Do you ever use a vernacular language for any of the following parts of your service?

 Language(s) which have been used: songs  .............. prayers  ...............

Scripture reading  ................... announcements .................. other: ...............

II Rural churches

1 In what Ma'di villages/areas does/did this denomination have a church or work?

 .........../.............../............./...............

2 In the village, which languages were used for the following: (Place:..................)

songs  .............. prayers  ............... Scripture reading  ..............

preaching ............... announcements  .............. other ...............

3 Are there any non-Ma'di who may attend this service?..........

  TRIBE/LANGUAGE  APPROXIMATE NUMBER

  .......................

  .......................

4 Consider that we already have an English Bible and a Ma'di New Testament  In order
to understand the Bible clearly, which alternative from among the following do you
prefer?

a) We should all continue to learn English more and more, so that we will be able to
understand the Word of God in English.

b) Our people can understand the present Ma'di New Testament and this is best
choice for personal and public Scripture reading.

c) A new translation should be done separately for the Ma'di in Sudan.

5 Which of the above do you think the following age groups would pick as their first
choice?

 Why?

people over 40.......  ....................

youth 15-30  .......  ....................
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children under 15 .......  ....................

6 If you were in the Ma'di countryside now, which situation would you prefer for your
congregation?

a) That especially Ma'di be used ........
b) That Ma'di and English be used equally ........
c) that especially English be used........

7 Now think about the next 10-20 years  Which situation would you like to see prevail
in your church in the Ma'di area for their benefit?

a) That especially Ma'di be used ........
b) That Ma'di and English be used equally ........
c) That especially English be used........

III Personal Work

When visiting for ministry in the areas of personal evangelism, encouragement, and
Bible study, which languages do you use in Ma'di homes for the following:

1 Casual conversation ............
2 Sharing about spiritual matters ...........
3 Bible reading............
4 Prayer  ............
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LANGUAGE QUESTIONNAIRE - PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Name of school: ..................

Location:...................

1 Which languages are/were used as the medium of instruction? (That is the
language(s) which the teachers used when teaching all the subjects.) Please fill in the
chart below by writing the percentage that each language is used as a medium of
instruction in your school  List the percentages for each level listed below.

% Ma'di % English

Primary 1

Primary 2

Primary 3

Primary 4

Primary 5

Primary 6

2 Where do the teachers come from? Are there ever any non-Ma'di teachers? At which
level?

3 What books were used for each level, and in which language? (If Ma'di, state whether Lokai or
Ugandan material was used).

 Sub.& Lang Sub.& Lang Sub.& Lang Sub.& Lang.
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

4 If you have used Ma'di materials in teaching, which books did you find the best/most useful? Are
there any Ma'di materials you had difficulty with? Explain briefly.

5 Enrollment statistics: Please try to estimate the percentage of school-age children in the area of
the school who attended school.
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6 Was attendance normally good, or were there problems with absenteeism? If there were problems
with absenteeism, what do you think were the causes?

7 At which level was there the highest drop-out rate?

8 Which secondary schools do children from this school usually attend?

9 Which villages send children to this school? Of these, which ones send the most children, the
least children.

10 In your opinion, how important is it to have Ma'di books in the different levels:

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

very important

important

somewhat
important

not import-
ant at all

11 Do you think the school should encourage the use of Ma'di, or discourage it in
favor of English, or adopt a neutral attitude?
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APPENDIX 10: GRAMMATICAL COMPARISONS BASED ON PHRASE LISTS
OR OTHER DATA

APPENDIX 11: WORD LIST DATA
A. WORDS 1 - 172

001 eye/ oeil/ míso
# OK
$ OK
% OK
& OK
' OK
( OK
) OK
* N¤H¥
+ O~H¥
, O¤
- O¤
. O¤
/ O¤
0 O¤

1 O¤
2 O¤M¥H¥
3 O¤
4 q�H�
5 O¤ � O�H¥
6 O� � O�H¥
7 O�
8 O�H¥
9O�
: O~H�
C OWNG
D O¤H�
E O¤N�
F O�N�

G O®N�
H O®N�
I O�N�
J O�N�
K O�N�
L O¤H�
M O¤H�
N O�H¥
O O�
P O¥
Q O¥
R O�

002 ear/ oreille/ matói
# DK
$ DK
% DK
& DK
' DK
( DK
) DK
* D¥
+ D¥
, D¥
- D¥
. D¥
/ D¥
0 D¥

1 D¥
2 m¥
3 D¥
4 m¥
5 D¥
6 D¥
7 D¥
8 D¥
9 D¥
: D¥
C D¥
D D¥
E D¥
F D¥

G D¥N�
H D¥
I D¥
J D¥
K D¥
L D¥
M D¥
N D¥N¡
O D¥
P D¥
Q D¥
R D¥

Appendix 10 is not available
Appendix 10 is not available at this time.



003 nose/ nez/ sóngó
# MlOXl
$ MlOXl
% MlOXl
& MlOXl
' KOXl
( KOXl
) MlOXl
* ¯OX�
+ ¯OX�
, M¯OX�
- M¯OX�
. M¯OX�
/ M¯OX�
0 M¯OX�

1 M¯OX�
2 M¯OX�
3 M¯OX�
4 ¯OX�
5 ¯OX�
6 uOXu
7 uOXu
8 ¯OX�
9 °OX�
: ¯OD�
C �OD�
D ¯OX�
E ¯OX�
F ¯OX�

G ¯OX�
H ¯OX�
I ¯OX�
J ¯OX�
K ¯OX�
L ¯OX�
M ¯OX�
N ¯OX�
O ¯OX�
P ¯OX�
Q ¯OX�
R uOD�

004 tooth/ dent/ míno
# UK
$ UK
% UK
& UK
' UK
( UK
) UK
* U¥
+ U¥
, U¥
- U¥
. U¥
/ U¥
0 U¥

1 U¥
2 U¥
3 U¥
4 U¥
5 U¥
6 U¥
7 U¥
8 U¥
9 U¥
: U¥
C U¥
D U¥
E U¥
F U¥

G U¥
H U¥
I U¥
J U¥
K U¥
L U¥
M U¥
N U¥
O U¥
P U¥
Q U¥
R U¥
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005 tongue/ langue/ dádá
# NC·C
$ NC·C
% NC·C
& NC·C
' NC·C
( NC·C
) NC·C
* N�P·�
+ N�·�
, N�·�
- N�·�
. N�·�
/ N�·�
0 N�·�

1 N�·�
2 N�·�
3 N�·�
4 N�·�
5 �·�
6 �·�
7 �N�·�
8 �·�
9 �·�
: �·�
C �·�
D �·�
E C·C
F �·� � �·�

G �P·� � �P·�
H C·C � v·v
I �·�
J �·�
K �·�
L �·
M �·�
N ®·�
O N·�
P N�F�
Q N�F�
R N�F�

006 head/ tête/ mutú
# ·K
$ ·K
% ·K
& ·K
' ·K
( ·K
) ·K
* ·¤
+ ·¤
, ·¤
- ·¤
. ·¤
/ ·¤
0 ·¤

1 ·¤
2 ·®H�
3 ·¤
4 ·®H�
5 ·¤
6 ·K
7 ·¤
8 ·¤
9 ·¤
: ·~H�
C ·µ
D ·¤M�
E ·¤
F ·¤

G ·¤
H ·µ
I ·µ
J ·µ
K ·µ
L ·¤H�
M ·¤H�
N ·¤M�
O ·¤
P F¤
Q F¤
R F¤
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007 neck/ cou/ nkíngó

YJQNG� PQV VJTQCV�
# EvODv
$ EvODv � MvODv
% EvODv
& EvODv � MvODv
' KODG
( KODG
) MvODv
* �OD�
+ �OD�
, M�OD�
- M�OD�
. M�OD�
/ M�OD�
0 M�OD�

1 M�OD�
2 M�OD�
3 M�OD�
4 �OD�
5 �OD�
6 uODv
7 �OD�
8 �OD�
9 �OD�
: �OD�
C ¯OD�N�
D �OD�
E �OD�
F ¯OD�

G �OD�
H �OD�
I �OD�
J �OD�N�
K �OD�
L �OD�
M ¯V�N�M¯
N �OD�
O �OD�
P �OD�
Q �OD�
R j�OD�

008 belly/ ventre/ sopó

CDFQOGP CTGC�
# [C
$ [C
% [C
& [C
' [C
( [C
) jC
* j�
+ j�
, j�
- j�
. j�
/ j�
0 j�

1 j�
2 j�
3 j�
4 01 '064;
5 j�
6 jC
7 j�
8 j�
9 j�
: j�
C j�N�
D j�
E j�N�
F j�N�

G j�N�
H j�
I j�N�
J j�N�
K j�N�
L j�N�
M j�L�M¯
N M±D±
O j�
P j�
Q j�
R j�
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009 navel/ nombril/ likúbu
# MuVu
$ MlVl
% MlVl � MuVu
& MuVu
' uVu � uVl
( uVu
) MkuVl
* ¯V�
+ ¯V�
, M¯V�
- M¯V�
. M¯V�
/ M¯V�
0 M¯V�

1 M¯V�
2 M¯V�
3 M¯V�
4 ¯V�
5 ¯V�
6 ¯Vu
7 ¯V¯
8 ¯V�
9 °V�
: ¯V� � ¯V�
C �MR�
D ¯V�
E ¯V�
F �V�

G ¯V�
H ¯V�
I uVl
J �V�
K ¯V�
L �V�
M �V�
N �V�
O ¯V�
P �V«
Q �V«
R �V�

010 breast/ sein/ mabéle

YQOCP	U�
# DC
$ DC
% DC
& DC
' DC
( DC
) DC
* D�
+ D�
, D�
- D�
. D�
/ D�
0 D�

1 D�
2 D�
3 D�
4 D�
5 D�
6 D�
7 D�
8 D�
9 D�
: D�
C D|
D �D�
E D�
F D�

G D�
H D�
I D�
J D�
K D�
L D�
M D�
N ¤D�
O DC
P D�
Q �D�
R  D�



011 knee/ genou/ ndigbá
# MC[C
$ MC[C
% MC[C
& MC[C
' MC[C
( MC[C
) MCoC
* j�j�
+ MªO²V�
, M�T�M�
- M�Á[�
. M�T�M�
/ M�T�M�
0 M�T�M�

1 M�T�M�
2 M�T�M� � M�Á[�
3 M�T�M� � M�Á[�
4 ¯N¯P·¯
5 M¨N¨O¨V�
6 M{N{O{VK
7 fNfV�
8 M�O�E�
9 M°O°E�
: �N�O�V�
C ¯Nl�V �
D �L�O�V� � M±O²
E M°O�
F M±O²V�

G M°O�
H M°O�
I M°O�V�
J M°O�V�
K M°O�V�
L M�O�
M M�O�
N �L�
O �pº�
P �¶�
Q �¶�
R j�q�

012 nail/ ongle/ linzáka

HKPIGTPCKN�

# MuqK
$ MuqK
% MuqK
& MuqK
' MuqK
( MuqK
) MkCqv
* �q�I�
+ M�q�I�
, M�N�\º�
- M�N�\º�
. M�N�\º�
/ M�N�\º�
0 M�N�\º�

1 M�N�\º�
2 M�N�\��
3 M�q�
4 M�q�
5 M�q�H� � M�q�H�
6 M�q�H�
7 �q�I�
8 M�q�H�
9 �q�H�
: �q�H�
C �q�©I�
D E°M�
E �q�H�
F �q�H¥

G �q�H¥
H �q�H¥
I �q�H�
J �q�H�
K �q�H¥
L �q�H�
M E�M�
N �q�M�
O EQJkC
P E�Mk�
Q E�Mk�
R �q�Mk�
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013 skin/ peau/ mposo
# EKPK
$ EKPK
% EKPK
& EKPK � MKPK
' KPK
( KPK
) MKPK
* �q�T�M�
+ �P�� �P�T�M�
, M®P®
- M®P®
. M®P®
/ M®P®
0 M®P®

1 M®P®
2 M®P®
3 M®P®
4 �ID� � Y�P�
5 ®P®T�M�
6 ®qxTxMu
7 q®T�M�
8 N�D�
9 q®T�M� � �q�T�M� �

N�m�
: �P�T�M�
C ¥p¥
D T��
E �P�T�M�

F �q�T�M�
G �P�T�M�
H �P�T�M�
I �P�T�M�
J �P�T�M�
K �P�T�M�
L �P�T�M�
M �P�T�M�
N �P�T�M¯
O vPK
P �P�
Q �P�
R j�P�

014 man/ homme/ mobáli
# OCPCIl
$ OCPCIl
% OCPlCIl
& OCPCIl
' OCPlCIl
( OCPlCIl
) CIkC
* �I�
+ �I�
, �I�
- �I�
. �I�
/ �I�
0 �I�

1 �I�
2 �I�
3 �I�
4 �I�
5 �I� � �I�
6 CIl
7 CIl
8 �I�
9 �I�
: �I�
C �I²
D CI�D�
E �I�R�
F �I�R�

G �I²R¥
H �I�R�
I �I�R�
J �I�R�
K �I�R�
L �I�R�
M �I�D�
N �I�D�
O CIu
P �I�
Q �I�
R �I�PC

015 husband/ mari/ mobáli
&+537#.+(+'& 
UCOG CU ���
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016 father/ père/ tatá

PQV CPEGUVQT�
# V{RK
$ V{RK
% V{RK
& V{RK
' V{RK
( V{RK
) M{RK
* �V�
+ �V� � V�RK
, CV�
- �V�
. �V�
/ �V�
0 �V�

1 �V�
2 �V�
3 �V�
4 �V�
5 �V�R�
6 �V¡R�
7 �V¡R�
8 �V�R�
9 �V¡R�
: �V�
C �V�
D �V�
E �V�
F �V�

G �V�
H �V�
I �V�
J �V�
K �V�
L �VK¬
M �V�R�
N �V�R�
O �V�
P �V�
Q �V�
R �V� � �VK¬

017 woman/ femme/ mwásí
# VlMl
$ VlMl
% VlMl
& CMl
' uMl
( NK·KuMu
) CMl
* ¯M�
+ ¯M�
, V¯M�
- V¯M�
. V¯M�
/ V¯M�
0 V¯M�

1 V¯M�
2 V¯M�
3 V¯M�
4 ¯M«P\�
5 ¯M� � �M�
6 ¯M�
7 ¯M�
8 �M�
9 °M� � ¯M�
: ¯M�
C ¤\¥
D ¯M�
E ¯M�
F ¯M�

G ¯M�
H ¯M�
I uMl
J �M�
K ¯M�
L ¯M� � �M�
M �M�
N �M�
O ¥\¥
P ªM� 
6WEMGT� �K\K
Q ¥\¥
R �\�

018 wife/ épouse/ mwásí
&+537#.+(+'& 
UCOG CU ���
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019 name/ nom/ nkómbó
# {XWTW
$ {XWTW
% {XWTW
& TW
' TW
( TW
) TW
* T²
+ T²
, T²
- T²
. T²
/ T²
0 T²

1 T²
2 T²
3 T²
4 T²
5 T²
6 T²
7 T²
8 T²
9 T²
: T²
C T²
D T²
E T²
F T�

G T²
H T²
I T²
J T²
K T²
L T²
M T²
N T²
O T²
P T²
Q T²
R T²

020 cow/ vache/ bágara
# VK
$ VK
% VK
& VK
' VK � K V K
( VK
) KVK
* ¥V¥
+ V ¥
, V ¥
- V¥
. V¥
/ V¥
0 V¥

1 V¥
2 V¥
3 V¥
4 V¥
5 V¥
6 V¥
7 V¥
8 V¥
9 V¥
: V¥
C V¥
D V¥
E V¥
F V¥

G V¥
H V ¥
I V¥
J V¥
K V ¥
L V ¥
M V¥
N V ¥
O V¥
P V¥
Q V¥
R V¥
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021 goat/ chèvre/ ntaba
# KP·K
$ KP·K
% KP·K
& KP·K
' KP·K
( KP·K
) KP·K
* ¤P·�
+ P·~
, P·~
- P·~
. P·~
/ P·~
0 P·~

1 P·~
2 P·�
3 P·~
4 ¯P·�
5 P·~ � P·�
6 P·�
7 P·�
8 P·~
9 P·�
: P·�
C P·�
D P·~
E P·~
F P·¥

G P·~
H P·�
I P·~ � P·�
J P·�
K P·�
L P·~ � P·�
M ¤P·�
N ¤P·¥
O KP·¥
P �PF¥
Q �PF¥
R �PF¥

022 dog/ chien/ mbwá
# MkuEv
$ MkuEv
% MkuEv
& MkuEv
' uEv
( uEv
) MkuEv
* ¯M�
+ E�I�
, M¯M�
- M¯M� � M¯M�
. M¯Mº�
/ M¯M� � M¯Mº�
0 M¯M�

1 M¯Mº�
2 M¯M�
3 M¯M�
4 ¯M�
5 O¯L�
6 O¯L�
7 ¯E�I�
8 �E�I�
9 °E�I�
: ¯M�
C ¯E�
D ¯E� � ¯E�I�
E ¯E�
F �E�

G ¯E�
H ¯E�
I ¯E�
J ¯E�
K ¯E�
L ¯E�I�
M ¯E��
N °E�I�
O ¯E� � ¯E�I�
P �E�
Q �M�
R �Mº�
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023 elephant/éléphant/nzoku
# NKYC
$ NKYC
% NKYC
& NKYC
' NKYC
( NKYC
) PLKIku
* ®PL�I�
+ N®Y�
, N®Y�
- N®Y�
. N®Y�
/ N®Y�
0 N®Y�

1 N®Y�
2 N®Y�
3 N®Y�
4 N®Y�
5 ®Y� � Y� � �¹�
6 ®Y�
7 ®Y�
8 �¹�
9 ®Y�
: Y�
C ®Y� � ¹�
D Y�
E v¹�
F �¹�

G Y�
H ¹�
I Y�
J Y�
K Y�
L Y�
M Y�V�
N ®Y�
O N �
P NGC
Q N��
R Y�

024 snake/ serpent/ nyóka
# KPK
$ KPK
% KPK
& KPK
' KPK
( KPK
) KPK
* ¤P¤
+ P¤
, P¤
- P¤ � O¤
. P¤
/ P¤ � O¤
0 P¤

1 P¤
2 P¤
3 P¤
4 �©®
5 P¤ � OX¯O�
6 OX¯O�
7 �P¤
8 PK¬
9 ¤P¤
: P¤
C �T� � QPK
D ¤P¤ � I�N�Y�
E ¤P¤ � �T�
F �T�

G P¤
H ¤P¤ � �T� � �T�
I �T� � I�N�D�
J �T� � I�N�D�
K �T� � I�N�D�
L �T�
M I�N|
N ¤P¤
O ¤P¤
P �P¤
Q �P¤
R �PK
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025 louse/ pou/ nsili

JGCF NQWUG�
# MuqK � MkuqK
$ qKLK
% MuqK � MkuqK
& MuqK
' MkuqK
( MuqK
) MuqK � MkuqK
* M¯q�
+ ±T¥
, H�
- H�
. H�
/ H�
0 H�

1 H�
2 U�
3 �R��M�
4 �MR�
5 U�
6 E�T�
7 E�T�
8 U�
9 E�T�
: U� � ±T¥
C ¯T�
D ¯T�
E ¯T�
F �T�

G ±T¥
H ¯T�
I ¯T�
J ¯T�
K °T�
L ¯T�
M °T�
N I�m¯N¯
O ªT¥
P QTK
Q QTK
R q�I¤

026 chicken/ poulet/ nsósó
# V{W
$ V{W
% V{W
& V{W
' V{W � {W
( V{W
) M{jW
* j¨j²
+ j¨j²
, V¨j²
- V¨j²
. V¨j²
/ V¨j²
0 V¨j²

1 V¨j²
2 V¨j²
3 V¨j²
4 j¨j²
5 {j²
6 ¨j²
7 ¨j²
8 {j²
9 ¨j²
: ¨j²
C �j²
D �j²
E �j²
F �²

G �²
H �j²
I �j²
J �j²
K �j²
L �j²
M �j²
N �j²
O �j²
P �j²
Q �j²
R �j²
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027 bird/ oiseau/ ndeke

IGPGTCN VGTO�
# CTK
$ CTK
% CTK
& CTK©kC
' CTKXC
( CTK©kC
) CTK©IkC
* �T��
+ �T��
, �Tx
- �Tº� � �T� � �T�
. �Tº� � �T�
/ �Tº� � �T�
0 �T�

1 �T�
2 �T�
3 �T�
4 �T�q�
5 �T� � �T�X�
6 �T�X�
7 �T�Y�
8 �T�©�
9 �T�©�
: �T�X�
C �T��
D �T�©�
E �T��
F �T�©�

G �T�� � �T��
H �T�� � �T��
I �T��
J �T�� � �T��
K �T�� � �T��
L �T��
M CTKC� ®T��
N �T�©�
O CTKC � �T¥�©Ik� �

CTK©C
P �T¥�©Ik�
Q �T¥�©Ik�
R �T�

028 feather/plume/nsóki na
PFGMG 
NKV� JCKT QH DKTF�
# �mK
$ �mK
% �mK
& �mK
' �mK
( �mK
) �mK
* �m¥
+ �m�
, �m�
- �m�
. �m�
/ �m�
0 �m�

1 �m�
2 �m�
3 �m�
4 �m�
5 �m¥
6 �m¥
7 �m¥
8 �m¥
9 �m�
: �m¥
C �¤Y�
D �m¥T¥M�
E �m¥
F �m¥

G �m¥
H �m¥
I �m�M�
J �m�M�
K �m�M�
L �m�M�
M �m�M�
N �m�M�
O �D� � �mK � �m¥
P �DK � �mK � U�


6WEMGT�
Q �DK � �mK
R �mK
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029 horn/ corne/ gbánga

G�I� EQY	U�
# Mku[K
$ Mku[K � Mu[K
% Mku[K � Mu[K
& Mu[K
' Mku[K
( Mu[K
) MkC[K
* �o�
+ �o�
, M�o�
- M�Á[� � M�ok�
. M�ok�
/ M�Á[�
0 M�Á[�

1 M�Á[� � M�o�
2 M�o�
3 M�o�
4 �o�
5 �o�
6 �o�
7 �o�
8 �o�
9 �o�
: �¶�
C ¯o�
D �L�
E �o�
F ¯o�

G �o�
H �o�
I ¯o�
J ¯o�
K ¯o�
L ¯o�M
M ¯L�M
N °L�M
O ªpº²
P �¶�
Q �¶�
R �o�

030 tail/ queue/ kondó

G�I� FQI	U�
# VCXK
$ VCXK
% VCXK
& MCXK
' CXK
( CXK
) MCXK
* �X�
+ �X�
, V�Xx
- V�X�
. V�Xº� � M�V�
/ V�X� � V�Xº� � M�V�
0 V�X� � V�X�

1 V�X� � M�V�
2 V�X�
3 V�X�
4 �X�
5 �X�
6 �X�
7 M�V
8 U�
9 U�
: U�D�
C U�m�
D U�m¥ 
 	��� � U�H� 
 	���
E U�m�
F U�m�

G U�m�
H U�m�
I U�m�
J U�m�
K U�m�
L U�m�
M U�M�
N M�V
O U�
P UC¬
Q KEkC
R �Mº�



A - 74

031 egg/oeuf/makeí,  mayai

G�I� DKTF	U�
# m{
$ m{
% m{
& m{
' m{
( m{
) m{
* m²
+ m²
, m²
- m²
. m²
/ m²
0 m²

1 m²
2 m²
3 m²
4 m²
5 m²
6 ID²
7 ID²
8 m�
9 ID�
: m²
C ¤N�
D ID¡
E ID¡
F ID¡

G ID¡
H ID¡
I ID¡
J ID¡
K ID¡
L ID¡
M ID¡
N ID¡
O N�
P �N�
Q �N�
R �N�

032 milk/ lait/ mílíkí

G�I� EQY	U�
# NG[K
$ NG[K � NvK
% NvK
& NG[K
' NG[K
( NG[K
) NG[K
* 01 '064;
+ �U²
, �U²
- �U²
. �U²
/ �U²
0 �U²

1 �U²
2 �U²
3 �U²
4 01 '064;
5 �U²
6 01 '064;
7 01 '064;
8 N� � �U²
9 N�
: N�U² � U²
C N�U² � �U²
D N��
E N�U² � �U²
F N�xU²

G N�U²
H N�U²
I N�xU² � �U²
J N�xU²
K N�xU²
L N�U² � �U²
M N�xU² � �U²
N N�
O N��
P NG
Q NG
R xNv



A - 75

033 fat/graisse/mafuta na
P[COC 
CPKOCN	U� EH� ����

# 01 '064;
$ 01 '064;
% 01 '064;
& 01 '064;
' MQUC
( 01 '064;
) 01 '064;
* 01 '064;
+ 01 '064;
, 01 '064;
- F¯
. F¯
/ F¯
0 F¯

1 F¯
2 01 '064;
3 01 '064;
4 01 '064;
5 01 '064;
6 �U¯
7 01 '064;
8 01 '064;
9 �U¯
: �U�
C �U�
D PQ YQTF� WUGU

����
E �U¯

F �U�
G �U¯
H �U¯
I �U¯
J �U¯
K �U¯
L �U¯
M �U�
N �U�
O «U�
P uUC
Q QUkC
R �Uk�

034 pot/ pot/ mpoké

EQQMKPI�
# NCMC\C
$ NCMC\C
% NCMC\C
& NCMC\l
' NKOXu � NCMC\l
( NKOXu � NCMC\l
) NCOXu
* N�OX�
+ N®·�
, N®·º�
- N®·� � N ®·º�
. N®·º�
/ N®·� � N ®·º�
0 N®·� � N ®·º�

1 N®·º�
2 N®·�
3 N®·�
4 N�OD�
5 ¯·�
6 ¯·� � V �D�O�P�
7 T�PF�
8 Nf²OX²
9 °·� � V �D�L�
: ¯·�
C �OD� � ¯V��
D �OX� � V�D�L�
E �OX�
F �OX�

G �OX�
H �OX�
I �OX�
J �OX�
K �OX�
L �OX�
M �OX�
N �OX�
O V�D�L� � MWpQ
P V²D¥Lª � MupK
Q MupK
R �p«



A - 76

035 knife/ couteau/ mbelí

UOCNN OCEJGVG�
# KNK
$ KNK
% KNK � K N KIl
& KNK � N KIl
' KNKIl
( KNK
) NKIl
* N¥I²
+ ¥N ¥I²
, �N�
- fN¥
. �N�
/ �N¥I² � �N�
0 fN¥

1 �N�
2 fN¥
3 N�
4 �N¥
5 ¥N¥
6 ¥N¥
7 ¥N¥
8 ¥N¥
9 ¥N¥
: ¥N¥
C �N ¥
D ¥N ¥
E ¡N¥
F ¡N¥

G �N¥
H �N¥
I ¡N¥
J ¡N¥
K ¡N¥
L ¥ N ¥
M ¥N ¥�
N ¥ N ¥©�
O ¥N¥
P ¥N¥
Q ¥N ¥
R KN K

036 stool/ tabouret/ ---

&+537#.+(+'&�

# IDCpC
$ IDCpC
% IDCpC
& IDCpC
' MKVKMRCTC
( IDCpC
) MRCpC � MlDCMC
* ID�p�
+ ID�N�M� � ID�p�
, N�R�� ID�N�M�
- N�R� � ID�N�M�
. N�R� � ID�N�Mk�
/ N�R� � ID�N�M�
0 N�R� � ID�N�M�
1 N�R� � ID�N�M�

2 m�N�
3 M�N�wI�
4 M�N�ID�
5 N�R�
6 01 '064;
7 01 '064;
8 N�R�
9 01 '064;
: M�m�
C M�O�
D M¤V¤ID�T�
E ¯Ik� � M�V�ID�T�
F M�V�ID�T�
G ¯Ik�
H ¯Ik�

I CLWPWC
J CLWPWC
K CLWPWC
L ¯Ik�
M ¯Ik�
N ODCTCODCTC �

MRuMRu©C
O MQOK � ODQODQ
P MKVCIDCTC � M�O� �

DCODCTC �
©IDQ©IDQ

Q MxVCIDCTC � M�O�
R M¤V¤ID�T�



A - 77

037 house/ maison/ ndáko

JQOG HQT UNGGRKPI�
# \u
$ \u
% \u
& \u
' \u
( \u
) \u
* L�
+ L�
, L�
- L�
. L�
/ L�
0 L�

1 L�
2 L�
3 L�
4 L�
5 L�
6 L�
7 L�
8 L�
9 L�
: L�
C L�
D L�
E L�
F L�

G L�
H L�
I L�
J L�
K L�
L L�
M L�
N L�
O Lu
P L�
Q \Q
R L�

038 village/village/mbóka
# mCMCNC
$ mCMCNC
% mCMCNC
& mCMCNC
' mC
( mCMCNC � mC
) mCVK
* m�
+ m�
, m�
- m�
. m�
/ m�
0 m�

1 m�
2 m�
3 m�
4 m�
5 m�
6 m� � m�V¥
7 01 '064;
8 01 '064;
9 m�V¥
: m�V�
C �M²
D �M²
E �M²
F �M²

G �M²
H �M²
I �M²
J �M²
K �M²
L �M²
M �M²
N N¥E«
O Gj¥
P ¡j¥
Q m� � GjK
R m� � L�T�



A - 78

039 rope/ corde/ nkámba
# KDC
$ KDC
% KDC
& KDC
' KDC
( KDC
) KDC
* D|I�
+ D|I�
, D�
- D� � D|
. D� � D|
/ D�
0 D� � D|

1 D�
2 D|
3 D|
4 ¯D�
5 D� � D|
6 D|M�
7 D|I�
8 D|M�
9 D|M�
: D|M�
C If� 
#64!�
D D�M�
E D| � D|M�
F D�M�

G D|M�
H D| � D�M�
I D�M�
J D�M�
K D�M� � D�M�
L D�M�
M D�M�
N �D�M�
O ¤D�
P KDC
Q KDC
R �D�

040 night/ nuit/ butú
# ©I{EK
$ ©I{EK
% ©I{EK
& ©I{EK
' ©I{EK
( ©I{EK
) ©I{EK
* ©I�E�
+ ©I�M�
, ©I�E�
- ©I�E�
. ©I�E�
/ ©I�E�
0 ©I�E�

1 ©I�E�
2 ©I�E�
3 ©I�E�
4 ©I�E�
5 ©I�M� � ¥P¥M¥
6 KPKMK
7 ©I�M�
8 ¥P¥M�
9 ¥P¥©{
: ¥P¥X�
C �P¥
D �P¥
E ¥P¥ � �P¥
F ¥P¥

G �P¥
H ¥q¥
I ¥P¥
J ¥P¥
K ¥P¥
L ¥P¥
M ¥P¥
N ¥P¥
O �P�
P �P�
Q xPx
R KPKI�



A - 79

041 moon/ lune/ sánzá
# xODC
$ xODC
% xODC
& xODC
' xODC
( xODC
) xODC
* R�T�
+ OD|
, OD|
- OD|
. OD|
/ OD|
0 OD|

1 OD|
2 OD|
3 OD|
4 ªOD�
5 OD|
6 OD|
7 OD|
8 OD|
9 OD|
: OD|
C OD|
D OD| � OD�
E OD| � ¤OD�
F OD� � OD�

G OD| � OD|
H OD| � ¤OD�
I OD|
J OD| � OD|
K OD� � OD�
L OD|
M ¯OD�
N ¤OD�
O ®ODC
P ®OD�
Q ®OD�
R �OD� � ¤OD�

042 star/ étoile/ nyóta
# mKmK
$ mKmK
% mKmK
& mKmK
' mKmK
( mKmK
) mKmK
* �m¥m�[�
+ O¯O¯q¯Y�
, mxm�q�
- m®m�q�
. m®m�q�
/ m�m�q�
0 m®m�q�

1 m�m�q�
2 q�q�O®
3 m�m�
4 m�m�N®Y�
5 N�q�
6 DxDxq� � N�q� �

M�E�T�
7 N�N �©¤
8 N�q�
9 N�q� � M�E�T�


IGP��
: m�m�T�M�
C �Y�N�
D m�m�[�

E m�m�[�
F m�m�[�
G m�m�[�
H m�m�[�
I m�m�[�
J m�m�[�
K m�m�[�
L m�m�[�
M m�m�[�
N m�m�I�
O NNI�
P N�N�I�
Q NvNvIu
R �m�m�



A - 80

043 sun/ soleil/ mói
# MKVW
$ MKVW
% MKVW
& MKVW
' WVW
( WVW
) MKVW
* ¤VW � ±V²
+ ±V²
, M¤V²
- M¤V²
. M¤V²
/ M¤V²
0 M¤V²

1 M¤V²
2 M¤V²
3 M¤V²
4 �V²
5 ¤V² � ±V²
6 ±V²
7 ±V²
8 ±V²
9 ±V²
: ±V²
C ¤V²
D ªV²
E V²
F �V²

G  V²
H V²
I V²
J V²
K V²
L V²
M ±V²
N ¤V²
O ¤V²
P KVW� � V²� K VCMCNK


TCTG�
Q KVW� � V�M�N� 
TCTG�
R VGM�N¥

044 clouds/ nuages/ mapata
# pKMlNl
$ pKMlNl
% pKMlNl � pKMWNG
& pKMWNG
' pKMlNl
( pKMlNl
) ODCTCODCUC
* ODCTCUCUC
+ PF±T±M²
, PF±T±M²
- PF±T±M²
. PF±T±M²
/ PF±T±M²
0 PF±T±M²

1 PF±T±M²
2 PF±T±M²
3 m±O¤IDfN�
4 U�©I�
5 PF�T± �

�©I¯O�m�N�
6 ¥T¥D¥V� � ¥T¥D¥
7 N�O�M�
8 �©I¯O�N�
9 p�M�N¯ � ¥T¥D¥V �
: ¥T¥V �
C ¤T¥ V ¤
D ¥T¥V � � M²T²m±


	���

E ¥T¥V �
F ¥T¥V �
G 01 '064;
H ¥T¥V �
I ¥T¥V �
J ¥T¥V �
K ¥T¥ V �
L ¥T¥ V �
M �H²U�T�
N �T²m±
O T²m�
P TWmW
Q T�m�
R TWFl



A - 81

045 rain/ pluie/ mbúla

PQV UGCUQP�
# mW
$ mW
% mW
& mW
' mW
( mW
) MW\C
* �\�
+ [~I²Y�
, M�\º� � m±
- M�\º� � m±
. M�\º� � m±
/ M�\º� � m±
0 M�\º� � m±

1 M�\º� � m±
2 m±
3 m±
4 �\�
5 [~I² � [�I²
6 [�I²
7 [�I²
8 [~I«
9 [~I«
: [�I²
C �\��
D �\��
E �\��
F �\��

G �\��
H �\�I�
I �\��
J �\��
K �\��
L �\�I�
M �\��
N �\�I�
O K\QIQ
P FGTKXGF HTQO

BYCVGT 	
Q 01 '064;
R 01 '064;

046 water/ eau/ mái
# L~
$ L~
% L~
& ¤L¥
' ¤L¥
( ¤L¥
) ¤L¥
* N±OX�
+ [~
, [~
- [~
. [~
/ [~
0 [~

1 [~
2 [~
3 [~
4 [¥
5 [~
6 [~
7 [~
8 [~
9 [~ � ¤ L ¥
: [~
C [~
D [~
E [~
F [~

G [~
H [~
I [~
J [~
K [~
L [~
M [~
N ¤ L ¥
O  [¥
P �[¥
Q �[¥
R �[¥



A - 82

047 fire/ feu/ móto
# CUK
$ CUK
% CUK
& CUK
' CUK
( CUK
) CUK
* N¨U¥
+ �E�
, �Eº�
- �Eº� � �E�
. �Eº�
/ �Eº� � �Eº�
0 �Eº� � �Eº�

1 �Eº�
2 �E�
3 �E�
4 ¨U¥U¥
5 �E� � �E¥
6 �E�
7 �E�
8 �E�
9 �E�
: �E�
C �E�
D �E¥
E �E¥
F �E�

G �E¥
H �E¥
I �E� � �E¥
J �E¥
K �E�
L �E¥
M �E¥
N �E¥
O �E¥
P �E¥
Q �U¥
R �U¥

048 smoke/ fumée/ mólinga
# M{VW
$ M{VW
% M{VW � M{VWM{
& M{VWM{
' M{VWM{
( M{VWM{
) CE¥MC
* ¯E®M�
+ �E�M�
, �ExM�
- �E�M� � �E�M�
. �E�M�
/ �E�M�
0 �E�M�

1 �E�M�
2 �E�M�
3 �E�M�
4 �E�M�
5 �E¥I�
6 �E�I�
7 �E�I�
8 �E¥I�
9 �E�I�
: �E¥I�
C �E��
D �E¥M�
E �E¥M�
F �E��M�

G �E¥[�
H �E¥M�
I �E¥M�
J �E¥M�
K �E¥M�
L �E¥I�
M �E¥M�
N �E¥M�
O �E¥M�
P �U¥M�
Q �U¥M�
R CUKI�



A - 83

049 firewood/bois à brûler/
PM«PK

# VK\C
$ VK\C
% VK\C
& CUKRC 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
' CUKRC 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
( K\C
) CUKRC 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
* N�U¥R�
!� 
�HKTG�

HQQV��
N�U¥\�

+ �E�R� 
�HKTG�
HQQV�

, �E�R� 
�HKTG�
HQQV�

- �E�R�
. �E�R�

/ �E�R�
0 �E�R�
1 �E�R�
2 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
3 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
4 �E¥ 
�HKTG�
5 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
6 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
7 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
8 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�
9 �E�R� 
�HKTG�

HQQV�� � L�
: �E�R� � �E�\�

C ¤L�
D ¤L�
E vLC
F �L�
G �L�
H �L�
I �L�
J �L�
K �L�
L L¤ L�
M L¥L�
N ¤ L ¤ L�
O KL�
P KLCMkK
Q KLCMkK
R ¤L�Mk� � �E²Mk�

050 ash/cendres/
RWVWN² PC O«VQ

# VuTuHu
$ VuTuHu
% VuTuHu
& MuTuHu
' uTuHu
( MuTuHu
) MuHu
* �H�
+ �H�·�
, V�r�
- V�RH�
. V�RHk�
/ V�RH�T�MY�� V�RH�
0 V�RH�

1 V�H�T�M�
2 V�r�
3 V�r�
4 01 '064;
5 �H�T�I�
6 �H�T�I�
7 ¯H�T�I�
8 �H�T�I�
9 �H�T�I�
: �R�T�
C �R�V�
D �H�T� 
 	��� � �H�V�
E �H�T�
F �H�T�

G �H�T�
H �H�T�
I �H�V�
J �H�V�M�
K �H�V�
L �H�¸�M�
M �H�¸�M�
N �H�T� 
 	���
O �H�·«
P QHWFu
Q lHlFu
R M²T�



A - 84

051 ground/ terre/ mabelé

PQV FKTV�
# IºKPK
$ IºKPK � L KPK
% LKPK
& IºKPK � L KPK
' KPK
( KPK
) MKPK 
M`Mº�
* ¨q�M²
+ q{pM²
, M¤P¥
- M¤P�
. M¤P¥
/ M¤P� � M¤P¥
0 M¤P� � M¤P¥

1 M¤P¥
2 M¤P¥
3 M¤P¥
4 �q¥
5 M¨q�M²
6 MCqCIl
7 ¨q«M²
8 q{pM²
9 q�M²
:  P�I²
C 01 '064;
D X° 
�BRNCEG	�
E q|M²
F q|M²

G q|M²
H q|M²
I q�M² � �Tx¬
J q�M²
K q�M² � �Tx¬
L q�M²
M q�M²
N QqCMW
O KqCMW
P xqCMW
Q K©C
R K©C

052 dust/poussière/
RWVWN² 
KP VJG CKT�

# FWTWHW
$ FWTWHW
% FWTWHW
& FWTWHW
' FWTWHW
( FWTWHW
) MKTKHW
* V¨R¥N¥P·¥
+ V¨H²N¥P·¥
, V¨r�N�P·�
- V¨RH�N�P·�
. V¨RH�N�P·º�
/ V¨RH�N�P·º��

V¨RH�N�P·�
0 V¨RH�N�P·�

1 V¨RH�N�P·º�
2 V�r�N�PF�
3 Vfr²N�P·�
4 V�T�R�
5 ¨H²T²P·¥
6 �H�T�PF�
7 ªH²N«P·�
8 H²T²P·¥
9 H²T²PF¥
: ¨R²T²P·¥
C �R²T²
D H²N«
E ¥T¥H²T�
F �T�H�T�
G �T¥H²T�

H ¥T¥H²T�
I �T¥H²T� � �T�H�T�
J �T�H�T�
K �T�H�T�
L H�T�M�
M �N¥H�T�
N R²¸²
O ²T²H²Fª
P WTWHWFW � fT�


6WEMGT�
Q WTWHWFW � fT�


6WEMGT�
R �H�N�



A - 85

053 stone/ pierre/ libángá

EH� �����
# MWPK
$ MWPK
% MWPK
& MWPK
' WPKXC
( MWPK
) MkCPK
* ²P¥
+ �T�
, M�T�
- M�T�
. M�T�
/ M�T�
0 M�T�

1 M�T�
2 M�T�
3 M�T�
4 �q�
5 �T�
6 �T�
7 �T�
8 �T�
9 �T�
: �T�
C �T�
D �T�
E �P¥
F �P¥

G �P¥
H �P¥
I «P¥
J «P¥
K «P¥
L �T�OX� � �P¥
M �T�OX�
N �T�
O «P¥
P QPK
Q QPK
R �P�

054 tree/ arbre/ njeté
# Ev
$ KEv � Ev
% KEv � Ev
& KEv
' KHv
( KHv
) Ev
* H�
+ H�
, H�
- H�
. H�
/ H�
0 H�

1 H�
2 H�
3 H�
4 H�
5 H� � HfV�
6 H�
7 H�
8 R¨V¤
9 RGVK
: HfV�
C RfV¥
D R�V¥
E RfV¥
F R�V¥ � R�V¥

G R�V¥ � R�V¥
H R�V¥ � R�V¥
I RfV¥
J RfV¥ � RfV¥
K RfV¥ � RfV¥
L R¨V¥
M R�V¥M 
N ®H�
O Mkv
P Mk�
Q Mk�
R Mk�



A - 86

055 root/racine/nsé na njeté
# RCLK
$ RCLK
% RCLK
& RCLK
' RCLK
( RCLK
) MKXC � RCLK
* �OX�T
+ �OX�
, V�Xk�
- V�Xk� � V�X�
. V�Xk�
/ V�Xk� � V�X�
0 V�Xk�

1 V�Xk�
2 M�·�
3 V�X� � M�·�
4 �X�
5 �X�
6 �N�
7 M±M±T�
8 R¨V¤�N�
9 �N�
: �X�
C �N�
D �\�
E O��N� � �U�
F �U�

G �N�
H O��N�
I �N�
J �N�
K �N�
L �N�
M QNC � �\�M� 
 	���
N QNC � �\�M� 
 	���
O \«
P \Q
Q \Q
R NN�

056 bark/écorce/ mposo
PC PLGV¡ 
UMKP QH VTGG�

# Mlmlml
$ Mlmlml
% MlVlml
& Mlmlml
' lmlml
( MlVlml
) MumuTumu
* �m�T�m� � ¯m¯T¯M¯
+ �m�
, M�m�
- M�m�
. M�mk�
/ M�mk�
0 M�m�
1 M�mk�

2 M�m�
3 M�m�
4 �m�
5 M�M�D¯ � �m�
6 01 '064;
7 ¯I¯N¯D�V�
8 �BUMKP	
9 MuMum¯
: �m�M� V� �

�M²T²M²V�
C �©I�T�m�
D �D�T�M�
E O� �D�M� �

�I²T²M�V�
F �D�T�M�

G �I²T²M�V�
H O��D�M�
I �D�M�
J �D�T�M� �

¯I�T�m�N�
K �D�M�
L °I�T¯m�
M °I�N�m�
N °I�T�M�m¯
O «m« � °I�
P QmQ
Q QDQ
R �m�m�
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057 leaf/feuille/nkásá
PC PLGV¡


&+537#.+(+'&� � BGCT	!�
# MºKDK
$ MºKDK
% EKDK
& EKDK
' KDKDK
( KDKDK
) MKDK
* D¥
+ D¥
, D¥ 
UCOG CU ���

�GCT��
- D¥
. D¥
/ D¥

0 D¥
1 D¥
2 m¥
3 D¥
4 m¥
5 D¥
6 ¥D¥D¥
7 ¥D¥D¥
8 D¥
9 ¤D¥D¥
: �D�D¥
C m¥
D m¥
E O�D¥

F �D�M�
G D¥
H O�D¥
I D¥
J D¥
K D¥
L D¥ � �D¥M¯D¥
M �D~M�
N �D�D¥
O D¥ � KD¥D¥
P KDKDK
Q KDKDK
R KDGDK

058 year/ an(née)/ gárá
# P·u
$ P·u � P·uC
% P·uC
& P·u
' P·u
( P·u
) P·u
* P·�
+ M�P�
, M�P�
- M�P�
. M�P�
/ M�P�
0 M�P�

1 M�P�
2 M�P�
3 M�P�
4 �P�
5 M�P� � �N �
6 �N�
7 �N�
8 ¡N¥
9 �N�
: �N�
C �N �
D �N �
E �N�
F �N�

G N�
H �N�
I N�
J �N�
K �N�
L � N �
M �N �
N � N �
O MKqC
P M�q�
Q M�q� 
6EMT 2CPF�

�[¤�
R M�
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059 one/ un/ mókó

ECTFKPCN� KPCPKOCVG�
# CNu
$ CNu
% CNl
& CNl
' CNu � CNl
( CNu
) CNu � CNl
* �N�
+ �N�
, �N�
- �N�
. �N�
/ �N�
0 �N�

1 �N�
2 �N�
3 �N�
4 �N�
5 �N�
6 �N�
7 �N�
8 �N�
9 �N�
: �N�
C �N�
D �N�
E �N�
F �N�

G �N�
H �N�
I �N�
J �N�
K �N�
L �N�
M �N�
N �N�
O �N«
P �N�
Q �N�
R �N�D�

060 two/ deux/ míbalé
# TK
$ TK
% TK
& TK
' TK
( TK
) TK
* T¤
+ ¤T¤
, T¤
- T¤
. T¤
/ T¤
0 T¤

1 T¤
2 T®
3 T¤
4 D°Y
5 ¤T¤
6 ¥T¤
7 ¤T¤
8 ¤T¤
9 ¤T¤
: ¤T¤ �  T¤
C ¤T¤
D ¤T¤
E ¤T¤ �  T¤
F T�

G  T¤
H ¤T¤
I ¤T¤
J ¤T¤
K ¤T¤
L ¤T¤
M ¤T¤
N ¤T¤
O �T�
P �T¤
Q �T¤
R �T¤
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061 three/ trois/ mísáto
# PC
$ PC � P{VW
% P{VW
& PC � P{VW
' PC
( PC
) PC
* P�
+ P�
, P�
- P�
. P�
/ P�
0 P�

1 P�
2 P�
3 P�
4 �P�
5 �P�
6 P�
7 P�
8 �P�
9 P�
: P�
C P�
D P�
E PªP�
F PªP�

G P�
H �P�
I P� � PªP�
J PªP�
K PªP�
L P�
M �P�
N ¥P�
O �P�
P KPC
Q KPC
R PC

062 four/ quatre/ míne
# UW
$ UW
% UW
& UW
' UW
( UW
) UW
* U�
+ U�
, U�
- U�
. U�
/ U�
0 U�

1 U�
2 U�
3 U�
4 U±
5 UW
6 U�
7 U�
8 UW
9 U�
: U�
C U²
D U²
E �U�
F U²

G U�
H �U�
I U²
J U²
K U²
L U�
M �U�
N �U�
O �U�
P �U�
Q �U�
R �U�
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063 five/ cinq/ mítánó
# PLK
$ PLK
% PLK
& PLK
' PLK
( PLK
) PLK
* PL�
+ PL�
, PL�
- PL�
. PL�
/ PL�
0 PL�

1 PL�
2 PL�
3 PL�
4 PL¥
5 V¨²
6 Vª²
7 Vª²
8 V¨²
9 Vª²
: V¨²
C V¯Y�
D V¯Y�
E V�Y¥
F V�¹�

G V�Y�
H V��
I V¯Y�
J V¯Y�
K V¯Y�
L V¨�
M ¤V¨�
N ¤V¯�
O Vª²
P Vª�
Q Vª�
R Vª�

064 warm/ chaud/ móto

G�I� YGCVJGT�
# vOv
$ vOv
% vOv � LG
& COv � vOv
' COv � [vv
( COv � LG � [v
) COv
* COv
+ �OY�
, �O�
- N¯Oº� � �O�
. N¯Oº�
/ N¯Oº� � �O�
0 �O�

1 �E�T� 
�HKTG�T��
2 �O�
3 �O�
4 O� � [Q[Q
5 �O�
6 M�M¯
7 M�M¯
8 M�M¯
9 M�M� � [±y
: �O�O�
C �·�\� � o±
D �HKTG�T�
E ·�\�
F ·�\�

G ·®\�
H ·�
I �HKTG�T� � ·®\�
J �E¥T� � ·®\�
K �E¥T� � ·®\�
L �HKTG�T� � [²±
M �HKTG�T� � [²±
N �HKTG�T�
O 01 '064;
P 01 '064;
Q [Q[Q
R �U�PC 
EH�����
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065 cold/ froid/ mpío

G�I� YGCVJGT�
# KpkG
$ KpkG
% KpkG
& GpG
' GpG
( GpG
) GpG
* p � fp¥
+ p
, M�p®
- M�pº� � M�p®
. M�pº�
/ M�pº� � M�p®
0 M�p®

1 M�p®
2 M�F®T�
3 Mx·x
4 �pº
5 M®p® � �·�·� �

{mW{mW
6 M�F�
7 N�M�
8 {mW{mW
9 ®ID
: fm�fm�
C �PL²
D �ID�\�T°
E COD�\� � ®ID

F �OD�\�
G �OD�\�
H ®ID
I �OD�\�
J �OD�\�
K �OD�\�
L IDT�
M �IDT�
N �ID
O �mk�
P vDkv
Q xDkv
R �pW� � M�OD�OD®

066 long/ long/ molaí

JQTK\QPVCN�
# MCEC � F{OD{N{
$ MCEC � F{OD{N{
% MCEC � F{OD{N{
& MCEC � F{OD{N{
' CEkC
( ECTK � F{OD{N{
) MCEC
* �E�
+ �Ek�
, M�Ek�
- M�Ek�
. M�Ek�
/ M�Ek�
0 M�Ek�

1 M�Ek�
2 M�Ek� � X�V�
3 M�Ek�
4 �Eº�
5 �E� � �©I¯X�X�
6 �Ek�
7 �Ek�
8 �E�
9 �E�
: �E�
C �\��
D �\°T�
E v\l
F \�

G \�
H �\�
I \�
J \��
K \�
L �\�T�
M �\�T�
N �\¯�
O �\u
P C\u
Q C\Q
R �\k�

067 tall/ grand/ molaí

G�I� VCNN OCP�
&+537#.+(+'& 
UCOG CU ����



068 short/ petit/ mokúsé

G�I� UJQTV OCP�
# qCIlTC
$ qCIlTC
% qCIlTC
& qCIlTC
' qCIlTC
( qCIlTC
) MWFW©kC
* q�I¯T� � M²V²Y�
+ ¨N¥
, V¨N�
- V¨N�
. V¨N�
/ V¨N�
0 V¨N�

1 V¨N�
2 V¨N�
3 V¨N�
4 ¨N¥
5 ¨N¥ � ¨N¥X�
6 ¨N¥X�
7 ¨N¥X�
8 ¨N¥X�
9 ¨N¥
: ¨N¥X�
C �N�
D �N¥
E �N¥
F �N�©�

G �N¥
H �N¥
I �N¥�
J �N¥�
K �N¥�
L �N¥�
M �N¥�
N �N¥©�
O �N¥
P �N¥
Q CNK
R �N�P� � M�p�T�

069 red/ rouge/ motání
# uMC
$ uMC � lMC
% uMC � lMC
& CMC
' uMC � lMC
( lMC
) CMC
* M|M�
+ �M�
, M�M�
- M�M�
. M�M�
/ M�M�
0 M�M�

1 M�M�
2 M�M�
3 M�M�
4 �M�
5 �M�
6 �M�
7 M|T�
8 �M�
9 �M�
: �M�
C �M�
D ®M�T�
E �M�
F �M�

G �M�
H �M�T¯
I �M�
J �M�
K �M�
L �M�
M �M�
N �M�
O KM�
P KMC
Q KMC
R M�N¥P�
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070 black/ noir/ mwíndo
# WPK
$ WPK
% WPK
& {PK
' WPK
( WPK
) {PK
* P~P�
+ �P�
, M�P�
- M�P�
. M�P�
/ M�P�
0 M�P�

1 M�P�
2 M�P�
3 M�P�
4 �q�
5 �P�
6 ¥P¥
7 P¥T�
8 �P�
9 �P�
: �P�
C ¥P�
D ¤P¤T�
E �P�
F �P�

G �P�
H �P�T°
I �P�
J �P�
K �P�
L �P�
M �P�
N �P�
O ¥P¥
P ¥P¥
Q ¥P¥
R �P�PC

071 white/ blanc/ mpémbé
# uPLv
$ uPLv
% uPLv
& uPLv
' uOXv
( uOXv � uPLv
) CPLv
* OX�OX�
+ �OX�
, M�OX�
- M�OX�
. M�OX�
/ M�OX�
0 M�OX�

1 M�OX�
2 M�OX�
3 M�OX�
4 �OX�
5 �OX�
6 �OX�
7 OX�T�
8 �OX�
9 �OX�
: �OX�
C �OX�
D �OXT�
E �OX�
F �OX�

G �OX�
H �OX�T¯
I �OX�
J �OX�
K �OX�
L �OX�
M �OX�
N �OX�
O x©Ik�
P x©Ikv
Q x©Ikv
R �©Ik�
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072 to bite/mordre/kosúa
# uUK
$ uUK
% uUK
& CUK
' uUK
( uUK
) CUK
* E�
+ E�
, E�
- E�
. E�
/ E�
0 E�

1 E�
2 E�
3 E�
4 ¯E�
5 E�
6 E�
7 E�
8 E�
9 E�
: E�
C E��
D KEK
E E�
F E¥

G E�
H E�
I E¥
J E¥
K E¥
L E¥
M E¥
N E¥
O E¤
P U¥
Q U¥
R j�U¥

073 to eat/manger/kolía
# uqC
$ uqC
% uqC
& CqC
' uqC
( uqC
) CqC
* q�
+ q�
, q�
- q�
. q�
/ q�
0 q�

1 q�
2 q�
3 q�
4 ¯q�
5 q�
6 q�
7 q�
8 q�
9 q�
: q�
C q�
D q�
E qC
F q�

G q�
H q�
I qC
J q�
K q�
L q�
M q�
N q�
O q�
P q�
Q q�
R q�
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074 to drink/boire/ komela
# WOXW
$ WOXW
% WOXW
& {OXW
' WOXW
( WOXW
) {OXW
* OX�
+ OX±
, OX�
- OX�
. OX�
/ OX�
0 OX�

1 OX�
2 OX�
3 OX�
4 ¯OD�
5 OX� � OX²
6 OX�
7 OX�
8 OX�
9 OX�
: OD�
C OD²
D OXW
E OX�
F OX�

G OX�
H OX�
I OXW
J OX²
K OX�
L OX²
M OX²
N OX²
O OX±
P OX�
Q OX�
R OD²

075 to vomit/vomir/ kosánza
# WpkG
$ WpG
% WpkG � WpG
& GpG
' WpG
( WpG
) {pkG
* N�p�
+ p�
, p�
- p�
. p�
/ p�
0 p�

1 p�
2 p�
3 p�
4 ¯pº�
5 �p�
6 �p�
7 m�
8 �mº�
9 �ID�
: �m�\�
C ID
D ID�
E uIDv
F �m�

G �ID�
H ID�
I �ID�
J �ID�
K �ID�
L ID�
M ID� � QNG 
 	���
N ID�
O Dk� � uIDv
P DkG
Q DkG
R ²pk¡
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076 to cough/tousser/-kosola

XGTD� �UGG ���� HQT PQWP�
# GMRG
$ GMRG
% GMRG
& GMRG
' GMRG
( GMRG
) GMRG
* �MR�
+ I�
, I�
- I�
. I�
/ I�
0 I�

1 I�
2 I�
3 NC
4 01 '064;
5 I�
6 I�
7 I�
8 01 '064;
9 I�
: I�\�
C I�
D I�
E I�
F I�

G 01 '064;
H I�
I I�
J I�
K I�
L I�
M I�
N I�
O IC � mG
P mv
Q mv
R 01 '064;

077 to suck/ sucer/ ---

G�I� [QWT HKPIGT�
# uP·l � WPLW
$ uP·l � WPLW
% uP·l � WPLW
& uP·l � {PLW
' uP·l � WPLW
( uP·l � WPLW
) CP·l � {PLW
* P·�
+ P·�
, P·�
- P·�
. P·�
/ P·�
0 P·�

1 P·�
2 P·�
3 P·�
4 �P·�
5 P·u � P·� � P\±
6 P·�
7 PL�
8 P·�
9 P·� � PL�
: P·�
C P·�
D P·�
E P·�
F P·�

G P·�
H P·�
I P·�
J P·�
K P·�
L P·�
M P·�
N P·�
O PL²
P PL²
Q PL²
R PF�
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078 to spit/ cracher/ -v-

UCNKXC � �����
# VW � Vl
$ Vl
% Vl
& VW
' VW
( VW
) VW
* Y�
+ Y�
, H�
- H�
. H�
/ H�
0 H�

1 H�
2 D�
3 H�
4 ¯H²
5 H� � Y� � Y�\�
6 Y�
7 Y�
8 [�
9 Y�
: Y�\�
C YK � m�
D Y®
E Y�
F Y�

G Y�
H Y�
I Y®
J Y®
K Y®
L Y�
M Y�
N Y�
O Y�
P YK
Q YK
R Y�

079 to blow/souffler/-pepa
# uXl
$ uXl
% uXl � CXl
& CXl
' uXu
( uXu
) CXl
* X�
+ X�
, X�
- X�
. X�
/ X�
0 X�

1 X�
2 X�
3 Xk�
4 ¯X�
5 X�
6 X�
7 X�
8 X�
9 X�
: X�
C X�
D X�
E X�
F X�

G �X�
H X�
I X�
J X�
K X�
L X� � X�
M X�
N X�
O XQ
P X«
Q X«
R �X�
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080 to whistle/siffler/...

YKVJ OQWVJ� 
OQUV CTG PQWPU�
# MlMkK
$ uNK � MkKMkK
% MlMkK � MkKMkK
& CNK
' uNK
( uNK
) NCNK
* N�N�
+ N¯H�Y�
, N�N� � NuNºC
- N�N� � N�Nº�
. N�Nº�
/ N�N� � N�Nº�
0 N�N�

1 N�Nº�
2 NuNºC
3 N�N�
4 N¯N�
5 �N�
6 �N�N �
7 uNK
8 �N�
9 �N�N�
: �N�
C �N�
D �N�
E uN�
F �N¥N ¥

G �N�
H �N�
I �Nx¬
J �Nx¬
K �Nx¬
L �Nx¬
M �N�
N � Nk¡
O NkG
P NkG
Q NkG
R «N«Nk¡

081 to sing/chanter/-yémba
# �����uwIl
$ �����uwIl � �����

uwIu
% �����uwIl � �����

uwIu
& �����CwIl
' �����uwIu
( �����uwIu
) �����CwIl
* N�wIu wI�
+ N�wIu wI�
, N�wIu wI�
- N�wI� wI�
. N�wIk�wI�

/ N�wI� wI�
0 N�wI� wI�
1 N�wI� wI�
2 N�wIu wI�
3 ����� wI�
4 N�wI�¯wI�
5 ����� wI�
6 ����� wI�
7 ����� wI�
8 ����� wI�
9 ����� wI�
: ����� wI�
C ����� wI�
D ����� wI�

E ����� wI�
F �wI�
G �wI�
H �wI�
I ����� wIu
J �wI�
K �wI�
L ����� wI�
M ����� wI�
N ����� wI�
O ����� wIQ
P ����� wIu
Q ����� wI�
R ����� wI�
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082 to laugh/ rire/ koseka
# WIW
$ WIW
% WIW
& {IW � I�
' WIW
( WIW
) {IW
* �T�I�
+ �T�I�
, �T�I�
- �T�I�
. �T�I�
/ �T�I�
0 �T�I�

1 �T�I�
2 �T�I�
3 �T�I�
4 �I�
5 I� � �T�I� � �T�
6 I�
7 I�
8 �T�
9 I�
: I�\�
C I�
D I±
E QIW
F I�

G �I²
H �I��
I I�
J I�
K I�
L I²
M I²
N I²
O I�
P I�
Q I�
R �I�

083 to talk/causer/-solola
&+537#.+(+'& 
UGG �����

084 to bark/aboyer/-ngánga
# QIDQ
$ QIDQ
% QIDQ � uIDu
& uIDu
' uIDu
( QIDQ � uIDu
) {IDG
* �ID±
+ fIDW
, �ID�
- �ID� � �ID�
. �ID�
/ �ID� � �ID�
0 �ID�

1 �ID�
2 N²N� BC UETGCO	
3 �ID�
4 fID²
5 �m¯ � Cmumu
6 �ID�
7 ID¯
8 Cmumu
9 �ID�
: �ID�\� � �m�\�
C �ID�
D �ID¯
E �ID¯ � �ID�\�
F �¸�

G �ID�
H �ID¯
I �ID¯
J �ID�
K �ID¯
L �ID�
M �ID�
N �ID�
O IDQ
P IDQ
Q IDQ
R �ID�
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085 to smell/sentir/-yóka
# {©IW
$ {©IW
% {©IW
& {©IW
' {©IW
( {©IW
) {©IW
* f©I±
+ ©I±
, ©I±
- ©I±
. ©I±
/ ©I±
0 ©I±

1 ©I±
2 ©I�
3 ©I�
4 f©I�
5 ©I±
6 ©I±
7 ©I±
8 ©I±
9 ©I±
: ©I±
C ©I�
D ©I±
E ©I� � �L¥�U�
F ©I�

G �L¥�U�
H ©I�
I ©I± � �L¥U
J �L¥U
K ©I± � �L¥U
L ©I±
M ©I±
N ©I±
O ©I�
P ©I±
Q ©I±
R ©IW

086 to hear/entendre/-yóka
# vTK
$ vTK
% vTK
& CTK
' CTK
( CTK
) CTK
* �T�
+ V¨[�
, V¨[�
- V¨[�
. V¨[�
/ V¨[�
0 V¨[�

1 V¨[�
2 V�o�
3 V�[�
4 �N�
5 [�
6 [�
7 [�
8 [�
9 [�
: [�
C �T�
D �T®
E �T�
F �T�

G �T�
H �T�
I �T�
J �T�
K �T�
L �T�
M �T�
N �T�
O GTK
P GTK
Q GTK
R �T�
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087 to push/pousser/-súkuma
# WDK
$ WDK
% WDK
& WDK
' WDK
( WDK
) {\G
* \�
+ \�
, \�
- \�
. \�
/ \�
0 \�

1 \�
2 \º|
3 \�
4 ª\�
5 \x � O±
6 \�
7 \�
8 \�
9 \�
: O±\�
C \� � O¤
D \� � O¤
E \� � O®
F O¤

G O®
H O � \�
I O®
J O®
K O® � \�
L \� � O�
M \� � O�
N \� � O�
O \� � OkK � N K
P NK
Q \kG � OkK � N K
R \kG

088 to pull/tirer/-bénda
# vUv
$ vUv
% vUv
& CUv � vUv
' CUv
( CUv
) CUv
* �U�
+ U�
, U�
- U�
. U�
/ U�
0 U�

1 U�
2 U�
3 U�
4 �U�
5 CU�
6 U�
7 U�
8 CU�
9 U�
: U
C U�
D U
E Uv � �U�
F U

G �U�
H U�
I Uv
J U
K �U�
L �U�
M �Uv¬
N �Uv
O vU�MC � MW
P MW
Q MW
R V²
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089 to throw/lancer/-bwáka
# uXl
$ uXl
% uXl
& CXl
' uXu
( uXu
) CXl
* X±
+ X±
, m�
- m�
. m�
/ m�
0 m�

1 m�
2 m�
3 m�
4 ¯X°
5 m� � X¤
6 X¤
7 X¤
8 m�
9 m� � X¤
: m� � P·�\�
C m�
D ®m
E m�
F m�

G m�
H m�
I mv
J m
K m�
L m�
M m� � PL�
N m� � X� � PL�
O XK
P XK
Q XK
R D²

090 to hit/ frapper/
MQD¡VC 
YKVJ C UVKEM�

# umK
$ umK
% umK
& CmK
' umK
( umK
) CmK
* E�
+ Ek�
, Ek�
- Ek�
. Ek�
/ Ek�
0 Ek�

1 Ek�
2 Ek�
3 Ek�
4 ¯wI�
5 E� � X��
6 ID�
7 Ek�
8 X�
9 ID�
: ID�
C ID�
D ID�
E E�
F E�

G E�
H U�
I ID�
J ID�
K ID�
L ID�
M ID�
N ID�
O ©ID�
P ©ID�
Q ©ID�
R �©ID� 
6WEMGT

O©��
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091 to swim/ nager/ kowága
# vNv
$ vNv
% vNv
& vNv
' KNv
( KNv
) DCLu � IDQLQ
* D¯L¯
+ Y� � Ek� 
�LWOR��

�JKV��
, YC 
�LWOR =KP?

YCVGT��
- [~ Y� � [~ Ek�
. [~ Y� � [~ Ek�
/ [~ Y� � [~ Ek�

0 [~ Y� � [~ Ek�
1 [~ Y� � [~ Ek�
2 Y�
3 Y� � Ek�
4 ¯p� [~ 
�HCNN

YCVGT��
5 Ek| � U�
6 E�
7 ID�
8 U�
9 M�
: Y� � U�
C Y
D Y
E U� 
�JKV YCVGT��

F U�
G [~ U�
H [~ U� � [~ ID�
I U� 
�JKV YCVGT��
J [~ U�
K [~ U�
L Y� � Y


�LWOR�!�
M Y
N Y
O p� 
�HCNN�!�
P p�
Q p�
R ²p�

092 to sit/s'asseoir/-fánda
# uTK
$ uTK
% uTK
& CTK
' uTK
( uTK
) CTK
* T�
+ T�
, N�T�
- N�T�
. N�T�
/ N�T�
0 N�T�

1 N�T�
2 N�T�
3 N�T�
4 01 '064;
5 uTx
6 �T�
7 �T�
8 uTx
9 T� � �T�
: �T�
C T�
D T®
E T�
F T�

G T�
H �T�
I T®
J T®
K T®
L T®
M T®
N T®
O T¤
P T�
Q T�
R �T�
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093 to stand/ se lever/
�V¡NGOC 
UVCPF WR�

# u©IC
$ u©IC
% u©IC
& C©IC
' u©IC
( u©IC
) C©IC
* ©I�
+ ©I�
, ©I�
- ©I�
. ©I�
/ ©I�
0 ©I�

1 ©I�
2 ©I�
3 ©I�
4 ¯©I�
5 ©I�
6 ©I�
7 ©I�
8 ©I�
9 ©I�
: ©I� � R� V� 
R� �

HQQV�
C U�
D ©I�
E R� Uu

F R� U¯
G R� U�
H R� U¯
I R� U¯
J R� U¯
K R� U¯
L ©I�
M ©I�
N ©I�
O ©IC
P ©I�
Q ©I�
R �p� �T²U¤ � �p�

�T�U�

094 to lie/ se coucher/
MQN�NC 
FQYP�

# �BUNGGR	 
�����
$ �BUNGGR	 
�����
% �BUNGGR	 
�����
& �BUNGGR	 
�����
' 01 '064;
( 01 '064;
) �BUNGGR	 
�����
* f[�
+ 01 '064;
, f[¥
- f[¥
. f[¥
/ f[¥ � Mf[¥
0 f[¥

1 Mf[¥
2 f[¥
3 f[¥
4 f[�
5 f[�
6 Ov
7 �[¤
8 f[�
9 N�
: 01 '064;
C N�
D N�
E NC
F N�

G N�
H �N�T�
I N�
J N�
K N�
L N�
M N�
N N�
O 01 '064;
P N�T�
Q N�T�
R QNCTK
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095 to fall/tomber/-kwéya
# upv
$ upv
% upv
& upv � Cpv
' upv
( upv
) Cpv
* p�
+ p�
, p�
- p�
. p�
/ p�
0 p�

1 p�
2 p�
3 p�
4 �p�p�
5 �p� � p�
6 p�
7 p�
8 �p�
9 p�
: �p�
C 01 '064;
D �p�
E vpv
F p�

G �p�
H �p�
I p�
J p�
K p�
L �p�
M �p�
N �p�
O pv
P pG
Q pv
R ªp�

096 to sleep/dormir/-lála
=PQWP � ����?
# 01 '064;
$ 01 '064;
% 01 '064;
& 01 '064;
' 01 '064;
( 01 '064;
) 01 '064;
* M�
+ M�
, M�
- M�
. M�
/ M�
0 M�

1 M�
2 M�
3 M�
4 ¯M�
5 M�
6 M�
7 M�
8 M�
9 M� � N�
: M�
C M�
D Mª
E Mu
F Mª

G M�
H 01 '064;
I M�
J M�
K M�
L Mª
M Mª
N Mª
O MQ
P 01 '064;
Q 01 '064;
R 01 '064;
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097 to wash/laver/-sókola

GI� C RQV�

# uLC
$ uLC
% uLC
& CLK
' uLK
( uLK
) CLK
* L®
+ L ®
, L ®
- L®
. L®
/ L®
0 L®

1 L®
2 L�
3 L�
4 N�U�
5 Lx
6 L®
7 L®
8 Lx
9 L®
: ¯L®
C ¯L®
D ¯L®
E uL®
F ¯L®

G ªL®
H �L®
I ¯L®
J ¯L®
K ¯L®
L L � � °L�
M °L�
N °L®
O L� � UCMC
P L�
Q L�
R �Lk�

098 to wash/ laver/ súkola

GI� ENQVJGU�
&+537#.+(+'& 
UCOG CU ���

099 to scratch/ gratter/
�MRGTC 
YKVJ HKPIGTPCKN�

# uMu
$ uMu
% uMu
& CMkC
' uHC
( CXC
) CMkC
* X
+ X
, X
- X
. X
/ X
0 X

1 X
2 X�
3 X
4 �X�
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 X
9 X®
: X\�
C I®
D X®
E Xx\�
F X®

G X®
H X�
I X®
J X®
K X®
L X�
M X�
N X®
O Ik¤
P IkK
Q IkK
R �X²
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100 to pour/verser/ kosopa

NKSWKF HTQO C EWR�
# uUl
$ uUl
% uUl
& CUl
' uFC
( uFC
) CFC
* F�
+ F�
, F�
- F�
. F�
/ F�
0 F�

1 F�
2 F�
3 F�
4 ¯p�
5 F�
6 F�
7 F�
8 F�
9 F�
: F�
C ¯U�
D ¯U°
E F�
F p�

G F�
H �U�
I p�
J p�
K ¯U� � p�
L U�
M U°
N U°
O U� � U±
P UQ
Q EQ
R EW

101 mouth/ bouche/ monoko
# MCNC
$ MCNC
% MCNC
& MCNC
' MCNC
( MCNC
) VK
* V�
+ V �
, V �
- V�
. V�
/ V�
0 V�

1 V�
2 V�
3 V�
4 V�
5 V�
6 V¥
7 V�I�
8 01 '064;
9 V� � V ¥
: V�
C V¥ N�
D V�
E V�
F V� � V � N�

G V�
H V �
I V�
J V� N�
K V �
L V �
M V�
N V �
O VK
P V¥
Q V¥
R V�
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102 hair/ cheveux/ nsúki

�JGCF�JCKT�

# ·KMvTK
$ ·KMvTK � ·KEKTK
% ·KEKTK
& ·K�mK � ·KEKTK
' 01 '064; � ·K�mK
( 01 '064; � ·K�mK
) 01 '064; � ·K�mK
* 01 '064;
+ 01 '064;
, 01 '064;
- 
UGG �� ����� ·¤�m�
. 
UGG �� ����� ·¤�m�
/ 
UGG �� ����� ·¤�m�
0 
UGG �� ����� ·¤�m�

1 
UGG �� ����� ·¤�m�
2 01 '064;
3 01 '064;
4 01 '064;
5 01 '064;
6 �m� 
VQPG FKHH� HT � ���
7 �m� 
VQPG FKHH� HT � ���
8 ��PQ FCVC��
9 �m� 
VQPG FKHH� HT � ���
: 01 '064;
C �D¥
D �m¥
E �m¥
F �m¥

G �m¥
H �m¥
I �m¥
J �m¥
K �D¥
L �m¥
M �m¥
N �m¥
O �D¥
P �m¥
Q �m¥
R F¤�m�

103 buttocks/ fesses/ masókó

TWOR�

# \vXl
$ \vXl
% \vXl
& {NKOK
' {NKOK
( {NKOK
) MuFu
* ¯F�
+ P«F²
, V¨T�
- V¨T�
. V¨T�
/ V¨T�
0 V¨T�

1 V¨T�
2 V�T�
3 V¨T�
4 V�T� � �m�
5 P«F²
6 PF�
7 P«F²
8 01 '064;
9 P«F²
: P«F²
C 01 '064;
D P«F²\�
E P«F² � �T�
F �T�

G PF� � �T�
H PF� � �T� � V�
I �T�
J �T�
K PF² � �T� � �V�
L P«F²
M P«F²
N ¤PF²
O PF² � \N�·¤
P \vNGFK
Q \vNvFK
R H¯N�
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104 f(ee)t/pied(s)/makolo
HQQV

# RC
$ RC
% RC
& RC
' RC
( RC
) RC
* R�
+ R�
, R�
- R�
. R�
/ R�
0 R�

1 R�
2 R�
3 R�
4 R�
5 R� � R�
6 R�
7 R�
8 01 '064;
9 R�
: R�
C M�
D R�
E R�
F R�

G R�
H R�
I R�
J R�
K R�
L R�
M R�
N R�
O R�
P R�
Q R�
R R�

105 hand(s)/main(s)/ mabóko
EH� CTO ����

# ·K
$ ·K
% ·K
& ·K
' ·K
( ·K
) ·K
* ·¥
+ ·¥I�
, ·�M�
- ·�M� � ·�I�
. ·�M�
/ ·�M� � ·�I�
0 ·�I�

1 ·�M�
2 ·�I�
3 ·�
4 ·�
5 ·¥
6 ·�I�
7 ·¥I«
8 01 '064;
9 ·¥
: ·¥
C ·KC � I¥
D ·¥
E ·�
F ·¥

G ·�
H ·�
I ·�
J ·�
K ·�
L ·�
M ·�
N ·�
O ·¥
P F¥ � ·�
Q F¥
R F�
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106 guts/ intestines/ kámba
PC UQR« 
KPVGUVKPGU�

# KEK
$ KEK
% KEK
& KEK
' KHK
( KHK
) KEK
* H~
+ H�
, H�
- H�
. H�
/ H�
0 H�

1 H�
2 H�
3 H�
4 H�
5 H�
6 H�
7 �H�
8 01 '064;
9 H�
: H�
C H¥M�
D �H�
E H�
F H�

G H�
H H¥
I H�
J H�
K H�
L H�
M �H�
N �H �
O ®Mk¥
P xMkK
Q xMkK
R ®Mk�

107 bone/ os/ mokúa
# MlYC
$ MlYC
% MlYC
& MkC
' H�
( MkC
) MkC
* H�
+ H�
, H�
- H�
. H�
/ H�
0 H�

1 H�
2 H�
3 H�
4 H�
5 H�
6 H�
7 H�
8 01 '064;
9 H�
: H�N�I�
C E¯�
D E¯M�
E H�N�M�
F H�N�M�

G H�N�
H H�N�
I H�N�M�
J H�N� � H�N�M�
K H�N� � H�N�M�
L H�N�M�
M H�N�M�
N ¤H�
O JkC
P Mk�
Q Mk�
R Mk�
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108 urine/ urine/ masúba
# MW·{
$ MW·{
% MW·G � MW·{
& MW·G
' W·G
( W·G
) MW·G � MW·{
* �·�
+ �·�
, M�·�
- M�·�
. M�·�
/ M�·�
0 M�·�

1 M�·�
2 M�·�
3 M�·�
4 �·�
5 �·�
6 �·�
7 �·�
8 01 '064;
9 �·� � �·�
: ²·²
C �·�
D �·�
E �·�
F �·�

G u·�
H �·�
I �·�
J �·�
K �·�
L �·�
M �·�
N �·�
O W·¡
P ±·kG
Q ±Fkv
R �Fk�

109 heart/ coeur/ motéma
# M{UK
$ M{UK
% M{UK
& M{UK
' M{UK
( M{UK
) M{UKVK
* E�E�N�
+ 
��DNQQF�JQWUG��
, 
��DNQQF�JQWUG��
- M�T�FL�
. M�T�FL�
/ M�T�FL�
0 M�T�FL�

1 M�T�FL�
2 
��DNQQF�JQWUG��
3 M�N�
4 
��DNQQF�JQWUG��
5 �\¥
6 ¡U¥
7 ¡U¥
8 01 '064;
9 ¡U¥
: �\¥
C CUK � E²N²
D �U¥ � E²N²
E �U¥ � EWNW
F E�N�

G �U¥
H �U¥ � E²N²
I �U¥
J �U¥ � E�N�
K �U¥ � E�N�
L �U¥
M �U¥
N �U¥
O �U¥ � E�N�
P CUK
Q CUK
R �U�F¤
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110 liver/ foie/ lifwá
# VlIl
$ VlIl
% VlIl
& VlIl
' lIl
( lIl
) MuIl
* �I�
+ �I�
, V�I�
- V�I� � V�IY�
. V�IY�
/ V�I� � V�IY�
0 V�I�

1 V�IY�
2 V�I�
3 V�I�
4 �U�
5 �I�
6 �I�
7 �I�
8 01 '064;
9 �I�
: �I�
C �U¥
D �U¥
E �I�
F �U¥

G �I�
H �I�
I �Il
J �I�
K �I�
L �I�
M �I�
N �I�
O NªI«
P NQIQ
Q NQIQ
R 01 '064;

111 person/ personne/ motu
JWOCP
# Nx·x
$ Nx·x
% Nx·x
& Nx·x
' Nx·x
( Nx·x
) Nx·x � K L K NC©IkC
* ¯L�N�
+ m�·®
, O�PFº�
- O�PF� � O�PFº�
. O�PFº�
/ O�PFº�
0 O�PF�

1 O�PFº�
2 N�I�
3 O�PFº� � O�·�
4 O�·�
5 p� � m�
6 m�
7 m�
8 01 '064;
9 m�
: m�
C m�
D m�
E D�
F D�

G m�
H D�
I m�
J m�
K m�
L m�
M m�
N m�
O m�
P OCp¥ � mC
Q OQp¥ � mC
R O¯p� � P�P�
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112 child/ enfant/ mwána

QH KVU RCTGPVU�
# ©ICIC
$ ©IkC
% ©IkC � ©ICIC
& ©IkC
' OXCIC
( ©IkC � ©ICIC
) ©IkC
* OX�
+ OX�V¥
, OX�
- OX�
. OX�
/ OX�
0 OX�
1 OX�

2 OX�
3 OX�
4 OX�
5 OX�
6 OX�
7 OX�
8 01 '064;
9 OX�
: OX�
C OX�
D OD�V¥ � DªTªPL¥


 	���
E OX�
F OX�
G OX�

H OX�
I OX�
J OX�
K OX�
L OX�
M ©I�V¥
N ©I�V¥
O OXC � D�T�©Ik� �

m�T�
P mCTC©IkC � mCTC
Q DQTC
R ©IY� 
6EMT JCF

BmQT�	�

113 tortoise/tortue/ bándákpé
# VWMWMW
$ VWMWMW
% VWMWMW
& {MWMW
' VWMWMW
( VWMWMW
) {MW{MW
* ±M±M±
+ ªM±M±
, V¤V ¤M¯ � V ¤ V ¤Mª
- V¤V¤Mk� � V¤ V ¤M¯
. V¤V ¤Mk�
/ V¤V¤Mª
0 V¤V¤M¯

1 V¤V¤Mª
2 V¤V ¤M¯
3 V¤V¤Mª
4 ¯M°¯M°
5 ªM±M±
6 �M�M�
7 �M�M�
8 01 '064;
9 °M°M°
: ±M±M±
C ªM±±M±
D ªM±M±
E ªM±M±
F ªM±M±

G ªM±M±
H ªM±M±
I ªM±M±
J ªM±M±
K ªM±M±
L ªM±M±
M ±M±M±
N ±M±M±
O QMW
P QMW
Q QMW
R ¯M¯M�
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114 fish/ poisson/ samáki
# MºKmK
$ VKmK � MºKmK
% VKmK
& MKmK
' KmK
( KmK
) MºvmK
* ¤m�
+ O¯I¯N¯
, M�Uº�
- M�Uº�
. M�Uº�
/ M�Uº�
0 M�Uº�

1 M�Uº�
2 M�Uº�
3 M�Uº�
4 m�
5 ¤m¥
6 ¤m¤
7 ¤m¥
8 01 '064;
9 ¤m¥
:  m�
C ¤m¥
D ¤m¥
E GmK
F  m�

G GDK � �m¥
H m�
I  m¥
J  m¥
K  m¥
L ¤m¥
M ¤m¥
N ¤m¥
O  mK
P Gm¥
Q Gm¥
R  m�

115 wing(s)/aile(s)/ mapapú
# MWHW
$ MWHW
% MWHW
& MWHW
' WHW
( WHW
) Mk{HW
* ²H²
+ �H�T�m�
, M�H²
- M�RH² � M�H²
. M�H²
/ M�RH² � M�H²
0 M�H²

1 M�H²
2 M�H² � M�r²
3 M�r²
4 ¯R�
5 ²R¤ � ²R¥
6 ²R¥
7 �H�T�m�
8 01 '064;
9 WRK
: ²R²
C ªR¤N¡
D «R¥R¥
E ²R¤
F 01 '064;

G ²R¤
H ¯R�
I ²R¤ � ªR¤N�
J ªR¤N�
K ªR¤N�
L �R�N¡D²
M QRKRK � ²R¥R¥
N QRKRK � ²R¥R¥
O «R¥T¥E�E� � QRKRK
P QRKTKEvEv
Q QRKTKMvMv
R QRKIv
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116 meat/ viande/ mosoni

EH CPKOCN �����
# K\C
$ K\C
% K\C
& K\C
' K\C
( K\C
) K\C
* �¹�
+ \|
, \|
- \� � \|
. \|
/ \|
0 \�

1 \|
2 \|
3 \|
4 ¯\� � �q�
5 \|
6 \|
7 \|
8 01 '064;
9 \|
: \|
C \�
D \C
E \C
F \�

G \|
H \�
I \C
J \|
K \�
L \|
M ¤\�
N ¤\�
O ¤\�
P K\C
Q K\C
R ¤\�

117 salt/ sel/ tékwa
# V{[K
$ V{[K
% V{[K
& V{[K
' V{[K
( V{[K
) M{oK
* ¨j¥
+ ¨j¥
, V¨jK
- V¨j� � V¨j¥
. V¨j¥
/ V¨j� � V¨j¥
0 V¨j�

1 V¨j¥
2 V¨j¥
3 V¨j¥
4 ¨j¥
5 ¨o¥
6 V¥MR«
7 �o� � V ¥MR«
8 01 '064;
9 �o� � V ¥MR«
: �o�
C �j¥
D �j¥
E �j¥
F �j¥

G ¨o¥
H �j¥
I �j¥ � ¨o¥
J �j¥
K �j¥
L �j¥
M �j¥
N �j¥
O �j¥
P Cj¥
Q Cj¥
R �j�
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118 seed/semence/ (milóná)

HQT RNCPVKPI�
# MkuTK
$ MkuTK
% MkuTK � MkCTK
& MkuTK
' uTK
( uTK
) MkCTK
* �T¤
+ ©I��T¤
, M�T®
- M�T®
. M�T®
/ M�T®
0 M�T®

1 M�T®
2 M�T®
3 M�T®
4 M�T®
5 �T�
6 �T�
7 �T�
8 01 '064;
9 �T�
: ¯T�
C ¯T�
D ¯T�
E ¯T�
F 01 '064;

G ¯T�
H ¯T�
I ¯T�
J ¯T�
K ¯T�
L ¯T�
M °T�
N °T�
O ¯T�
P uTK
Q QTK
R ¯T�

119 (metal)/ (métal)/ ---
KTQP 
OGVCN�
# NuIku � OupK
$ NuIu
% NuIu
& NuIu
' NuIu � OupK
( OupK
) fF� � NuIu
* fF�
+ N�H�
, �[�
- �[�
. �[�
/ �[�
0 �[�

1 �[�
2 �[�
3 �[�
4 �U¯
5 �[�
6 �[�
7 01 '064;
8 01 '064;
9 �[�
: 01 '064;
C �[�
D �[�
E C[C
F �o�

G �[�
H �[�
I �[� � �[�
J �[�
K �[�
L �[�
M �[�
N �[�
O �K[�
P CK[C
Q CK[C
R ªp�
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120 spear/ lance/ likongá
# {\W
$ {\W
% {\W
& {\W
' {\W
( {\W
) {\W
* ¨L²
+ ¨L²
, F®N®
- F®N®
. F®N® � F®Nº�
/ F®N® � F®Nº�
0 F®N®

1 F®N®
2 F®N®
3 F®N®
4 ¨L²
5 �L²
6 ¨L²
7 ¨L²
8 01 '064;
9 ¨L²
: �L²
C �L²
D �L²
E CL²
F �L²

G �L²
H �L²
I �L²
J �L²
K �L²
L �L²
M �L²
N �L²
O �L²
P CL²
Q CLW
R �L�

121 war/ guerre/ etumba

DCVVNG�
# MºKNC
$ MºKNC
% EKNC
& EKNC � MKNC
' EKNC � MKNC
( MKNC
) MlODC � MKNC
* �L² � T²H�T�H± �

¯OD�
+ N¨H²
, �LW
- �L�
. �L²
/ �L�

0 �L�
1 �L²
2 N¨r²
3 �L² � N¨r²
4 N¨R² � ¯·�
5 ¯OD�
6 �OD�
7 �OD�
8 01 '064;
9 °OD�
: ¯OD�
C �p¥
D �p¥
E ¯OD� � �p¥

F �p¥
G 01 '064;
H �p¥
I �p¥
J �p¥
K �p¥
L �p¥
M �p¥
N �p¥
O «pº� � u¶C
P u¶C
Q u¶C
R �L�
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122 sky/ ciel/ lóra
# mW[C� XumW[C� Xu�

NGYG
$ mW[C� XumW[C� Xu
% mW[C� XumW[C� Xu
& mW � XuNGYG
' mW � mW[C
( mW[C � Xu
) mW
* m�
+ m±
, m±
- m±
. m±
/ m±

0 m±
1 m±
2 m±O¤m�N�
3 m±
4 m±
5 m±
6 01 '064;
7 ·�M�Nª
8 01 '064;
9 ·�M�Nª
: m�
C m±
D m±
E m±

F m±
G m±
H m±
I m± � ¥T¥ V K
J m± � ¥T¥ V K
K m±
L m±
M m±
N m±
O m±
P m±
Q m±
R 01 '064;

=�BWR	! 
6EMT�?

123 wind/ vent/ mopepe
# uNK
$ uNK
% uNK
& uNK � CNK
' uNK
( uNK
) CNK
* M¨I±Of � ®N�
+ M¨I±O�
, NºC
- Nº|
. Nº| � Nº�
/ Nº| � Nº�
0 Nº|

1 Nº�
2 Nº�M�
3 M¨I�OX�
4 ¯N�
5 M¨I±O�� M�I°O��

¯N�
6 M�I°O�
7 MªI±O«
8 01 '064;
9 °N�
: �M±N²I²
C �N�
D uN�
E ¯N� � �N²M²M�

F �N¥ � �N²M²M��
�M�N²M�

G ¯N�
H ¯N�
I ¯N� � �M²M±
J ¯N�
K ¯N�T�M� � �M²M±
L ¯N�
M °N�
N �N²M²M±
O GTK
P uNx � vTvXK
Q uN�
R ¯N�
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124 dew/rosée/mái na ntóngó
# PiWTWNK
$ PiWTWNK � PFWTWNK
% PFWTWNK
& PF{T{NK
' PF{T{NK
( PF{T{NK
) PF{T{NK
* �P·�N¥
+ fP·fN¥
, V�P·xN�
- V�P·�N�
. V�P·�N�
/ V�P·�N� � V�P·�N�
0 V�P·�N�

1 V�P·�N�
2 V�PF�Nº�
3 �P·�PF�
4 ¯N¯T�
5 �P·�N�I²
6 �P·¥N¥I²
7 �P·¥N¥I«
8 01 '064;
9 {P·KN¥I«
: �P·�N�
C �P·�N¥
D �P·�N¥
E �P·�N¥
F �P·�N¥

G �P·�N¥
H �P·�N¥
I �P·�N¥
J �P·�N¥
K �P·�N¥
L fP·fN¥M�
M �P·�N¥M�
N �P·�N¥M�
O �P·�N¥
P CPFCNK
Q CPFCNK
R �PF�PFN�

125 river/ cours d'eau/ --
# IlNl
$ IlNl
% IlNl
& MC[CIC
' IWNWTW � C[CIC
( C[CIC
) MC[CIC
* �[�I�
+ [~�OD�F® 
EH� [~�
, 
EQORQWPF QP

BYCVGT 	�
- ��PQV GNKEKVGF��
. ��PQV GNKEKVGF��
/ ��PQV GNKEKVGF��
0 ��PQV GNKEKVGF��
1 ��PQV GNKEKVGF��
2 [�P·� 
EH� [~�

3 
EQORQWPF QP
BYCVGT 	�

4 [~m�T� 
EH� [~�
5 
EQORQWPF QP

BYCVGT 	�
6 
EQORQWPF QP

BYCVGT 	�
7 ¯M�
8 
EQORQWPF QP

BYCVGT 	�
9 
EQORQWPF QP

BYCVGT 	�
: 
EQORQWPF QP

BYCVGT 	�
C O T 
D O�T�
E O®Tµ

F 
XCTKCPV QH
BYCVGT 	�

G 
XCTKCPV QH
BYCVGT 	�

H O®Tµ
I O®T®
J O®T®
K O®T®
L O®T®
M O®T®
N O®T®
O OGT¥ � �m²
P OGTK 
6WEMGT

Cm²�
Q OGTK 
6WEMGT

IQN±�
R I�Nª
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126 mountain/ montagne/
PI«OD� 
EH� ��� BUVQPG	�

# mvTv©kC
$ mvTv©kC
% mvTv©kC
& MWPK
' WPKXC
( MWPK 
UCOG CU

��� BUVQPG	�
) Mk{PK
* 
UCOG CU ���

BUVQPG	�
+ T¯X¯
, M¯©I�
- M¯©I�
. M¯©Ik�
/ M¯©I� � M¯©Ik�

0 M¯©I�
1 M¯©Ik�
2 M¯©I�
3 M¯©I�
4 ¯©I�
5 M¯©I� � �T�


�����
6 �T�
7 
UCOG CU ���

BUVQPG	�
8 01 '064;
9 �T�
: �T�
C m¡¡ � GTC
D m¡¡ � KTC

E WP¥ 
UCOG CU ���
BUVQPG	�

F �P¥
G �P¥
H �©I°©I�T�
I «P¥ � m¡
J m¡ � «P¥
K «P¥
L m¡
M m¡ � TC
N m¡
O m¡
P m¡
Q m¡
R m�

127 sand/sable/kénze, mbúmé
# EKqK
$ UK©Iu � EKqK
% UK©Iu
& UK©Iu
' UKqK
( UKqK
) UKqK
* U�q�H�
+ U�q�H�
, U�q�
- U�qº� � U�qº�
. U�qº�
/ U�qº� � U�qº�
0 U�qº�

1 U�qº�
2 U�q�
3 U�q�
4 U�q� � E�q�
5 E�q�
6 E�q�T�H�
7 M�q�M�H�
8 01 '064;
9 E�q�H�
: E�q�H�
C E�q�
D E�q�M�
E E�q�
F E¥q�M�

G E�q�
H E�q�M�
I E�q�M�
J E�q�M�
K E�q�M�
L E�q�M�
M E�q�M�
N E�q�M�
O E®q�Jk¥
P ExqCMkK
Q ExqCMkK
R E¤©�
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128 path/ sentier/ njelá

PQV FKTGEVKQP�
# NKVK
$ NKV K
% NKV K � VCXl
& VCXl
' VCXl
( NKV K � VCXl
) RCVK
* N�V�
+ N�V� � N¡V�
, N�V�
- N�V�
. N�V�
/ N�V�
0 N�V�

1 N�V�
2 N�V�
3 N�V�
4 N�V�
5 N�V� � NGV� � m¥V �
6 N¡V�
7 NGV�
8 01 '064;
9 N¡V�
: D¥V�
C N¡V¤
D N¡V¤
E ITµ
F IT®

G I®T®
H ITµ
I N¡V� � I®T® N²T²
J N¡V� � I T¤
K I®T®N²T²
L I¨T¤M�
M I�T®M¯
N I®T®
O N¡VK
P N¡V�
Q N¡V�
R N�V¤

129 six/ six/ síta

HQT ���������� UGG �����
# ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
$ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
% ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
& ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
' ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
( ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
) ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
* PL�M�\º�
+ PL�M�\º�

, M�\�
- M�\�
. M�\�
/ M�\�
0 M�\�
1 M�\�
2 M�\º�
3 �\º�
4 �\�� � �\º�
5 �\��
6 �\��
7 �\��
8 01 '064;
9 �\��
: �\��
C �\¥�

D �\¥�
E �\��
F �\��
G �\��
H �\��
I �\¥�
J �\¥�
K �\¥�
L �\�� � �\¥� � �\º�
M �\¥�
N �\¥�
O �\¥� � �\º�
P �\¥�
Q �\¥�
R �\K�
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130 seven/ sept/ sába
# ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
$ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
% ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
& ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
' ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
( ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
) ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
* ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
+ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��

, ��EQORQWPF
PWODGT��

- 01 '064;
. 01 '064;
/ 01 '064;
0 01 '064;
1 01 '064;
2 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
3 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
4 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
5 �\¥T¤
6 �\¥T¤
7 �\¥�¤T¤
8 01 '064;
9 �\¥T¤

: �\¥T¤
C �\¥«T¤
D �\¥«T¤
E �\¥¤T¤
F �\¥�T�
G �\K¬T¤
H �\¥T µ
I �\¥T µ
J �\¥T µ
K �\¥T µ
L �\¥T µ
M �\¥«T¤
N �\¥«T¤
O V²F T¤
P V²FGT¤
Q V²FGT¤
R V�FKT¤

131 eight/ huit/ mwambe
# ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
$ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
% ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
& ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
' ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
( ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
) ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
* ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
+ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��

, ��EQORQWPF
PWODGT��

- 01 '064;
. 01 '064;
/ 01 '064;
0 01 '064;
1 01 '064;
2 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
3 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
4 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
5 �T¯
6 �T�
7 �T�
8 01 '064;
9 �T�

: �T¯
C �T¯
D �T¯
E �T¯
F �T¯
G �T¯
H �T¯
I �T¯
J �T¯
K �T¯
L �T¯
M �T¯
N �T¯
O �T¯
P CT¯
Q CT¯
R �T¯



132 nine/ neuf (9)/ libwá
# ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
$ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
% ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
& ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
' ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
( ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
) ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
* ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
+ ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��

, ��EQORQWPF
PWODGT��

- 01 '064;
. 01 '064;
/ 01 '064;
0 01 '064;
1 01 '064;
2 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
3 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
4 ��EQORQWPF

PWODGT��
5 �T¯O®
6 �T¯O¤
7 �T�O¤
8 01 '064;
9 �T¯O¤

: �T�O®
C �T¯O®
D �T¯O®
E �T¯O®
F �T¯O¤
G �T¯O®
H �T�O¤
I �T¯O®
J �T¯O®
K �T¯O®
L �T�O®
M �T�O®
N �Tu¬O®
O ·¥E�N«
P FxECNQ
Q FxECNQ
R V�T¯O

133 ten/ dix/ júmi
# mWVG
$ mWVG
% mWVG
& mWVG
' mWVG
( mWVG
) mWVG
* O�·¥
+ O�·¥
, O�·¥
- O�·¥
. O�·¥
/ O�·¥
0 O�·¥

1 O�·¥
2 O�·�
3 O�·¥
4 PL��MR�
5 O�·¥
6 O�·�
7 O�·�
8 01 '064;
9 O°·�
: O�·¥
C OW·�
D OW·�
E O�·¥
F O�·¥

G O�·¥
H O�·�
I OW·�
J O�·�
K O�·�
L OW·�
M O�·¥
N O�·¥
O OW·K
P OWFK
Q OWFK
R O±F�T�
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134 dry/ sec/ ekaúkí

CU ENQVJGU�
# CYK
$ CYK
% CYK
& CYK
' CYK
( uYK
) CYK
* j�j� � � ¸�
+ o�p�
, Á[�Á[¯
- Á[�Á[¯
. Á[�Á[¯
/ Á[�Á[¯
0 Á[�Á[¯

1 Á[�Á[¯
2 [�·�
3 Á[�Á[¯
4 �o�
5 ox
6 �o�
7 �o�
8 01 '064;
9 �o�
: o�
C ¹�
D �¹¥T�
E C¹¥
F �¹¥

G ¹K
H �¹�
I �¹�
J �¹�
K �¹�
L �¹�T�
M �j�T�
N �j�
O �¹¥
P C¹K
Q C¹K
R ¯¹�

135 hunger/ faim/ nzala
# V{DKTK
$ V{DKTK
% V{DKTK
& V{DKTK
' {DKTK
( {DKTK
) M{DKTK
* N¯H�
+ ¨D¥T¥
, V¨DKT¥
- V¨D¤T¥
. V¨D�T¥
/ V¨D�T¥ � V¨D¤T¥
0 V¨D¤T¥

1 V¨D�T¥
2 V¨D¥T¥
3 V¨D¥T¥
4 ¯N®
5 ¨D¥T¥ � ¨m¥T¥
6 ¨D¥T¥
7 ¨D¥T¥
8 01 '064;
9 ¨D¥T¥
: ¨m¥T¥
C �D¥T¥
D �D¥T¥
E CD¥T¥
F �D�T�

G �D¥T¥
H �D�T�
I �D¥T¥
J �D¥T¥
K �D¥T¥
L �D¥T¥
M �D¥T¥
N �D¥T¥
O �m¥T¥
P CmKTK
Q CmKTK
R Xk�
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136 small/ petit/ moké
# IKNK©kC
$ IKNK©kC
% IKNK©kC
& IKNK©kC
' ICXCXC
( lql©kC � uqu©IkC

� ICCXC
) KFK©IkC
* F�
+ E|
, E�
- E�
. E�
/ E�

0 E�
1 E�
2 E�OX�
3 E�OX�
4 M�[¯
5 O�F�
6 O�F�
7 O�F�
8 01 '064;
9 O�F�
: I�X�
C Y�T� � Y�T�
D Y�T�
E YvTv � I��TQ

F I�P�
G Y�T�
H Y�T� � I��T�
I Y�T� � I�
J Y�T�[� � I�M�PF¥�
K Y�T� � I�
L Y�T�[�
M Y�T��T� � I��T�
N ¤OD¥T�©�
O I�
P IC
Q IC
R Mp�T±

137  round/ rond/ kílílí

EKTEWNCT�
# ©IWNW
$ ©IWNW
% ©IWNW
& ©IWNW
' ©IWNW
( ©IWNW
) R{T{
* R¨T¨
+ R�T¥I±� � ©I�N�YC
, R�T�N¥
- R�T�N¥
. R�T�N¥
/ R�T�N¥
0 R�T�N¥

1 R�T�N¥
2 R�T¥
3 M�R�©I²N²
4 ©I±N±
5 ©I�N�
6 ©I�N�
7 ©I�N�
8 01 '064;
9 ©I�N�
: ©I�N�
C Y�T�
D Y�T�T�
E M¥R�©I²N¥ �

ID²TW¬T² � ©I�N�

F ©I�N�
G M¥R�©I²N¥
H ID²T²±T²
I Y�T��T�
J Y�T��T�
K Y�T¥T�
L Y�T��T�
M R�T¥�T�
N ©I�N�PC¬T� 
!�
O ID²T²ID±T±
P DWTW
Q XWTW
R �N�N�Tª
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138 all/ tous/ nyóso

RGQRNG�
# EKPK
$ MºKVK � EKPK �

MRv[v
% MRv[v
& MºKVK � MRv[v
' MWTG
( MRv[v
) P·K
* P·®
+ V¥ V �
, Y�[�
- Y�[�
. Y�[�
/ Y�[�

0 Y�[�
1 Y�[�
2 M�V�
3 ©ID�
4 ©ID�P·�
5 E�T�
6 E�T�
7 R�T�
8 01 '064;
9 E�T�
: E�T�
C ·¥�
D ·¥�
E ·¥�

F ·¥�
G ·¥�
H ·��
I ·¥� � Y�T�
J ·¥� � Y�T�
K ·¥� � Y�T�
L ·¥�
M ·¥� � R�T�
N R�T�
O Mk�E¥ � MRQ·l
P MkxEK
Q MkxEK
R N�D�F�j

139 many/ beaucoup/ míngi
# CODC
$ CODC
% CODC
& CODC
' CODC
( CODC
) CODC
* �OD�
+ Y}
, DK
- D~
. D~
/ D�
0 D�

1 D�
2 \º|P·�
3 D~ � �P·�H�
4 �P·�H�
5 D~ � �·® � M�T�M�T�
6 M�T�M�T�
7 M�T�M�T�
8 01 '064;
9 M�T�M�T�
: D~ � �·® � M�T�M�T�
C 01 '064;
D ¯m¥T�
E M�T�M�T� � \�T�
F \�T�

G ¸�
H M�T�M�T�� ¸�� \�T�
I M�M��
J M�M�� � �R�
K M�M�� � �R� �

OD�T�
L M�T�M�T�
M M�T�M�T�T�
N °m� � Y�M�M
O MR�·«
P [C[CFQ
Q [C[CFQ
R �m�T±
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140 full/ plein/ etúndi

CU C RQV�
# VkK
$ VkK
% VkK
& VkK
' VkK
( VkK
) Fv
* F�
+ I�
, I�
- I�
. I�
/ I�
0 I�

1 I�
2 I�
3 ��UCOG CU ������
4 I�
5 I�
6 I�
7 ¸�
8 01 '064;
9 ¸�
: I�
C ¸�
D ¸�
E I� � ¸�
F I�D�

G ¸�
H I�¸� � I�D�
I ¸�
J ¸� � \�T�
K ¸�
L ¸�
M ¸�
N ¸�
O ªI�TC � P·�
P FG
Q Fv
R V�

141 good/ bon/ malámu
# MCFl
$ MCFl
% MCFl
& MCFl � CPFKTl
' CPFKTu
( CPFKTl
) CPFKTl
* F�
+ m¯E�M
, F¯T�
- V�P� � F¯T�
. V�P� � F¯T�
/ V�P� � F¯T�
0 V�P� � F¯T�

1 V�P� � F¯T�
2 F�T�
3 F¯T�
4 �MR�
5 m�M�q�
6 �q�U®
7 P�m�
8 01 '064;
9 �q�U® � O�Mv
: D�
C ¯q¤D¡
D O�M�
E ¯q¤T� � DC � �N�T�
F �N�

G ¯q¤T�
H ¯q¤T� � �N� � D�
I ¯q¤T� � O�M� � �N�
J ¯q¤T� � O�M� � �N�
K ¯q¤T� � O�M� � �N�
L ¯q¤T� � O�M� �

�N�T�
M O�M� � �N�T�
N O�M� � �N�T�
O N¯U�
P NuUu
Q NuUu
R ¤PF�P�
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142 new/ nouveau/
���PC U�U¡RK

# VlpK
$ VlpK
% VlpK
& MupK
' upK
( upK
) MupK
* �p�
+ �p�
, V�p�
- V�pº� � V�p�
. V�pº�
/ V�pº�
0 V�p�

1 V�pº�
2 V�p�
3 V�p�
4 ND�F�
5 �p�
6 �p�
7 �p�
8 01 '064;
9 �p�
: �p�
C �p¥ � ¥ODºC¬
D �p¥T�
E up¥
F �p¥

G �p¥
H �p¥Tu�
I �p¥
J �p¥
K �pK¬T�
L �p¥
M �p¥
N �p¥
O �p¥
P lp¥
Q lp¥
R ±Pk�T±

143 who?/ qui?/ náni?
# CpK
$ CpK
% CpK
& CpK
' CpK
( CpK
) CpK
* �p�
+ �p�
, �p�
- �p�
. �p�
/ �p�
0 �p�

1 �p�
2 �p�
3 �p�
4 �p�
5 �p�
6 �p�
7 �p®
8 01 '064;
9 �p�
: �p�T�
C �T¥¥
D �p¥j¥
E �px
F �p¥¶¥

G �pxIx
H �p�
I �p¥j¥
J �p¥j¥
K �p¥j¥
L �p¥
M �p¥
N �p¥j¥
O �pK
P CpK
Q CpK
R �p�
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144 what?/ quoi?/ níni?
# upK[K
$ vpK
% vpK
& vpK
' CpKK
( CpK
) {pK
* �p�
+ �p�
, �p�
- �p�
. �p�
/ �p�
0 �p�

1 �p�
2 �p�©I�
3 �p�
4 �p�
5 �p�[� � �p�
6 �p�
7 �p�
8 01 '064;
9 �p�
: �p�
C �T�P�
D �p�P�
E �p�P�
F �p¥�H�P¥ � ©I�P�

G �pxPx
H �p�N�
I �p�P�
J �p�P�
K �p�P�
L �p²
M �p²P�
N �p²
O �pQ
P CpQ
Q CpQ
R �p�

145 to see/ voir/ komóna
# uP·v
$ uP·v
% uP·v
& GP·v
' uP·v
( uP·v
) P·G
* P·�
+ P·�
, P¯
- P¯
. P¯
/ P¯
0 P¯

1 P¯
2 P·�
3 P·�
4 ¯P·�
5 P·�
6 P·�
7 P·�
8 01 '064;
9 P·�
: P¤\�
C P·
D Pu
E P � PFv � Pv
F P� � P�

G P � P
H P� � P·�
I P � P·
J P � P·
K P·
L P·
M P·
N P·
O PQ � P·v
P P� � PF�
Q PF�
R ¯PF�
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146 to say/ dire/ koloba
# CVC
$ CVC
% CVC
& CVC
' CVC � N K L K
( NKL K
) CVC � NCLK
* �V�V�
+ V�V�
, V�
- V�
. V�
/ V�
0 V�

1 V�
2 M²N¥V�
3 V�
4 N�V�
5 V� � �V�V�
6 V�
7 V�
8 01 '064;
9 �V� � o¯
: V�
C o�
D L¯� ¶�
E ¶Q
F ¶� � �o�

G ¶ª � �o�
H ¶� � �o�
I ou
J o�
K o�
L o�
M o�
N ¶«
O LQ
P ¶«
Q ¶«
R ªpº�

147 to show/montrer/-tálisa
# MCpC
$ MCpC
% MCpC
& MCpC
' MCpC
( MCpC
) MCpC
* �p�
+ �p�
, V�p�
- V�p�
. V�p�
/ V�p�
0 V�p�

1 V�p�
2 V�p�
3 V�p�
4 �p�
5 �p� � p�
6 �F�
7 N¯
8 01 '064;
9 N° � N¯
: �p�
C �p�
D ¯p�
E vp�
F �p�

G �p�
H �p�
I p�
J p� � E�
K p� � E�
L �p�
M �p�
N �p�
O VvF
P VvFv
Q RG
R  ÁY�
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148 to press/ presser/
MQHKPC 
USWGG\G�

# u\u � VKRK
$ u\C
% u\u
& u\u � u\C
' u\C � l\C
( l\C
) C\C
* �R®
+ \k�
, \k�
- \k�
. \k�
/ \k�
0 \k�

1 \k�
2 \k�
3 \k�
4 �p�
5 \�
6 \�
7 Ek|
8 01 '064;
9 \�
: \� � \�\�
C ®P\� � �O® � ®MR�
D ¯P\� � ¯MR�
E �P\� � qx
F �P\�

G q�
H �P\� � q�
I PL® � O® � MR�
J PL® � O® � MR�
K �PL® � O®
L PL� � MR�
M PL� � �MR�
N PL� � �MR�
O \¤
P \K
Q LkK
R OkC

149 to fly/voler/kopomboka

DKTF�
&+537#.+(+'& 
EH� ���� ����
# u©IC
$ u©IC
% u©IC
& C©IC
' u©IC
( u©IC
) C©IC
* ©I� � Y�
+ Y�
, ©I�
- ©I����� � BUVCPF	
. ©I����� � BUVCPF	
/ ©I����� � BUVCPF	
0 ©I����� � BUVCPF	
1 ©I����� � BUVCPF	
2 ©I� � HG

3 ©I� � NQ�
4 ¯©I�
5 ©I�
6 ©I�
7 ©I�
8 01 '064;
9 ©I�
: ©I�
C U�
D ©IC 
�TKUG�UVCPF

����
E Y��
F Y��
G Y��
H U� � Y��
I U��

J U��
K U��
L ©IC 
�TKUG�UVCPF

����
M ©IC 
�TKUG�UVCPF

����
N ©IC 
�TKUG�UVCPF

����
O HG � NQ�
P ©IC 
� ���� � HG

� NQ
Q HG � vPLK
R ªO� 
�TWP�

=6EMT ©IC?
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150 to play/jouer/kosana
# uLK
$ uLK
% uLK
& CLK
' uXK
( uXK � uLK
) CLK
* N�X�
+ N�X�
, N�X�
- N�X�
. N�X�
/ N�X�
0 N�X�

1 N�X�
2 N�X�
3 N�X�
4 N�X�
5 �X�
6 �X�
7 �X�
8 01 '064;
9 �X�
: �X�
C �X�
D CX�
E CXx
F �X�

G �X�
H �X�V�
I �X�
J �X�
K �X�
L �Xx¬
M �XC¬
N �XC¬
O �XC
P QXC
Q QXC
R �N�

151 to give/donner/kopésa
# u\u � u\l
$ u\l
% u\u
& C\l
' C\l
( u\l � C\l
) CEv
* H
+ H
, H
- H
. H
/ H
0 H

1 H
2 H
3 H
4 ¯H
5 H
6 H
7 H
8 01 '064;
9 U
: H
C H
D H
E Hv
F H�

G H
H H�
I H
J H
K H
L H�
M H�
N H
O Jkv
P Mv
Q Mv
R Mk�
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152 to steal/voler/koyíba
# MWIW
$ MWIW
% MWIW
& MWIW
' WIW
( WIW
) MklIW
* �I±
+ �I±
, M�I±
- M�I±
. M�I±
/ M�I±
0 M�I±

1 M�I±
2 M�I±
3 M�I±
4 �I°
5 ±I±
6 �I�
7 ±I²
8 01 '064;
9 �I�
: ±I±
C ªI±
D ªI± 
	��� � ªI¤
E WIW � uIW
F ¯I±

G �I�
H ¯I±
I ªI±
J ªI±
K ªI±
L ªI±
M ±I±
N ±I±
O QIW
P IW
Q IW
R �I�

153 to kill/ tuer/ koboma

CP CPKOCN�
# WHW
$ WHW
% WHW
& WHW � {HW
' WHW
( WHW
) {HW
* H�
+ H�
, r� � H�
- RH� � H�
. RH� � H�
/ RH� � H�
0 RH�

1 RH� � H�
2 r� � H�
3 r�
4 ¯R�
5 H�
6 p�
7 H�
8 01 '064;
9 p�
: p�
C M�
D H± � pK
E H�
F H�

G HW
H H�
I H� � p�
J p� � H�
K p� � H�
L H� � p¤
M p¤
N p¤
O pK
P p¤
Q p¤
R ¤p�
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154 to split/ fendre/
MQR�UQNC 
YQQF�

# VWHW � uIC
$ VWHW � uIC
% VWHW
& CIC
' WHW
( WHW
) {HW
* U�
+ U�
, V�U®
- V�U®
. V�U®
/ V�U®
0 V�U®

1 V�U®
2 U�
3 U�
4 ¯U�
5 �U®
6 �U®
7 �U®
8 01 '064;
9 �U® � �U®
: ¯U®
C �U¤
D �U�
E �U®
F �U

G ¯U®
H �U¥
I �U®
J �U®
K �U®
L �U�
M �U�
N �U�
O �U¤
P CUK
Q NCEkK � \vMv
R 01 '064;


6WEMGT uM��

155 to cultivate/cultiver/
# uUu
$ uUu
% uUu
& CYC � CUl
' lYC
( lYC
) CjC
* ÁY�
+ j�
, j�
- j�
. j�
/ j�
0 j�

1 j�
2 j�
3 j�
4 ¯ÁY�
5 j� � j|
6 j�
7 j�
8 01 '064;
9 j�
: j�
C j� � U�
D j�
E jC � UC
F U� � [�

G j�
H U� � j�
I o� � U�
J U� � [�
K U� � o�
L o|
M j|
N U�
O Uª
P UQ
Q UQ
R �U�
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156 to burn/brûler/ kotumba

VTCPU�� UGG ����
# u\C
$ u\C
% u\C
& C\C
' u\C � l\C
( l\C
) C\C
* \�
+ \�
, \�
- \�
. \�
/ \�
0 \�

1 \�
2 \�
3 \�
4 ¯\�
5 \�
6 \�
7 \�
8 01 '064; � \�
9 \�
: �\�\�
C m|
D m�
E F¯ � X
F X

G F¯
H F� � X

=�\� BITKN NGT 	?
I F° � mC � X�
J F° � m�
K F° � mC � X�
L F�
M m|
N m| � ®X�
O pª
P Fª
Q Fª
R ¯Ik�

157 to swell/enfler/-vímba
# uIC
$ uIC
% uIC
& lIC
' lIC
( lIC
) {OW
* R¤ � I�
+ C·�
, �X�
- �X�
. �X�
/ �X�
0 �X�

1 �X�
2 �X�X�
3 �X�
4 �X�T
5 ²R¤
6 �RK
7 ²R¤
8 01 '064;
9 �RK
: ±R¤
C R¤
D R¤
E RK
F R¤

G R¤
H Rx
I R¤
J R¤
K R¤
L R¤
M �·� � �V�
N �X¯
O R¤
P RK
Q RK
R ¯R�
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158 to fear/av. peur/-bánga
# VQTK
$ VWTK
% VWTK
& MWTK
' WTK
( WTK
) Mk{TK
* T� � ±T¤
+ T�
, T�
- T�
. T�
/ T�
0 T�

1 T�
2 V�T®
3 T�
4 ¯T�
5 T� � �T�
6 01 '064;
7 01 '064;
8 01 '064;
9 T�
: T�\�
C ¯T®
D ¯T®
E QT¤ 
PQWP!�
F T¯

G 01 '064;
H T�
I ¯T®
J ¯T®
K °T®
L �Tx¬
M �Tx¬
N �Tx¬
O «T¤
P TK
Q TK
R �T�

159 to know/connaître/
�[¡DC 
C RGTUQP�

# WPK
$ WPK
% WPK
& {PK
' WPK
( WPK
) {PK
* P¤
+ P¤
, P¤
- P¤
. P¤
/ P¤
0 P¤

1 P¤
2 P®
3 P¤
4 ¯q®
5 P¤
6 P¤
7 P¤
8 01 '064;
9 P¤
: P¤
C P¤
D P¤
E P®
F P�

G P
H P®T�
I P¤
J P¤
K P¤
L P~
M P~
N P¤
O P¤
P P¤
Q P¤
R ¯P�
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160 to want/vouloir/-linga

PGGF�
# uNv
$ uNv
% uNv
& CNv
' uNv
( uNv
) CNG
* N
+ N
, N
- N
. N
/ N
0 N

1 N
2 N
3 N
4 ¯N
5 Nv
6 Nv
7 N
8 01 '064;
9 N
: N
C N 
D N
E N
F N

G N
H NV�
I N
J N
K N
L �N 
M N
N N
O N
P NG
Q NG
R Nv 
6WEMGT� � �PF�

161 to count/ compter/
MQV�PIC

# uVK
$ uVK
% uVK
& CVK
' uVK
( uVK
) CVK
* N�
+ P�
, P� � N�
- P�
. P� � N�
/ P� � N�
0 P�

1 P� � N�
2 P�
3 P�
4 ¯P� � N�
5 N�
6 N�
7 N�
8 01 '064;
9 N�
: N�
C N�
D N�
E N�
F N�

G N�
H N�
I N�
J N�
K N�
L N�
M N�
N N�
O N�
P NC
Q NC
R ¯Nk�
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162 to send/envoyer/-tínda

UQOGDQF[�
# u\l
$ u\l
% u\l
& C\l
' u\u
( u\l
) C\l
* L� � �L�
+ O± � L� � �L�
, O± � L�
- O± � L�
. O±
/ O±
0 O± � L�

1 O±
2 O°�
3 L�
4 ¯L�
5 O� � L�
6 01 '064;
7 01 '064;
8 01 '064;
9 R�
: �I�
C R
D R
E LG � V �R
F V�R

G L�
H L� � V �R
I V¥R
J R
K V¥R
L R�
M V�R�
N R�
O \�
P \G
Q \kG
R \k�

163 to come/ venir/ koyía

FKTGEVKQPCN RTGHKZ � �����
# vNK
$ vNK
% vNK
& CNK
' CNK
( CNK � {EK
) CNK
* �P®
+ �P®
, �N®
- �N®
. �N®
/ �N®
0 �N®

1 �N®
2 �N®
3 �N®
4 [�E�
5 �N®
6 �N�
7 �N�
8 01 '064;
9 ¥O²
: �N®\�
C E�
D �O²
E �O²
F O�

G �O²
H �O�
I �O²
J �O²
K �O²
L �O²
M �O²
N �O²
O  O²
P OW � GM¥
Q OW � GM¥
R M�
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164 to marry/épouser/-bála
# uLv
$ uLv
% uLv
& CLv
' uLv
( uLv
) CLv
* ¸¯ 
BVCMG	� � Iº�


BDW[	�
+ O¯
, O�
- O�
. O�
/ O�

0 O�
1 O�
2 O�
3 O�
4 �©I� BUVCPFWR	!
5 Ou
6 I�
7 I�
8 01 '064;
9 L�
: I®
C T� � PL�
D T±
E L�

F L�
G L�
H L�
I L�
J L�
K L�
L L� � p± � m�
M L� � p± � M�
N p± � ¤m� � M�
O F± � T±F±
P Lk  � pW
Q Iº � pW
R �N�

165 to bear/enfanter/-bóta

IKXG DKTVJ�
# WVK
$ WVK
% WVK
& WVK � {VK
' WVK
( WVK
) {VK
* V�
+ V �
, V �
- V�
. V�
/ V�
0 V�

1 V�
2 V�
3 V�
4 ¯V�
5 VK
6 V�
7 V�
8 01 '064;
9 V®
: V®
C �U¥
D V¥
E VK
F V¥

G V�
H V ¥
I V� � V � � V ¤
J V¤ � �U�
K V ¤ � �U�
L �U�
M V~
N V ~
O VK � �U�
P V¤
Q V¤
R �V�
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166 to bury/ enterrer/
MQMWPFC 
UGG CNUQ �����

# uUv
$ uUv
% uUv
& CUv
' uUv
( uUv
) CmC
* m�
+ U¤
, U¤
- U¤
. U¤
/ U¤
0 U¤

1 U¤
2 U¤
3 U¤
4 ¯U¤
5 U�
6 U¤
7 U¤
8 01 '064;
9 U¤
: U¤
C U�
D ¯U®
E UC
F U�

G U�
H U�
I U�
J U�
K U�
L U�
M ¤U~
N ¤U¤
O UG
P UG
Q vUK
R ¤U�

167 to walk/ marcher/
MQV�ODQNC

# CDC
$ CDC
% CDC
& CDC
' lDC
( lDC
) {EK
* fE¥V�
+ �M¤V� � �M¥V�
, fE¥
- fE¥ � N ®
. fE¥ � N ®
/ fE¥ � N ®
0 fE¥ � N ®

1 fE¥ � N ®
2 fE¥
3 fE¥
4 fE�
5 ¨M¤V¯
6 ¡M¥
7 �M¤
8 ¨M¤V¯
9 �E¥
: fM�
C ¨E¤
D CE¥
E �E¥
F �E¥

G �E¥
H �E¤
I �E¥
J �E¥
K �E¥
L �E¥
M �E¥
N �E¥
O �E¥
P CEK
Q YG
R ªM�
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168 blood/ sang/ makilá

����D�

# MCTK
$ MCTK
% MCTK
& MCTK
' CTK
( CTK
) MCTK
* �T�
+ �T�
, M�Tx
- M�T�
. M�T�
/ M�T� � M�T�
0 M�T� � M�T�

1 M�T� � M�T�
2 M�T�
3 M�T�
4 �T�
5 M�T� � �T®
6 �T�
7 �T�
8 01 '064;
9 �T�
: �T�
C �T¥
D �T¥
E �T�
F �T�

G �T�
H �T�
I �T�
J �T�
K �T�
L �T�
M �T�
N �T�
O �T¥
P �Tx � CTK
Q Tx
R T�

169 to leave/ partir/ kokenda --contr. #205 "go"
&+537#.+(+'& 
OQUV JCF BIQ	� RCTVKCN FCVC�
, 
WPCHHKZGF HQTO

QH �����
- N®
. N®

/ N®
0 N®
1 N®
I &+537#.+(+'&

J M�
K M��
R ªM�
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170 to die/mourir/kokúfa
# u·C
$ u·C
% u·C
& C·C
' u·C
( u·C
) C·C
* ·�
+ ·�
, ·�
- ·�
. ·�
/ ·�
0 ·�

1 ·�
2 ·�
3 ·�
4 ¯·�
5 ·�
6 ·�
7 ·�
8 01 '064;
9 ·� � ·�
: ·�
C ·� � p�
D ·�
E ·�
F ·�

G ·�
H ·�
I ·�
J ·�
K ·�
L ·|
M ·|
N ·|
O ·�
P FC
Q F�
R ªF�

171 why?/ pourquoi?/
ORQ PC P¥PK!

# VCPCupl
$ VCPCvpK � VCPCupl
% VCPCvpK
& VCPCCpK
' VCPCCpK
( VCPCCpK
) VCPC{pK
*�: 01 '064;

C �T¥[¤
D �p��¶�U¤
E 01 '064;
F 01 '064;
G 01 '064;
H 01 '064;
I �p¥U¤
J �p¥U¤

K �p¥U¤
L �p²U¤
M �p²U¤
N �p²U¤
O �p�U¤
P ªp«U¤
Q ªp«U¤
R �p�
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172 animal/ animal/ nyama
# MQTQqC � K\C
$ MQTQqC
% MQTQqC � G\C
& MQTQqC � K\C
' K\C
( K\C
) MQTQqC
* CÁYC
+ CÁYC
, \| 
HT� �����
- 01 '064;
. 01 '064;
/ 01 '064;
0 01 '064;
1 01 '064;

2 \| 
�����
BOGCV 	�

3 \| 
�����
BOGCV 	�

4 ¯\� 
�����
BOGCV 	�

5 �q�H�
6 01 '064;
7 �¹�
8 01 '064;
9 01 '064;
: �q�H�
C �q�H�
D �q�Mk� 
	��� �

�P�H�

E �q�RC
F �q�R�
G 01 '064;
H �q�R�
I �q�R�
J �q�R�
K �q�R�
L �q�MR�
M �P�R�
N �P�R�
O �qªJk�
P CqWMk�
Q CqWMk�
R �q�Mk�
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# /QTW�-�FKTQ =#?
$ /QTW�.CMCOCFK =$?
% /QTW�/K\C =%?
& /QTW��I[K =&?
' /QTW��PFTK ='?
( /QTW�	$�TK 	D� =(?
) /QTW�9C	FK =)?
* #XQMC[C QH 5WFCP

=*?
+ #XQMC[C QH <C§TG

=+?
, .QIQ 
HKXG OCKP

FKCNU�� =,?
- .QIQ 1ICODK
. .QIQ &QMC
/ .QIQ .QNKC
0 .QIQ 1DGNGDC
1 .QIQ $JCIKTC
2 .QIQ $CTK �

-CP\CMQ =2?
3 .QIQ $CTK � 9GUV

=3?

4 .QIQ $CTK ¾
/CPFTCOCPFTC =4?

5 -CNKMQ�/C	FK�&KFK
=5?

6 -CNKMQ�5WF�9 =6?
7 -CNKMQ�4C©C	DC =7?
8 -CNKMQ�/C	FK�&QIQ

=8?
9 -CNKMQ�5WF�'CUV

=9?
: -CNKMQ�1OK =:?
C 1MQNNQ =C?
D 1IQMQ =D?
E <CKTGCP .WIDCTC�

EQORQUKVG =E?
F .WIDCTC�<C�.W =F?
G .WIDCTC�<C�<CMK

=G?
H .WIDCTC�<C�#DGF\W

=H?
I 7ICPFCP .WIDCTC�

EQORQUKVG =I?

J .WIDCTC�7I�8WTTC
=J?

K .WIDCTC�7I�#[KXW
=K?

L /CTCEJC =L?
M 6GTGIQ =M?
N #TKPIC =N?
O 7ICPFCP /C	FK�

EQORQUKVG =O?
P /C	FK � .QMCK =P?
Q /C	FK �

	$WTWNQ�$QTK =Q?
R .WNWDQ ¾ 9CVUQP

=R?

NGZ� EQORCTKUQPU
KP VGZV YGTG
DCUGF QP HKTUV ���
QH VJGUG CPF
QP UKZV[ 6WEMGT
FCVC HQT ��������
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B. WORDS 173 - 216

173 arm/ bras/ mabóko
#�: 01 '064;
C Y�
D GYK � Yxz � ·¥


�ÀJCPFÁ�
E 01 '064;


6WEMGT ·��
F 01 '064;

G 01 '064;
H 01 '064;
I Y�
J Y�
K Y�
L Y�
M Y�

N ¤Y²
O QYW� YKUK 
����

FCVC�
P QY² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q QY² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R 01 '064;

174 saliva/ salive/

UQOG FCVC HTQO ��� �URKV��
# uXl
$ uXl� CXl
% uXl� CXl
& CXl
' WYK
( WYK
) CXl
* V±
+ V±U²
, 01 '064;
2 V±U²
3 01 '064;

4 V�[�
5 V�U²
6 01 '064;
7 01 '064;
8 V�U²
9 01 '064;
: V±U²
C V±U²
D V±U²
E V±V²
F 01 '064;
G 01 '064;

H V±V²
I E±E²
J E±E²
K E±E²
L V±U²
M V±U²
N U±U²
O 01 '064;
P V�\
Q V�\
R N�N�



175 girl/ fille

UQOG YKVJ UWHHKZ HQT ÀEJKNFÁ�
# ©I²V¥©u 
HT�

6WEMGT�
$ ©I²V¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% ©I±VK 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& ©I²V¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' OD�VK 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( ©I²V¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) ©Ik�V¥©� 
HT�

6WEMGT�
* ¥\�� � puquM�Y�


HT� 6WEMGT�

+ ¥\�� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
, �ÀEJKNF�YQOCPÁ


HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C �·k�
D \«� 
 	��� � \��
E 01 '064;
I \��
J \��
K \��
L \��

M \��
N ¤\��
O \Cz � K\Q� 
����

FCVC�
P \C� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q \kC� 
HT�

6WEMGT�
R K\«� 
HT� 6WEMG

176 buffalo/ buffle
# Q·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ W·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% W·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& W·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' W·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( W·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) {·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* ·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ ·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
, ·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C �·�
D u·²
E 01 '064;
I ª·²
J ª·²

K ª·²
L �·�
M �·�
N �·�
O Q·W 
���� FCVC�
P Q·² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q QF² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R QF² 
HT� 6WEMGT�

177 lion/ lion
# ¤D¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ {D¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% ¤D¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& MfO¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' {D¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( {D¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) MfO¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* MfO¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
+ MfO¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, MfO� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C MfO�
D MfO�
E 01 '064;
I MfO�
J MfO�
K MfO�
L MfO�

M MfO�
N M�O�
O GDK� KDK 
����

FCVC�
P GD¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q KD¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R vD¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
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178 sheep/ mouton
# V�O¡N¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ V�O¡N¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% V�OD¡N¡ 
HT�

6WEMGT�
& V�O¡N¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' V�O¡N¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( V�O¡N¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) M�D�N¥M� 
HT�

6WEMGT�
* M�D�N¥M� 
HT�

6WEMGT�

+ M�D�N¥M� 
HT�
6WEMGT�

, M�D�NxMK 
HT�
6WEMGT�

2�: 01 '064;
C M�D�Nv
D M�D�N�
E 01 '064;
I M�D®N¯
J M�D®N¯
K M�D®N¯

L M�D®N¯
M M�D®N¯ � Mf�L¤
N M�D®N¯
O DKNQ 
���� FCVC�
P M�D�N¥ Vª 
HT�

6WEMGT�
Q DKNQ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R MuD¥N± 
HT� 6WEMGT�

179 pig/ cochon
# M�\° 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ M�\° 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% M�\k� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& M�\° 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' �\± 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( �\¯ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) M�\° 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* �\¯ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
+ �\º� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, M�\º� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C \¯
D ¯\¯I� 
 	��� � ¯\¯
E 01 '064;
I \¯
J \¯
K \¯
L \� � �I�

M ¯\� � �I�
N ®\¯I� � �I�
O G\QIQ � K\Q 
����

FCVC�
P ¤\ª 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q ¤Lª 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R v\u 
HT� 6WEMGT�

180 hippo/ hippopotame
# �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) �T«� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* I�N²D� 
HT�

6WEMGT�

+ �T²Y� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
, �T�Y� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C T¯D�
D T¯D�
E 01 '064;
I T¯D�
J T¯D�
K T°D¥

L T¯D�
M T¯D�
N T¯D�
O TQDK 
���� FCVC�
P TQD¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q TQD¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R [CTl 
HT� 6WEMGT�
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181 crocodile/ crocodile
# Mº�[� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ 01 '064;
% M¥¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& M�� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' ¥[¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( ¥[¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) M¥� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* M¥[¥� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
+ M¥¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, M¥¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C �P¥
D [®I� 
 	���� ¥ ¥[«
E 01 '064;
I ¡[¥«
J ¡[¥«
K ¡[¥«
L ¡¥[«

M ��[�
N ¡[¥I«
O G[KIQ� G[K 
����

FCVC�
P ¥q� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q ¥q� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R v[K 
HT� 6WEMGT�

182 frog/ grenouille
# V²·� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ V²·� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% VW·W 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& �©ID� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' �©ID� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( �©ID� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) �©ID� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* �©ID� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
+ V²·± 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, V²·� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C �·²·²
D �·²M²·²
E 01 '064;
I �·²M²·²
J �·²M²·²
K �·²M²·²
L �·²M²·²

M �·²M²·²
N ²·²I«
O Q·W � C¸CMC 
����

FCVC�
P ²·W 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q ²FW 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R QpQp² 
HT�

6WEMGT�

183 housefly/ mouche
# MWO² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ ²O² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% MWO² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& M²O² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' ²O² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( ²O² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) Mk�O² 
HT�

6WEMGT�
* �¸  
HT� 6WEMGT�
+ MWO² 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, MWO² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C �Y²z
D ¯O²M�O²
E 01 '064;
I �q²M�q²
J �q²M�q² �

�q²M�q²
K �q²M�q² �

�q²M�q²

L ¯q²M¯q²
M °P�M°P�
N �q�
O QqW � QOW 
����

FCVC�
P Q©² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q Qq² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R C©² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
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184 honey/ miel

WPCHHKZGF HQTO QH ���� ÀJQPG[Á�
# �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( �R�� �R� 
HT�

6WEMGT�
) �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
, �R� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C �q²
D N O²
E 01 '064;
I �q²
J �P²
K �P²

L �q²
M �P²
N �q²
O NCqW� NCOW 
����

FCVC�
P NC©� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q NC©� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R NC©² 
HT� 6WEMGT�

185 butterfly/ papillon
#�+ 01 '064;
, CRCTCRC 
���� FCVC�
2�: 01 '064;
C �N�R�R�� NGRWRW
D CTCRCRC

E 01 '064;
I �N�R�R�
J �N�R�R�
K �N�R�R�
L �T�R�R�

M �T�R�R�
N �T�R�R�
O CTCRCRC 
���� FCVC�
P�R 01 '064;

186 mosquito/ moustique
# q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) q¡q¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* Iº¥R�T� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ Iº�R�T� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
, ©ª©k� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C ODWTW� �Y�
D �O¥OX�
E 01 '064;
I [K¬[¥�
J [K¬[¥�

K [K¬[�
L [¥[¤�
M O¥�
N O¥O¥©�
O OkKOkK 
���� FCVC�
P O{KO{K 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q COXWTW 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R CODWTW 
HT� 6WEMGT�

187 flower/ fleur
#�+ 01 '064;
, H� 
���� FCVC�
2�: 01 '064;
C ¯\�
D RCV¥H�

E 01 '064;
I H�
J H�
K H�
L H�

M H�
N H�
O QHW 
���� FCVC�
P�R 01 '064;



188 wall/ mur
#�+ 01 '064;
, CDK 
���� FCVC�
2�: 01 '064;
C �D¤
D �D¤

E 01 '064;
I �D¤
J �D¤
K �D¤
L �D¤

M �D¤
N D¯T¯
O CDK� CTK 
����

FCVC�
P�R 01 '064;

189 market/ marché
&+537#.+(+'& 
5YCJKNK NQCP!�
#�+ 
PQ FCVC�
, UQMQ 
���� FCVC�
2�: 
PQ FCVC�
C E²±
D EW¬

E 
PQ FCVC�
I E²±
J E²±
K EW¬
L EW¬

M UW¬
N UW¬
O UQMQ 
���� FCVC�
P�R 
PQ FCVC�

190 oil/ huile/ mafúta

UQOG HTQO ��� �HCV��
# xFl
$ xFl
% xFl
& xFl
' xFu
( uFu
) {FW
* F¯
+ F¯
, F¯
2 F¯
3 F¯

4 ¯F�
5 F¯
6 F¯
7 F¯
8 F¯
9 01 '064;
: 01 '064;
C ¯p�
D �F�
E ¯F�
F 01 '064;
G 01 '064;

H 01 '064;
I ¯p�
J ¯p�
K ¯p�
L ¯p�
M �F�
N �p�
O �FQ
P CF«
Q CF«
R �Fu



191 charcoal/charbon/ makála
# M¥T�N ¥ 
HT � 6WEMGT�
$ M¥T�N ¥ 
HT � 6WEMGT�
% M¥T�N ¥ 
HT � 6WEMGT�
& M¥T�N ¥ 
HT � 6WEMGT�
' M¥T�N ¥ 
HT � 6WEMGT�
( M¥T�N ¥ 
HT � 6WEMGT�
) M�T®T� 
HT � 6WEMGT�
* �N� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
+ fN� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, M�NC 
HT� 6WEMGT�
2�: 01 '064;
C QNW � OD�N�©I²
D �N�©I� � ®N�

ODGNGMW
E 01 '064;
I M°N� � R N ©I²
J M°N�
K R N ©I² � M°N�

L �N � R N ©I²
M �N � R N ©I²
N �N � R N ©I²
O TKMQNQ� R N ©I²


���� FCVC�
P M�N� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q M�N� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R �PK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

192 mud/ boue
# M�T� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ M�T² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% M�T� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& M�T² 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' M�T¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( M�T¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) M�T¡ 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* T�¸� 
HT � 6WEMGT�
+ �T²¸� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, MWTW¸C 
HT�
6WEMGT�

2�: 01 '064;
C �·�
D u·�
E 01 '064;
I �·�
J �·�
K �·�
L �·�

M �·�
N �·�
O NQ·kK� Q¸Q 
����

FCVC�
P QVQ� P\�V� 
HT�

6WEMGT�
Q QVQ� P\�V� 
HT�

6WEMGT�
R RCRCFC� mupupu


HT� 6WEMGT�

193 to lick/ lécher/ ...
# vN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
$ vN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
% vN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
& vN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
' CN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
( xN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
) xN 
HT� 6WEMGT�
* �P·C � OD 
HT�

6WEMGT�
+ OD�
, NGODG 
�����


6EMT ODv�

-�1 01 '064;
2 01 '064;
3 01 '064;
4 ¯OD�
5�: 01 '064;
C ®p�
D ªOD¡ 
����� � F�

� ¯p�\�
E OD�
F OD�
G 01 '064;
H OD�

I �OD�
J �OD�
K �OD�
L OD�
M OD�
N OD�
O ODG 
���� FCVC�
P OD� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
Q OD� 
HT� 6WEMGT�
R uODv 
HT�

6WEMGT�



194 to swallow/ avaler/
#�+ 01 '064;
, VG� 
���� FCVC�
2 01 '064;
3 01 '064;
4 ¯V�
5�: 01 '064;

C M®�
D ®V®� � V ��
E 01 '064;
I 01 '064;� M®�
J M®�
K M®�

L V �
M V�
N V �
O VG� 
���� FCVC�
P�R 01 '064;

195 to jump/ sauter/
#�) 01 '064;
* Y�
+ Y�
, YC
- YC
. YC
/ YC
0 YC
1 YC
2 Y�
3 Y�

4 01 '064;
5 Y�
6 01 '064;
7 01 '064;
8 01 '064;
9 01 '064;
: Y�
C OD�
D OX°�
E 01 '064;
I Y�� OD��

J OD��
K OD��
L OX�
M OX�
N OX�
O OXW
P 01 '064;
Q 01 '064;
R 01 '064;

196 to herd/ mener,
HCKTG RC¦VTG WP VTQWRGCWHCKTG RC¦VTG WP VTQWRGCW

#�+ 01 '064;

, [K 
���� FCVC�

2�: 01 '064;

C �E�

D ¯E�� � GK�

E 01 '064;

I ¯E��

J ¯E�

K ¯E��

L �Ev¬

M �E�

N �E�

O GK� � G[K 
����

FCVC�

P�R 01 '064;
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197 to buy/ acheter
# u�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

$ u�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

% u�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

& u�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

' u�Lk� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

( u�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

) C�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

* L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ IG 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, L� � IK z 
HT �

6WEMGT�

2�: 01 '064;

C L�

D L�

E 01 '064;

F L�� 
HT� ����

�OCTT[��

G L�� �

H L�� �

I L�

J L�

K L�

L L�

M L�

N �ID�

O LG� 
���� FCVC�

P L � 
HT� 6WEMGT�

Q I  
HT� 6WEMGT�

R IG 
HT� 6WEMGT�

198 to sell/ vendre
# 01 '064;

$ 01 '064;

% 6EMT /QTW� 

8ÁDW[Á

& 6EMT /QTW� 

8ÁDW[Á

' 6EMT /QTW� 

8ÁDW[Á

( 6EMT /QTW� 

8ÁDW[Á

) 01 '064;

* 01 '064;

+ 01 '064;

, TC 
���� FCVC�

2�: 01 '064;

C �\¥

D u\K�

E 01 '064;

I �\�

J �\�

K �\¥�

L �\�

M �\�

N � V�PF�

O C\K 
���� FCVC�

P�R 01 '064;

199 to build/ bâtir
# u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

$ u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

% u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

& u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

' u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

( u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

) u�O� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

* O¯� Vx � p¤ 
HT�

6WEMGT�

+ U¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, U¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

C U�

D U¤�

E 01 '064;

I U��

J U�

K U�

L U�

M U�

N U�

O UK� 
���� FCVC�

P U¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

Q U¤� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

R W�UK 
HT� 6WEMGT�
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200 to cook/ cuire
# NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

$ NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

% NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

& NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

' NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

( NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

) NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

* NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, NCpK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

2�: 01 '064;

C �p�

D �p¥�

E 01 '064;

I �p��

J �p¥

K �p��

L �pK¬

M �pK¬

N �p�

O pK� 
���� FCVC�

P p¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

Q p¤ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

R Pv 
HT� 6WEMGT�

201 breast-milk/lait de sein
&+537#.+(+'& 
EH� ����� ���

#�) 01 '064;

* D�N±OX�

+ D�U²

, D�U²

- D�U²

. D�U²

/ D�U²

0 D�U²

1 D�U²

2 D�U²

3 D�U²

4 m[~

5 D�U² � D�U�

6 D�U�

7 01 '064;

8 D�U²

9 D�U�

: D�U²

C 01 '064;

D 01 '064;

E D�U²

F 01 '064;

G 01 '064;

H 01 '064;

I�R 01 '064;

202 place/ endroit/ síká

HTQO ���� �XKNNCIG�� �� �ITQWPF��

#�) 01 '064;

* �©I¯

+ 01 '064;

,�4 01 '064;

5 01 '064;

6 01 '064;

7 �©I°

8 �©I¯

9 �©I°� �©I�

: 01 '064;

C 01 '064;

D X°

E 01 '064;

I 01 '064;

L 01 '064;

M X°

N X°

O XQ

P XQ

Q XQ

R Xk�

203 mist/ brume/ molinga...

HTQO ��� �ENQWF��

#�+ 01 '064;

,�3 01 '064;

4 N¯R�

5 U�U�N�x

6�9 01 '064;

: U�U�N®

C�N 01 '064;

O NuHQ

P N�H«

Q NuHQ

R N�H²



204 cough/ toux/ kofokofo

HTQO ��� �EQWIJ��

#�) 01 '064;

* 01 '064;

+ M¤M�N¨ � M�N¯

, M¤R�N¨

- M¤R�N¨

. M¤R�N¨

/ M¤R�N¨

0 M¤R�N¨

1 M¤R�N¨

2 M¤MR¥N¨

3 M¤MR�N¨ � QMQNQ

4 �MRk�MRk�

5 ¯M�N¯

6 ¯M�N¯

7 ¯M�N¯

8 M�N�

9 ¯M�N¯

: ¯M�N

C ®M�N

D MuNuMuNu

E ¯M�N

F 01 '064;

G M�N

H ¯M�N

I M�N� ¯M�N

J ¯M�N

K ¯M�N

L �M�N�

M �M�N�

N �I�N�

O QMQNQ� QMu

P �M�N¯

Q �M�N¯

R �Mº�¤Mº�� �MK

205 smell/ odeur/ nsolo

HTQO ��� ÀVQ UOGNNÁ�

#�+ 01 '064;

, V¨L�

- V¨L�

. V¨L�

/ V¨L�

0 V¨L�

1 V¨L�

2 V¨L¥

3 V¨L¥

4 fL¥

5�: 01 '064;

C�D 01 '064;

E �L¥

I �L¥

L�N 01 '064;

O�R 01 '064;

206 sleep/ sommeil/ mpongí

HTQO ��� ÀVQ UNGGRÁ�

# WpW

$ WpW

% WpW

& WpW� {pW

' WpW

( WpW

) {pW

* fp²

+ ²p²

, f[¥

- f[¥

. f[¥

/ f[¥

0 f[¥

1 f[¥

2 f[¥

3 f[¥

4 f[�

5 {[K

6 vx

7 �p�

8 {[K

9 01 '064;

: ²p²
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206 sleep/ sommeil  (cont’d)

0QVG .WID� UKO� VQ UQOG -CN��

C �p�

D up²

E �p�

F �p�

G �p²

H �p�

I «p² � ªpW¬

J ªpW¬

K ªpW¬

L �p�

M �� � �p�

N �p�

O ªp²

P QpW

Q QpW

R P�P� � «P²

207 up/ en haut/ likoló

HTQO ���� ÀVQ UVCPFÁ� ��� ÀUM[Á � ��� ÀVQ HN[Á�

# MWTW � NGYG

$ MWTW

% MWTW

& MWTW � NGYG

' WTW

( WTW

) MkuTW

* �T�

+ ²T²

, M�T� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

-�1 01 '064;

2 M�T�

3 01 '064;

4 01 '064;

5 01 '064;

6 �T�

7 �T�

8 01 '064;

9 �T�

: 01 '064;

C 01 '064;

D �T�

E�N 01 '064;

O «T²

P QTW

Q QTW

R �T²UK

208 down/ en bas/ na nsé

HT� ������ ÀNKG FQYPÁ �ÁHCNNÁ�

# XWTW

$ XWTW

% XWTW

& XWTW

' 01 '064;


6WEMGT X±TW�

( 01 '064;


6WEMGT X±TW�

) XWTW

* X±·¥

+ 01 '064;


6WEMGT D¤·¤�

,�4 01 '064;

DWV 4 DW·K QP

RJTCUG NKUV

5 01 '064;

6 Xl·�

7 D®·�

8 01 '064;

9 X°I�

: D±T²

C 01 '064;

D X±T�

E�N 01 '064;

O 01 '064;

P X²T²

Q X²T²

R DWYC
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209 be standing/ être debout

HT� ��� ÀUVCPF WRÁ�

# v·v

$ v·v

% 01 '064;


6WEMGT v·v�

& v·v

' C·v

( 01 '064;


6WEMGT C·v�

) 01 '064;


6WEMGT C·v�

* �·�

+ �·�

, 01 '064;

2 �·�

3 01 '064;

4 �·�

5�: 01 '064;

C�N 01 '064;

O 01 '064;

P pvQTW

Q pvQTW

R �p� �T²U¤� �p�

�T�U�

210 turtle/ tortue/ bándákpé

HT� ���� ÀVQTVQKUGÁ�

#�) 01 '064;

* ¨I²

+ ¨I²

, ¨I²

- ¨I²

. ¨I²

/ ¨I� � ¨I²

0 ¨I� � ¨I�

1 ¨I²

2 �I�

3 ¨I²

4 ¨I�

5 ¨I�

6 01 '064;

7 01 '064;

8 01 '064;

9 01 '064;

: ¨I±

C�N ������ CRRCTGPVN[

O�Q ������

CRRCTGPVN[

R 01 '064;


�����!�

211 seed(fruit)/graine (fruit) 
HT� ���� ÀUGGFÁ�
HT� ���� ÀUGGFÁ�

# M�Ek� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

$ Mº�U� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

% M�Ek� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

& M�Ek� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

' �H� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

( �U� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

) M�Ek� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

* �H�N� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ ��H� 
HT � 6WEMGT�

, �M�Hº� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

2�: 01 '064;

C �®M�

D H�

E 01 '064;

I ��H�

J ��H�

K �H�

L ��H�

M �H�

N ��H�

O �Jk¥ 
���� FCVC�

P �Mk¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

Q �Mk¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

R 01 '064;
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212 fear/ peur/ kobanga, somo
&+537#.+(+'& 
EH� XGTD �����

# VQTK

$ VWTK

% VWTK

& MWTK

' WTK

( WTK

) Mk{TK

* ±T¤

+ ±T¤

, VKTK 
HT � 6WEMGT��

-�1 01 '064;

2 V�T®

3 01 '064;

4 01 '064;

5 �T�

6 01 '064;

7 01 '064;

8 01 '064;

9 01 '064;

: 01 '064;

C ¯T®

D ¯T®

E QT¤

F ªT¤

G �T¤

H �Tµ

I ¯T®

J ¯T®

K °T®

L �Tx¬

M �Tx¬

N �Tx¬

O «T¤

P TK

Q TK

R 01 '064;

213 to burn (intr.)/ brûler

HT� ���� ÀVQ DWTP 
VT��Á�

# W�Lv 
HT� 6WEMGT�

$ W�\ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

% W�Lk� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

& {�Lv 
HT� 6WEMGT�

' W�X� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

( W�\kG 
HT� 6WEMGT�

) v�L� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

* X 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ X� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, X 
HT� 6WEMGT�

2�: 01 '064;

C X�

D X��

E X

F 01 '064;!

G 01 '064;!

H 01 '064;!

I X��

J X�

K X��

L X�

M X�

N X�

O IkG 
���� FCVC�

P Ik 
HT� 6WEMGT�

Q Ik 
HT� 6WEMGT�

R 01 '064;

214 bee/ abeille
CHHKZGF HQTO QH ����

# M�O¡� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

$ M�O�� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

% M�O¡� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

& �EK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

' �O�� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

( �O�� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

) �EK 
HT� 6WEMGT�

* �H¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

+ �H¥ 
HT� 6WEMGT�

, �M�Hº� 
HT� 6WEMGT�

� ÀUGGFÁ!

2�: 01 '064;

C ��M¥

D =\GTQ CHHKZ?

E 01 '064;

I =\GTQ CHHKZ?

J =\GTQ CHHKZ?

K =\GTQ CHHKZ?

L =\GTQ CHHKZ?

M �H¥

N �M²H¥

O �MkK� =\GTQ CHHKZ?

P =\GTQ CHHKZ?

Q =\GTQ CHHKZ?

R =\GTQ CHHKZ?
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215 six-nine, compound nos.

HT� ���������� ÀUKZÁ�ÁPKPGÁ�

# PLK·K� �HKXG RNWU� � ��

$ PLK·K�

% PLK·K�

& PLK·K�

' PLK·K�

( PLK·K�

) PLK·K�

* PL�·¤� �HKXG RNWU� � ��

+ PL�·¤P��

, PL�·¤�

- PL�·¤�

. PL�·¤�

/ PL�·¤�

0 PL�·¤�

1 PL�·¤�

2 M�\º�OX�CNu�

P·��OD��

�UKZ RNWU� VGP OKPWU�

3 M�\º�·¤P�� �UKZ

RNWU� � ��

4 P·��OD�� �VGP

OKPWU�� ��

5�: ��PQV CRRNKECDNG��

8 01 '064;

C�R ��PQV CRRNKECDNG��

216  directional prefix ‘to’
   (distinguishes ‘come/go’)
# v�

$ v�

% v�

& C�

' C�

( C�

) C�

* ��

+ ��

, ��

- ��

. ��

/ ��

0 ��

1 ��

2 ��

3 ��

4 ��

5 ��

6 C�

7 C�

8 ��

9 ��

: ��

216 directnal pfx  (cont’d)
C ��PQ FCVC��

D ��

E ��

F �

G ��

H ��

I ��� ��

J ��

K ��

L ��

M ��

N ��

O  �

P G�

Q G�

R v�

(data for ‘go’, cf. #169)
C O²

D O²

E OW��

F O��

G O±�

H O�

I O��

J O�

K O��

L O�

M O�

N O�

O OW

P O²

Q O²

R 01 '064;



# /QTW�-�FKTQ =#?

$ /QTW�.CMCOCFK

=$?

% /QTW�/K\C =%?

& /QTW��I[K =&?

' /QTW��PFTK ='?

( /QTW�	$�TK 	D� =(?

) /QTW�9C	FK =)?

* #XQMC[C QH 5WFCP

=*?

+ #XQMC[C QH <C§TG

=+?

, .QIQ 
HKXG OCKP

FKCNU�� =,?

- .QIQ 1ICODK =-?

. .QIQ &QMC =.?

/ .QIQ .QNKC =/?

0 .QIQ 1DGNGDC =0?

1 .QIQ $JCIKTC =1?

2 .QIQ $CTK ¾

-CP\CMQ =2?

3 .QIQ $CTK � 9GUV

=3?

4 .QIQ $CTK �

/CPFTC� OCPFTC

=4?

5 -CNKMQ�/C	FK�&KFK

=5?

6 -CNKMQ�5WF�9 =6?

7 -CNKMQ�4C©C	DC

=7?

8 -CNKMQ�/C	FK�&QIQ

=8?

9 -CNKMQ�5WF�'CUV

=9?

: -CNKMQ�1OK =:?

C 1MQNNQ =C?

D 1IQMQ =D?

E <CKTGCP .WIDCTC�

EQORQUKVG =E?

F .WIDCTC�<C�.W =F?

G .WIDCTC�<C�<CMK

=G?

H .WIDCTC�<C�

#DGF\W =H?

I 7ICPFCP .WIDCTC�

EQORQUKVG =I?

J .WIDCTC�7I�8WTTC

=J?

K .WIDCTC�7I�#[KXW

=K?

L /CTCEJC =L?

M 6GTGIQ =M?

N #TKPIC =N?

O 7ICPFCP /C	FK�

EQORQUKVG =O?

P /C	FK ¾ .QMCK =P?

Q /C	FK ¾ 2CPFKMGTK

=Q? � 6WEMGT

GSWKX� QH

	$WTWNQ�$QTK

R .WNWDQ =R?
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APPENDIX 12: PHRASE LIST DATA

5722.'/'06#4; 2*4#5' .+56

.QI�1I� =.QIQ�1ICODK?

.QI�&Q� =.QIQ�&QMC?

.QI�.Q� =.QIQ�.QNKC?

.QI�1D� =.QIQ�1DGNGDJC?

.QI�$J� =.QIQ�$JCIKTC?

.QI�$C� =.QIQ�$CTK �9GUV�?

.QI�/C� =.QIQ�/CPFTCOCPFTC?

7I��1M� =�/C	FK��1MQNNQ?

7I��1I� =�/C	FK��1IQMQ?

.WI�8W� =.WIDCTC�8WTTC?

.WI�#[� =.WIDCTC�#[KXW?

.WI�/C� =.WIDCTC�/CTCEJC?

.WI�6G� =.WIDCTC�6GTGIQ?

.WI�#T� =.WIDCTC�#TKPIC?

/C��/Q� =/C	FK�/Q[Q�/GVW?

/C��/Q� =/C	FK�/Q[Q�,QJP?

/C��.Q� =/C	FK�.QMCK�4QDV�?

/C��.Q� =/C	FK�.QMCK�,CEQD?

/C�� 	$� =/C	FK� 	$WTWNQ�,QJP?

/C�� 	$� =/C	FK� 	$WTWNQ�)W[�?

.WNWDQ =RCTVKCN .WNWDQ FCVC?

1. He ate fish. (yesterday)
+N C OCPI¡ FW RQKUUQP� 
JKGT�

;G CNKCMK UCOCMK� 
NQDK�

.QI�1I� q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�&Q� q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�.Q� q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�1D� q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�$J� q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�$C� q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�/C� CqC VG GDK 
CFLC =PC?��

7I��1M� q� ¤m¥ 
�L��P¥��

7I��1I� q� ¤m¥ 
�L�P¥��

.WI�8W� q� 
�L��  m¥ P��

.WI�#[� q� 
�LG¬�  m¥�

.WI�/C� q�  D¥ 
�L ��

.WI�6G� P� 
�L¡�  D¥�

.WI�#T� q� ®D¥ 
�L ��

/C��/Q� �q�  D¥ 
�L¡P���

/C��/Q� QqC GmK 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� QqC GmK 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� QqC GmK 
CLKPK��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC qC FmK 
CIKPK��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC qC FmK 
CIKPK��

.WNWDQ QqC Gm¥ 
CIKPK��
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2. The man ate fish. (yesterday)
.	JQOOG C OCPI¡ FW RQKUUQP� 
JKGT�

/QDCNK CNKCMK UCOCMK 
NQDK��

.QI�1I� CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�&Q� CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�.Q� CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�1D� CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�$J� CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�$C� CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº��

.QI�/C� CIQ q| Vx GDK� 
CFLC

=PC?�

7I��1M� �I² PC¬ q�  m¥ 
�L��P¥��

7I��1I� �I� p¤ q� ¤m¥ 
�L�P¥��

.WI�8W� �I²R¥T¥ q� 
�L �  m¥ P��

.WI�#[� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ q� 
�L �  m¥�

.WI�/C� �I²D¥ q�  D¥�

.WI�6G� �I«D¥ NG¬ P� 
�L¡�  D¥�

.WI�#T� �I«D¥ p¤ q� 
�L¡� ¤D¤�

/C��/Q� �I«F¤ «q�  D¥ 
�L¡P���

/C��/Q� OCpK PC QqC GmK 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� CIQ QqC GmK 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� CIQ QqC GmK 
CLKPK��

/C�� 	$� CIQ TK qC GmK 
CIKPK��

/C�� 	$� CIQ TK qC GmK 
TC�


CIKPK��

.WNWDQ MQqC GmK PK 
KNGPKPK��

3. He is eating fish. (now)
+N OCPIG FW RQKUUQP� 
GUV GP VTCKP FG OCPIGT�

;G C\CNK MQNKC UCOCMK� 
UKMCYC�

.QI�1I� q� M�Uº�� QT �·º¡

MQUº� q��

.QI�&Q� q� M�Uº�� QT �·º¡

MQUº� q��

.QI�.Q� q� M�Uº�� QT �·º¡ MQUº�

q��

.QI�1D� q� M�Uº�� QT �·º¡

MQUº� q��

.QI�$J� q� M�Uº�� QT �·º¡ MQUº�

q��

.QI�$C� q� M�Uº�� QT �·º¡ MQUº�

q��

.QI�/C� CPFC QP·K GDK QqCTK�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ ¤m¥ q���

7I��1I� ¤p¥ ¤m¥ q�� 
UCCFKUK�

.WI�8W�  T�  m¥ q� 
U�Y� p¤U�� �

.WI�#[�  T�  m¥ q� 
T����

.WI�/C�  T¤ 
p¥�  D¥ qC¬�

.WI�6G� 
¥F¥ª T¤�� ¤F¥ �D¥ P��

.WI�#T� 
«F� p�� ¤F� ¤D¥ q��

/C��/Q� M�  D¥ q� 
·¤� ·±��

/C��/Q� MC GmK qC 
FTCC��

/C��.Q� MC GmK qC 
FKCFQ��

/C��.Q� 
CPK� MC GmK qC 
FKCFQ��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC GmK 
FKCFQ��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC GmK 
FKCFQ��

.WNWDQ MQqC Gp¥ 
PK��
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�� *G YKNN GCV HKUJ� 
NCVGT��� *G YKNN GCV HKUJ� 
NCVGT�

+N OCPIGTC FW RQKUUQP� 
RNWU VCTF�

;G CMQNKC UCOCMK� 
PUKOC�

.QI�1I� �·� MQUº� q�� QT CPx·C

MQUº� qC�

.QI�&Q� �·� MQUº� q�� QT CPx·C

MQUº� qC�

.QI�.Q� �·� MQUº� q�� QT CPx·C

MQUº� qC�

.QI�1D� �·� MQUº� q�� QT CPx·C

MQUº� qC�

.QI�$J� �·� MQUº� q�� QT CPx·C

MQUº� qC�

.QI�$C� �·� MQUº� q�� QT CPx·G

MQUº� qC�

.QI�/C� CPFC GDK QqC DCDlNGUG�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ ¤m¥ q���

7I��1I� ¤p¤ ©I� ¤m¤ q��

.WI�8W�  T¤©I�  D¥ q� PFª�

.WI�#[�  T¤©I�  D¥ q� PFª�

.WI�/C�  T¤©I�  D¥ q� PFª�

.WI�6G� ¤F¤©I� ¤D¤P� PFª�

.WI�#T� ¤F¤T² ¤D�q� PFª�

/C��/Q� M�  D¥ q� X²N¡I�T�	 �

/C��/Q� MC GmK qC XQNG�

/C��.Q� MC GmK qC TC�

/C��.Q� MC GmK qC TC�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC GmK 
UC \K

UK� �

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC GmK TC�

.WNWDQ 01 '064;
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5. Who ate fish?  The man ate fish.
3WK C OCPI¡ FW RQKUUQP! .	JQOOG C OCPI¡ FW RQKUUQP�

0CPK CNKCMK UCOCMK! /QDCNK CNKCMK UCOCMK�

.QI�1I� �px q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®!

CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®�

.QI�&Q� �px q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®!

CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®�

.QI�.Q� �px q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®!

CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®�

.QI�1D� �px q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®!

CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®�

.QI�$J� �px q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®!

CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®�

.QI�$C� �px q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®!

CI« q� 
V�� M�Uº� P®�

.QI�/C� CF¥ q�P¤ GD�! CIQ q| PK

GDK�

7I��1M� �T¥ q� ¤m¥ PK¬! �I² PC¬

�� ]�I² PC¬ q� ¤m¥ P¤�_

7I��1I� �p¥ q� ¤m¥ OK¬! �I² p¤

q� ¤m¥ P¤�

.WI�8W� �F� q�  D¥ P¤ [�! �I²R¥

PF�T¤ q�  D¥ P¤�

.WI�#[� �F� q�  D¥ P¤! �I²R¥

PF� q�  D¥ P¤�

.WI�/C� �F¥q�  D¥ P¤ �I²R¥ q�

 D�P¤�

.WI�6G� �F¥P� ¤D¥ P¤[�! �I«D¥ N�

P� ¤D¥ P¤�

.WI�#T� �F¥q� ¤D¥ P¤[�! �I«D¥ F¤

q� ¤D¥P¤�

/C��/Q� �p¥ «q�  DK¬ P¥ P¤!


CIQ� O� p¥ F¤¥ �q�  D¥ P¥ P¤�

/C��/Q� CpK QqC GmK PK PK!

OCpK PC QqC GmK PK PK�

/C��.Q� CpK QqC GmK PK! CIQ

QqC GmK PK�

/C��.Q� CpK QqC GmK PK! CIQ

QqC GmK PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK qC GmK PK! CIQ TK qC

GmK PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK qC GmK PK! CIQ TK qC

GmK PK�

.WNWDQ CpK QqC GmK PK!

01 4'52105'
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6. What is he eating?  He is eating fish.
3W	GUV�EG SW	KN OCPIG! +N OCPIG FW RQKUUQP�

;G C\CNK MQNKC PKPK! ;G C\CNK MQNKC UCOCMK�

.QI�1I� C·¡ �p� q� [�! MQUº� q��

.QI�&Q� C·¡ �p� q� [�! MQUº� q��

.QI�.Q� C·¡ �p� q� [�! MQUº� q��

.QI�1D� C·¡ �p� q� [�! MQUº� q��

.QI�$J� C·¡ �p� q� [�! MQUº� q��

.QI�$C� q� �p� [�! MQUºC q��

.QI�/C� CPFC QP·K GFkQ QqCTK!

CPFC QPFTK GDK QqCTK�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ �T¥ q� [�! ¤T¥ ¤m¥ q���

7I��1I� p¥ P� �p� q�! ¤p¥ ¤m¥ q��

.WI�8W�  T� p¥ P� �p� �H� q� [�!

 T¤  m¥ q��

.WI�#[�  T� p¥ P� �p¥ q�!  T¤  m¥

q��

.WI�/C� �H�  T¥P¥ q� T¤ �p²!  T¥

 D¥ q��

.WI�6G� ¤F¥ �p¥ PC [�! ¤F¥ ¤D¤ P��

.WI�#T� �M� ¤F� q� T¤ �p²! ¤F¥ ¤D¥

q��

/C��/Q� M� �p± q�! M�  D¥ q��

/C��/Q� MC CpQ qC! MC GmK qC�

/C��.Q� MC CpQ qC! MC GmK qC�

/C��.Q� MC CpQ qC! MC GmK qC�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC CpQ! CPFCC

MQqC GmK�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC CpQ! CPFCC

MQqC GmK�

.WNWDQ CYK MQqC CpW PK! CYK

MQqC GmK PK�
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7. Is he eating fish?  No, he is not eating fish.
'UV�EG SW	KN OCPIG FW RQKUUQP! 0QP� KN PG OCPIG RCU FW RQKUUQP�

;G C\CNK MQNKC UCOCMK! 6G� [G C\CNK MQNKC UCOCMK VG�

.QI�1I� q� MQUº� D�! q� M�Uº�

M��

.QI�&Q� q� MQUº� D�! q� M�Uº�

M��

.QI�.Q� q� MQUº� D�! q� M�Uº�

M��

.QI�1D� q� MQUº� D�! q� M�Uº�

M��

.QI�$J� q� MQUº� D�! q� M�Uº�

M��

.QI�$C� q� M�Uº�! q� M�Uº� M��

.QI�/C� CPFC QP·K GFkQ QqCTK!

CFLC PC qC MkCVG GDx�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ ¤m¥ q��! [°� q�� ¤m¥

M²�

7I��1I� �p� �m� q�! [°� q� ¤m¤ M��

.WI�8W�  T�  D¥ q�! [�� q� P¥  m¥

P� M��

.WI�#[�  T�  D¥ q�! [�� q� P¥  m¥

M��

.WI�/C�  T¥  DK¬ q�! [� q�P¥  D�

M±�

.WI�6G� ¤F¥ ¤D¥ P� [�! [� �·� P¥

�F¥ ¤D¤ P� N�M��

.WI�#T� ¤F¥ ¥P¤ T¤I� ¤D¥ q�! [� q�

¤D� M��

/C��/Q� M� �D¥ q� ��! ¤[«� �q�

 D¤ �� M��

/C��/Q� MGmK qC! MC QqC GmK MQ�

/C��.Q� MC GmK qC! K[Q� QqC GmK

MQ�

/C��.Q� 
IDkC·Q� MC GmK qC! K[Q�

QqC GmK MQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC GmK! K[Q�

CPFCC qC GmK MQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQqC GmK! K[Q�

CPFCC qC GmK MQ�

.WNWDQ CYK MQqC GmK PK! MGYG�

CYK MQqC GmK PK MW�
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8. Did he eat fish?  No, he did not eat fish.
'UV�EG SW	KN C OCPI¡ FW RQKUUQP! 0QP� KN P	C RCU OCPI¡ FW RQKUUQP�

;G CNKCMK UCOCMK! 6G� [G CNKCMK UCOCMK VG�

.QI�1I� q� V� MQUº� ~! qC V�

MQUº� M��

.QI�&Q� q� V� MQUº� ~! qC V�

MQUº� M��

.QI�.Q� q� V� MQUº� ~! qC V�

MQUº� M��

.QI�1D� q� V� MQUº� ~! qC V�

MQUº� M��

.QI�$J� q� V� MQUº� ~! qC V�

MQUº� M��

.QI�$C� q� V� MQUº� ~! qC V�

MQUº� M��

.QI�/C� CPFC qC GDK 
CFLC =PC?�!

G[G CPFC qC MkCVx CFLC GDx�

7I��1M� q� ©I¤� ¤m¥ T��! [°� q��

V� ¤m¥ M��

7I��1I� q� �P·� P� ¤m� T�! [°� q�

CP·�P¥ PF± ¤m¥ M��

.WI�8W� q�  m¥ T� [�! [�� q� P¥

 m¥ M��

.WI�#[� q� V¡  m¥ P¤ [�! [��

�Y¥P¥ V¡  D¥ q� M±�

.WI�/C� q� V�  D¥ T�! [� q� P¥

 D¥ M±�

.WI�6G� P� V� ¤D¥ T� [�! [� P� V�

¤D¥ M��

.WI�#T� q� V� ¤D¥ T� [�! [� q� V�

¤D¥ M��

/C��/Q� �q� �D¥ T�! ¤[« ªq� M±

T±�

/C��/Q� QqC GmK TC! MC QqC GmK

MQ TQ�

/C��.Q� QqC GmK TC! K[Q� QqC GmK

MQ TQ�

/C��.Q� 
IDkC·Q� QqC GmK TC! K[Q�

QqC GmK MQ TQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC qC GmK TC! K[Q�

CPFCC qC GmK MQ TQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC qC GmK TC! K[Q�

CPFCC qC GmK MQ TQ�

.WNWDQ CYK QqC GmK! MGYG� CYK

QqC GmK MW�
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9. He sang a song. (yesterday)
+N C EJCPV¡ WPG EJCPUQP� 
JKGT�

;G C[GODCMK PLGODQ� 
NQDK�

.QI�1I� ©IQV� N�©I«�

.QI�&Q� ©IQV� N�©I«�

.QI�.Q� ©IQV� N�©I«�

.QI�1D� ©IQV� N�©I«�

.QI�$J� ©IQV� N�©I«�

.QI�$C� ©IQV� N�©I«�

.QI�/C� CPFC ©IQ NQ©IQ� 
CFLC

=PC?�

7I��1M� ©I� �©I� 
�L��P¥��

7I��1I� ©I� ¯©I� P��

.WI�8W� ©I� 
�L¡� �©I«P��

.WI�#[� ©Iª 
�L�� ªq«�

.WI�/C� ©I� 
�LG¬� ªq«�

.WI�6G� ©I� ªq« 
�LG¬��

.WI�#T� ©I� 
�LG¬� ²©I��

/C��/Q� �©I� N�©IQ 
�L¡P���

/C��/Q� Q©IQ NQ©IQ 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� Q©IQ NQ©IQ 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� Q©IQ NQ©IQ 
CLKPK��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC Q©IQ NQ©IQ 
CIKPK��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC Q©IQ NQ©IQ 
CIKPK��

.WNWDQ CYK Q©IQIQ 
CIKPK��

10. He is singing a song. (now)
+N EJCPVG WPG EJCPUQP� 
GUV GP VTCKP FG EJCPVGT�

;G C\CNK MQ[GODC PLGODQ� 
UKMCYC�

.QI�1I� ©I� N�©I«� QT �·¡ N�©I«

©I�� 
GP VTCKP FG�

.QI�&Q� ©I� N�©I«� QT �·¡ N�©I«

©I�� 
GP VTCKP FG�

.QI�.Q� ©I� N�©I«� QT �·¡ N�©I«

©I�� 
GP VTCKP FG�

.QI�1D� ©I� N�©I«� QT �·¡ N�©I«

©I�� 
GP VTCKP FG�

.QI�$J� ©I� N�©I«� QT �·¡ N�©I«

©I�� 
GP VTCKP FG�

.QI�$C� ©I� N�©I«� QT �·¡ N�©I«

©I�� 
GP VTCKP FG�

.QI�/C� CPFC QP·K NQ©IQ ©IQ TG�


NGDGpQ�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ �©I� ©I��

7I��1I� ¤p¥ �©Iu¬ ©I��

.WI�8W�  TK 
U�Y| F¤U¤� ª©I« ©I��

.WI�#[�  T� �©I« ©Iª
T~���

.WI�/C�  T¥ �©I« ©IQ¬�

.WI�6G� ¤F¥ �©I« ©I��

.WI�#T� ¤F¥ �©I« ©I��

/C��/Q� M� Nª©IQ¬ ©I� 
FT¤ �·���

/C��/Q� MC NQ©IQ Q©IQ 
FTCC��

/C��.Q� MC NQ©IQ Q©IQ 
FKCFQ��

/C��.Q� MC NQ©IQ Q©IQ 
FKCFQ��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQ©IQ NQ©IQ


FKCFQ��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQ©IQ NQ©IQ


FKCFQ��

.WNWDQ CYK MQ©IQIQPK 
KNGPKPK��
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11. He will sing a song. (later)
+N EJCPVGTC WPG EJCPUQP� 
RNWU VCTF�

;G CMQ[GODC PLGODQ� 
PUKOC�

.QI�1I� C
Px�·C N�©I« ©I«�

.QI�&Q� C
Px�·C N�©I« ©I«�

.QI�.Q� C
Px�·C N�©I« ©I«�

.QI�1D� C
Px�·C N�©I« ©I«�

.QI�$J� C
Px�·C N�©I« ©I«�

.QI�$C� C
Px�·G N�©I« ©I«�

.QI�/C� CPFC [C NQ©Q ©Q� 
G·W�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ O�W�	 �©I� PI��

7I��1I� ¤p¤ ©I�� �©IQ¬ ©I�


PFQ¬��

.WI�8W�  T� ©I� �©IQ¬ ©I� 
PFª��

.WI�#[�  T� ©I� �©IQ¬ ©I� 
PFª��

.WI�/C�  T¥ ©I� �©Iª ©I� 
PFª��

.WI�6G� ¤F� ©I� �©Iª ©I� 
PFª��

.WI�#T� ¤F¥ T² �©I« ©I� 
¤PFª��

/C��/Q� M� Nª©IQ¬ ©I�


X²N¡I�T���

/C��/Q� MC NQ©IQ Q©IQ


XQNGIC��

/C��.Q� MC NQ©IQ Q©IQ TC�

/C��.Q� MC NQ©IQ Q©IQ TC�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQ©IQ NQ©IQ 
UC \K

UK� �

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MQ©IQ NQ©IQ TC�

.WNWDQ CYK MQ©IQIQPK Q©IQ


CPFW��
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12. Who sang a song?
6JG 
CNTGCF[ OGPVKQPGF� OCP 
VJG OCP KP SWGUVKQP� UCPI C UQPI�

3WK C EJCPV¡ WPG EJCPUQP!

.	JQOOG 
FQPV QP XKGPV FG RCTNGT� C EJCPV¡ WPG EJCPUQP�

0CPK C[GODCMK PLGODQ! /QDCNK [CPIQ C[GODCMK PLGODQ�

.QI�1I� Cpx ©I�V� N�©I« P®! CI«

MªP� p� ©I�V� N�©I« P®�

.QI�&Q� Cpx ©I�V� N�©I« P®! CI«

MªP� p� ©I�V� N�©I« P®�

.QI�.Q� Cpx ©I�V� N�©I« P®! CI«

MªP� p� ©I�V� N�©I« P®�

.QI�1D� Cpx ©I�V� N�©I« P®! CI«

MªP� p� ©I�V� N�©I« P®�

.QI�$J� Cpx ©I�V� N�©I« P®! CI«

MªP� p� ©I�V� N�©I« P®�

.QI�$C� Cpx ©I�V� N�©I« P®! CI«

MªP� p� ©I�V� N�©I« P®�

.QI�/C� CpK ©IQ PG NQ©IQ 
CFLC

=PC?�!

CIQ PC �©IQ PC ©IQPK

NQ©IQ 
CFLC =PC?��

7I��1M� �T¥ ©I� �©I� PK¬! �I²

V�M�� P� ©I� �©I� P¤�

7I��1I� �p¥ ©I� �©I� PK¬! �I²

V�m p¤j¤ PI� �©I� P¤�

.WI�8W� �p¥ ©I� «©I« P¤ [�!

�I²R¥ V¡ M�T® ©Iª ª©I« P¤�

.WI�#[� �p� ©I� �©I« P¤! �I²R¥

V¡T¤ ©I� �©I«P¤�

.WI�/C� �F¥ ©I« �©I« F� P¤! �I²

V� F� ©I� �©I« P¤�

.WI�6G� �F� ©I� V� �©I« P¤[�!

�I² V� D T¤ ©I« «©I«P¤�

.WI�#T� �F¥ ©I� V� �©I« P¤[�!

�I² V� D� T� T¤ ©I� V� �©I« P¤�

/C��/Q� �F� �©I� Nª©I« F~ P¤!

�I« VG¬ P� �©I� Nª©I« P¤�

/C��/Q� CpK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK!

OCpK PC
K� Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK! CIQ

PC Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK! CIQ

PC Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK! CIQ

TK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK! CIQ

TK Q©IQ NQ©IQ PK�

.WNWDQ CpK Q©IQIQPK! 01

4'52105'
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13. Did he sing a song?  No, he did not sing a song.
'UV�EG SW	KN C EJCPV¡ WPG EJCPUQP!

0QP� KN P	C RCU EJCPV¡ WPG EJCPUQP�

;G C[GODCMK PLGODQ! 6G� [G C[GODCMK PLGODQ VG�

.QI�1I� ©IQV� NQ©I« ¥ ]¡_! ©I�

NQ©I« M� ]©I� M�_�

.QI�&Q� ©IQV� NQ©I« ¥ ]¡_! ©I�

NQ©I« M� ]©I� M�_�

.QI�.Q� ©IQV� NQ©I« ¥ ]¡_! ©I�

NQ©I« M� ]©I� M�_�

.QI�1D� ©IQV� NQ©I« ¥ ]¡_! ©I�

NQ©I« M� ]©I� M�_�

.QI�$J� ©IQV� NQ©I« ¥ ]¡_! ©I�

NQ©I« M� ]©I� M�_�

.QI�$C� ©IQV� NQ©I« ¥ ]¡_! ©I�

NQ©I« M� ]©I� M�_�

.QI�/C� CPFC DCTQ NQ©IQ Q©IQ

NQ©IQ 
CFLC� PC!


CFLC� PC OC©IQ MkCVG

OCPC NQ©IQ�

7I��1M� ©I� ©I¤� �qI� T��! [°�

©I� V� �©I� M��

7I��1I� PI� �©I� T�! [°� ©I¯

�©I� M°�

.WI�8W� ©Iª V¡ �©I« T� [�! [ª�

©Iª P� V¡ ª©I« M±�

.WI�#[� ©I� V¡ �©I« T�! [�� ©I�

P¥ V� ª©I« M��

.WI�/C� ©I�V� �©I« T�! [�� ©I�

P¥ �©I« M±�

.WI�6G� ©I�V� �©I« T� [�! [��

©I�V� �©I« M��

.WI�#T� ©I�V� �©I« T� [�! [��

©I� V� �©I« M±�

/C��/Q� ª©I� N�©I« T�! ¤[«

ª©Iª Nª©Iª M± T±�

/C��/Q� Q©IQ NQ©IQ TC! MC� Q©IQ

NQ©IQ MQ TQ�

/C��.Q� Q©IQ NQ©IQ TC! K[Q�

Q©IQ NQ©IQ MQ TQ�

/C��.Q� Q©IQ NQ©IQ TC! K[Q�

Q©IQ NQ©IQ MQ TQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC Q©IQ NQ©IQ TC!

K[Q� CPFCC Q©IQ NQ©IQ MQ TQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC Q©IQ NQ©IQ TC!

K[Q� CPFCC Q©IQ NQ©IQ MQ TQ�

.WNWDQ Q©IIQIQ! MGYG� CFK

Q©IIQIQMW�
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14. He fell. (yesterday)
+N GUV VQOD¡� 
JKGT�

;G CMYG[CMK� 
NQDK�

.QI�1I� pGV��

.QI�&Q� pGV��

.QI�.Q� pGV��

.QI�1D� pGV��

.QI�$J� pGV��

.QI�$C� pGV��

.QI�/C� 
CFLC =PC?� CPFC pG� 
DW·K

[C�

7I��1M� ¤E�P� 
�L��P¥��

7I��1I� �p¡ T��

.WI�8W� �F¡ 
�L���

.WI�#[� �p¡ 
�L�� T��

.WI�/C�  p¡ 
�LG¬��

.WI�6G� �p¡ 
�LG¬��

.WI�#T� �p¡ 
�LG¬��

/C��/Q� �I� T� 
�L¡P���

/C��/Q� GIC TQ 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� GIC TQ 
CLKPK��

/C��.Q� GIC TQ 
CLKPK��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC GIC TQ 
CIKPK��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC GIC TQ 
CIKPK��

.WNWDQ CYK QpG DWYC 
CIKPK��

15. He is falling. (now)
+N GUV GP VTCKP FG VQODGT�

;G C\CNK MQMYG[C�

.QI�1I� pG� QT C·¡ p � 
GP VTCKP

FG�

.QI�&Q� pG� QT C·¡ p � 
GP VTCKP

FG�

.QI�.Q� pG� QT C·¡ p � 
GP VTCKP

FG�

.QI�1D� pG� QT C·¡ p � 
GP VTCKP

FG�

.QI�$J� pG� QT C·¡ p � 
GP VTCKP

FG�

.QI�$C� pG� QT C·¡ p � 
GP VTCKP

FG�

.QI�/C� CPFC Q·K QpGTK� 
DW·K [C�

7I��1M� ¤T¥P¥ ¤E� 
p���

7I��1I� ¤p¥ �p¡ p��

.WI�8W�  T¥ 
U�Y� p¤U¤� ¡p� ¡p��

.WI�#[�  T¥ �p¡
T¥���

.WI�/C�  T¥ �FG¬�

.WI�6G� ¤F¥ �pG¬�

.WI�#T� ¤p¥ �p}�

/C��/Q� �I� T� 
·¤ �·±��

/C��/Q� 
FTCC� MC TG IC�

/C��.Q� MC TG IC 
FKCFQ��

/C��.Q� MC TG IC 
FKCFQ��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC 
PK� MGIC TQ


FKCFQ��

/C�� 	$� CPFCC 
PK� MGIC TQ


FKCFQ��

.WNWDQ MQpG QpG 
KNGPKPK��
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16. He will fall. (later)
+N VQODGTC� 
RNWU VCTF�

;G CMQMYG[C� 
PUKOC�

.QI�1I� C
Px�·C pG�

.QI�&Q� C
Px�·C pG�

.QI�.Q� C
Px�·C pG�

.QI�1D� C
Px�·C pG�

.QI�$J� C
Px�·C pG�

.QI�$C� C
Px�·G pG�

.QI�/C� CPFC QpG� 
DW·K [C�

7I��1M� ¤T¤ O�² P¤ �E« 
T���

7I��1I� ¤p¥ ©I� �p¡ T��

.WI�8W�  T¤ ©I� �pG¬ PFª�

.WI�#[�  T¤ ©I� �FG¬ PFª�

.WI�/C�  T¥ ©I� �FG¬ Ppª�

.WI�6G� ¤p¥ ©I� �F} Ppª�

.WI�#T� ¤p¥ 
TW� �FG¬ ¤Ppª�

/C��/Q� MQ¬p� X²N¡I�T��

/C��/Q� MC TGIC XQNG TC�

/C��.Q� MC TGIC TC�

/C��.Q� MC TGIC TC�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MG IC TQ TC 
UC \K

UK� �

/C�� 	$� CPFCC MG IC TQ TC�

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG
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17. Who fell?  This man (here) fell (close to speaker).
3WK GUV VQOD¡! %GV JQOOG�EK C VQOD¡�

0CPK CMYG[CMK! /QDCNK Q[Q CMYG[CMK�

.QI�1I� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPx px

pG P®�

.QI�&Q� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPx px

pG P®�

.QI�.Q� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPx px

pG P®�

.QI�1D� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPx px

pG P®�

.QI�$J� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPx px

pG P®�

.QI�$C� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPx px

pG P®�

.QI�/C� CpK pG PK 
DW·K [C� PC!

OC·C PK PK pG VK � 
DW·K [C�

7I��1M� �T� ¤E� P� P¤! �I� p� X�¥

¤E� P� P¤�

7I��1I� �p¥ �p¡ PK¬! �I² p¤ �p¡

P¤�

.WI�8W� �p¥ �F¡ P¤ [�! �I²R¥

X|p¤T¤ �F� P¤�

.WI�#[� �p¥ �F¡ P¤! �I²R¥ p¤ �F�

P¤�

.WI�/C� �F¥  F¡ P¤ [�! �I² F¤ �

�F� P¤�

.WI�6G� �F¥ �F¡ P¤ [�! �I« D¥ F¤

�F� P¤�

.WI�#T� �F¥ �F¡ P¤ [�! �I« D¥ F�

�F� P¤�

/C��/Q� �F¥ �F¡ P¤! O� p¥ VG¬ F¥

�T¤ ªF¡ P¤�

/C��/Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! OCpK pK

GIC TQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ pK

GIC TQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ pK

GIC TQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ TK GIC

TQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ pK GIC

TQ PK�

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG
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18. Who fell?  That man (there) fell (close to addressee).
3WK GUV VQOD¡! %GV JQOOG�N� GUV VQOD¡�

0CPK CMYG[CMK! /QDCNK Q[Q MWPC CMYG[CMK�

.QI�1I� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPC px

pG P®�

.QI�&Q� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPC px

pG P®�

.QI�.Q� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPC px

pG P®�

.QI�1D� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPC px

pG P®�

.QI�$J� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPC px

pG P®�

.QI�$C� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªPC px

pG P®�

.QI�/C� CpK pG PK 
DW·K [C� PC!

OC·C PC PK pG VK � 
DW·K [C�

7I��1M� �T� ¤E� P� P¤! �I� p� P�

¤E� P� P¤�

7I��1I� �p¥ �p¡ PK¬! �I² p� �p¡

P¤�

.WI�8W� �F¥ �F� P¤ [�! �I²R¥

p�p�T� �F� P¤�

.WI�#[� �F¥ �F� P¤! �I²R¥ p� �F�

P¤�

.WI�/C� �p¥ ¡p�P¤ [�! �I² p� �

�p�P¤�

.WI�6G� �p¥ �p� P¤ [�! �I«D¥ p�

�p�P¤�

.WI�#T� �p¥ �p¡ P¤ [�! �I«D¥ F�

�p� P¤�

/C��/Q� �F¥ �F¡ P¤! O� F¥ PC¤¥

�F� P¤�

/C��/Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC

GIC TQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC GIC

TQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC


K�GIC TQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC GIC

TQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC GIC

TQ PK�
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19. Who fell?  That man (yonder) fell (far away from both).
3WK GUV VQOD¡! %GV JQOOG N��DCU GUV VQOD¡�

0CPK CMYG[CMK! /QDCNK Q[Q OQUKMC MWPC CMYG[CMK�

.QI�1I� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªP�NG

px pG P®�

.QI�&Q� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªP�NG

px pG P®�

.QI�.Q� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªP�NG

px pG P®�

.QI�1D� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªP�NG

px pG P®�

.QI�$J� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªP�NG

px pG P®�

.QI�$C� �px pG P®! 
CI«� MªP�NG

px pG P®�

.QI�/C� CpK pG PK 
DW·K [C� PC!

CIQ PC PK NQ\Q XKp� VK � 
DW·K

[C�

7I��1M� �T� ¤E� P� P¤! �I� P� N�

P� ¥E� P� P¤�

7I��1I� �p¥ �p¡ PK¬! �I² N¡ p�

�p¡ P¤�

.WI�8W� �F¥ �F� P¤ [�! �I²R¥ p|

p�T¤ �F� P¤�

.WI�#[� �F¥ �F� P¤! �I²R¥ p� p�

�F� P¤�

.WI�/C� �F¥ �p� P¤ [�! �I² p� F��

�F� P¤�

.WI�6G� �p¥ �p¡ P¤ [�! �I«D¥

p|�N¡ p� �p¡P¤�

.WI�#T� �p¥ �p¡ P¤ [�! �I«D¤ p�

F� �p� P¤�

/C��/Q� �F¥ �F¡ P¤! O� F¥ P� N¡

P�¥ �F� P¤�

/C��/Q� CpK PC GIC TQ PK! OCpK

PC 
K� NGPC 
K� GIC TQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC GIC

TQ PK�

/C��.Q� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PC 
K�

GIC TQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PCNG

PC GIC TQ PK�

/C�� 	$� CpK GIC TQ PK! CIQ PCNG

PC GIC TQ PK�
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20. Did he fall?  No he did not fall.
'UV�EG SW	KN GUV VQOD¡! 0QP� KN P	GUV RCU VQOD¡�

;G CMYG[CMK! 6G [G CMYG[CMK VG�

.QI�1I� pGV� ¥! pG M��

.QI�&Q� pGV� ¥! pG M��

.QI�.Q� pGV� ¥! pG M��

.QI�1D� pGV� ¥! pG M��

.QI�$J� pGV� ¥! pG M��

.QI�$C� pGV� ¥! pG M��

.QI�/C� CPFC pG VW 
DW·K [C�!

G[G� CPFC pG MQ GVK 
DW·K [C�

PC�

7I��1M� ¤E� P� T�! [°� ¤E� P� M°�

7I��1I� �p¡ T�! [°� �p¡ M°�

.WI�8W� �F� T�! [�� �F� P� M±�

.WI�#[� �F¡ T� [�! [�� �Y¥P¥ �F�

M±�

.WI�/C� �F¡ T�! [��  F¡ P¥ M±�

.WI�6G� �F¡ T� [�! [� �p¡ M��

.WI�#T� �F¡ T�! [� �p¡ M��

/C��/Q� �F� T�! ¤[« �F� M±T±�

/C��/Q� GIC TQ TC! MC� GIC TQ MQ

TQ�

/C��.Q� GIC TQ TC! K[Q� GIC TQ

MQ TQ�

/C��.Q� 
IDkC·Q� GIC TQ TC! K[Q�

GIC TQ MQ TQ�

/C�� 	$� CPFCC GIC TQ TC! K[Q�

CPFCC GIC TQ MQ TQ�

/C�� 	$� GIC TQ TC! K[Q� CPFCC GIC

TQ MQ TQ�

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

21. It is a fish.
%	GUV WP RQKUUQP�

1[Q G\CNK UCOCMK�

.QI�1I� MªP�p� M�Uº� ��

.QI�&Q� MªP�p� M�Uº� ��

.QI�.Q� MªP�p� M�Uº� ��

.QI�1D� MªP�p� M�Uº� ��

.QI�$J� MªP�p� M�Uº� ��

.QI�$C� MªP�p� M�Uº� ��

.QI�/C� X� [C GD��� �

7I��1M� ¤T¥ ]�  T¥� ¤m¥P¥�

7I��1I� p¤P¤ ¤m¥ P��

.WI�8W�  T¤  D¥ P��

.WI�#[�  T¤  D¥ P��

.WI�/C�  T¥  D¥ P��

.WI�6G� ¤p¥ ¤D¥ P��

.WI�#T� ¤F¥ ¤D¥�

/C��/Q� p¤  D¥�

/C��/Q� pKK GmK�

/C��.Q� pK GmK�

/C��.Q� pK GmK�

/C�� 	$� pK GmK�

/C�� 	$� pK GmK�
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22. They are fish.
%G UQPV FGU RQKUUQPU�

1[Q G\CNK DCUCOCMK�

.QI�1I� MªP�j� M�Uº� �� QT P� �

M�Uº� ��

.QI�&Q� MªP�j� M�Uº� �� QT P� �

M�Uº� ��

.QI�.Q� MªP�j� M�Uº� �� QT P� �

M�Uº� ��

.QI�1D� MªP�j� M�Uº� �� QT P� �

M�Uº� ��

.QI�$J� MªP�j� M�Uº� �� QT P� �

M�Uº� ��

.QI�$C� MªP�j� M�Uº� �� QT P� �

M�Uº� ��

.QI�/C� Xx DC [C GD��� �

7I��1M� ¥P¥ ¤m¥P¥�

7I��1I� p¤M¥¤m¥ P��

.WI�8W�  T¤  D¥ [~�

.WI�#[�  [¤  D¥ P��

.WI�/C� ¤M¥  D¥ P��

.WI�6G� ¤M¥ ¤D¥ M��

.WI�#T� M¥ ¤D¥�

/C��/Q�  D¥ �j��

/C��/Q� pKK GmK�

/C��.Q� pK GmK� QT CjK GmK�

/C��.Q� pK GmK� QT GmK CjC�

/C�� 	$� CjK GmK� QT GmK NCMK�

/C�� 	$� CjK GmK�

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

23. It is a dog.
%	GUV WP EJKGP�

1[Q G\CNK ODY��

.QI�1I� MªP�p� MªM� ��

.QI�&Q� MªP�p� MªM� ��

.QI�.Q� MªP�p� MªM� ��

.QI�1D� MªP�p� MªM� ��

.QI�$J� MªP�p� MªM� ��

.QI�$C� MªP�p� MªM� ��

.QI�/C� X� [� QM¡�x�

7I��1M� ¤T¥ ªE¡P��

7I��1I� p¤ P¤ ¯E� P��

.WI�8W�  T¤ ªE¡ P��

.WI�#[�  T¤ ªE¡ P��

.WI�/C�  T¥ ªE«Q P��

.WI�6G� ¤p¥ ªE«Q P��

.WI�#T� ¤F¤ ªE«I«�

/C��/Q� p¤ ªE¡�

/C��/Q� pKK QEG�

/C��.Q� pK QEG�

/C��.Q� pK QEG�

/C�� 	$� pK QMG�

/C�� 	$� pK QMG� QT QMG�
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24. They are dogs.
%G UQPV FGU EJKGPU�

1[Q DC\CNK DC�ODY��

.QI�1I� MªP�j� MªM� �� QT P� �

MªM� ��

.QI�&Q� MªP�j� MªM� �� QT P� �

MªM� ��

.QI�.Q� MªP�j� MªM� �� QT P� �

MªM� ��

.QI�1D� MªP�j� MªM� �� QT P� �

MªM� ��

.QI�$J� MªP�j� MªM� �� QT P� �

MªM� ��

.QI�$C� MªP�j� MªM� �� QT P� �

MªM� ��

.QI�/C� X� DC [� QM¡���

7I��1M� ¥P¥ ªE¡P��

7I��1I� p¤ M¥ ¯E� P��

.WI�8W�  T¤ ªE¡ [~�

.WI�#[�  [¤ ªE¡ P��

.WI�/C� [¤¥ ªE«Q P¤�

.WI�6G� ¤M¥ ªEQ« M��

.WI�#T� M¥ ªE«I«�

/C��/Q� ªE¡ �j��

/C��/Q� pKK VK QEG�

/C��.Q� pK QEG� QT CjK QEG�

/C��.Q� pK QEG� QT QEG CjC�

/C�� 	$� CjK QMG� QT QMG CjC�

/C�� 	$� CjK QMG�

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

25. It is a knife.
%	GUV WP EQWVGCW�

1[Q G\CNK ODGN¥�

.QI�1I� P�p� CN¥ ��

.QI�&Q� P�p� CN¥ ��

.QI�.Q� P�p� CN¥ ��

.QI�1D� P�p� CN¥ ��

.QI�$J� P�p� CN¥ ��

.QI�$C� P�p� CN¥ ��

.QI�/C� Xx [C WN¥�K �

7I��1M� ¤T¥ � N ¥P� �

7I��1I� p¤ P¤ �N ¥ P� �

.WI�8W�  T¤ ¡N¥ P��

.WI�#[�  T¤ ¡N¥ P��

.WI�/C�  T� ¡N¥ P¤�

.WI�6G� ¤p� ¥N ¥� P��

.WI�#T� ¤p� �N �©I��

/C��/Q� F¤ ¥N ¥ �

/C��/Q� pKK KN K �

/C��.Q� pK KNK �

/C��.Q� pK KNK �

/C�� 	$� pK KNK �

/C�� 	$� pK KNK �
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26. They are knives.
%G UQPV FGU EQWVGCWZ�

1[Q G\CNK DC�ODGN¥�

.QI�1I� MªP�j®� QT P� � CN¥ ��

.QI�&Q� MªP�j®� QT P� � CN¥ ��

.QI�.Q� MªP�j®� QT P� � CN¥ ��

.QI�1D� MªP�j®� QT P� � CN¥ ��

.QI�$J� MªP�j®� QT P� � CN¥ ��

.QI�$C� MªP�j®� QT P� � CN¥ ��

.QI�/C� Xx DC [C WN��¥ �

7I��1M� ¥P¥ �N ¥P� �

7I��1I� p¤ P¤ �N ¥ P� �

.WI�8W�  T¤ ¡N¥ [~�

.WI�#[�  [¤ ¡N¥ P��

.WI�/C�  M¥ �N� P¤�

.WI�6G� ¤M¥ ¡N¥� M¥�

.WI�#T� M¥ �N �©I��

/C��/Q� ¥N¥ �j¥ �j��

/C��/Q� pKK VK K N K �

/C��.Q� pK KNK � QT CjK KN K �

/C��.Q� pK KNK � QT KN K CjC�

/C�� 	$� CjK KN K � QT KN K NCMK�

/C�� 	$� CjK KN K �

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

27. It is a house.
%	GUV WPG OCKUQP�

1[Q G\CNK PFCMQ�

.QI�1I� P� p� FL« ��

.QI�&Q� P� p� FL« ��

.QI�.Q� P� p� FL« ��

.QI�1D� P� p� FL« ��

.QI�$J� P� p� FL« ��

.QI�$C� P� p� FL« ��

.QI�/C� Xx [C F\Q�x�

7I��1M� ¤T� L�P��

7I��1I� p¤ P¤ L� P��

.WI�8W�  T¤ jL« P��

.WI�#[�  T¤ L« P��

.WI�/C�  T¥ L« P¤�

.WI�6G� ¤p¥ L« P¤�

.WI�#T� ¤p¥ L«�

/C��/Q� p¤ LQ�

/C��/Q� pKK LQ�

/C��.Q� pK LQ�

/C��.Q� pK LQ�

/C�� 	$� pK \Q�

/C�� 	$� pK \Q�
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28. They are houses.
%G UQPV FGU OCKUQPU�

1[Q G\CNK DCPFCMQ�

.QI�1I� MªP�jx FL« �� QT P� �

FL« ��

.QI�&Q� MªP�jx FL« �� QT P� �

FL« ��

.QI�.Q� MªP�jx FL« �� QT P� �

FL« ��

.QI�1D� MªP�jx FL« �� QT P� �

FL« ��

.QI�$J� MªP�jx FL« �� QT P� �

FL« ��

.QI�$C� MªP�jx FL« �� QT P� �

FL« ��

.QI�/C� Xx DCj[C F\Q�x�

7I��1M� ¥P¥ L�P��

7I��1I� p¤ M¥ L� P��

.WI�8W�  T¤ jL« [~�

.WI�#[�  [¤ jL« P��

.WI�/C�  M¥ L« [¤¥ �

.WI�6G� ¤M¥ L� M��

.WI�#T� M¥ L«�

/C��/Q� L« �j¥ �j��

/C��/Q� pKK VK LQ�

/C��.Q� pK LQ� QT LQ [C[CFQ�

/C��.Q� pK LQ� QT LQ CjC�

/C�� 	$� \Q NCMK�

/C�� 	$� CjK \Q�

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

29. the house of the man
NC OCKUQP FG N	JQOOG

PFCMQ P� OQD�NK

.QI�1I� CIk� � FL« 
QT� CI« Px

FL«

.QI�&Q� CIk� � FL« 
QT� FL«

CIkC¬ CpºC

.QI�.Q� CI« Px FL«

.QI�1D� CI« Px FL«

.QI�$J� CIk� � FL« 
QT� FL«

CIkC¬ CpºC

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� F\� CI� MCPC

7I��1M� L� �I� 
p�� P� �Y�XK¬

7I��1I� L� p¤ P� �I� 
D¤� ·¥ �

.WI�8W� jL« �I²R¥ PF� X�N�T¤

.WI�#[� jL« �I²R¥ PF� T¤ X�N�T¤

.WI�/C� L« �I²R¥ ·¤ ¤

.WI�6G� L« �I«D¥ N¡T
�� ·¥ T� �

.WI�#T� L« �I«D¥ N�T¤ ·¤ �

/C��/Q� L« �I« ·¤¤

/C��/Q� 
pKK� OCpK C LQ

/C��.Q� LQ CIQ pK QT CIQ PK LQ

/C��.Q� LQ CIQ pK K

/C�� 	$� \Q CIQ TK pK K

/C�� 	$� \Q CIQ TK pK K
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30. the house of the wife
NC OCKUQP FG NC HGOOG

PFCMQ PC OYCUK

.QI�1I� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�&Q� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�.Q� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�1D� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�$J� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� F\� uM� P\¥ PC

7I��1M� L� ¤\¥ P�� �Y� X¥�

7I��1I� L� p¤ P� ¯M� ·¥ �

.WI�8W� jL« ªM� PF� X�N�T¤

.WI�#[� jL« ªM� PF� T¤ X�N�T¤

.WI�/C� L« ªM² PF¡ ·¤ �

.WI�6G� L« ªM² N� ·¥ T¤ ¤

.WI�#T� L« ªM² N� ·� � �

/C��/Q� L« ¥\¥ ·¤ ¤

/C��/Q� pK K K\K C LQ 
G�

/C��.Q� LQ K\K pK QT K\K PK LQ

/C��.Q� LQ K\K pK K

/C�� 	$� \Q K\K pK K

/C�� 	$� \Q K\K pK K

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

31. the child of the man
N	GPHCPV FG N	JQOOG

OYCPC PC OQDCNK

.QI�1I� CIkC¬ OX�

.QI�&Q� CIkC¬ OX�

.QI�.Q� CIkC¬ OX�

.QI�1D� CIk� PF� P� OX�

.QI�$J� CIk� PFC¬ OX�

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� OX� CI� PC

7I��1M� OX� �I� P�� �Y� X¥�

7I��1I� OD�V¥ �I� D¥ ·¥ ��

.WI�8W� �I²R¥ PF� T¤ O� OX�

.WI�#[� OX� �I²R¥ PF� T¤ X�N�T¤

.WI�/C� OX� �I²R¥ PF� ·� T¤ �

.WI�6G� ©I«V¥ �I«D¥ N� ·¥ T¤ �

.WI�#T� ©I«V¥ ©I� �I«D¥ N� ·� � �

/C��/Q� ID� T� �I� ·¤ ¤

/C��/Q� OCpK C mCTC

/C��.Q� mCTC CIQ pK QT CIQ PK

mCTC

/C��.Q� mCTC CIQ pKK

/C�� 	$� mQTC©IkC CIQ TK pKK

/C�� 	$� mQTC©IkC CIQ TK pKK
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32. the male child
NG ICT�QP 
K�G� N	GPHCPV OCNG�

OYCPC OQDCNK

.QI�1I� OX� Ik� QT OX� I«

.QI�&Q� OX� Ik� QT OX� I«

.QI�.Q� OX� Ik� QT OX� I«

.QI�1D� OX� Ik� QT OX� I«

.QI�$J� OX� Ik� QT OX� I«

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� OX� OX� CI�

7I��1M� �I�� OX� P�� �Y� X¥�

7I��1I� �I� D¥ X�

.WI�8W� �I²R¥� OX�

.WI�#[� �I²R¥� OX�

.WI�/C� �I²R¥ [� OX�

.WI�6G� �I«D¥� OX��

.WI�#T� ©I«V¥ ©I� �I«D¥�

/C��/Q� ID� T� �I«

/C��/Q� mCTCIQ

/C��.Q� mCTCIQ

/C��.Q� mCTCIQ

/C�� 	$� mQTCIQ

/C�� 	$� mQTCIQ

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

33. the children of the man
NGU GPHCPVU FG N	JQOOG

DCPC PC OQDCNK

.QI�1I� CIk| �PLºC 
!� QT CIk�

PFC Px CPLx

.QI�&Q� CIk| �PLºC

.QI�.Q� CIk| �PLºC 
!�

.QI�1D� CIk� PFC Px CPLx

.QI�$J� CIk� PFC Px CPLx

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� OX� OX� CIu PC

7I��1M� �P\¤ �I� 
pC� P� �Y� X¥�

7I��1I� �Y¥[� p� M¥ �I�D¥ p¥ � P��

.WI�8W� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ O� �P\�

.WI�#[� �P\� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ X�N�F¤ [�

.WI�/C� �P\� �I²R¥ PF�·¥ F¤ X�

.WI�6G� �P\� �I«D¥ N� ·¥ T¤ M¥

.WI�#T� �P\¥©I� �I«DK¬ N� ·� M�

/C��/Q� ID�T�PL¥ �I« F¤ ·¥ ¤

/C��/Q� OCpK C mC EKTK

/C��.Q� DQP\K 
EKTK� CIQ pK QT

CIQ PK DQP\K

/C��.Q� DQTQP\K CIQ pK

/C�� 	$� DQTQP\K CIQ TK pK K

/C�� 	$� DQP\K EKTK CIQ TK pK K

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG
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34. the man's eye
N	QGKN FG N	JQOOG

NKUQ 
OKUW OQMQ� PC OQDCNK

.QI�1I� CIk� PFC Px O¤ 
QT� CI«


Px� O¤

.QI�&Q� CIk� PFC Px O¤ 
QT� CI«


Px� O¤

.QI�.Q� CIk� PFC Px O¤ 
QT� CI«


Px� O¤

.QI�1D� CIk� PFC Px O¤ 
QT� CI«


Px� O¤

.QI�$J� CIk� PFC Px O¤ 
QT� CI«


Px� O¤

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� CI� q~ H¥ 
CNu�

7I��1M� �I� PC¬ O²N��

7I��1I� �I�D¥ p®� O¥H¥

.WI�8W� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ O� O�N¡

.WI�#[� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ O� O�N¡

.WI�/C� �I²R¥ PFG¬ O� O�N¡

.WI�6G� �I«D¥ NG¬ O¥ H¥

.WI�#T� �I«D¥ NG¬ O� H¥

/C��/Q� �I« p¤ � O¥ ¥

/C��/Q� OCpK C OK

/C��.Q� CIQ PK OK

/C��.Q� CIQ PK OK

/C�� 	$� CIQ PK OK QT OK CIQ TK

pK K

/C�� 	$� CIQ TK PK OK QT CIQ TK C

OK

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

35. the man's eyes
NGU [GWZ FG N	JQOOG

OKUW PC OQDCNK

.QI�1I� CI« Mx O® QT CIk� Mx

O®

.QI�&Q� CI« Mx O® QT CIk� Mx

O®

.QI�.Q� CI« Mx O® QT CIk� Mx

O®

.QI�1D� CI« Mx O® QT CIk� Mx

O®

.QI�$J� CI« Mx O® QT CIk� Mx

O®

.QI�$C� PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG

.QI�/C� CI� q~ H¥ 
DWYG�

7I��1M� �I� PC¬ O²N¡� ¥P¥

7I��1I� �I�D¥ p® � O¥H¥

.WI�8W� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ O� O�N¡ [~

.WI�#[� �I²R¥ PF�T¤ O� O�N¡ [~

.WI�/C� �I²R¥ PFG¬ O� O�N¡ [¤ ¥

.WI�6G� �I«D¥ NG¬ O� H¥ M¥

.WI�#T� �I«D¥ NG¬ O� H¥

/C��/Q� �I« F¤ O¥ P� ¥

/C��/Q� OCpK C OK VK K

/C��.Q� CIQ PK OK

/C��.Q� CIQ PK OK

/C�� 	$� CIQ PK OK QT OK CIQ TK

pKK

/C�� 	$� CIQ TK PK OK QT CIQ TK C

OK

.WNWDQ PQ FCVC CXCKNCDNG
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